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Chapter1
Introduction
Yet another Ph.D. thesis on assessing new experimental techniques in fluid mechanics
suggests that there is no such thing as the ultimate technique for measuring general
flow fields. Over a century, people have developed experimental techniques to vi-
sualise flow phenomena, first qualitatively and later quantitatively. With advancing
physical insights and technological innovations and improvements (lasers, intensified
digital cameras), new measurement principles could be explored and exploited. It is
in this setting of ongoing developments in flow diagnostic tools that this thesis in-
tends to contribute. We report new achievements in planar molecular light scattering
techniques, specifically Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering, and APART1, for quan-
titatively diagnosing compressible flows non-intrusively without adding artificial par-
ticulates.
Accurate quantitative flow field data are essential for both scientific discoveries as well
as for verification purposes. Experimental data may lead to new theoretical insights
in fluid dynamics, may validate numerical results obtained with sophisticated mod-
elling, and often provides the ‘proof’ of a proposed design when exposed to real-life
conditions. The introduction of an experimental technique, however, requires an ‘out-
performance’ of current commonly accepted techniques. Either the newmethod needs
to provide data that cannot be obtained at all with other techniques, or it should yield
a higher level of accuracy or spatio-temporal resolution, or it needs to be more conve-
nient to implement experimentally or to evaluate the acquired data, etc.. Unfortunately,
it is practically impossible to perform various experiments with different techniques on
a world-wide ‘benchmark’ for a fair and exhaustive comparison of new techniques to
existing experimental methods. On the other hand, we did confront all experimental
techniques proposed in this thesis to underexpanded jet flow fields as a mutual vali-
dation of their results, which is a suitable reference system [69]. Moreover, we studied
(theoretically) well-assessed flow fields for a validation of the new techniques to model
predictions, and performed some less-assessed (but more challenging) experiments to
stress the potential experimental capabilities of the diagnostics.
Below, we will first classify the interesting flow field parameters that need to be mea-
1APART is an acronym of Air PhotolysisAnd Recombination Tracking.
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sured, and present a limited survey of the available methods according to literature.
Following the characterisation of these techniques, we will focus on the principles un-
derlying our techniques and their expected performance (the actual subject of this the-
sis). Finally, set-ups used for additional classical measurements are presented in some
more detail.
1.1 Wish List
From a fundamental point of view, flow fields are characterised in space and time by
the (i) velocity, (ii) species-specific number density, (iii) pressure, and (iv) temperature2.
Scattered through literature, one can distill criteria that are imposed to the data on
these flow field parameters. Ideally, information should be
quantitative: allowing to objectively compare various results (from computations and
from other experiments); to provide input data for further post-processing to-
wards quantities of interest to engineers; and to validate designs;
spatially resolved: allowing to render the data to lower spatial dimensions and/or
resolution in case of data over-kill; data should be provided in free streams as
well as in confined flows and close to test models;
time resolved: allowing to investigate unsteady flows (turbulence and transport phe-
nomena);
species-specific: allowing to study flow phenomena like mixing and separation of
chemical compounds, as well as chemical processes.
These criteria are high standards that might not necessarily be met for all practical
purposes in case a priori assumptions on the flow can be made. For example, if one
were interested only in the location of a shock wave but not in its strength, qualita-
tive data would suffice. Low-dimensional flows (like a laminar flow through a pipe)
may be studied in only one dimension instead of a full three dimensional characteri-
sation. Clearly, steady flows do not require time-dependent measurements, but allow
of time-averaged diagnostics. For a flow of uniform composition or containing only
one chemical compound, a distinction between different species does not provide rel-
evant information. Obviously, the above list is for the most general experiment on a
completely unknown flow.
From a user point of view, other wishes may come in addition to the above list. For
example, the experimental technique ought to be (i) easy to implement (turn-key), (ii)
sufficiently robust to perform non-laboratory experiments, (iii) real-time, (iv) easy to
2It might also be interesting to study non-equilibrium flow systems (including vibrational non-
equilibrium that often occurs in supersonic expansion and behind shock waves as observed by e.g.Maté
et al. [93, 92]), for which it is hard to speak of ‘temperature’ at all.
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interpret unambiguously, (v) economic. In practice, however, some of the criteria men-
tioned are incompatible. In visualisation experiments, for example, there is always a
trade-off between a large field-of-view and high spatial resolution. Consequently, none
of the available methods is found to satisfy all these criteria and neither will our tech-
niques. However, it is a wish list containing the above criteria that should be kept in
mind when characterising diagnostic tools.
Nowadays, an increasing number of experimental techniques is (at least partly) based
on optical principles, and allow planar (2D) measurements as they exploit a camera
to detect the light that is characteristic for the experimental technique at hand. Note,
however, that lower dimensional measurements (e.g. in a single point (0D) or along a
line (1D)) can be scaled up to higher dimensional information (e.g. planar or volumet-
ric (3D)) by consecutive measurements at different locations, e.g. with a tomographic
study. The profit of measuring 2D fields at once (with a camera) implies not only a de-
crease in total measurement time, but also the possibility to image the entire region of
interest, enabling the detection of correlated phenomena in both space and time. Ad-
ditionally, imaging facilitates of easier alignment. Moreover, the higher dimensional
the measurement is, the lower dimensional the accurate traversing mechanism needs
to be to move the flowwith respect to the diagnostic set-up for a scan of the entire flow
field.
1.2 Experimental Techniques: an Overview
Many criteria may be used to classify experimental flow diagnostic techniques. Very
generally, we distinguish between (i) all-mechanical (e.g. the barometer and thermome-
ter present in every household); (ii) opto-mechanical (e.g. the visualisation of particu-
lates like smoke from a fire, or the visualisation of skin friction lines in liquid films,
or patterns in pressure sensitive paint and temperature sensitive paint); and (iii) all-
optical (e.g. the fata morgana effect of light deflection by strong density gradients, like
in the desert, or above a flame or above the road on a hot day). In this section, we will
briefly discuss the pros and cons of
1. intrusive probing (all-mechanical);
2. particle-seeded visualisation (opto-mechanical);
3. line-of-sight visualisation (all-optical); and
4. molecular light scattering (all-optical),
in order to identify a promising starting-point for the present research.
The goal of the research underlying this thesis was to develop experimental schemes
for flow diagnostics that satisfy as many of the criteria listed in section 1.1 as possi-
ble. If this development proves successful, these novel techniques should go beyond
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Figure 1.1. Sketch of a pitot tube measurement in a supersonic flow. A bow shock is generated
upstream of the pitot tube, separating two flow regions at different conditions. The barometer
connected to the pitot tube measures the downstream pressure p2 instead of the desired free stream
pressure p1, which is required to determine the free stream velocity v1.
current state-of-the-art detection mentioned in the review. The emphasis of this the-
sis will be on density measurements in compressible flows and mixing phenomena
in multi-species flows with commercially available equipment. Our approach is all-
optical, based on the quantification of planar distributions of laser light scattered by
molecules. Both successful culminations and experimental pitfalls will be critically as-
sessed as well as (tackled) complications in data interpretation. The next chapter is
dedicated to the details of molecular light scattering, the category to which we con-
tribute.
1.2.1 Intrusive probing (all-mechanical)
A (mechanical) probe of finite extent is put into the flow to measure generally a single
flow field parameter (pitot tubes and multi-hole probes for pressures, hot wires for
velocity, etc.). Regularly, these data need processing to yield the parameter of interest,
i.e. they provide indirect flow information. For example, both pitot tube pressures and
hot wire data can be converted into velocity data relying on simplifying assumptions3.
Unfortunately, when put in the (free stream) flow field of interest, these mechanical
devices
• probe the flow only locally in a single ‘point’ (region of finite extent); and
• generally influence the flow field.
For example, shock waves are generated on the device itself when put in supersonic
flows (see the sketch in figure 1.1). Consequently, pitot tubes provide the pressure p2
behind the generated shock wave, which requires some assumptions and effort to be
converted into p1, the pressure upstream of this induced shock wave. It is the latter
3The interpretation of pitot tube measurements presumes that the flow is incident normal to the
orifice plane, that the gas is ideal, and that the compression is isentropic.
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pressure that is required to calculate the non-disturbed free stream flow velocity v1
of interest. Hot wires, which are meant to determine the flow velocity, suffer from
the same fundamental complications, and might additionally be blown to pieces in
supersonic flows. Pressure taps in a test model provide data on the free stream flow
over the surface for vanishing tangential pressure gradients in the boundary layer.
Mechanical probes have found common use mainly because of their high quality in
signal-to-noise ratio and relatively easy implementation.
All intrusive techniques are point measurements, which might be scaled up by putting
various probes in an array. However, since these methods suffer from serious artifacts
which may or may not be corrected for, the flow fields become more and more arti-
ficially disturbed in such an approach. Therefore, extensive effort has been directed
towards the development of optical techniques, which are in principle non-intrusive.
1.2.2 Particle-seeded flow visualisation (opto-mechanical)
Light is efficiently scattered (‘reflected’) by small particles4, which may be added to a
flow for that purpose. Many experimental techniques based on particulate light scat-
tering have found common use and are commercially available nowadays, all assum-
ing that the tracer particles are representatively carried along with the flow. On (stro-
boscopic) illumination, the particles can be tracked in time to study their averaged
motion with Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) [3, 58], Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) [5, 164, 6], and variants. Generally, these techniques provide data on displace-
ments, which may be converted into velocities. Other velocimetry techniques rely on
the Doppler shift that is imposed by the motion of the scattering particulates. The
scattered light is slightly shifted in frequency with respect to the incident light. This
frequency shift can be measured as a beat frequency upon interference with the inci-
dent light, which is directly proportional to one component of the velocity of the seed
particle (Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) or Velocimetry (LDV) [1, 35]; a point mea-
surement technique). Also, the frequency shift of the scattered light can be filtered
with a molecular notch filter5, the transmitted intensity being a measure for the ve-
locity (Doppler Global Velocimetry (DGV) [99]). Particle-seeded flow techniques have
found wide applications, and literature contains numerous contributions of PTV, LDA,
PIV (and variants), and DGV studies.
Unfortunately, as a trade-off to the high signal levels, the (global) addition of artifi-
4For spherical particles with a diameter d in the order of, or larger than the wavelength λ of illumi-
nation (so-called Mie scattering regime), the intensity of the scattered light scales with the square of the
particle diameter. In commercial PIV systems [31], incorporating a double-pulsed, frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser, the illumination wavelength is λ = 532 nm, up to two orders smaller in size than the
seeding particles.
5Notch filters have steep and narrow absorption bands to spectrally filter light. For example, absorp-
tion bands of mercury and iodine are used to this purpose.
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cial seeding particulates to the flow may in certain circumstances pose difficulties on a
fundamental level as well as on a practical level [137]. In case of gas flows, the seed-
ing particles are different in size and mass than the molecules that constitute the flow
(typically dparticle ∼ 10−5 − 10−7 m vs. dmolecule ∼ 10−10 m). This poses limitations
on the spatial and temporal scales that can be resolved. First of all, the seeding parti-
cles exhibit an averaged motion, leading to a study of a collective motion, the smallest
spatial scale of which may exceed the minimal scale of interest of the flow. Moreover,
the particulates may react differently to the dynamics of the flow due to their larger
mass, lagging behind the motions on the microscopic scale. This is a pitfall for abrupt
velocity changes over shock waves, for example. Also, the seeding particles may dis-
turb the flow on a microscopic scale. These effects diminish in the limit of the particle
size and mass reaching the molecular properties. However, the light scattering effi-
ciency drops accordingly, lessening the profits of the particle-seeding. Finally, there
are problems associated with the statistics of the particulates due to a velocity bias in
the measurements [137, for example].
1.2.3 Line-of-sight visualisation (all-optical)
This category of optical techniques, all of which provide either qualitative or quan-
titative density fields, is based on the wave properties of light and the macroscopic
properties of a medium. Differences of refractive index in a medium generate a change
of phase and propagation direction of the light waves, and absorption and scattering
diminish the intensity of the transmitted light. If the flow field is uniformly illumi-
nated in the line-of-sight of a detector, the measured data (either phase or intensity)
generally deviate from the illumination without flow field. Since a number density
variation in the medium deflects (part of) the light, it influences the image formed
on a camera (schlieren visualisation, shadowgraphy, etc.). The merits of these types of
‘conventional’ imaging techniques lie in their practical simplicity, the low-budget char-
acter, and the quick impression of the flow that is provided. However, besides the fact
that the information is integrated over the line-of-sight instead of being localised, these
techniques do not provide flow field parameters directly. For example, schlieren im-
ages (figure 1.2) visualise gradients of the refractive index, which are hard to interpret
as absolute number densities [98, for example].
Interferometric studies, comparing the optical path length of (perturbed) light rays
that intersected the flow field to (unperturbed) reference rays that by-passed the flow
field, also belong to this class of techniques. The obtained interferometric data (2D
maps of the phase difference between the reference beam and the distorted beam, inte-
grated over the line-of-sight) reveal changes in the number density field as well. More
recently, laser diagnostic techniques have come available, improving ‘conventional’
line-of-sight techniques (like direct absorption), like cavity-ring down absorption ex-
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Figure 1.2. Toepler configuration for schlieren imaging, in which a flow field is imaged by a cam-
era through lens L3. The lamp illuminates a diffusor plate (possibly accompanied by an optical
filter), and a small fraction of this light is transmitted by a pinhole. Consequently, the diffusor
acts like a ‘point source’, the light of which is collimated by a lens L1. In case no optical distur-
bances (e.g. density gradients) are present along the optical path, the collimated rays propagate
unperturbed and are focussed by lens L2 to a spot, i.e. the image of the ‘point source’. However,
refractive index gradients deflect rays, leading to deviations in detected intensity with respect
to the undisturbed situation. The schlieren knife in the focal plane (partly) blocks the light that
traversed the flow field.
periments [10, for example] to measure small molar fractions.
All line-of-sight techniques need to be performed tomographically or rely on symme-
try assumptions of the flow system to interpret the data as spatially resolved number
density fields. This can be done by either
1. performing (many) radial measurements, resulting in a tomographic (volumet-
ric) reconstruction in which measured, integrated density data is unravelled to
localised absolute number density distributions [159, for example];
2. performing (many) tangential measurements for a subsequent Abel inversion in
case of flow systems possessing (presumed) cylindrical symmetry [76, for exam-
ple]; or
3. comparing measured data to computed data of the same quantity, derived from
a flow field calculation [77, for example].
The first two approaches directly yield absolute number density fields, but, however,
these approaches are limited to free stream flows. Because of the line-of-sight prin-
ciple, the geometry for the different radial or tangential recordings that can be made
is limited by a flow model blocking the optical path. The third approach can as well
be regarded as code validation instead of experimental data interpretation, since the
computation needs a priori knowledge of the flow for an appropriate calculation of the
density field. Based on this method, Lanen et al. [77] found deviations between the
measured and the computed interferogram within ±2% (averaged over the line-of-
sight).
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Figure 1.3. Arrangement for a typical 2D molecular light scattering experiment. A narrow light
sheet from a laser illuminates a planar cross section of the flow, contained in the field of view of a
camera. Part of the laser light is scattered by the molecules towards the camera. LIF and Raman
experiments often require spectral filtering of the scattered light, whereas the filter is omitted
for number density field distribution measurements by Rayleigh scattering. (Filtered Rayleigh
Scattering experiments – providing velocity, pressure, and temperature – require a molecular
notch filter.) In the depicted orientation, techniques based on Doppler-shifted light are sensitive to
only a minor velocity component.
1.2.4 Molecular light scattering detection (all-optical)
On a microscopic level, matter (e.g.molecules that make up the flow) and light interact
in many ways. Because these interactions generally are less efficient than the scatter-
ing off particulates, molecular light scattering techniques have become applicable for
flow imaging only recently with the introduction of intense light sources (lasers). Since
then, manymethods emerged to study species-specific number density fields (Laser In-
duced Fluorescence – LIF, Raman scattering) or total number density fields (Rayleigh
scattering). The low-profile, generic set-up for these molecular light scattering experi-
ments (discussed in more detail in the next chapter) is depicted in figure 1.3, where a
cross section of the flow is illuminated by a thin sheet of light generated by a laser. A
fraction of the light is scattered towards a camera, generally detecting the light under
90 degrees with respect to both the propagation direction of the laser sheet and the
height of this laser beam. The camera is focussed on the laser sheet, defining the field
of view. For some experiments, a spectral filter is put in front of the camera. Ingenious
detection schemes measure velocity, pressure, and temperature fields simultaneously
(Filtered Rayleigh Scattering, Spectrally resolved Rayleigh Scattering). Molecular Tag-
ging Velocimetry (MTV) experiments resemble the particle-seeded techniques, but now
on amolecular level, and provide velocity fields. Also,molecular-seeded flow visuali-
sation techniques exploit increased signal levels of light scattered bymolecules that are
added to the flow. Reviews are presented by Zhao & Hiroyasu [173], McKenzie [95],
Miles & Lempert [106], Rothe & Andresen [132], and Miles, Lempert & Forkey [107],
to list a few.
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1.3 Outline of this Thesis
The preceding overview of experimental techniques is followed by two additional in-
troductory chapters. One briefly reviews molecular light scattering techniques em-
ployed in fluid mechanics, and what properties we will exploit in our novel detection
schemes (chapter 2). The other one concisely summarises compressible flow theory,
and introduces the flow fields of interest in this thesis: an underexpanded nozzle flow
and a supersonic wind tunnel flow over a wedge. The latter flow field is also experi-
mentally characterised with classical techniques in chapter 3.
Since we study the feasibility of four different detection schemes, we choose the tech-
nique instead of the flow to be leading in the division of the chapters. The body of this
thesis consists of the following subjects
Chapter 4 contains total number density measurements with planar UV Rayleigh scat-
tering on steady and unsteady underexpanded jets, and on an unsteady super-
sonic wind tunnel flow during start-up;
Chapter 5 introduces 2D species-specific number density measurements with UV Ra-
man scattered light recorded through an imaging spectrograph (OMA Raman
imaging) on (mixing of) underexpanded (nitrogen) jets into ambient air, and with
a flow model in the field of view of the camera;
Chapter 6 deals with the (mathematical) retrieval of purely 2D spatial information
from the images recorded through the spectrograph (OMAgraphs), dealing with
the spatial and spectral dependency of the detected signals;
Chapter 7 shows quantitative 2D number density measurements with OMA Raman
imaging for various flow systems;
Chapter 8 includes a consistency test of density fields of underexpanded jets obtained
with Rayleigh scattering, OMA Raman scattering, and a third detection scheme of
Raman imaging through a dedicated transmission filter;
Chapter 9 presents planar one-component velocity measurements with APART in an
underexpanded jet and in a supersonic wind tunnel.
At the end, we will outline some ideas for future research and briefly summarise the
characteristics of the various methods.
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Chapter2
Molecular Light Scattering
An insight in the raw data that are obtained in this research, as well as in the subse-
quent processing and interpretation requires some understanding of molecular light
scattering. Therefore, the physical principles of the interaction of a gas sample with
light will be touched upon in this chapter, concentrating on spontaneous light scatter-
ing that is limited to schemes enabling planar diagnostics. The outline of this chapter
reflects that the major part of the thesis deals with the acquisition of number density
fields and only slightly with velocity measurements.
2.1 Number Density Field Measurements: Approach
Various interactions that occur on a microscopic level between matter (gaseous media
in the present application) and light can be treated conveniently in a quantum me-
chanical approach [21, 163, 85, 37, 14, 33, for example]. In general, many processes
take place on illumination of a gas sample, i.e. an ensemble of molecules. The main
characteristics (like intensity and colour) of the scattered light resulting from these in-
teractions are governed by the properties of both the scattering species and the incident
light.
In a picture based on quantum mechanics, molecules are represented by energy levels
(eigenvalues) that correspond to solutions (eigenstates) of the time-dependent Schrö-
dinger equation. These levels |n〉with energies En may correspond to electronic, vibra-
tional, or rotational eigenstates of the molecule. Figure 2.1 shows such a picture in a
very simplified form, in which the solid horizontal lines indicate only a couple of the
possible discrete molecular energy levels. Whether or not a photon may induce a tran-
sition between any two levels of a molecule depends on the selection rules between
a populated initial level |i〉 and final level | f 〉. If the ensemble is in thermal equilib-
rium at temperature T, the number of molecules Ni found in state |i〉 with energy Ei is
governed by the Boltzmann distribution
Ni =
gi N
Z exp
[
− Ei
kBT
]
. (2.1)
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Figure 2.1. Simplified quantum mechanical representation of Laser Induced Fluorescence [a];
Rayleigh scattering [b]; and Raman scattering [c], which can be either ‘anti-Stokes’ or ‘Stokes’
associated with a populated initial state |i〉. The solid horizontal lines indicate some of the discrete
energy levels En of a molecule, to which a molecular state |n〉 corresponds. The vertical arrows
represent (optical) transitions associated with absorption (upward arrow) or emission (downward
arrow) of a photon (quantised light). The length of the arrows are a measure for the colour of light;
with respect to the incident photons, the dashed arrows represent higher photon energy (blue-
shifted) and the dotted arrows represent lower photon energy (red-shifted). Since the diagrams
are on the same (arbitrary) energy scale, [a] applies to a different species (say X ) than do [b] and
[c] (species Y ). For a certain illumination, the molecule of species X is excited resonantly (first-
order process) from a specific state |i〉 to another | j〉, whereas the photon energy is insufficient to
excite molecules of species Y resonantly. However, in this quantum mechanical representation,
the non-resonant (second-order) process is indicated by an ‘excitation’ to a virtual level (dash-
dotted horizontal line). The arc in [a] denotes radiationless decay processes. For Rayleigh and
Raman scattering [b] and [c], the virtual level has higher energy than the initial level; the opposite
situation can occur, as well, if higher states are sufficiently populated. The strength of Rayleigh
and Raman scattering drastically increase as the virtual level approaches a real level (resonant
Rayleigh/Raman scattering).
N is the total number of molecules, gi is the statistical weight of the energy level, Z is
a normalisation constant, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Interactions of molecules and light can be described by time-dependent perturbation
theory of the unperturbed molecule in an external oscillating electro-magnetic field. In
this quantum mechanical treatment, all selection rules in principle are transition prob-
abilities: even if the photon energy EL does not exactly match a transition between two
molecular states |i〉 and | j〉, there might still be a non-zero probability that it does in-
duce a transition. In first-order perturbation theory, however, the transition probability
maximises for resonances of the electro-magnetic field and one of the molecular transi-
tions. Upon resonant absorption of a (single) photon, the molecule becomes excited. If
this absorption is followed by an emission of a photon (first-order process again), the
entire interaction scheme is called Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF; figure 2.1[a]) when
the molecules were illuminated with laser light. In section 2.1.1, the LIF process will be
elucidated, including the impact on the signal of radiationless decay by the molecule
(arc in figure 2.1[a]).
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It is generally assumed that first-order interactions dominate the characteristics of
scattered light upon resonant illumination. However, for non-resonant illumination,
second-order processes may prevail. Since also non-resonant interactions have finite
transition probability, light in principle (weakly) interacts with all molecular levels. In
second-order perturbation theory, involving the simultaneous interaction of two pho-
tons and a single molecule, these interactions are summed with the weight of their
transition probability leading to a representation by a ‘virtual’ level. In this represen-
tation, the non-resonant processes of (spontaneous) Rayleigh scattering and (sponta-
neous) Raman scattering are induced by an ‘excitation’ of the molecule from the initial
state |i〉 to this virtual state | j〉 with a simultaneous ‘de-excitation’ from state | j〉 to the
final state | f 〉. The largest probabilities are found for the over-all scheme | f 〉 = |i〉
(Rayleigh scattering) in which the scattered photon has the same photon energy as
the incident photon (elastic scattering). The other (inelastic) cases | f 〉 6= |i〉 are distin-
guished as (i) Stokes Raman scattering, where the scattered photon has smaller photon
energy than the incident photon (red-shifted), and (ii) anti-Stokes Raman scattering
with blue-shifted scattered photons. Both Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering
will be discussed in sections 2.1.2–2.1.4.
In practice, all molecular light scattering techniques employed in fluid dynamics re-
search involve illumination generated by a laser. This radiation is characterised by
(i) its ‘colour’, objectively quantified by either the photon energy EL, the angular fre-
quencyωL, the frequency νL, or the wavelength λL, all of which are interrelated by
EL = h¯ωL = hνL = hc
λL
, (2.2)
(ii) its electric field EL (with polarisation vector eL and amplitude |EL|), (iii) its prop-
agation vector kL, (iv) its spectral band width, and (v) its coherence. In the above
expression, h¯ = h/2pi , with h Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light. Throughout
the thesis, we will use any of the quantities to refer to the colour of the light. When
the incident light interacts with a molecule, the properties of both molecule and light
generally change. Therefore, we will denote the quantities of the scattered light with
the subscript ‘S’ instead of ‘L’.
2.1.1 Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
The LIF process is the result of two consecutive first-order interactions of a molecule
and an electro-magnetic field. Firstly, themolecule absorbs a photon, and, secondly, the
excited molecule emits a photon. In-between these interactions, however, the molecule
is in an excited state, from which it may undergo various other energy exchange pro-
cesses before decaying to a lower-lying state, as indicated by the arc in figure 2.1[a].
These interactions can be induced by, for example, collisions with other molecules,
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quenching part of the LIF signal. Since the quenching rate depends on the ‘environ-
ment’ of the molecule (density, temperature), it may be hard (or even impossible) to
correct for this effect, especially at elevated pressures [9, for example]. This makes
LIF less suitable for quantitative number density field measurements, unless it can be
combined with a reliable (independent) local calibration method.
Even when disregarding quenching effects, the energy of the emitted photon does not
have to equal the energy of the incident photon, as the excited molecule may decay
towards other molecular energy levels than the original one (indicated by the vari-
ous downward arrows in figure 2.1[a]). Hence, the LIF signal generally contains elastic
(νS = νL) and inelastic (νS 6= νL) contributions. Both contributions favour species-
specific spectroscopy since all chemical compounds respond differently to a certain
excitation wavelength, depending on their energy levels and the corresponding tran-
sition probabilities. However, the inelastic components have the additional advantage
that they can be separated spectrally from the illumination wavelength. On the other
hand, it is generally not possible to simultaneously study LIF of two species with a
single illumination wavelength.
In flow diagnostics, nevertheless, Laser Induced Fluorescence is valuable as a spec-
troscopic tool and for velocimetry. It is able to very selectively probe molecules that
are in a specific state, and the signal levels are relatively high because LIF is a res-
onant process. It has often been used in combustion research [9, 59], and to probe
(somehow marked) molecules in Molecular Tagging Velocimetry (MTV) schemes (see
section 2.2.2). Also, when trace molecules like I2 [64, 44] or Na [41] are locally in-
jected into the boundary layer, they provide high contrast between the LIF signal of the
boundary layer and of the free stream flow. Moreover, exploiting the Doppler shift of
the absorption spectrum, LIF highlights specific velocity components when the illumi-
nation is tuned to such a Doppler-shifted absorption line. For example, measurements
of Na seeded in a (hypersonic) He flow [108, 174] or in a (supersonic) N2 flow [23]
were performed. Variants of LIF, like Laser Induced Predissociative Fluorescence of O2
are reported as a reliable tool for measuring density and temperature in low-density,
hypersonic flows [78].
2.1.2 Induced dipole radiation: Rayleigh and Raman scattering
Besides the representation in the quantum mechanical energy diagrams of figure 2.1,
Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering are often treated semi-classically, macro-
scopically interpreting an ensemble of molecules as a polarisable medium. Rayleigh
and (vibrational) Raman scattering process can be described as dipole radiation in-
duced by a long-wave electro-magnetic field E(t) = EL cos(2piνLt) (see figure 2.2).
The linear response of the induced, oscillating dipole moment is (see e.g.Demtröder [33,
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Figure 2.2. Electro-magnetic radiation E(t) (photon energy hνL) impinging on a molecule in-
duces an oscillating dipole moment µ(t). For Rayleigh scattering, the internal degrees of freedom
of the molecule (represented by the ‘8’-shaped structure) are neglected, but for vibrational Ra-
man scattering, its nuclei vibrate between the full and open circle. This vibration induces the
occurrence of sum and difference frequencies in the electro-magnetic spectrum.
§ 8.1])
µ(t) = αE(t) = α0EL cos(2piνLt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rayleigh
+
+α1EL
 anti-Stokes︷ ︸︸ ︷cos(2pi(νL + ∆ν f i)t) + Stokes︷ ︸︸ ︷cos(2pi(νL − ∆ν f i)t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Raman
. (2.3)
This equation predicts the wavelengths at which Rayleigh scattered light and Raman
scattered light will be observed (but not the intensities). Note that Raman scattered
light is emitted at both the sum frequency νL + ∆νi f (anti-Stokes radiation) and the
difference frequency νL − ∆νi f (Stokes radiation) of the incident frequency and the
(vibrational) frequency of the molecule. The polarisability tensor α is split into an
equilibrium polarisability (α0) and a polarisability for small vibrations of the molecule
(α1). It is in these vibrations that the quantum mechanics enter this ‘induced dipole’
formulation to evaluate the differences in vibrational frequency ∆ν f i of the final and
initial levels, and the cross sections for Raman scattered light. The tensor-character
of the polarisability affects the solid angle distribution in which light is scattered. In
principle, scattered light can be observed in any direction.
2.1.3 Rayleigh scattering
From classical electrodynamics [65], the total radiation power, PS, scattered from a
small volume element ∆V in a dilute gas with average number density ρ can be written
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as
dPS
dΩ
= ρ IL ∆V
dσS
dΩ
, (2.4)
in which (dσS/dΩ) denotes the differential cross section for Rayleigh scattering and
IL the local incident light intensity. The former can be written in terms of macroscopic
properties of the medium as [14, Chap. 7]
dσS
dΩ
=
(n− 1)2
4pi2 ρ2 c4
ω4L sin
2θ , (2.5)
in which n denotes the local refractive index of the medium. The scattering is detected
in a direction θ with respect to the polarisation of the incident light (θ = 90◦ in our
case). Since (n− 1) is proportional to the local number density, the differential cross
section (2.5) itself is independent of ρ. From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that the Rayleigh
scattering yield is proportional toω4 (which is a strong argument for the use of ultra-
violet (UV) lasers1), and to the local scatterer density. Therefore, Rayleigh scattering
can be used to quantitatively measure number density fields [43, 82, 54, 45, 19]. Also,
Rayleigh scattering of small clusters of molecules has been applied [101, 49, 167] for
pattern recognition studies, leading to high contrast between free stream and bound-
ary or shear layers in which the clusters sublimate. In atmospheric flame research, the
measured number density information is converted into temperature information via
the ideal gas law, and assuming atmospheric pressure of the entire flow field and (lo-
cally) known scattering cross sections of the gas mixture [173, 68, 22, 12]. In another
approach with dual-wavelength illumination, Ötügen [120] determined temperatures
from the relative intensities at both wavelengths.
Spectrally, the Rayleigh scattered radiation is generally broader than the incident ra-
diation. On the other hand, reflections off objects (walls, windows, test models, etc.)
have the same spectral profile as the laser radiation. If present, these contributions
therefore spectrally interfere with the Rayleigh scattered light. Gölz [53] proposed a
narrow-band filter in the UV regime2 to suppress these reflections, while transmitting
(wings of) Rayleigh scattered light. An alternative was presented by Reckers [129], us-
ing the polarisation dependence of the Rayleigh scattered light to perform a correction
measurement for light reflected off objects. The detailed spectral structure can also be
used to determine velocity, pressure, and temperature (see section 2.2.1).
1The combination of the dependence of the Rayleigh scattering yield on the wavelength of light and
the sensitivity of the human eye causes the sky to be observed as blue during day-time, and red at
sunrise and sunset [65, § 9.7c].
2Molecular notch filters were first used by Shimizu et al. [141] in LIDAR systems (using light in the
visible regime) to reject Mie scattered light while retaining Rayleigh scattered light.
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2.1.4 Raman scattering
The induced dipole of the molecule can radiate not only at the supplied frequency νL,
but also at sum and difference frequencies of this νL with the internal frequencies of
the molecule. This process is depicted in figure 2.1[c] in a quantum mechanical ap-
proach, where an incident photon of frequency νL impinges on the molecule, which
radiates at frequency νS = νL ± ∆ν f i, with h∆ν f i equal to an energy difference be-
tween vibrational and/or rotational levels. This ∆ν f i is characteristic for the species
under investigation, and allows in principle an unambiguous spectral identification of
them. In fact, Raman scattering is a second-order perturbation effect of a molecule in
an electro-magnetic field. Therefore, the ‘excitation’ and ‘de-excitation’ need to occur
simultaneously, i.e. there is no temporal separation between them like for Laser In-
duced Fluorescence. Consequently, the Raman signal is insensitive to both collisional
quenching and to the surrounding gas composition [37, Chap. 5], allowing a direct
interpretation of the Raman intensity (without spectral filtering)
IRaman = ∑
i, f
ρi ∆V ILσR(i→ f ) , (2.6)
in terms of a species-specific number density ρi = Ni/V in state |i〉 (V is the volume
occupied by the ensemble). Because the molecules in an ensemble generally are dis-
tributed over different initial states |i〉, a summation over i is included. The summation
over | f 〉 (final states) takes into account that the interaction effectively induces a tran-
sition of the molecule to a final level | f 〉 6= |i〉 with a ‘probability’ given by the total
scattering cross section σR(i → f ). Since Raman scattering is a second-order process,
it has small cross sections compared to LIF (typically ∼ 106 times weaker). It is also
typically a thousand times weaker than Rayleigh scattering by the same species.
The energy difference between the incident and the scattered photon is represented by
the ‘Raman shift’ ∆ν f i, often expressed in units of (relative) wavenumber (rel. ) cm−1,
for which
1
λS
=
1
λL
± 10−7 · ∆ν f i (2.7)
when the wavelengths are inserted in units of nanometres (nm). For a fixed illumina-
tion wavelength λL, the scattered wavelengths λS are obtained from this relation, for
which the ‘+’ represents energy emission (anti-Stokes) and the ‘−’ represents energy
absorption (Stokes) by the molecule. Opposed to LIF, Raman signal is generated for
every illumination wavelength, and the scattered wavelength changes with λL.
Since Raman scattering is a relatively weak process, it has been applied mainly in low-
dimensional diagnostics, like in point measurements and line measurements to study
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species-specific number density fields and temperatures in combustion research [83,
90, 15, 57, 97] and non-reactive flows [54, 155, 32, 128]. The temperature is generally
obtained from a fit of the Boltzmann distribution (2.1) to the intensity of subsequent
Raman lines (either a wing of Stokes lines, the ratio between Stokes and anti-Stokes
lines, or a combination of both).
2.2 Velocity Field Measurements: Approach
2.2.1 Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering
Closer investigation of the Rayleigh scattering discussed in section 2.1.3 shows that
the ‘Rayleigh line’ has spectral structure. Molecular motion imposes a Doppler shift
on the scattered light, and the temperature of the gas sample determines the Doppler
width of the spectral line. Moreover, collective effects give rise to acoustic overtones,
deforming the single line to a triple-peaked ‘Rayleigh-Brillouin structure’ with increas-
ing pressure. In order to resolve this spectral structure (typical spectral width∼ 2 GHz
at standard atmospheric conditions upon illumination with spectral width 0.1 GHz),
very narrow-band laser radiation is required in combination with high resolution de-
tection. Two ways are commonly used to measure the spectral profile, both employing
a tunable, seeded laser for illumination. In the first scheme, the laser scans over a
certain frequency range and the scattered light is detected through a (narrow-band)
molecular notch filter. This technique is baptised Filtered Rayleigh Scattering (FRS),
and is demonstrated for a system of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser in combina-
tion with a molecular iodine (I2) notch filter [48, 40], and a tripled Ti:Sapphire laser
in combination with an atomic mercury (Hg) notch filter [47, 168]. Another scheme
images the Rayleigh-Brillouin scattered light through a Fabry-Perot etalon [140]. Upon
deconvolution with the filter characteristic, the locally measured spectrum is quantita-
tively interpreted in terms of velocity, pressure, and temperature simultaneously.
Excimer lasers have too large a band-width (typically ∼ 10 GHz), and spectrally blur
the Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering profile to a single structure. Moreover, no easy-to-
use molecular notch filter is available at the wavelengths within the range of excimer
lasers. Attempts to develop another ultra-violet FRS system (which ought to combine
a pulsed dye amplifier, pumped by a Nd:YAG and seeded by a narrow-band ring-
dye laser, for illumination, and a molecular cesium [Cs] notch filter) have failed up to
now, unfortunately. The main cause was the Cs adhesion at the walls of a quartz oven
cell [144]. Instead, we successfully developed a new Molecular Tagging Velocimetry
scheme, as described below.
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2.2.2 Molecular Tagging Velocimetry (MTV)
On local ‘preparation’ of molecules by some optical excitation scheme (tagging) on an
initial pattern (generally either a point, a line, or a grid), the spatial motion of this
pattern can be traced in time like in particle-seeded studies. Since the molecules are
transported along with the flow, the displacement and deformation of the pattern is
a measure for the velocity for a given time-delay between tagging and detection. As
pointed out in section 2.1.1, LIF is capable of localising molecules of a certain species
with high selectivity and high sensitivity. Instead of trying to interpret the LIF signal
quantitatively (as a number density), it can be quantified on a more-or-less Boolean
basis enabling pattern recognition studies: whether or not (LIF) signal. If the detec-
tion scheme is matched to a transition in a molecule like hydroxyl (OH) [13], ozone
(O3) [123, 130], or oxygen (O2) [100, 117, 105], their instantaneous 2D spatial distribu-
tions are revealed by detecting LIF signal from planar illumination.
Recently, Dam et al. [27] introduced a new MTV scheme called Air Photolysis And Re-
combination Tracking (in brief: APART) that is based on the local creation of nitric oxide
(NO) from the nitrogen (N2) and O2 molecules present in air. The NO molecules are
probed with LIF after an adjustable time interval. The feasibility of this method will be
tested for compressible flow research in this thesis.
2.3 Implementation: Optical Equipment
Non-resonant Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering will be induced upon illumi-
nation at any wavelength, whereas (resonant) Laser Induced Fluorescence requires a
match between the supplied light and the molecular energy levels. Therefore, it is
important what light source is used for illumination. Although LIF is the most in-
tense scheme, it is not preferred for number density measurements because of the
ambiguities in the translation of the signal intensities into number densities. More-
over, both Rayleigh and Raman scattering scale with λ−4, suggesting UV illumination
(λ <∼ 400 nm). Since we employ inefficient scattering processes, instantaneous measure-
ments require high intensity light sources and sensitive detectors.
Candidates for illuminating a scattering volume are commercial solid state Nd:YAG
lasers, or excimer lasers operating on a noble-gas/halogen-gas mixture. Both types of
lasers provide intense light pulses during very short time intervals of <∼ 10−8 s. The
Nd:YAG laser beam can be tripled or quadrupled to yield UV radiation at wavelength
λ = 355 nm or λ = 266 nm, respectively. Generally, the loss of power in generating
these overtones is compensated by the gain in scattering efficiency. The excimer laser
can be operated on ArF and KrF, for example, yielding λ = 193 nm and λ = 248 nm
radiation, respectively. These lasers are tunable in wavelength over a short interval,
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limiting the possibilities for LIF spectroscopy3. Dye lasers, pumped by some other laser
(generally the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG), provide a wide tuning range instead,
but operate in the visible range. Therefore, their output needs frequency doubling
to generate UV light at the cost of pulse energy. This makes them unfavourable for
Rayleigh and Raman scattering experiments, but well suited for LIF. In this thesis, we
will perform number density experiments with λ ∈ {193, 248, 355} nm. For the APART
measurements, both the ArF excimer laser for tagging and a dye laser for probing
(pumped with the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser; operated on λ ≈ 456 nm and
frequency doubling) will be used.
As we illuminate the flow field with pulsed light sources, it is favourable to detect
the scattered light with gated cameras in order to diminish background illumination.
Moreover, the camera needs to be sensitive in the ultra-violet. Intensified Charge-
Coupled Device cameras (ICCD’s) are the current state-of-the-art, which ‘convert’ UV
light into visible light for illumination of the chip. In this conversion, a gain in number
of photons can be achieved (intensified), leading to a high contrast between ‘signal’
and (thermal) dark current. Spectroscopic studies employ an imaging spectrograph to
disperse the incident light into its constituting wavelength components. If the ICCD
is mounted at its exit port, the composite apparatus is called an Optical Multichannel
Analyser (OMA). We will study the properties of such an apparatus in more detail
in this thesis, and extend its applicability of measuring 1D spectra to measuring 2D
species-specific number density images of gas mixtures.
3The other way around, the small tuning range limits the possibilities to select a wavelength for
illumination to avoid (undesired) LIF contributions.
Chapter3
Compressible Flow Fields
General flows are three-dimensional and time-dependent in nature, but often some
a priori assumptions can be made about the flow field under investigation. These
premises like ‘steady’, ‘inviscid’, and ‘irrotational’ regularly lead to a simplification
of the model and the mathematical framework required to describe the fluid. For the
work presented in this thesis, mainly dealing with reliable, quantitative measurements
of the density of a fluid, important distinctions are
(1) compressible or incompressible flows. As opposed to incompressible flows, com-
pressible flows by definition allow of variations in density in the fluid. Therefore,
accurate density fieldmeasurements are of great importance to compressible flow
research. The other way around, compressible flows provide suitable density
fields for the characterisation of new experimental techniques on density mea-
surements.
(2) single-species or multi-species flows. In a multi-species flow, density maps of ev-
ery individual chemical compound may be recorded if one has a technique that
can discriminate between the constituting species. This property enables the
study of mixing and separation phenomena of both compressible and incom-
pressible flows. Accordingly, well-characterised flow fields containing different
chemical compounds also yield calibration fields for species-specific densitymea-
surements.
The first section of this chapter will introduce the basic concepts of compressible flows
required for an understanding of the flow phenomena showing up in this thesis. All
formulae presented in this section and in the accompanying appendix 3.A can be found
in any text book on compressible flow theory, for example Zucrow & Hoffman [175],
and in some general textbooks on fluid mechanics, like Kundu [75], Anderson [8], and
Munson et al. [111].
After the concise formulation of compressible flow theory, the ‘benchmark’ flow fields
that are studied throughout this thesis will be introduced: an underexpanded free jet
and a supersonic flow over a wedge. The underexpanded free jet emanates from a
diverging-converging nozzle into still ambient air showing rich structure of alternating
density minima and maxima (section 3.2). This complicated flow pattern with its cor-
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responding range of densities serves as a suitable test-case for new experimental tech-
niques and a comparison between techniques [69]. A uniform supersonic flow over a
wedge is theoretically well-assessed in a two-dimensional inviscid model. This flow
field, described in section 3.3, contains just three distinct regions with different density,
allowing of a comparison between experimental data and analytical model predictions.
The wedge is situated in a wind tunnel, the free stream flow field of which is exper-
imentally assessed with classical experimental techniques (pitot tube and schlieren)
and with pressure and temperature measurements (section 3.4). The appendices at the
end of this chapter list the most important formulae in compressible flow theory, and
show an analytical 2D, inviscid calculation of an underexpanded flow field.
3.1 Basic Theory
3.1.1 Introduction of flow field parameters
Although the fluid (either gas or liquid) will be diagnosed on molecular scales, it is
only larger scales that define a flow as the average manifestation of the molecular mo-
tion [75]. The smallest spatial scale on which gross behaviour is of interest is called
the Kolmogorov scale, which always exceeds the molecular mean free path. Accord-
ingly, the fluid is generally assumed as a continuum, only the macroscopic properties
of which are studied in fluid mechanics.
Incompressible flow theory presumes that the density ρ of the fluid does not change
with pressure p [75, for example]. Although a pressure gradient may be present to
drive the motion of a fluid, the gradients of the density with respect to space and time
are neglected, leading to uniform density fields. Incompressible fluids are often char-
acterised by their velocity field v(r, t), which ought to be resolved in space r = (x, y, z)
and time t for given boundary conditions and force fields. The three-component veloc-
ity v = (u, v,w) requires a set of three independent equations for a complete solution of
a non-reacting fluid1. This set is referred to as the Navier-Stokes equations, expressing
the conservation of momentum for fluid elements. A lot of effort is directed towards
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, especially in numerical calculations (the
large field of Computational Fluid Dynamics), which is out of the scope of this thesis.
For the treatment of compressible flows, however, the local density is dependent on
the local pressure. Consequently, the flow model needs to include the description of
the density field ρ(r, t) and the (absolute) temperature field T(r, t) of the fluid as well.
In addition to the three equations to solve the velocity field, two additional equations
1Flows usually require a characterisation in 3D space. However, if the flow field has no reference
(i.e. is continuous and has vanishing derivatives) to one of the dimensions, it is treated as a 2D flow.
Moreover, if the flow depends on only one spatial coordinate, it is termed a 1D flow accordingly.
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Table 3.1. Values of the molar mass m, the gas constant R, the isentropic exponent γ, and
the speed of sound a for the main compounds studied in this thesis. Values from [80, 160] for
T = 273 K, except for water (evaluated at T = 373 K).
compound formula m [gmole−1] R [J kg−1 K−1] γ a [ms−1]
propane C3H8 44.11 188.55 1.13 241
oxygen O2 31.9988 259.83 1.40 315
dry air 28.965 287.04 1.40 331
nitrogen N2 28.0134 296.80 1.40 337
water (vapour) H2O 18.0153 461.51 1.33 478
methane CH4 16.043 518.26 1.31 431
are required to uniquely determine the flow field, i.e. the conservation of mass (linking
density to velocity) and the energy equation (linking temperature to velocity). More-
over, an equation of state is required to couple the thermodynamic parameters pres-
sure, temperature, and density. Regularly, the ideal gas law is the equation of choice
for gaseous flows, being the fluid of our concern,
p = ρN Ru T = ρM R T . (3.1)
The universal gas constant Ru = 8.3143 Jmole−1K−1 relates the number density ρN to
pressure and temperature, whereas the gas constant R = Ru/m depends on the molar
mass m of the gas, linkingmass density ρM = m ·ρN to pressure and temperature. Typ-
ical values for R are listed in table 3.1 for the main compounds studied in this thesis.
The molecular light scattering techniques introduced in the previous chapter measure
number density fields, whereas it is mass density that appears in most formulae de-
scribing compressible flows. For fluids that have uniform chemical composition, both
are simply connected via the constant molar mass. Since we study only non-reacting
flows, the reference to number density and mass density will be dropped, and both
quantities will generically be denoted by ‘density’ ρ throughout this thesis when the
distinction is irrelevant. Note that the ideal gas law (3.1) reduces the number of inde-
pendent thermodynamic parameters from three to two. The conservation laws ofmass,
momentum, and energy for fluids are the first equations listed in the appendix 3.A of
this chapter, as many compressible flow relations can be derived from them.
In the description of compressible flows, the thermodynamic properties density, pres-
sure, and temperature appear to be depending on the velocity of the flow. Conse-
quently, it is important to distinguish in what ‘condition’ the flow is diagnosed, e.g.
static: measured with a set-up moving along with the flow or tangential to the stream
lines; and
total or stagnation: measured on the flow that was isentropically brought to a stand-
still in the lab frame of reference.
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The ‘static’ properties equal the ‘stagnation’ properties for a fluid (macroscopically)
at rest. Even if a fluid is not at rest, however, it is customary to refer to its stagnation
quantities as if it were brought to a stand-still. ‘Isentropic’ qualifies the flow as adiabatic
(without heat exchange) and reversible (i.e. the fluid is in thermodynamic equilibrium,
and the change of thermodynamic state can be reversed). According to the conserva-
tion laws, the ‘stagnation’ quantities are constant (conserved) along a stream line in an
isentropic flow, and are convenient quantities to uniquely characterise the flow. Even
if the entire flow contains non-isentropic flow phenomena, parts of the flow will often
be characterised with the stagnation conditions as if they were isentropic.
For isentropic flows, the ideal gas law (3.1) imposes scaling laws for the thermody-
namic parameters
ρ
ρ′
=
(
T
T′
) 1
γ−1
and
p
p′
=
(
T
T′
) γ
γ−1
=
(
ρ
ρ′
)γ
(3.2)
for any two sets of parameters (p,ρ, T) and (p′,ρ′, T′). The so-called isentropic expo-
nent γ that appears in (3.2) is the quotient of the specific heats for constant pressure
cp and for constant volume cv per unit mass. For calorically perfect media, both are
independent of temperature, and changes in energy and enthalpy (per unit mass) of a
fluid are given by de = cvdT and dh = cpdT, respectively. Moreover, the isentropic ex-
ponent γ can be related to the effective number of degrees of freedom of the molecules
that constitute the flow, or to the specific gas constant R. For (dry) air mainly consisting
of homonuclear diatomic molecules O2 and N2, γ = 1.40 (130 <∼ T [K] <∼ 400), whereas
γ = 1.31 for CH4 (see also table 3.1). Due to the additional isentropic relations (3.2),
the equation of state of an isentropic flow is characterised by only one thermodynamic
parameter. Relations between the static and stagnation thermodynamic quantities are
listed in the appendix (3.24), in which the stagnation quantities are labelled with a
subscript ‘t’. The relations involve the dimensionless Mach number
M =
|v|
a
, (3.3)
expressing the velocity as a fraction of the speed of sound
a =
√(∂p
∂ρ
)
isentropic
(3.2)
=
√
γ R T (3.4)
for a fluid described by the perfect gas law (3.1). See table 3.1 for the values of impor-
tance to this thesis.
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3.1.2 Compressible phenomena in supersonic flows
According to the Mach number, compressible flows are classified as [75]
• M <∼ 0.3 incompressible (neglect of compressible effects)
• 0.3 <∼ M < 1 subsonic
• 0.8 <∼ M <∼ 1.2 transonic
• 1 < M <∼ 3 supersonic (possible occurrence of shock waves)
• M >∼ 3 hypersonic (severe heating in boundary layers, resulting in
dissociation of molecules and other chemical effects)
Steady quasi one-dimensional flow
As an illustration of compressible effects, the steady, quasi one-dimensional, inviscid,
irrotational flow2 is briefly investigated. The conservation laws of mass (3.20), momen-
tum (3.21), and energy (3.22) reduce in this simple example to
dρ
ρ
+
du
u
+
dA
A
= 0 or d (ρ u A) = 0 (3.5a)
dp = −ρ u du (3.5b)
d
(
h+
u2
2
)
= 0 or h+
u2
2
= ht = cpTt , (3.5c)
respectively, for a flow with variable cross section A. The first of these relations (3.5a)
directly shows a peculiar effect of the compressible approach: a change in area A may
influence both the velocity u and the density ρ, instead of only the velocity (in incom-
pressible models). A combination of the above conservation laws of mass (3.5a) and
momentum (3.5b) can be used to eliminate the density in the case of a flow in a duct of
variable cross sectional area, resulting in
dA
A
=
(
M2 − 1
) du
u
. (3.6)
Thus, (du/dA) behaves oppositely for subsonic speeds (M < 1) and supersonic speeds
(M > 1). For dA = 0, i.e. the narrowest or widest point in a duct, either (i) the
flow reaches its maximum or minimum speed (du = 0), or (ii) the flow is critical
(M = 1, or u = a; the critical state is often indicated with a superscript ?), allowing
of a subsonic↔ supersonic transition depending on the contour of the duct. A flow
2In this model, the presumption ‘steady’ refers to the time-independence of the flow; ‘quasi 1D’
reflects that the simplification of the conservation laws involved two spatial dimensions, one of which
canceled in the final results, i.e. the results depend on only one spatial coordinate; ‘inviscid’ implies that
fluid friction is neglected, i.e. no shear effects can occur; and ‘irrotational’ means that there is no vorticity,
i.e.∇× v = 0.
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Figure 3.1. 2D flow fields over an inclining and declining frictionless wall. Stream lines are
indicated by solid lines, shock waves by dashed lines, Mach lines are dotted, and reference lines are
dash-dotted lines. In [a], an attached oblique shock at angle σ is generated on a ramp with angle
δ smaller than the maximum ramp angle δmax. This ramp angle has been exceeded in [b], where
a detached bow shock is generated. [c] shows a centred Prandtl-Meyer expansion around a sharp
corner.
that does reach its critical condition at the throat (the smallest point in a converging-
diverging duct) is called a choked flow. Furthermore, if viscous effects cannot be ne-
glected, boundary layers will start growing along the wall of a duct, and, consequently,
its effective free stream cross section will diminish. Because of the typical behaviour
of (du/dA), a flow is always driven towards sonic conditions along a constant area
duct in practice, so it actually accelerates subsonic compressible flows and decelerates
supersonic flows [175, § 5.3(c)].
Mach cone, shock waves, and expansions
Since most flow fields in this thesis fall in the ‘supersonic’ regime, this section focuses
on phenomena that occur in these flows. The phenomena will appear ‘in practice’ in
the description of the flow fields of the underexpanded free jet and the supersonic flow
over a wedge in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Infinitesimal disturbances in a flow propagate at the speed of sound. In supersonic
flows, however, the fluid moving at a velocity |v| > a experiences such a disturbance
only in a finite region of space. The so-called Mach cone, spanned by the apex angle
2µ(M) = 2 arcsin(M−1) and centred around the stream lines, limits the region of space
that is influenced by the disturbance. This confinement is distinct from subsonic flows,
in which an infinitesimal disturbance in principle influences the entire flow field.
Finite disturbances may induce shockwaves3 in supersonic flows, like a ramp abruptly
deflecting the free stream flow over an angle δ (figure 3.1[a]). If such a ramp extends
over a sufficiently large span, part of the centre flow over the ramp does not experience
3“A shock wave is an extremely thin region, typically in the order of 10−5 cm, across which the flow properties
can change drastically. The shock wave is an almost explosive compression process, where the pressure increases
almost discontinuously across the wave.” [8]
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the finite extent of the ramp in supersonic flow. For a uniform flow incident along
a frictionless wall (no viscous effects like boundary layer growth), this central part
is regarded as a 2D flow, and the disturbance starting at the sides of the ramp are
called 3D effects, which are limited to within the Mach cone introduced above. In a 2D
inviscid analysis, the (straight) shock wave is at shock angle σ with respect to the free
stream flow, and separates two flow regions which are assumed to be isentropic flows
at different stagnation conditions. In fact, the so-called oblique shock induces a loss in
Mach number and an adiabatic change of the thermodynamic properties (ρ, p, T), i.e.
a loss in stagnation pressure and density over the shock wave, but a conservation of
its stagnation temperature. If the ramp angle δ is not too large for a given free stream
flow at a certain Mach number, the oblique shock will be attached to the corner of
the ramp. However, if the ramp angle exceeds some ‘maximum’ ramp angle, the shock
will detach and will become curved (figure 3.1[b]). Upstream of the stagnation point of
the ramp, the detached shock is normal to the free stream flow. Such a shock is called a
bow shock, and may as well be found upstream of a cylinder or a sphere in supersonic
flows, for example. If the entire shock is normal to the free stream flow, it is called a
normal shock. The latter type of shocks may occur in 1D flows with variable duct area,
for example, to terminate the supersonic flow, forcing it to subsonic conditions.
Oblique shock waves may be generated by a source that decreases the (free stream)
flow cross section. On the other hand, an expansion4 is induced if the flow cross sec-
tion is allowed to increase, for example, at the outlet of a nozzle (figure 3.1[c]). In a
2D analysis with neglect of viscous effects, the expansion is isentropic and limited by
the Mach lines corresponding to the initial flow (at Mach number M1, i.e. at an angle
µ(M1) with respect to the initial stream lines) and the final Mach number M2 after the
expansion (at an angle µ(M2) with respect to the resulting stream lines). Such an ex-
pansion is called a centred Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan for supersonic flows. The flow
is accelerated in an expansion, following equation (3.6). A so-called Prandtl-Meyer an-
gle ν is related to every Mach number (3.40), in particular for the initial Mach number
M1, and the (in principle unknown) final Mach number M2. The difference between
these initial and final Prandtl-Meyer angles needs to equal the deflection angle of the
stream lines, determining the resulting Mach number at the end of the expansion. As
the flow is isentropic, the stagnation thermodynamic quantities are conserved andmay
be transformed to static quantities at any point in the expansion with (3.24).
Finally, the shocks generated in different regions in space may interact in various ways,
which is possible for expansions as well. Furthermore, both may be reflected from
walls, boundary layers, free pressure boundaries, or shear layers. Besides the normal
shocks in 1D flows, oblique and bow shocks in 2D flows, shocks do also occur in 3D
flows (e.g. conical shock). Expansions also occur in 3D flows, in which case they are no
longer referred to as Prandtl-Meyer expansions.
4“[An] expansion wave is the direct antithesis of a shock wave” [8]
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Figure 3.2. Lay-out of nozzle used in the number density field measurements of chapter 4
(Rayleigh scattering), chapter 5 and sections 7.2 & 8.3.2 (Raman scattering), and the velocity
field measurement of section 9.3. The dimensions are in units of millimetres, and a number den-
sity map containing the flow axis (figure 8.10[b]; pt ≈ 0.7 MPa(A); 0.90 ≤ ρrel(x, y) ≤ 1.90;
24.8 mm typical height of laser sheet, propagating top→down) is added for an impression of the
relative dimensions of the nozzle and the generated flow field. In the experiments, the flow was al-
ways aligned vertically upwards instead of horizontally as in the drawing. The pitot tube (∅2 mm
outer and ∅1 mm inner diameter) in the settling chamber allows of continuously monitoring the
flow.
3.2 Underexpanded Free Jet
3.2.1 Diverging-converging nozzle
Supersonic free stream flows can be generated frommany types of nozzles. Weworked
with a diverging-converging nozzle (figure 3.2) that is operated with compressed (dry)
air. In the early experiments (chapter 4), the air was taken from bottles, and the flow
was controlled with the main valve on the gas bottle. For the experiments of chapter 5,
a high mass flow reduction valve improved the stability of the flow. All other experi-
ments employing this nozzle were performed with air from our stand-alone air supply,
described in section 3.5.
For air entering the nozzle subsonically, the diverging inlet part (‘diffuser’) of the noz-
zle decelerates this air flow according to equation (3.6), as the cross section increases in
the flow direction. In the settling chamber, a small pitot tube is mounted to monitor the
stagnation pressure of the flow. After the deceleration, the inner cross sectional area of
the nozzle decreases, leading the air to a straight outlet duct. Note that the nozzle inlet
diameter equals its outlet diameter, so the Mach numbers would effectively be equal at
the inlet and outlet for an isentropic flow. However, the constant area duct drives the
flow to sonic conditions due to viscous effects [175, Chap. 5]. For sufficiently high inlet
pressure, the flow reaches sonic conditions at its outlet defining the initial conditions
for a 3D expansion into ambient air. The resulting flow field (e.g. the grey scale image
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at the nozzle exit) is described in the next section in more detail. Both the pitot tube
pressure and the ambient air pressure were monitored with accurate pressure trans-
ducers (Druck PMP 4010; 0 − 1 MPa(A) pressure range5; 0.5 kPa read-out accuracy;
1 Hz sampling rate) during these latter experiments.
The stagnation pressure of the flow measured in the settling chamber can be used to
characterise the flow. However, the flow through the outlet duct is not really isentropic,
but suffers from shear effects along the wall. A measure for these effects is provided
by the (dimensionless) Reynolds number
Re =
ρ |v| L
µ
, (3.7)
for typical length scale L and with the viscosity µ estimated by Sutherland’s equation
(see e.g. [165, p. 27] or [66, Chap. VI])
µ =
(
T
Tref
)3/2 Tref + 110
T+ 110
µref , (3.8)
with Tref = 288 K and µref = 1.79 · 10−5 kgm−1 s−1. The calculation of this number
requires some considerations and assumptions. Assuming that the flow indeed reaches
sonic conditions (described by the set (3.25) for the critical parameters and |v| = a), we
know the parameters total pressure at the inlet of the constant area duct (pt) and the
total temperature in the entire flow field (conserved for adiabatic flows), Tt = Tamb.
The density ρ can be obtained from the perfect gas law at any point in the flow. The
Reynolds number based on the diameter of the outlet (L = d = 5.0 mm) becomes in
symbolic notation
Re ≈ √γ
(
2
γ + 1
) γ+1
2(γ−1) d pt
µ(2Tt/[γ + 1])
√
R Tt
= 0.759 pt (pt in [Pa]) ,
(3.9)
i.e. a linear dependence on pt. Since the pitot tube pressure was always operated in the
order of 105 − 106 Pa for generating a supersonic flow with this nozzle, the Reynolds
number is in the order of 105. This number indicates that the flow in the pipe can be
regarded as a fully developed turbulent viscous flow. Its velocity profile has a shallow
maximum at the centre-line and vanishes steeply towards the wall [175, pp. 105–107].
Expectedly, the interaction of the flow and the wall is at the cost of (potential) energy
along the duct of length L. This can be expressed as a loss of stagnation pressure, ∆pt,
5All pressures in this thesis are measured with respect to vacuum (p = 0). Therefore, they are called
absolute pressure and their units are assigned a label ‘(A)’. (An alternative would be to measure over-
pressures (relative to ambient), indicated by ‘(O)’.) Furthermore, all quantities are expressed in SI-units.
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Figure 3.3. The Reynolds number (3.9) based on the nozzle outlet diameter (black curve; left
scale) and the corresponding loss of total pressure (3.12) over the length of the pipe (grey curve;
right scale). The former scales linearly with the measured pitot tube pressure pt, and the latter
scales as p0.8t .
calculated from [175, § 5.4], or [134, Eq. (1A-6)]
∆pt = 4 f · 12 ρ |v|
2 L
d
, (3.10)
with the Fanning friction factor f . For a smooth pipe, it is estimated by [134, Eq. (1A-
13)]
f =
0.046
Re0.2
(104 <∼Re<∼ 5 · 106) (3.11)
for the relevant range of Reynolds numbers. Substitution of the Reynolds number (3.9),
the Fanning factor (3.11), |v| = a, and L = 60 mm into the loss-equation (3.10) gives
∆pt ≈ 0.092
[
µ(Tt)
R Tt
]0.2
· d−1.2 · L · p0.8t = 1.36 p0.8t (∆pt and pt in [Pa]) .
(3.12)
This results in a predicted loss of total pressure in the order of ten percent, as can be
found in figure 3.3 showing the Reynolds number and the loss of stagnation pressure
as a function of the measured pitot pressure pt. Consequently, the pitot tube pressure
is not the actual stagnation pressure at the outlet of the nozzle6. Therefore, instead of
providing the measured value, we will always state the corrected value of pt, unless
stated otherwise.
6In principle, this number can be measured with a pitot tube at the exit of the nozzle.
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Figure 3.4. Generic patterns of steady flow fields emanating from an axi-symmetric nozzle. [a] is
an artist impression of the stream lines (thin solid lines) and the jet boundary (thick solid lines) for
a subsonic flow. [b] and [c] are supersonic flow fields without and with a Mach disk, respectively.
[b] is based on an analytical 2D inviscid flow field calculation (appendix 3.B) of an underexpanded
free jet containing discretised expansions waves (dotted lines) and oblique shock waves (dashed
lines). The expansions and shocks outline lozenge-shaped regions, leading to the qualification
‘diamond pattern’. The black lines in [c] outline an artist impression of an underexpanded free jet
containing a Mach disk. The (dashed) barrel shocks are detached from the nozzle deck. Grey lines
in [c] indicate the results of a 2D inviscid calculation.
3.2.2 Typical axi-symmetric free jet flow fields
Figure 3.4 shows radial slices through different flow fields that can be generated by the
axi-symmetric nozzle of figure 3.2) in steady operation. It distinguishes between: [a]
subsonic (p? < pamb), [b] supersonic without a Mach disk (pamb < p? < pM), and [c]
supersonic with a Mach disk (p? > pM), depending on the (static) critical pressure p?
at the nozzle exit. The pressure pM is defined as the static pressure at which a Mach
disk appears at the end of region Â. For a static exit pressure smaller than the ambient
pressure, the flow does reach maximum velocity at the nozzle exit while remaining
(just) subsonic. The air expands isentropically into ambient air, but with too low a
Mach number to generate shock waves after the expansion. Eventually, the flow fades
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to ambient conditions due to viscous effects.
Although the flow from the axi-symmetric nozzle requires a full 3D description, its
typical features can be investigated qualitatively by a simplified 2D analysis. Fig-
ure 3.4[b] contains the result of a 2D, inviscid analytical calculation for pt = 2.67pamb
(or: p? = 1.41pamb) as discussed in appendix 3.B in more detail. The flow emanating
from the nozzle À expands to ambient pressure in regions Á because of the free jet
boundary. These expansions will intersect and turn the flow back to a parallel core
flow in region Â at high Mach number and under-pressure. Moreover, the expansion
impinges on the jet boundary on the radially opposite side of the flow, thus reflecting
as a shock wave. This shock wave compresses the air back to ambient pressure in re-
gions Ã (free jet boundary). The shock waves will intersect, and compress the air even
further to an over-pressure and slow down the flow to approximately sonic conditions
(primed region À). In this region, the flow is parallel again. The jet boundary follows
the divergence and convergence of the flow over the expansion and the compression,
respectively, leading to a jet boundary that radially oscillates in the downstream direc-
tion. This flow field is referred to as the ‘diamond pattern’.
For increasing exit pressure of the air, the distinct regions stretch in height and di-
ameter (indicated by the grey lines in figure 3.4[c]), and the pressure, temperature, and
density gain contrast between the various regions. However, for a certain p?, the shock
waves become sufficiently strong to decelerate the flow to subsonic conditions in the
primed region À, and the ‘diamond’ pattern breaks up. For even higher pressures,
the radially inward deflection for region Ã becomes too large, and the shocks do not
regularly intersect, but are bridged by a Mach disk. The triple point (a circle for an
axi-symmetric flow) connects the incident shock wave to the Mach disk as well as a re-
flected shock and a slip line at its downstream side. In figure 3.4[c], the incident shock
is taken from a 2D, inviscid calculation again for comparison to figure 3.4[b]. However,
it is a barrel shock7 rather than the oblique shock that is attached to the Mach disk.
Downstream of the Mach disk, the slipstream is still supersonic, while the wake be-
hind the Mach disk is subsonic. The shock reflected from the Mach disk will reflect on
the jet boundary, and returns as an expansion fan. This expansion influences the inte-
rior slip line (serving as a kind of inner jet boundary, too), whichmay be forced inward.
The subsonic core flow in-between the slip lines accelerates according to (3.6), andmay
reach sonic (‘throat’) conditions again for sufficiently high exit pressures. In that case,
the whole pattern is repeated. Otherwise, the wake flow will remain subsonic.
In the 2D inviscid analysis, the oblique shocks have sufficient strength to reduce their
downstream flow (in the primed region À) to subsonic conditions for pt >∼ 3.1pamb. A
7A barrel shock appears in a strong expansion, when the expansion waves regularly reflect on the
(concave) jet boundary as compression waves. However, because of the concave shape of the jet bound-
ary, these compression waves are ‘focussed’, and will intersect similar to figure 8.13(a) in Zucrow &
Hoffman [175, § 8–6]. At this intersection, the barrel shock is formed, always starting downstream of the
nozzle exit.
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Mach disk is predicted at the end of region Â for pt >∼ 3.5pamb, which is the total pres-
sure corresponding to the static pressure pM. For these pressures, the model predicts
that the density in region Â will drop below ambient density in addition. In litera-
ture [71] report pt,M ≈ 4.4pamb for the ‘real’ 3D viscous axi-symmetric jet. For very
large ratios of nozzle pressure vs. ‘ambient’ pressures, the flow is called a molecular
beam, the properties of which are phenomenologically related to the pressure ratio.
For example, the location of the Mach disk downstream of the nozzle deck is given
by [7, for example]
zM =
2
3
√
pt
pamb
d (15pamb < pt < 15000pamb) (3.13)
and d the nozzle diameter. Instead of increasing the nozzle pressure to extreme val-
ues, molecular beams are generated in vacuum chambers, in which the ‘ambient’ pres-
sure is lowered to obtain large pressure ratios. Also, the centre-line and off-axis Mach
number and number density are expressed as polynomials of the pressure ratio with
experimentally determined coefficients [109, for example].
The supersonic flows of figure 3.4[b,c] have widely been studied with various exper-
imental techniques [104, 76, 155, 118, 159, 94, for example]. Unfortunately, every re-
search group uses its own nozzle design complicating a quantitative comparison be-
tween various results.
3.3 Wedge in a Uniform Supersonic Flow
For p? > pamb, the jet of the previous section reveals rich structure. Its quantitative
properties strongly depend on the exit pressure, and cannot be calculated analytically
in a full 3D approach including viscous effects like shear layer growth. Therefore, it is
not the flow field of choice for a confrontation of the experimental data to theoretical
predictions. In this section, a simpler flow field of a uniform flow over a wedge will
be discussed, yielding a density field that depends only on the geometry of the exper-
iment. The generation of the uniform supersonic flow is discussed in the next section
about the wind tunnel.
A wedge can be thought of as two ramps with angles δu and δl that are stuck together
back-to-back in one object (see figure 3.5). The index u refers to the ‘upper’ ramp and
l to the ‘lower’ ramp; the latter having negative angles by definition for its clockwise
rotation with respect to the free stream flow. Assuming that such a wedge of apex
angle 2δ = δu − δl is struck by a supersonic, uniform flow (characterised by M1 > 1),
the flow field over the wedge can be treated as 2D if the wedge is of sufficient extent in
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Figure 3.5. Geometry of a supersonic flow over a wedge (a dual ramp) with ‘upper’ ramp angle
δu and ‘lower’ ramp angle δl . The corresponding shock angles are σu and σl . All the designated
angles are defined with respect to the free stream lines (solid line and arrows). The depicted
situation is self-consistent [175, Table C.12] for the flow M1 = 3.00 that impinges on the wedge
with ramp angles δu = +18◦ and δl = −12◦, thus generating oblique shocks at angles σu =
+35.47◦ and σl = −29.25◦.
and out of the paper8. Both the upper and the lower ramp will deflect the stream lines
of the flow, and need to satisfy the oblique shock equation [175, Eq. (7.94)]
tan δu tanσu =
2
[
M21 sin
2σu − 1
]
(γ + 1)M21 − 2
[
M21 sin
2σu − 1
] and (3.14a)
tan δl tanσl =
2
[
M21 sin
2σl − 1
]
(γ + 1)M21 − 2
[
M21 sin
2σl − 1
] , (3.14b)
each with its corresponding shock angle σu/l.
Once the ramp angles δu/l and shock angles σu/l are determined relative to the actual
free stream flow, the ratios of the static thermodynamic properties over an oblique
shock wave can be calculated. In this thesis, we concentrate on the density ratio over
an oblique shock, i.e. [175, Eq. (7.91)]
(
ρ2
ρ1
)
u/l
=
tan
(
σu/l
)
tan
(
σu/l − δu/l
) (3.15)
8The criterion ‘sufficient’ is set by the Mach cone starting at the corners of the wedge. These Mach
cones spatially limit the influence of 3D effects.
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This ratio is measured both from the geometry of the flow field (via this equation) and
directly from the measured values for the number density in sections 7.3 and 8.3.4.
3.4 Wind Tunnel
In order to isolate flow behaviour induced by the object of interest9 from intrinsic struc-
ture of the flow field, tests on models are performed in wind tunnels. In principle, the
well-reproducible free stream flow field (without object) of a wind tunnel flow can be
well characterised, so deviations from this calibration field can be attributed to the test
model. Although most components of the wind tunnel used in the present work are
older in age than is the graduate student, this PhD thesis is the first in which the tun-
nel operates at the University of Nijmegen. Therefore, we will briefly discuss its design
and, inmore detail, its performance. Results will be shown of (i) a pitot tube calibration
of the flow field, (ii) a schlieren image of the flow field around a wedge, and (iii) the
determination of the free stream flow parameters from pressure and temperature mea-
surements, leading to an estimate of the boundary layer thickness and the Reynolds
number.
An overview of the entire blow down wind tunnel is given in figure 3.6, excluding the
air supply (discussed in section 3.5). The flow enters the wind tunnel via a truncated
diffuserÀ (diverging conically from G2′′ gas thread tubing [∅54.5 mm inner diameter]
to ∅106 mm having an apex angle of 8◦), leading to the settling chamber Á (∅14 ×
60 cm2) via an intermediate rounded contour. At the upstream side of the settling
chamber, two conical grids pointing upstream (the coarser first and then the finer) are
inserted to level the velocity field of the flow radially. Just before the settling chamber
contracts, a pitot tube is mounted, and some pressure taps are located in the wall.
Additionally, a small thermocouple (∅5 mm support and ∅0.1 mm wire) is put in
the core flow via such a hole. The flow leaving the cylindrically symmetric settling
chamber is accelerated to nominally Mach 3 in the rectangular duct formed by (side)
windows and the contours of the Mach blocks at location Â. The side windows are
indicated in figure 3.6, the mount of which largely hides the Mach blocks. A close-up
of the Mach blocks is shown in the next section. At the end of the Mach blocks, the
test section is located, in which wind tunnel models (e.g. a wedge or a cylinder) can be
mounted from the downstream side.
After the test section, the air flows through a rectangularly diverging duct Ã (outlet
diffuser) which contains a spindle for vertical control of the flow model support (dark
grey fat dotted line). The subsequent straight rectangular ductÄ houses the horizontal
9Test models in wind tunnel studies range from the simple wedge model of the previous section
to more advanced models of aeroplanes and re-entry models like space shuttles in compressible flow
research. Examples of incompressible flow research include cars, bridges and skating suits.
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frame
FLOW
Side View
Top View
À Á Â Ã Ä Å
windows
spindles +
model support
Figure 3.6. Overview of the nominally Mach 3 wind tunnel from its diffuser inlet À for com-
pressed air through its diffuser outlet Å towards the damping facility. Dashed lines represent the
inner flow contour of the tunnel. See the text for a discussion of the indicated components (num-
bered in the downstream direction), and figure 3.7 for a close-up of the test section Â. Part of the
Mach blocks is covered by the mount of the side windows in the side view . The windows visible
in the top view permit optical access in a second, perpendicular direction.
axis of revolution for the model support and a spindle for movement along the line of
the support (i.e. under the angle set by the vertical spindle). This rectangular duct is
finally shaped into a circular tube Å again (∅20 cm), leading to the damping facility
(wire-netting reducing noise levels up to 130 dB to values below 80 dB; not shown),
which blows off into ambient air.
3.4.1 Mach blocks and test section
The performance of the wind tunnel mainly relies on the contour of the Mach blocks
and the capacity of the air supply. This section deals with the design of theMach blocks
(figure 3.7), and its impact on the flow field.
The supersonic flow field of the test section is generated from a high pressure, subsonic
flow in the settling chamber. First, this subsonic flow is accelerated by a contraction
between the contours of the upper and lower Mach blocks (see equation (3.6) for M <∼ 1
and (dA/dx) <∼ 0). At the smallest cross section (called the throat, indicated by A? in
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figure 3.7), the flow reaches sonic conditions for sufficiently high ratio of the pressures
in the settling chamber and the outlet pressure of the tunnel (which will be assumed to
be satisfied in the subsequent discussion). In the subsequent expansion, the supersonic
flow is accelerated even more, leading to a flow of a nominal Mach number M1 > 1 in
the test section with nominal cross section A1. The nominal Mach number is provided
by equation (3.28), being M1 = 3.00 for the present contour of the Mach blocks (A? =
10.22(1)× 41.70(5) mm2 and A1 = 43.10(1)× 41.70(5) mm2 [y× z]).
The required air supply is determined by (i) the mass flow associated with the Mach
block contours; and (ii) the ratio between the settling chamber pressure (driving pres-
sure) and the pressure at the outlet of the tunnel (backing pressure). In the isentropic
flow assumption, the required mass flow (3.29) can be calculated for this tunnel as a
function of the total pressure pt
m˙required = m˙? = γ
(
2
γ + 1
) γ+1
2(γ−1) pt A?
at
≈ 0.98 · 10−6 pt (3.16)
assuming γ = 1.40, Tt = 307 K (see figure 3.10), and SI-units for pt and m˙. This mass
flow needs to be provided by the air supply, irrespective of the model mounted in the
test section10. The specifications (including losses) of the air supply determine at what
(equilibrium) total pressure pt the system will operate, balancing the delivered mass
flow to the required mass flow. On the other hand, the pressure ratio (involving this pt)
that is required for supersonic operation does depend on the test model as well, which
might generate losses in total pressure. Therefore, the required pt is hard to quantify a
priori for other flows than the free stream flow.
Two windows that have been mounted in the Mach blocks determine the length of the
test section (≈ 90 mm). They provide optical access for a thin sheet of laser light that
crosses the flow top→down in the plane of the paper. The sides of the test section
(above and below the plane of figure 3.7) are closed by larger windows that allow,
for instance, schlieren visualisation to be performed on the whole flow field (from the
throat of the Mach blocks to the downstream end of the test section, indicated by the
overlaid grey rectangle). All windows are made out of Suprasil I fused quartz (UV
transparent).
3.4.2 Classical flow field characterisations
Stagnation pressures measured with a pitot tube provide data on the total pressure at
a single ‘point’ (of finite extent) in the test section. In the supersonic flow that is gen-
erated, however, a bow shock is formed in front of the tube (∅0.6 mm and ∅0.35 mm
outer and inner diameter, respectively) leading to the detection of a stagnation pressure
10As long as the throat remains the smallest effective cross section.
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Figure 3.8. [a] measured pitot tube pressures pt2 normalised to the stagnation pressure pt1 of the
free stream flow (3.17); and [b] derived Mach number M1 of the free stream flow in the central
plane of the wind tunnel. The flow is left→right, and is probed at locations in-between four dots.
pt2 behind the induced bow shock rather than the free stream stagnation pressure pt1
of interest. Assuming a normal shock upstream of the pitot tube inlet (‘linearisation’ of
the bow shock) and normal incidence of the flow to the orifice plane11, the free stream
Mach number M1 can be calculated from the ratio (3.24b) of the measured pressure to
the total pressure (measured in the settling chamber) [175, Eq. (7.40)]
pt2
pt1
=
(
(γ + 1)M21
2+ (γ − 1)M21
) γ
γ−1 (
1+
2γ(M21 − 1)
γ + 1
)− 1γ−1
, (3.17)
which is solved iteratively starting with an educated guess. The result of this labour-
intensive series of measurements is presented in figure 3.8 for a vertical cross section of
the test section. The construction of the traversing mechanism of the model support on
which the pitot tube is mounted causes the tapering of the grid. Corresponding to the
tapering of the grid, the pitot tube was under small angles with respect to the centre
line of the tunnel for heights above and below the centre line. Since this effect is not
corrected for in the calculation of the Mach number with equation (3.17), the values in
figure 3.8[b] may deviate from the actual local Mach numbers.
The peak-to-peak fluctuations in the pressure field are not too large (up to ±4%),
but show distinct patterns. Most prominent is the narrow cross that starts around
x ≈ 20 mm and extends to x ≈ 95 mm, likely induced by the windows that are
mounted in the Mach blocks. Another, more diffuse cross is on the upstream side
of this narrow cross is an unexplained (weak) artifact of the tunnel. The Mach number
11Because of the revolving construction of the traversing mechanism of the pitot tube, the normal
incidence assumption is not valid for off-axis measurements. Nevertheless, data will be processed as if
this criterion were met.
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distribution of figure 3.8[b] shows a negative gradient over the probed area. The sharp
and the diffuse crosses appear as a decrease in Mach number as well. However, just
downstream of a cross, the Mach number is approximately equal to the Mach number
just upstream of the cross. This indicates that the shock waves induced by the win-
dows are accompanied by a subsequent expansion, more or less compensating for the
change in flow parameters induced by the compression. The fluctuations in the Mach
number are less than ±2% over the entire probed area.
Test models aremounted on the same support as is the pitot tube, prohibiting pitot tube
measurements of an obstructed flow field. In order to check what the performance of
our wind tunnel would be when equipped with a wedge, we performed preparatory
schlieren measurements instead. The desired flow field for the ‘filter Raman’ mea-
surements of section 8 was simulated by mounting a dummy brass wedge with apex
angle 30◦ at a nominal angle of attack of α = 6◦ (with the support of figure 8.3) inside
the test section. The two lenses of the schlieren set-up 1.2 were composite achromats
(Melles Griot 01LAO267). A narrow-band transmission filter (maximum transmission
at 431 nm with Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 16 nm) singled out the most
intense visible spectral line of a mercury lamp (λ = 435.833 nm) for monochromatic
illumination, thus diminishing image distortions. Figure 3.9[a] shows the schlieren
image of the generated flow field, after subtraction of a measurement on uniform ‘am-
bient air’ instead of the supersonic flow. In fact, it is an average over 50 acquisitions of
25 ms exposure time each, and has a standard deviation given in figure 3.9[b] at corre-
sponding pixels. Attached oblique shocks (white structures indicating strong density
increases for increasing x) separate the uniform lower density upstream regions ‘1’
and the uniform higher density downstream regions ‘2u’ and ‘2l’. For comparison,
dashed lines are added to figure 3.9[a] (with an additional upstream displacement),
drawn at the angles that were obtained with the ‘filter Raman’ imaging technique of
chapter 8. Although these measurements were performed on a different (but simi-
lar) quartz wedge, the lines indicate that the shock angles compare well. However,
the schlieren image shows that the shocks are slightly convex, turning away from the
dashed lines for larger distances from the tip of the wedge. These curvatures may be
induced by a disturbance that is generated at the transition from the wedge to its sup-
port. It may also indicate a Mach cone response instead of a shock wave, as the actual
shape of disturbance becomes irrelevant at distance far away from the object due to
viscous effects.
A comparison of the standard deviation [b] to the average [a] teaches that both the
contour of the wedge and the shock waves do have a smaller standard deviation than
the ‘uniform’ flow regions ‘1’ and ‘2’. Only at distances further downstream of the tip
of the wedge (where the shocks curve in the flow direction), the standard deviation be-
comes larger. From this consideration we conclude that (i) the flow is steady (constant
free stream Mach number and flow direction); and (ii) the wedge is fixed during the
wind tunnel operation.
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Figure 3.9. Averaged schlieren measurement [a] and its standard deviation [b] for 50 acquisitions
of the nominally Mach 3 flow (left→right) impinging on a 30◦ wedge mounted at 6◦ angle of
attack. The image was taken for illumination mainly with the most intense visible spectral line
of mercury and with a vertically oriented schlieren knife. The lay-out of the flow field in [a]
compares to figure 3.5, where the grey scale denotes the number density gradient along the free
stream direction. The average [a] also contains dashed lines at the angles found with the Raman
measurements of section 8.3.4, performed on a comparable wedge (slightly displaced for clarity).
The dotted line in [a] indicates the transition from the wedge to the model support and the first
Mach lines of the subsequent expansion of the flow downstream of the shocks. The black parts
at the top and the bottom of [b] (separated by the dash-dotted lines) outline the contours of the
windows in the Mach blocks.
3.4.3 Free stream parameters
The wind tunnel was equipped with three accurate (absolute) pressure transducers
(Druck PMP 4010); one of which was connected to a small pressure tap in the settling
chamber, and the other two to the tiny pressure taps in the upper and lower Mach
blocks. In addition, the settling chamber is equipped with a thermocouple (home-
made K1; wire ∅0.1 mm). The settling chamber quantities are assumed to represent
stagnation quantities (pt and Tt) as the Mach number is well below 0.01 in the settling
chamber. The pressures measured at the holes in the Mach blocks are static pressures
since the boundary layer is assumed to have no pressure gradient towards the wall.
For an isentropic flow from the settling chamber into the test section, the pressure ratio
of these static pressures and stagnation (settling chamber) pressures provides the free
stream Mach number M1 according to (3.24b). A sample of wind tunnel run data is
presented in figure 3.10 containing the stagnation pressure pt [a; black curve], static
pressure p1 [a; grey curve], and the derived free streamMach number M1 [b] as a func-
tion of time for ‘steady’ operation. Using the calculated Mach number, the measured
stagnation temperature Tt [c; black curve] is converted into a ‘free stream’ temperature
T1 [c; grey curve] with (3.24c). Subsequently, the local velocity of sound in the test
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Figure 3.10. Thermodynamic quantities in the settling chamber (subscript ‘t’; black curves; left
scales) and in the test section (subscript ‘1’; grey curves; right scales) during a wind tunnel run.
A wedge with apex angle 30◦ (see figure 8.3) was symmetrically mounted in the test section, its
tip ca. 4 cm downstream of the pressure holes in the Mach blocks. The only measured quantities
are pt, p1, and Tt, from which all other quantities are derived as explained in the text. The dryer
induces the oscillations in the curves when switching between the silica gel containers (A) and
(B) (see next section). Neither of the containers is regenerated during this period (C), but both
are brought to the same pressure (‘consuming’ part of the available air).
section follows from a1 =
√
γ R T1, allowing a calculation of the free stream velocity
u1 = M1a1. The density 3.10[d] is determined via the perfect gas law (3.1) from the
pressures and temperatures in both the settling chamber and the test section.
The oscillations that show up in all curves are caused by the dryer switching from
one silica gel container to the other (see next section). As there is no buffer vessel in-
between this dryer and the wind tunnel, the oscillations are damped by almost one
order of magnitude only by the reduction valve in front of the diffuser (inlet of the set-
tling chamber). Although the absolute density in the test section ρ1 = 0.530(8) kg/m3
varies with a standard deviation of less than 2%, we always determine the density ra-
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tio (3.15) between the density upstream and downstream of an oblique shock with the
novel Rayleigh and Raman light scattering techniques. This ratio is insensitive to the
absolute density, and depends only on the Mach number (M1 = 2.901(9)), which has a
standard deviation over the run of approximately 0.3%12. The absolute free stream ve-
locity was calculated as u1 = 622.2(1.0) m/s during this wind tunnel run, fluctuating
within ±0.17%. The required mass flow (3.16) corresponding to the measured pt and
Tt is m˙required = 0.542(5) kg/s. All error estimates in this analysis are mainly limited
by the read-out accuracy of the measurement of p1, and are based on the isentropic
flow assumption. However, they give an impression of the performance of our wind
tunnel.
An estimate of the thickness of the boundary layer that exists on the Mach blocks and
the windows confining the flow can be made with the free stream Mach number M1.
Assuming that the boundary layer starts growing only after the flow passed the throat,
equation (3.28) relates the effective free stream cross section A1,eff to the critical cross
section A? (i.e. the throat), yielding A1,eff = 3.65A? for M1 = 2.90. The effective
cross section appears to be just ca. 85% of the nominal cross section A1. Considering
a boundary layer that scales linearly with the dimensions spanning the cross section
(i.e. the fraction of the height occupied by the boundary layer is equal to the fraction
of the width), the boundary layer is crudely estimated to occupy 7% of the height and
the width of the test section, i.e. approximately 1.5 mm on every surface. The Reynolds
number of the free stream flow is
Re =
ρ1 u1 L
µ(T1)
≈ 8 · 105 (3.18)
with the viscosity µ determined from the Sutherland equation (3.8). The length scale L
was taken as half the height of the test section, applying to the situation of a test model
that is mounted symmetrically.
12This Mach number is approximately 0.03 larger than the average Mach number found with the pitot
tube calibration. Possible explanations for this discrepancy are
• the pitot tube calibration was performed with a different air supply at Delft University of Tech-
nology rather than in Nijmegen;
• the wedge that was mounted in the test section affects the boundary layer on the walls slightly
differently than the pitot tube, inducing a different free stream cross section and corresponding
Mach number; and
• the pressure taps are located at the front end of figures 3.8[a] and [b], and do not account of
(stagnation pressure) losses downstream of them.
All measurements of sections 7.3, 8.3.4 and 9.4 were performed at the University of Nijmegen, with the
air supply as described in section 3.5.
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3.5 Air Supply
Most experiments in this thesis were performed with dried, compressed air from a
stand-alone air supply. The components that constitute the line of air handling are in
order of approaching the unspecified flow generator:
1. Diesel aggregate
Electrical power was supplied by a generator (Stamford: 450/500 kVA; 380 V;
50 Hz) driven by a 12 cylinder Diesel engine (M.A.N. D2842LE201; 21.930 cm3
displaced cylinder volume).
2. Compressor (Bauer E-340-10-SS)
Ambient air is compressed with an estimated work function of the compressor
(interpolated from specified data points)
m˙compressor ≈
√
3.3 · 103
pcompressor
(3.19)
with the mass flow m˙compressor and the pressure pcompressor at the exit of the com-
pressor in SI-units of [kg/s] and [Pa(A)], respectively. This mass flow needs to
balance the sum of the mass flow required by the flow generator (e.g. (3.16) for
the wind tunnel) plus the losses along the air supply (notably the dryer). Addi-
tionally, the losses in total pressure over the tubing and the various components
have to be overcome by the delivered pcompressor exceeding the required pt.
3. Buffer vessel
A 4 m3 buffer vessel is placed behind the compressor to reduce the flow oscilla-
tions it generated. Part of the water in the air condensates in the expansion into
this vessel and is drained manually from time-to-time during operation.
4. Pre-filter (Berko G19X/5075)
Solid particulates and oil residuals down to sizes of 0.01 µm are removed from
the air for operation at 0.7 MPa(A) and 20 ◦C.
5. Heat-less adsorption dryer (Zander KEN3100)
The compressed, cleaned air flows through either of two separate silica gel con-
tainers (‘A’ and ‘B’) that constitute the dryer. The main part of the air that is dried
by the silica gel of one container (say A) is directed towards the flow generator
(either the wind tunnel or the nozzle). However, a small part of the dried air is
led to the other container (B) for regeneration of its silica gel, and is blown off.
Every such regeneration cycle lasts for 5 minutes, 50 seconds of which are used to
pressurise the just regenerated silica gel container (B) by closing its outlet. When
both containers are at equal pressure, the main valve switches the air inlet from A
to B, and subsequently the outlet of A is opened. Part of the dry air coming from
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B is led through A for regeneration. The oscillation in pressure exceeds 60 kPa
(peak-to-peak) on switching.
6. Post-filter (Berko G17VD/3075)
The dried air is filtered for potentially carried along silica gel particles (sizes
<∼ 3 µm).
7. Reduction valve (Wilkerson Dial-Air Regulator R41-CC-000B K00)
The pressure of the air supplied to the experiment was controlled by a single
high-capacity reduction valve (G2′′ gas thread tubing; maximum mass flow of
0.97 kg/s for inlet pressure of 0.7 MPa(A) and secondary pressure 0.55 MPa(A),
with a loss of less than 0.03 kg/s) just in front of either the diffuser at the inlet of
the wind tunnel or the tube to the nozzle.
Apart from some connections, all tubing is nominally G3′′ gas thread (∅82.5 mm inner
diameter) with galvanised steel. The ‘equilibrium’ operation of delivered mass flow
and pressure on the one hand and eventual mass flow and pressure supplied to the
wind tunnel on the other hand is presented in figure 3.10.
The capacity of the compressor was more or less matched to the estimated require-
ments of continuous wind tunnel operationwith free stream conditions. Consequently,
the supply is not capable of delivering a large excess of mass flow at sufficiently high
pressure for ‘starting’ the wind tunnel with too obstructing test models. Neither is
there much excess for regeneration of the silica gel containers. Therefore, the dew
point was never below −20 ◦C during wind tunnel operation13. However, we did not
detect any condensation effects inside the test section of the wind tunnel at this dew
point.
3.A Compressible Flow Formulae
3.A.1 General flows
Flow fields may vary in space r (in Cartesian coordinates: r = (x, y, z)) and with time
t. The velocity of a flow is v (Cartesian coordinates: v = (u, v,w)), and the density,
pressure, and temperature of the flow are denoted by (ρ, p, T). This appendix lists the
basic equations for compressible flows.
Conservation laws
Without specifying the precise forces acting on a fluid element, a general flow is mod-
13A dew point of e.g. −40 ◦C requires an excess of air for regeneration of the silica gel of ca. 20% for
an air supply of inlet pressure p ≈ 0.8 MPa(A) and inlet temperature T ≈ 40 ◦C. Higher pressure and
lower temperature are favourable for the dryer, by lowering the amount of air needed for regeneration.
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elled to satisfy the following conservation laws (presented in differential form) in 3D
space-time [175, Chap. 2 (Table 2.2)]
Mass:
∂ρ
∂t +∇ · (ρv) = 0 (3.20)
Momentum (Navier-Stokes):
ρ
[∂u
∂t + (v·∇)u
]
=
∂p
∂x +
∂τxx
∂x +
∂τ yx
∂y +
∂τ zx
∂z (x-component) (3.21a)
ρ
[∂v
∂t + (v·∇)v
]
=
∂p
∂y +
∂τxy
∂x +
∂τ yy
∂y +
∂τ zy
∂z (y-component) (3.21b)
ρ
[∂w
∂t + (v·∇)w
]
=
∂p
∂z +
∂τxz
∂x +
∂τ yz
∂y +
∂τ zz
∂z (z-component) (3.21c)
Energy:
ρ
[ ∂
∂t + (v·∇)
] (
e+
|v|2
2
)
= −∇ · (pv) + ρq˙
+
∂
∂x
(
k
∂T
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
k
∂T
∂y
)
+
∂
∂z
(
k
∂T
∂z
)
+
∂(uτxx)
∂x +
∂(uτ yx)
∂y +
∂(uτ zx)
∂z
+
∂(vτxy)
∂x +
∂(vτ yy)
∂y +
∂(vτ zy)
∂z
+
∂(wτxz)
∂x +
∂(wτ yz)
∂y +
∂(wτ zz)
∂z (3.22)
Quantities appearing in these equations are: energy per unit mass (e); specific heat
exchange (q); stress tensor (τ). If a model is available for the stress tensor, for example
a Newtonian fluid, these equations relate the relevant quantities velocity, pressure,
temperature, and density.
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3.A.2 Isentropic flows
The difference (per unit mass) in entropy between the initial and final thermodynamic
state is given by [175, Table 3.2]
s f − si = cp log
Tf
Ti
− R log p f
pi
. (3.23)
An isentropic flow is adiabatic (no heat exchange) and reversible from f back to i.
Hence, (s f − si) = 0 (even for infinitesimal changes), leading to the isentropic equa-
tions (3.2) with the introduction of the isentropic exponential γ = cp/cv (cp and cv
are the specific heat capacities for constant pressure and volume, respectively, per unit
mass).
Stagnation conditions
If a flow were isentropically brought to a stand-still (v = 0), the ‘total’ or ‘stagnation’
conditions would be reached. In this state, the ratios of static and stagnation (subscript
‘t’) parameters are [175, Table 3.3]
ρt
ρ
=
(
1+
γ − 1
2
M2
) 1
γ−1
; (3.24a)
pt
p
=
(
1+
γ − 1
2
M2
) γ
γ−1
; and (3.24b)
Tt
T
= 1+
γ − 1
2
M2 . (3.24c)
These equations can be derived from the conservation laws and employing the isen-
tropic relations (3.2). For a flow macroscopically at rest (M = 0), the stagnation quan-
tities equal the static quantities.
Critical conditions
If the flow reaches sonic conditions (superscript ‘?’), |v| = a (i.e. M = 1), the above
ratios reduce to [175, Table 3.5]
ρ?
ρt
=
(
2
γ + 1
) 1
γ−1 γ=1.40= 0.634 ; (3.25a)
p?
pt
=
(
2
γ + 1
) γ
γ−1 γ=1.40= 0.528 ; and (3.25b)
T?
Tt
=
2
γ + 1
γ=1.40= 0.833 . (3.25c)
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Any two points
Exploiting the conserved stagnation quantities (3.24), the properties of any two points
‘a’ and ‘b’ in an isentropic flow relate as
ρb
ρa
=
[
1+ γ−12 M
2
a
1+ γ−12 M
2
b
] 1
γ−1
; (3.26a)
pb
pa
=
[
1+ γ−12 M
2
a
1+ γ−12 M
2
b
] γ
γ−1
; and (3.26b)
Tb
Ta
=
[
1+ γ−12 M
2
a
1+ γ−12 M
2
b
]
. (3.26c)
The Mach number can be derived from a provided pressure ratio on inverting (3.26b)
to
Mb =
[(
pb
pa
)γ−1
γ
(
2
γ − 1 + M
2
a
)
− 2
γ − 1
]1/2
. (3.27)
(Quasi) 1D flow through duct of variable cross section
The conservation of mass imposes a relation between the variable cross section A of a
flow through a duct and the local Mach number M [175, Chap. 4]
A
A?
=
1
M
[
2
γ + 1
(
1+
γ − 1
2
(M2 − 1)
)] γ+1
2(γ−1
(3.28)
where M = 1 at the smallest cross section A?. The mass flow m˙ = ρ u A is often
determined either from the (isentropic) throat condition
m˙? = γ
(
2
γ + 1
) γ+1
2(γ−1) pt A?
at
, (3.29)
or from the (isentropic) free stream test section (subscript ‘1’) conditions
m˙1 = γ
M1[
1+ γ−12 M
2
1
] γ+1
2(γ−1)
pt A1
at
. (3.30)
In both equations, at is the stagnation speed of sound, i.e. based on the stagnation
temperature Tt via
√
γ R Tt.
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Figure 3.11. A normal shock (dashed line) separates two flow regions terminating the supersonic
upstream flow M1 > 1 to subsonic conditions M2 < 1. The individual regions are treated as
isentropic flows, sharing only their stagnation temperature Tt2 = Tt1, since a normal shock is
an adiabatic phenomenon. All other parameters can be determined with the normal shock rela-
tions (3.31) and the isentropic relations (3.24) between static and stagnation conditions.
3.A.3 Steady, adiabatic normal shock waves
The flow field properties change discontinuously over a normal shock wave, which is
normal to the free stream lines (see figure 3.11). The relations between the upstream
(‘1’) and downstream (‘2’) static thermodynamic parameters are [175, § 7.4]
ρ2
ρ1
=
(γ + 1)M21
2+ (γ − 1)M21
≥ 1 ; (3.31a)
p2
p1
= 1+
2γ
γ + 1
(M21 − 1) ≥ 1 ; and (3.31b)
T2
T1
=
p2
p1
ρ1
ρ2
=
[
1+
2γ
γ + 1
(M21 − 1)
] [
2+ (γ − 1)M21
(γ + 1)M21
]
≥ 1 . (3.31c)
The stagnation pressure and temperature ratios are
pt2
pt1
=
(
(γ + 1)M21
2+ (γ − 1)M21
) γ
γ−1 (
1+
2γ(M21 − 1)
γ + 1
)− 1γ−1
≤ 1 , (3.17)
Tt2
Tt1
= 1 (adiabatic!) (3.32a)
Loss of entropy over normal shock
s2 − s1
cv
= log
[(
1+
2γ(M21 − 1)
γ + 1
)(
2+ (γ − 1)M21
(γ + 1)M21
)γ ]
∗= −(γ − 1) log pt2
pt1
,
(3.33)
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Figure 3.12. An oblique shock (dashed line) separates two flow regions, and reduces the super-
sonic upstream flow M1 > 1 to a lower Mach number (M2 < M1) downstream flow, which may
be either still supersonic or subsonic. The shock wave under angleσ with respect to the free stream
flow is induced by a ramp of angle δ, the angle of which are related to M1 by (3.35). The individ-
ual regions are treated as isentropic flows, sharing only their stagnation temperature Tt2 = Tt1,
since an oblique shock is an adiabatic phenomenon. All other parameters can be determined with
the normal shock relations (3.37) and the isentropic relations (3.24) between static and stagna-
tion conditions. The sketch resembles the consistent solution of M1 = 2.00, δ = 10.00◦, and
σ = 39.31◦ [175, Table C.12].
where it is used at ‘∗’ that the stagnation temperature is conserved over the shock (i.e.
Tt2 = Tt1). The change in entropy (or the loss in total pressure) is a measure for the
strength of the shock. Downstream of a non-moving normal shock, the Mach number
is
M2 =
√
2+ (γ − 1)M21
2γM21 − (γ − 1)
< 1 (3.34)
for M1 > 1 (substitution of M1 = 1 obviously results in M2 = 1).
3.A.4 Steady, adiabatic oblique shock waves
An oblique shock is a 2D compressible flow phenomenon that can be regarded as a
normal shock with an additional tangential velocity component. The normal velocity
component behaves according to the formulae in section 3.A.3, whereas the tangen-
tial component remains unaffected. Because the ratio between the two velocity com-
ponents changes, the stream lines deflect. According to the conservation laws, there
needs to be a discontinuous change in flow field parameters once more, which is un-
der a shock angle σ with respect to the free stream lines (see figure 3.12). This angle
can be determined from the relation [175, § 7.7]
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tan δ tanσ =
2
[
M21 sin
2σ − 1
]
(γ + 1)M21 − 2
[
M21 sin
2σ − 1
] , (3.35)
where the angle δ is the angle over which the stream lines are turned, for example by
a ramp. Effectively, the upstream Mach number reads M1 sinσ instead of M1 in the
normal shock analysis and the downstream ‘normal shock’ Mach number M2 can be
substituted accordingly by M2 sin(σ − δ), as reflected by
M2 sin(σ − δ) =
√
2+ (γ − 1)M21 sin2σ
2γM21 sin
2σ − (γ − 1) . (3.36)
The static thermodynamic ratios read
ρ2
ρ1
=
(γ + 1)M21 sin
2σ
2+ (γ + 1)M21 sin
2σ
(3.37a)
=
tanσ
tan(σ − δ) (purely geometric relation!) (3.15)
p2
p1
= 1+
2γ
γ + 1
(
M21 sin
2σ − 1
)
(3.37b)
T2
T1
=
p2
p1
ρ1
ρ2
=
[
1+
2γ
γ + 1
(
M21 sin
2σ − 1
)] [2+ (γ − 1)M21 sin2σ
(γ + 1)M21 sin
2σ
]
(3.37c)
over the oblique shock waves. In order to evaluate them numerically, first the shock
angle σ needs to be solved from (3.35) or determined experimentally. For a provided
pressure ratio, the shock angle reads
σn = arcsin
[
1
Mn−1
√
γ + 1
2γ
(
pn
pn−1
− 1
)
+ 1
]
, (3.38)
which is the inverse of equation (3.37b).
3.A.5 Centred expansion fans (Prandtl-Meyer expansion)
Generally, a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan is used to describe the expansion of a su-
personic flow over a corner of angle θ. Opposed to the normal and oblique shock phe-
nomena, such an expansion is isentropic. The expansion fan is limited on the upstream
side by the free stream Mach line µ(M1) and at the downstream side (with its stream
lines deflected over the expansion angle θ) by the resulting Mach line µ(M2), both of
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which can be calculated from the general expression for a Mach line at an angle [175,
Chap. 8]
µ(M) = arcsin
(
M−1
)
. (3.39)
However, the Mach number M2 resulting after the expansion is in principle unknown,
prohibiting a straightforward analysis of the expansion fan. The Prandtl-Meyer angle
ν(M) =
√
γ + 1
γ − 1 arctan
√
γ − 1
γ + 1
(M2 − 1)− arctan
√
M2 − 1 (3.40)
provides a relation for the expansion of M1 = 1 to M2 = M. Consequently, for an
expansion over a certain θ, it is the relation
ν(M2) = θ+ ν(M1) (3.41)
that needs to be solved to determine M2. Also, the flow inside the expansion fan can
be analysed with the application of the Prandtl-Meyer angle. Generally, this solution
is performed numerically or with a look-up table since the equation cannot be solved
analytically.
Note that the stagnation quantities are conserved in (and over) the expansion fan. The
expansion fan may be discretised to a single expansion wave by the introduction of an
effective Mach line [175, § 8.8]
µ = arcsin
(
2
M1 + M2
)
(3.42)
that applies to a flow that expanded over half the expansion angle (i.e. θ/2). This
‘linearisation’ of the expansion fan is convenient for calculating the flow field of an
underexpanded jet, for example, with a hand calculator. An example is plotted in
figure 3.13 for a supersonic expansion.
Comparing the figures 3.13 and 3.12, it should be kept in mind that the expansion fan
is depicted by its Mach lines (dotted lines in this thesis) and an oblique shock wave by
the shock (dashed lines in this thesis). However, it is the (solid) stream lines of the flow
that reveal the trajectories that are followed by the fluid elements. In the expansion,
the gas is rarefied and the stream lines are further apart, whereas over the shock wave,
the gas is compressed and the stream lines are closer together. Moreover, the stream
lines are effectively bend from the Mach lines in the expansion, and towards the Mach
lines in the compression. This is a direct consequence of the increase and decrease of
the Mach number, respectively.
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Figure 3.13. Isentropic Prandtl-Meyer expansion for a supersonic flow (M1 > 1) over an angle
θ, conserving all stagnation quantities during the expansion. [a] shows the complete fan, limited
by the upstream Mach line µ1 = µ(M1) (with respect to free stream flow) and the downstream
Mach line µ2 = µ(M2) (with respect to resulting flow). The Mach lines are represented by the
dotted lines. [b] treats the expansion fan as a discrete expansion wave over which the stream lines
abruptly change direction to yield the same resulting flow as in [a]. All static parameters can be
determined with the isentropic relations (3.24) from the stagnation conditions. The sketches apply
to the solution M1 = 2.00, ν1 = 26.3795◦ (not shown), µ1 = 30◦, θ = 23.3773◦, ν2 = θ+ ν1
(not shown), M2 = 3.00 (from [175, Table C.12]), µ2 = 19.4712◦, and µ = 23.5782◦. Some
stream lines (solid lines) have been indicated for clarity in both images.
3.B Simplified ‘Diamond Pattern’ Flow Field Calcula-
tion
A radial cross section of the 3D flow field of a axi-symmetric nozzle flow can be approx-
imated in first order by a 2D expansion from a slit nozzle, extending from to ‘infinity’
perpendicular to the cross sectional plane. Moreover, if viscosity is neglected and the
Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans are treated as discretised expansion waves, the ‘tools’ of
appendix allow a simplified calculation of the flow field.
Zooming in onto the first ‘cell’ of figure 3.4[b], the flow geometry is as in figure 3.14,
which is divided in five distinct regions (À, Á, Â, Ã, and the primed À). Dotted lines
represent discretised expansion waves at average Mach angle µ with respect to half
the expansion angle θ, and dashed lines give oblique shock waves. These features sep-
arate the regions of uniform flow properties, which are calculated with the following
downwind algorithm. Ambient conditions are denoted by the subscript ‘amb’.
1. Since the flow in the nozzle exit is a fully developed turbulent flow (see sec-
tion 3.2.1), its mean flow parameters can be assumed to be more or less uniform
in the radial direction. For total pressures pt1 at the exit for which the critical
pressure p1 = p? exceeds ambient pressure pamb, region À is taken as a flow at
sonic conditions. Its static pressure and temperature are obtained from the cor-
rected pitot tube pressure and the total temperature (Tt1 = Tamb), respectively,
via the critical conditions (3.25).
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Figure 3.14. The first ‘cell’ of a 2D inviscid underexpanded flow (left→right) emanating from a
slit nozzle at an exit total pressure of pt1 = 2.672pamb (p? = 1.412pamb). Dotted lines represent
discretised expansion waves, and the dashed lines represent oblique shock waves. See text for the
algorithm to determine the depicted angles, and table 3.2 for the flow uniform flow properties in
the distinct regions. Note the different angles before and after crossing the flow centre-line for the
expansion waves and the shock waves.
2. The flow expands from region À into Á according to the smaller of the two an-
gles that are determined by either
• the static pressure reaching ambient pressure (p2 = pamb); or
• the deflection angle of the nozzle exit, θ = 90◦.
For critical nozzle pressures p? < 216pamb, it is the first condition that applies
in this inviscid model, fixing the Mach number in region Á to the value pre-
dicted by (3.27). This value yields the actual deflection angleθ1→2 = ν2 = ν(M2)
(ν(M1) = 0) of the stream lines and the jet boundary with equation (3.40), the
discretised expansion wave angle µ1→2 from equation (3.42), and the static tem-
perature T2 via (3.26c).
3. The expansion wave coming from the opposite side of the nozzle outlet inter-
sects region Á, turning the flow back over an angle θ2→3 = θ1→2, i.e. to a paral-
lel flow [175, § 8–8(d)]. This deflection angle provides the Prandtl-Meyer angle
ν(M3) = 2ν2, which is solved iteratively for M3. This Mach number allows a
computation of the pressure and temperature from the set (3.26), and the average
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Mach angle µ2→3 from (3.42). Generally, the flow is at an underpressure in this
region with respect to ambient pressure, p3 < pamb.
4. After intersection, the expansion waves impinge onto the jet boundary, and re-
flect as oblique shockwaves [175, § 8–8(b)]. The generated shockwaves compress
the core flow to ambient pressure again (p4 = pamb), determining the shock angle
σ3→4 (the intensity of the shock) via equation (3.38) for the known Mach num-
ber M3. The deflection angle δ3→4, giving the direction of the stream lines and
the flow boundary and the Mach number M4 are obtained from equations (3.35)
and (3.36), respectively. The static temperature follows from (3.37c).
1′ The oblique shocks of equal strength will intersect, separating region Ã from
the primed region À [175, § 7–11(d)]. In this case, the defection angle δ4→1′ =
δ3→4 is known, since the flow needs to be turned into a parallel flow again. The
downstream Mach number, static pressure and temperature are calculated from
the equations (3.36), (3.37b), and (3.37c), respectively.
The conditions in the primed region À serve as the initial conditions for the next
iteration through this algorithm, starting at step 2. Finally, the intersected shock
waves encounter the opposite jet boundary, from which they are reflected as ex-
pansion fans [175, §7–11(b)].
The values of the flow field parameters for the uniform regions are tabulated in ta-
ble 3.2, where the grey boxes indicate the imposed values. Moreover, the geome-
try of the flow field can be outlined like in figures 3.4[b] and 3.14 for the case of
p? = 1.41pamb. The values in the table show that the regions Á and Ã are almost
equal except for their inverted radial velocity. In addition, the subsequent cell differs
only slightly in properties (order of percent or less) from its preceding cell. Both obser-
vations indicate that the shocks dissipate only little total pressure.
In this analysis, 3D expansions are treated as discretised 2D expansion waves, and 3D
cone shocks as 2D oblique shocks. Consequently, the expansion angles µ and the shock
angles σ are overestimated in this approach. Furthermore, the viscous dissipation
leading to shear layer growth along the jet boundary is neglected. Both these sim-
plifications lead to a stretched 2D inviscid pattern with respect to the ‘real’ 3D viscous
axi-symmetric flow in the experiments.
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Chapter4
Density Maps from Planar
Rayleigh Scattering
Experiments
Rayleigh scattering of UV laser light is applied as a diagnostic tool to record gas den-
sity distributions in compressible flows. The output beam of a pulsed excimer laser is
focussed into a thin light sheet intersecting a dry air flow. An intensified CCD camera
is used to record two-dimensional images of Rayleigh scattered light in a direction per-
pendicular to the light sheet. Since the Rayleigh scattering intensity is directly propor-
tional to the local gas density, this results in quantitative two-dimensional gas density
maps of a cross sectional slice through the flow field.
The initial two-dimensional gas density measurements with Rayleigh scattering were
performed on a free jet emanating from an axi-symmetric nozzle operated at various
steady stagnation pressures [28]. Multi-shot averaged images of the flow density are
presented in a pressure range that includes both transonic and supersonic flows, with
a Mach disk appearing at sufficiently high pressures. Density maps are recorded with
single laser pulse illumination as well, effectively freezing the flow structure on a 20 ns
time scale.
To our knowledge, the planar Rayleigh scattering measurements presented in this
chapter represent a first application of the technique to the visualisation of the dia-
mond pattern in a supersonic jet. It would therefore be of interest to quantitatively
compare the results both with calculations and with other experimental results, on ex-
actly the same flow generator. Although underexpanded flows have widely been stud-
ied, all results reported in literature apply to different flow conditions than the condi-
tions in this research. Since a robust quantitative comparison to literature, therefore,
is impossible, validation experiments have been performed on this underexpanded jet
with all density imaging techniques presented in this thesis. This comparative study is
postponed until chapter 8.
Illustrative examples of Rayleigh imaging are presented in the next section of this chap-
ter, including (i) a statistical analysis of a series of 500 single-shot measurements of the
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Figure 4.1. Schematic view of the experimental set-up used to record Rayleigh scattering images.
The flow is intersected by a thin light sheet, derived from an excimer laser (operated either on an
ArF (λ ≈ 193 nm) or on a KrF (λ ≈ 248 nm) gas mixture). Rayleigh scattered light is detected
under right angles with both the flow axis and the laser beam propagation direction. The generic
‘flow generator’ is either the nozzle of figure 3.2, the pulsed valve outlined in figure 4.8, or the
rectangular duct of a nominally Mach 3 wind tunnel (figure 3.7).
underexpanded free jet; (ii) propane ejected into vacuum by a pulsed valve, featuring
instationary compressibility phenomena resembling barrel shocks and a Mach disk
during build-up and decay of the gas pulse; and (iii) a supersonic free stream wind
tunnel flow during start-up, revealing non-steady shock waves. All these results stress
the capability of Rayleigh imaging to record high quality instantaneous density distri-
butions. On the other hand, the limitation of this technique as a quantitative diagnostic
tool will be discussed as well.
4.1 Experimental
A schematic view of the experimental set-up for imaging Rayleigh scattered light is
shown in figure 4.1, containing a pulsed laser, an intensified CCD camera, some op-
tical components and a ‘flow generator’. This chapter reports density fields of three
different flows, generated by
• a diverging-converging nozzle (steady dry air jet);
• a pulsed valve (unsteady propane jet); and
• a free stream wind tunnel flow during start-up (unsteady dry air flow).
Only the general components of the set-up will be discussed in this section. Pecu-
liarities (additional optical components and different flow generators) of the detailed
set-ups will be discussed together with the results.
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4.1.1 Flow generators: diverging-converging nozzle
The nozzle used in the experiments for the underexpanded free jet is a copy of the one
used by Timmerman &Watt [158] in their holographic study of nozzle flows, except for
the exit tube diameter. In brief, the axi-symmetric flow generator (figure 3.2 consists
of a small settling chamber which smoothly tapers into a cylindrical outlet tube of d =
5 mm inner diameter (was 6.5 mm in the original design) and 60 mm length. It was fed
by dry air obtained from gas bottles, without additional filtering. Dry air (< 25 ppmv
H2O) was used in order to avoid water condensation (‘fog’ formation) which would
create undesired Rayleigh scatterers. A small pitot tube in the settling chamber was
connected to a mechanical barometer (accuracy ±0.01 MPa) to monitor the total pres-
sure. During each run, the stagnation pressure in the settling chamber was manually
kept constant to within the accuracy of the barometer. Measurements are performed
for settling chamber pressures of {0.19, 0.24, 0.29, 0.34, 0.39, 0.44, 0.48, 0.68} MPa(A),
resulting in corresponding total pressures pt at the nozzle exit of {0.18, 0.21, 0.26, 0.30,
0.35, 0.39, 0.44, 0.62} MPa(A) (see section 3.2.1 for the correction1). The latter values
will be retained during the chapter.
The pulsed valve generating the unsteady underexpanded jet of propane will be dis-
cussed in section 4.3.2, and the Mach 3 wind tunnel (for the unsteady wind tunnel
flow) has already been discussed in section 3.4.
4.1.2 Illumination
An excimer laser (Lambda Physik COMPEX 350T, used in broad-band mode), oper-
ated on an ArF gas mixture (λ = 193.4± 0.5 nm), was used to irradiate the underex-
panded nozzle flow. This laser provides 18 ns pulses of about 90 mJ/pulse available
to the experiment (at 10 Hz repetition frequency). The laser beam has a rectangular
cross section of about 25× 3 mm2, which, by using a cylindrical Keplerian telescope
and a slit diaphragm directly in front of the nozzle, was transformed into a light sheet
of about 22× 0.5 mm2 (height×line-of-sight) at the position of the flow axis.
All other experiments in this chapter were performed with an older, less powerful
excimer laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC). For the study of the propane jet, the laser
was operated on ArF in broad-band mode (approximately 0.04 J/pulse at the test sec-
tion). The single-shot underexpanded nozzle flow and the wind tunnel flow were
illuminated with 248 nm from the same laser operated on KrF, in narrow-band (os-
1The correction procedure supposes that the constant area flow in the cylindrical outlet reaches sonic
conditions. This may not hold for the settling chamber pressure of 0.19 MPa(A), which is calculated as
pt = 0.17 MPa(A) at the nozzle exit: a number smaller than the critical value 0.19 MPa(A). Since both
pressures are within the accuracy of the barometer, we will use the average of the measured and the
corrected value, keeping in mind a potential miscalculation.
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cillator/amplifier) mode (roughly 0.1 J/pulse). In all experimental configurations, the
laser sheet contained the flow axis and propagated perpendicular to it.
4.1.3 Detection
Scattered light is collected in a direction perpendicular to the light sheet by an in-
tensified slow-scan CCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD576: 576× 384 pixels of
22 × 22 µm2 each) equipped with a bellows and a camera lens (Nikon UV-NIKKOR
105 mm f /4.5). A region of 26 mm height approximately 1 mm above the nozzle
exit was imaged onto the CCD chip, resulting in a nominal spatial resolution of about
45 µm/pixel. The actual resolution is limited by the image intensifier (an 18 mm di-
ameter multi-channel plate), and is estimated at about 100 µm. A Peltier element
kept the CCD chip at a constant temperature of −30 ◦C, resulting in a dark count of
19 ± 2 s−1 (average± 1σ). Typical pixel values (single laser shots) amount to 3500,
so that the accuracy of the data is photon shot noise limited. The dynamic range of
the detection system amounts to 16 bits (single-shot). The image intensifier was used
with a gate of 20 ns. This camera was substituted by a LaVision camera (FLAMESTAR:
256× 384 pixels, 12 bit dynamic range) for the measurements on the propane jet, and
a Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T (512× 512 pixels, ∅25 mm intensifier; 16 bit dy-
namic range) for the Rayleigh experiments with 248 nm illumination. A spatial cali-
bration of the field of view was always obtained from a millimetre ruler that was fixed
flush with the nozzle deck.
4.2 Underexpanded Free jet
4.2.1 Raw data and processing
Figure 4.2[a] shows a Rayleigh scattering image of the laser beam in ambient air above
the nozzle exit (no flow present). From equation (2.4) it follows that each pixel value,
Samb(x, z), is proportional to the local laser intensity I0(x, z), that is,
Samb(x, z) = ℘(x, z)ρamb(x, z) I0(x, z)
dσS
dΩ
dV + Sback(x, z) , (4.1)
in which the subscript ‘amb’ stands for ambient air and ℘(x, z) is a proportionality fac-
tor including the collection efficiency of the optics and local variations in the sensitivity
of the detection system (notably the image intensifier). The effective Rayleigh scatter-
ing cross section (dσS/dΩ) and the scattering volume imaged onto a single pixel (dV)
are assumed constant. The coordinate x denotes longitude (parallel to the nozzle deck)
and z the height above the nozzle deck. In addition to the Rayleigh scattered light, the
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Figure 4.2. Rayleigh scattering images of the laser light sheet in ambient air directly above the
nozzle: [a] Samb(x, z), without a flow; and [c] Sflow(x, z) with a flow present (0.26 MPa(A) dry
air). [b] Scattered light intensity distribution above the nozzle opening (derived from a vertical
cross section through the centre of image [a]). Normalised intensity distribution [d] derived by
dividing image [c] by image [a] after correction for background signal (not shown); in this ratio the
inhomogeneities in laser beam profile and detection system cancel, so that each pixel value directly
gives the relative density with respect to ambient air density. The hatched rectangles below the
images indicate the nozzle exit.
ICCD camera may also detect background signal Sback(x, z) from various sources not
correlated to the Rayleigh scattering signal, i.e. constant during the experiment. Since a
uniform density may be expected for ambient air, the intensity variations in this image
(figure 4.2[a]) directly represent the laser intensity distribution and local variations in
the detection sensitivity. The laser light intensity is seen to be concentrated in (but not
limited to) a band of about 22 mm height and to decline fairly steeply at the upper
edge. A vertical cross section through the image shows the intensity distribution in
more detail (figure 4.2[b]). The intensity dip at about 15 mm above the nozzle is due
to the particularities of the excimer laser2. Figure 4.2[c] shows the same region as in
figure 4.2[a], but with a dry air flow emanating from the nozzle (stagnation pressure
0.26 MPa(A)). The Rayleigh scattering intensity distribution
Sflow(x, z) = ℘(x, z)ρflow(x, z) I0(x, z)
dσS
dΩ
dV + Sback(x, z) (4.2)
clearly reveals density variations introduced by the supersonic flow in the central part
of this figure. A separate measurement with the laser turned off provided the back-
2The cavity of the amplifier is formed by a Cassegrain telescope [61, Fig. 5.124(d)] consisting of a
concave and a convex mirror. The latter mirror is the output coupler of the amplifier, and contains
a small highly reflecting spot that hardly transmits laser light to be coupled out of the cavity at this
location.
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ground signal Sback(x, z) (not shown).
Since both the ambient air image (equation (4.1); figure 4.2[a]) and the flow image
(equation (4.2); figure 4.2[c]) reflect spatial inhomogeneities in the detection system and
the laser beam profile in the same way, the ambient air image can be used to normalise
the flow image. To illustrate this, figure 4.2[d] shows the normalised intensity
Srel(x, z)
def=
Sflow(x, z)− Sback(x, z)
Samb(x, z)− Sback(x, z) . (4.3)
Similarly normalised Rayleigh scattering images are presented in figure 4.3 measured
on a dry air flow generated with several values of the total pressure. These images
represent intensities in a plane containing the flow axis relative to scattering off am-
bient air, averaged over 250 laser shots (i.e. 25 seconds measurement time). They are
corrected for spatial inhomogeneities in the detection system and laser beam profile
by scaling them with respect to an ambient air image recorded without flow, as dis-
cussed above (4.3); the shot noise limit in these images corresponds to about 1% in
the high intensity regions. All images are depicted on the same grey scale to facilitate
comparison.
In figure 4.4, the normalised intensity Srel(x, z) of equation (4.3) is plotted as a function
of height above the nozzle exit along the flow axes of the images presented in figure 4.3.
All intensity values are averaged over a 0.3 mm (7 pixel columns) wide strip centred on
the flow axes, indicated by the dotted line in figure 4.3[c]. The normalised intensity of
ambient air is also incorporated in figure 4.4 (thin lines); it is obtained from an average
over 0.5 mm (11 pixel columns) at the right edge of each image in figure 4.3. Ideally,
the latter curves should be straight lines at Srel = 1. In figure 4.4, however, they all lie
about 2% above this value. Possible explanations will be discussed in section 4.2.3.
Because of the relatively large Rayleigh scattering cross sections in the UV spectral
range, Rayleigh scattering images can also be obtained with single laser shots. As an
example, three single-shot images of the dry air flow at pt = 0.26MPa(A) are presented
in figure 4.5. These images depict normalised intensities Srel(x, z) as well, frozen on a
time scale of the duration of the laser pulse (18 ns), which, for all practical purposes,
can be considered as instantaneous. Interestingly, these frozen images indicate that
the instantaneous structure of the flow may vary quite considerably around its aver-
age structure of figure 4.3[c]. Although figure 4.5[b] resembles the average structure of
figure 4.3[c] quite well, the other two images show a somewhat helical structure, espe-
cially in the downstream part of the flow. This unsteady behaviour will be investigated
in more detail in section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.4. Fat lines: Normalised intensity Srel along the axes of the flows depicted in the previous
figure, as a function of the height z downstream of the nozzle exit plane (in units of the nozzle
diameter d). The thin lines show the measured normalised density of the air adjacent to the jet.
The glitch in some of the ambient air curves near z = 0.6d is due to a spurious reflection. In [h]
the derivative S′rel of the normalised intensity curve is inserted, showing a sharp spike (ca. 0.05d
FWHM).
4.2.2 Interpretation
The normalised signal Srel that is depicted in all corrected Rayleigh scattering images
can be interpreted as the local relative density ρrel of the ‘flow’ density in units of
ambient air density in case
• the effective cross sections of the flow medium and the ambient medium are the
same; and
• no other signal is detected than molecular Rayleigh scattered light plus contribu-
tions that have not been induced upon illumination with the laser light.
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Figure 4.5. Rayleigh scattering images of the flow at pt = 0.26 MPa(A), each recorded with a
single shot of the excimer laser. These images reveal the flow structure frozen on a nanosecond
time scale. The intense dots indicate (out-of-focus) dust particles.
In this experiment, the flow medium consisted of dry air and the ambient medium
was (moist) ambient air. The difference in water content, however, does not lead to an
appreciable change in effective Rayleigh cross section between the two media, based
on a calculation of saturated ambient air at T = 300 K and cross sections listed for
248 nm illumination by Rothe & Andresen [132]. Therefore, the first condition is met.
The second requirement is generally not satisfied, since one or both media may contain
dust particles, which scatter laser light more efficiently than does molecular Rayleigh
scattering. Since no optical filtering is performed, additional undesired contributions
that are correlated to illumination by the laser light are always recorded when present.
Nevertheless, the normalised Rayleigh scattering images are heuristically referred to
as ‘relative density’ images for convenience.
Compressible theory predicts a subsonic flow for stagnation pressures below the crit-
ical value of p? < pamb (or: pt < 1.89pamb). The density map 4.3[a] recorded for the
lowest total pressure image is close to this critical value (see discussion in footnote 1
on page 59). Looking at this figure 4.3[a], it appears that for this pressure an obelisk-
shaped maximum of more or less uniform density ρrel = 1.28± 0.02 is formed. (Note
that the flow temperature is ca. 50 K below ambient temperature for sonic conditions,
corresponding to the increased density.) Such a structure means either (i) that the flow
is still subsonic, or (ii) that the typical supersonic structures cannot be resolved in the
dynamic range of detection. We believe that the former consideration applies, but that
the flow is close to sonic conditions. The ratio of the measured (static) density to the to-
tal density ρt = pt/(R Tt) at the nozzle exit leads to aMach number of M = 1.06± 0.10
with equation (3.24a) (pt = 0.18± 0.01 MPa(A), and Tt = Tamb ≈ 291 K). This Mach
number is close to sonic conditions M = 1 indeed, but slightly too high. However, this
analysis leaves indeterminate whether or not the correction (4.3) of the total pressure
is justified for settling chamber pressures close to critical conditions.
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The development of the periodic patterns of density fluctuations in the vertical direc-
tion with increasing total pressure pt is very evident in figure 4.3, as well as the break-
down of this pattern for pt >∼ 0.39 MPa(A). Both the distance between density extrema
and the contrast between high and low density regions is seen to increase with increas-
ing pt. The very intense lobes developing in the shear layer for pt ≥ 0.30 MPa(A)
(figures 4.3[d–h]) are attributed to Rayleigh scattering from small ice particles or water
droplets formed by water vapour condensing in the ambient air entrained by the flow3
(see also [25, 49]). Note that this condensation only occurs in the jet boundary, since we
use dry air for the flow itself. In the core of the jet, therefore, the Rayleigh scattering
intensity is a proper measure for the local molecular density.
The prominent feature in the cross sections of the flows of figure 4.3[b–f] is the pat-
tern of alternating low and high density regions. These compression-rarefaction ‘dia-
monds’ are characteristic for underexpanded nozzle flows as described in section 3.2.2.
Our results are somewhat intermediate between, on the one hand, those of Lanen [76]
and Timmerman &Watt [158] (obtained using holographic methods), and, on the other
hand, shadowgraphs and spark schlieren images like those published by VanDyke [36,
Fig. 276] and Panda [122, 121], respectively. The holographic results show diamond-
like features with rather rounded elliptical outline, whereas the shadowgraphs and
spark schlieren images show very sharply delimited lozenge-like features. In our mea-
surements, the angular structure of the high density regions is most pronounced close
to the nozzle, and it becomes more distinct with increasing stagnation pressure. Also,
the top and bottom of these high density diamonds are slightly asymmetric, as can very
well be seen in the first (most upstream) diamonds of figures 4.3[c–e]. Generally, the
upstream side of each diamond is more sharply delimited than the downstream side.
This is in agreement with expectations, since the upstream boundary is an abrupt con-
ical shock, whereas the downstream boundary is a diffuse expansion fan. Because the
whole pattern is the result of multiple reflections of shock waves and expansion fans
off the jet boundary, the outline of the diamonds fades with increasing height above
the nozzle exit. Moreover, shear layer growth dissipates energy from the jet, leading
to less intense expansions and compressions. As a result, the upstream diamonds are
most clearly angular whereas the downstream ones show a more rounded outline.
The shadowgraphs showmuch sharper boundaries and a more angular structure than
the somewhat rounded features obtained from holographic and Rayleigh measure-
ments. Probably, the reason for these differences has to be sought in the particularities
of the different visualisation techniques. Holography (combined with tomographic
reconstruction) and our Rayleigh scattering images provide the local, absolute num-
3The increased signal levels of Rayleigh scattering off condensates has actually been used to advan-
tage by Fourguette et al. [49], Erbland et al. [41], and Thurow [156], for example. The condensates locally
increase the scattered light intensity, enabling pattern recognition studies that do not need the actual
density value.
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ber density in the flow. Shadowgraphy, on the other hand, is sensitive to the second
derivative of the density (via the refractive index) and provides integrated data along a
line-of-sight through the flow. Thus, shadowgraphy is much more sensitive to density
gradients (because of its dependency on the second order derivative) and to planes
of maximum or minimum density that contain the line-of-sight (because of the inte-
gration), explaining both the sharp boundaries of the diamonds (shock and expansion
waves) as well as the partitioning of the diamond itself (plane of maximum density)
([36]; see also the comparison by Lanen [76]).
The theoretically predicted oscillations of the on-axis flow density with height above
the nozzle exit that is apparent from figures 4.3[b–g] is clearly borne out by the on-
axis density curves of figure 4.4. In many cases, the rising slopes (upstream diamond
boundaries) are steeper than the subsequent falling ones, as discussed above. This is
most prominent for the first maximum. Qualitatively, these results agreewell to studies
presented by Timmerman [157, Figs 8.17 and 8.18] (reconstructions from holographic
interferometric tomography measurements and, especially, the Euler calculations) and
Panda [121, 122] (point measurements with Rayleigh scattering and schlieren visual-
isations), for instance. Note that the density in the first minimum becomes smaller
than the ambient density for underexpanded jets generated with (exit) total pressures
pt >∼ 0.26 MPa(A) for this nozzle. At this point, a quantitative pixel-by-pixel compar-
ison to other experimental results and model predictions would be desired for all
density values rather than the more qualitative interpretation of the global structures.
However, these data are not available at the moment. Therefore, we will compare den-
sity measurements on basis of Rayleigh scattering to measurements on basis of Raman
scattering for two different detection schemes (see chapter 8).
The formation and growth of a Mach disk can be seen in the flows with stagnation
pressures pt ≥ 0.39 MPa(A) (figures 4.3[f–h]). At sufficiently high stagnation pressure
a Mach disk is expected to close the supersonic part of the jet downstream of the first
density minimum. Downstream of the Mach disk the flow would be subsonic, but this
central, subsonic core would still be surrounded by the supersonic flow that bypasses
the Mach disk (see e.g. the close-up photographs in Yip et al. [171]). This is exactly
what is seen to happen in figures 4.3[f–h]. At pt = 0.45 MPa(A) a narrow Mach disk
forms on the flow axis at the end of the first density minimum. The first diamond in
the pattern, that still persists in the supersonic flow passing around this Mach disk,
is penetrated in its core by the (relatively low density) subsonic flow downstream of
the Mach disk. As the stagnation pressure rises, the Mach disk increases in size and
the splitting of the first diamond becomes ever more conspicuous. Interestingly, the
supersonic flow around the jet core appears to close down over the subsonic core in
the downstream part of the flow, giving rise to a well developed second diamond in
figures 4.3[f,g]. Unfortunately, the high intensity lobes in the jet boundary swamp the
downstream jet structure in these cases. At the highest stagnation pressure used in the
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present study, pt = 0.62 MPa(A), the first diamond is almost completely wedged apart
by the subsonic core following the Mach disk, but still the supersonic ‘slip stream’ can
be seen, albeit in this case mainly because it prevents ambient air penetration and is
therefore free of fog scattering. At this stagnation pressure, the spike in the derivative
of figure 4.4[h]) (0.26 mm ≈ 0.05d FWHM) indicates the location of the Mach disk.
The height of the Mach disk downstream of the nozzle deck zM ≈ 1.6d, a value that is
smaller than the simple theoretical prediction zM ≈ 2.5d by Adamson and Nicholls [4],
for example. The prediction of the Mach disk location (3.13) based on the molecular
beam regime (pt > 15pamb) is in better correspondence (zM ≈ 1.7d).
4.2.3 Error analysis
It was found in the flow images of figure 4.3 and their vertical cross sections in fig-
ure 4.4 that ambient air density (next to the jet) was reproduced with a 2% deviation.
It is yet unclear whether this discrepancy represents a factual density variation or that
it is a systematic error. Since the underexpanded jet is ca. 50 K colder at sonic condi-
tions than ambient (room) temperature, the temperature of ambient air might as well
be slightly lower than room temperature in the flow image Sflow. According to the
ideal gas law, this difference in temperature should have been accompanied be either
a drop in pressure, an increase in density, or a combination. Because the Raman scat-
tering results (sections 5, 7.2, and especially the comparative study 8.3.2) do not show
a 2% deviation in the ambient air reproduction, it is reasonable to conclude, however,
that flow operation does not increase the density in the ambient air regions next to the
underexpanded jet upon flow operation.
Systematic errors that may have caused this discrepancy include: (i) dust particles in
flow or ambient air, (ii) a contribution of O2 LIF to the signal, and (iii) gas composition
differences between flow and ambient air. As to the first of these points, dust particles
were present in the ambient air regions since the experiment took place in an uncon-
ditioned environment. When locally present, they result in a relatively too intense
(Rayleigh) scattering signal, which would require a multiplication factor to correct for
it. Since, however, the environment was the same in both the ‘ambient air’ measure-
ment Samb (without jet) and the ‘flow’ measurement Sflow (with jet), the multiplicative
factor should cancel on normalisation with (4.3) in regions of ambient air.
Oxygen fluorescence, induced by excitation in the Schumann-Runge bands (see e.g.
Lee & Hanson [79]), does occur, as has been established in separate experiments in
which the scattered light was spectrally dispersed (see section 5.5). The contribution of
O2 fluorescence introduces a temperature dependence to the signal via the Boltzmann
population (2.1) of the levels involved4, potentially leading to amisinterpretation of the
4This temperature dependence of the signal comes in addition to the dependence of the signal on
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recorded intensity in terms of density. The O2 fluorescence signal was always found
to be about two orders of magnitude less intense than the Rayleigh scattering con-
tribution. Moreover, the population of the levels that dominate the fluorescence5 is
approximately 10% less at T = 240 K (estimated minimum temperature of ambient air
in the flow image Sflow) than at T = 290 K (temperature of ambient air when no flow
is present, i.e. in Samb). Therefore, O2 fluorescence effectively contributes some tenths
of a percent of the total signal less to Sflow than to Samb in the regions of ambient air.
Since the Rayleigh scattering intensity of ambient air images is used to normalise the
flow images, it has been assumed that the flow and ambient air had the same compo-
sition. Since we used dry air to power the flow, and the water vapour concentration in
ambient air typically amounts to only 1-2% (at 290 K) this is not expected to influence
the results to any significant degree. However, this consideration applies only when
the water vapour consists of water in the gas phase, i.e. separated molecules. If cluster-
ing occurs, like in the high intensity lobes in the shear layer, this may lead to non-linear
signal increase. Once again, the correction (4.3) would fail for a true quantification of
the fluid density.
Besides these fundamental remarks on the interpretation of the signal, there are some
other potential experimental artifacts particularly associated with the present non-
sophisticated set-up.
• Apotential misalignment of the laser sheet to the flow axis, whichwould not only
affect the distance between successive maxima and minima, but also smoothen
the sharp diamond shape of the maxima. The measured diamonds are formed by
the intersection of a cone shock and a plane of laser light in this case, being more
rounded than the cone shock itself.
• Not too accurate control of the total pressure (±10 kPa) in the settling chamber;
and
• Possible misinterpretation of the total pressure at the nozzle exit.
However, all these items may easily be improved experimentally, as required for a
quantitative comparison. Moreover, a characterisation of the location of structures like
the Mach disk requires a better spatial calibration.
Keeping in mind the 2% discrepancy and the artifacts associated with intense scatter-
ing off dust and condensates, we will continue to carefully interpret Rayleigh scatter-
ing images as density maps.
temperature via the ideal gas law.
5Mainly the J ∈ {17, 19, 21} levels of the X(v = 0) state of O2 are involved as initial levels for
broad-band illumination with λ ≈ 193 nm.
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4.3 ‘Frozen Flow’ Experiments
4.3.1 Coherent structures
The single-shot images of figure 4.5 suggest unsteady behaviour of the underexpanded
jet generated by the axi-symmetric nozzle for steady operation. This behaviour was al-
ready explored by Timmerman & Watt [158, 159] from holographic interferometric to-
mography studies and by Panda with point measurements of Rayleigh scattering [121]
and with schlieren visualisation [122]. Planar Rayleigh scattering imaging is a conve-
nient technique to obtain single-shot acquisitions of a large cross sectional area at once.
Therefore, it is applied to the underexpanded free jet of the previous section to study
its unsteady characteristics. Series of high quality 2D snapshot data afford a statistical
characterisation of a flow, yielding knowledge of its (turbulent) fluctuations for higher
order statistical moments. Moreover, a big data set could provide sufficient input to
perform an advanced snapshot Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [147], for ex-
ample. Althoughwewill not apply such a sophisticated data evaluation procedure, we
did record a series of 500 single-shot images of the underexpanded jet to show the fea-
sibility of Rayleigh scattering for these purposes. As the snapshot images have been
recorded for the underexpanded free jet into unconditioned ambient air, attention is
paid to the removal of intense scattering off dust particles to obtain a clean data set.
Working on a lowered repetition rate, the excimer laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC),
now operated on KrF 6 (248 nm), illuminated the underexpanded jet. This dry air jet
was generated at pt = 0.26 MPa(A) from gas bottles, and was controlled by a high
capacity mass flow reduction valve. We recorded 500 single laser pulse images of this
flow with a 2 × 2 pixel binning of the ICCD chip, as well as a series of ambient air.
The resulting images (one of which is shown in figure 4.6[a]) are similar to the single-
shot acquisitions of figure 4.5, but with a better signal-to-noise ratio because of the
better camera efficiency (approximately four times as sensitive as the ICCD576) and
the pixel-binning. Special attention was paid to prevent ‘fog’ formation by leading the
gas supply tube of the nozzle through a heat bath. In the expansion at the nozzle exit,
the flow cools down to such an extent that it does not cool the entrained ambient water
vapour sufficiently to condensate.
According to (4.2), the intensity variations in an image are due to both local density
fluctuations as well as differences in illumination intensity and pixel sensitivity. More-
over, the image contains ‘hot spots’ owing to strong scattering off dust particles. In
some of the images, there was some condensation, too, towards the upper edge of the
6The oscillator was equipped with an intra-cavity polarising beam splitting cube as described in sec-
tion 7.2.1 to optimise the polarisation of the laser radiation for Rayleigh scattering. Under this condition,
and operated at≈ 1 Hz (matched to the framing rate of the camera), the total output energy was as high
as almost 0.4 J/pulse.
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Figure 4.6. [a]: Raw data single-shot acquisition of the underexpanded jet (generated with pt =
0.26 MPa(A)) into still, unconditioned ambient air illuminated by a non-uniform KrF excimer
laser beam, including intense spots due to scattering off dust. [b] is the same image (on a different
intensity scale) corrected for the most intense dust contributions and laser sheet inhomogeneity
(see text).
image. In addition, the 500 images suffer from pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in total in-
tensity of the laser output, an effect which we found to introduce a standard deviation
of 3% over the entire ambient air data set. Consequently, an interpretation of the 500
images as pure density distributions cannot be provided by a normalisation to a sep-
arate ambient air image as described by (4.3). Therefore, a more intricate correction
procedure was applied, as described below.
The laser sheet, including the inhomogeneities it has in the vertical direction, prop-
agated in the horizontal direction, leading to horizontal streaks in the images. This
suggests to study the image strip-by-strip. For every strip z (horizontal cross section),
we can try to discriminate between contributions from dust and ‘molecular’ Rayleigh
scattering. A reasonable approach is an ‘outlier’ criterion that substitutes all pixel val-
ues that deviated by at least n times the standard deviation σ from the mean (of a
part) of the strip by this mean value. Since the scattering off dust is extremely efficient,
this criterion does not affect the molecular Rayleigh scattered light too much, i.e. the
information about the actual dry air flow field and its surrounding (moist) ambient air.
After this filtering, the ‘ambient air’ images are averaged, weighted by their total in-
tensity to provide a representative ‘laser profile’ image. This profile is used to correct
the single-shot flow images for the illumination inhomogeneity, after which they are
normalised for pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations of the laser output. The resulting
images (e.g. figure 4.6[b]) are assumed to contain density variations only, when differ-
ences in pixel sensitivity are neglected. The flow image clearly gained contrast in the
vertical direction, and is less speckled7, too. It is these normalised images that were
7However, it does appear more speckled, due to the different intensity scaling; the remaining arti-
facts are caused by the halos around the intense dust contributions. More advanced algorithms should
perform a full 2D analysis, rendering the halos as well without affecting high gradient flow features.
Note that in a closed volume, the raw signal is not affected by dust (see the propane experiment of the
next section), and, consequently, does not need processing for dust correction.
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Figure 4.7. Pixel-by-pixel average [a] and standard deviation [b] over 500 single-shot images.
The grey scale (indicated on top of the images) runs from 0.95 ≤ 〈ρrel〉(x, z) ≤ 1.65 in [a],
and from 0.04 ≤ σ(ρrel)(x, z) ≤ 0.20 in [b]. [c] is the ratio of the square root of the average
[a] divided by the standard deviation [b], depicted on a (linear) grey scale running from 1 (min)
through 5 (max) in arbitrary units. See text for a discussion.
subject to a pixel-by-pixel averaging routine that also calculated the standard devia-
tions. The outcome of the average and standard deviation is presented in figures 4.7[a]
and [b], respectively. Figure 4.7[a] is similar to figure 4.3[c] which is recorded under
comparable flow conditions. Next to the flow are smooth areas reproducing ambient
air (ρflow = (1.052± 0.007)ρamb), again with a value that is slightly too high (see also
section 4.2.3). In the standard deviation image, a horizontally streaked pattern persists,
which is attributed to pulse-to-pulse beam profile fluctuations. Most notable, however,
are the maxima in the shear layer of the flow that repeat vertically with increasing in-
tensity. If we take the square root of the ‘signal’ (image 4.7[a]) and divide that by the
‘noise’ (image 4.7[b]), we obtain image [c]. This clearly contains the same structure (in
negative) as [b], indicating that the structure in [b] is definitely not shot noise limited.
Moreover, it implies that the core flow is still coherent (low standard deviation), while
its shear layer fluctuates (higher standard deviation). This observation complies to the
helicity of this flow observed in 4.5 and by Timmerman &Watt [158] and the results of
Panda [122, 121].
With respect to the point measurements by Panda [121], it is worth mentioning that
our total experiment time was less than ten minutes (limited by the framing rate of
the ICCD camera), and that all images provide an immediate overview of the density
field. Therefore, undesired contributions (especially scattering off dust that is always
present in ambient air) can be filtered out of the recorded data by post-processing.
Panda circumvented this complication by placing the jet in a closed tank, which was
cleaned by the dry air flow first before starting data acquisition. On the other hand,
the pulsed excimer laser is generally less stable than the CW argon-ion laser that Panda
used, requiring a slightly more intricate correction for laser fluctuations.
Figure 4.7 is the principal result of this section, the purpose of which was to show
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that snapshot planar Rayleigh scattering images can be used for statistical analysis of
compressible flow phenomena. A rather unsophisticated post-processing procedure
was shown to be sufficient to correct for laser beam inhomogeneity and scattering off
dust particles. The frame-to-frame fluctuations in the scattered light intensity are seen
to be distributed non-uniformly, andmight be related to particular flow features. Thus,
the data are not limited by detection sensitivity.
4.3.2 Time evolution of unsteady underexpanded jet
Excimer lasers provide intense light pulses of a duration that is very short compared
to the time scales of build-up and decay of a pulsed jet (roughly 10 ns vs. 10 µs for the
present experiment). Consequently, light scattering from each single laser pulse can be
used to ‘freeze’ a flow at one specific time. Also, when the laser can be triggered to a
(reproducibly) pulsed flow, the time evolution of the flow can be traced. Build-up and
decay of a pulsed jet were studied in this experiment by changing the delay between
the light pulse and the opening of the nozzle.
A commercially available pulsed valve (R.M. Jordan Company, Pulsed Supersonic
Valve) was equipped with an elongated, axi-symmetric nozzle (∅0.5× 9 mm2) instead
of the standard sunk outlet, to provide optical access to the nozzle exit. It was operated
with a reservoir pressure pt and directed into a vacuum chamber at variable backing
pressures p0. The lay-out of the Jordan valve is depicted in figure 4.8, with the reservoir
above and the vacuum chamber below. For every gas pulse, only a small amount of gas
is injected into the vacuum chamber. In order to compensate for the resulting low gas
density, we chose propane (C3H8) as the flow medium: a species with a high Rayleigh
scattering cross section to obtain sufficient signal levels at low densities. The dura-
tion of the gas pulse is controlled by the pulsed current Inozzle through two plates that
cover the nozzle. Typical current pulses have a duration of 35 µs–90 µs FWHM [126],
depending on operation level of Inozzle.
As the nozzle exit was centred inside the vacuum chamber (ca. ∅60 cm) and the field
of interest comprised only 4.5× 2.5 mm2, we had to use two bellows in-between the
ICCD camera (LaVision) and the camera lens (Nikon UV-NIKKOR 105 mm f /4.5), plus
an additional intermediate (poor quality) lens inside the vacuum chamber to have the
chip fully covered by the field of interest. For accumulations of 25 laser pulses we
obtained the images of figure 4.9 for a (low density) pt = 0.50 MPa(A) propane jet into
the tank for two different values of p0 and Inozzle. The sequences consist of images
recorded with a variable delay ∆t between the opening of the nozzle and the laser
pulse (to which the camera was triggered). In both series, increased density is observed
downstream of the nozzle for longer delays than the opening of the valve. This effect
of ‘pulse-stretch’ is likely caused by viscous effects in the relatively long outlet duct,
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Figure 4.8. Lay-out of the slightly modified pulsed Jordan valve. The reservoir is filled with
C3H8 (pt = 0.50 MPa(A)) that is injected into the ‘low pressure’ chamber (at p0) upon sending
a current pulse Inozzle through the golden plates 1 and 3. The spacer 2 prohibits an electrical
short circuit, so in response to the current pulse, the plates 1 and 3 will repel each other (magnetic
inductance), uncovering the nozzle exit tube. A typical measurement of the gas pulse is depicted
below the nozzle exit, in which the pixel values represent local number densities (see text for
explanation). The laser sheet propagated from the left to the right. The picture is not to scale, but
relevant dimension are provided in millimetres.
inducing a relatively broad velocity distribution in the gas sample. Note that there are
no ‘hot spots’ in the scattering image, due to the absence of dust in the tank.
In the upper sequence (p0 = 0.07 MPa(A); Inozzle = 3.8 kA), the unsteady flow builds
up like an upside-downmushroom, the head of which is launched and the stipe grows
slowly. After approximately 50 µs, this mushroom cloud can no longer be distin-
guished from the background signal, while the stipe still keeps growing. After a couple
of hundreds of microseconds, it separates from the nozzle deck and expands into the
vacuum chamber, fading away in strength. The lower sequence (p0 = 0.3 kPa(A);
Inozzle = 4.5 kA) shows a completely different profile. Just after emanating from the
nozzle (∆t <∼ 4 µs), the contour of the high density area is an upside-down ‘Π’, with an
intense horizontal bar and less intense legs. For longer delays, these initially straight
legs bulge outwards (regions ‘b’), and at the lower-left and the lower-right corners ad-
ditional structures start growing even faster than does the remainder of the structure
(4 <∼∆t [µs] <∼ 15), deforming the ‘
Π
’ into a curved ‘H’. The horizontal (high density)
white bar (region ‘s’) stretches with increasing delay, sharply bounded on its upstream
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and downstream sides. When the forward ‘tentacles’ leave the field of view, a central
(half-elliptical) maximum ‘c’ at the nozzle exit can be observed. The transition ‘t’ be-
tween high density and low density remains just in view, decaying towards the nozzle
exit for delays longer than about 60 µs. The intense core ‘c’ disappears and the sharp
transition form black to white retreats towards the nozzle deck, with a more or less
uniform high density column at its downstream side. Finally, this column fades away,
too. The decay of the flow is notably different from its build-up.
The interpretation of especially the second series is a challenge. Since the flow is highly
unsteady, it is disputable (but attractive) to assign steady-state phenomena to the ob-
served density structures. Therefore, only a premature suggestion is presented here.
The figures for ∆t <∼ 10 µs appear to reflect the build-up of the first density minimum
in a highly underexpanded jet, the generic outline of which is depicted in figure 3.4[c].
Structures like the high density regions downstream of barrel shocks and the Mach
disk are recognised in the images of the unsteady flow, as is the low density zone of
silence ‘z’. However, the separations bounding high density structures are travelling
shocks instead of non-moving phenomena. The outline of the high density structure ‘s’
resembles also the shock wave in the centre of the shadowgraph 278 in Van Dyke [36],
showing the starting process in a converging-diverging nozzle. If this comparison of
the density image to the shadowgraph is valid, there ought to be another shock already
out of the field of view for short delays, and it is a second shock structure that is de-
tected in the field of view. Beside the build-up process, the decay of the pulse likely
requires a completely different interpretation because of its different structure. Clearly,
it is out of the scope of this thesis on measurement techniques to fully assess this flow.
We measured the flow for even lower backing pressures [29], but the low density
(molecular) scattering signals became of the same order of magnitude as stray light
in this regime (p0  1 Pa). Unfortunately, the thermodynamic properties of propane
make the Rayleigh scattering images less interpretable quantitatively than the dry air
measurements discussed above, especially for stronger expansion. The core at the noz-
zle exit that is already present in these series for intermediate delays is attributed to
condensed propane (boiling point: −42 ◦C [80]). However, we believe that the bar-
rel shock and Mach disk that show up in the second sequence are present in gaseous
propane. This statement might be checked by a new series of measurements on either
a dry air or a pure nitrogen flow with lower boiling points than propane. Although
the Rayleigh scattering cross section of N2 is one order of magnitude smaller than the
cross section of C3H8 [132], the experiment can be performed more efficiently with a
more sensitive camera (e.g. the ICCD) that is closer to the field of interest and with the
laser sheet matched to this field of view.
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Figure 4.10. Raw data Rayleigh image [a] and corresponding normalised density image [b] of
the free stream wind tunnel flow during start-up. The width of the laser sheet (propagating
top→down) is indicated as well as the position of the upper and lower windows in [a]. The
windows generate lots of scattered light saturating the camera. However, still some structure in
the flow is visible, which is even more prominent in the corrected density image [b]. The part of
the image that had not been illuminated becomes noisy. The numbers À, Á, and Â are explained
in the text.
4.3.3 Supersonic free stream wind tunnel flow
During the start-up of a supersonic wind tunnel, a lot of unsteady flow phenomena
occur, like shock waves running back and forth downstream of the throat of the Mach
blocks, flow separation from the walls, etc.. In-between the Mach blocks of our wind
tunnel, depicted in figure 3.7, we generally observe a pair of oblique shocks from the
upper and the lower Mach blocks at completely different positions for consecutive
schlieren images. This occurs until the driving pressure in the settling chamber is suf-
ficiently high to ‘blow’ the travelling shocks well into the diffuser downstream of the
test section. After this start-up, the tunnel will run at steady conditions in the test sec-
tion. Smith et al. [151] already performed density measurements with Rayleigh scatter-
ing in a wind tunnel, distinguishing between a low density boundary layer and a high
density free stream. We will focus only on the free stream, but with a larger dynamic
range.
With our Rayleigh imaging set-up (KrF illumination and ICCD), we were able to cap-
ture such a pair of travelling oblique shocks. A typical snapshot measurement is dis-
played in figure 4.10[a], most of which is to be interpreted as a Rayleigh scattering
image. However, much light is scattered by the quartz top and bottom windows of
the Mach blocks, saturating the chip of the ICCD camera. On normalisation of the flow
image to an ambient air image, the quartz contributions more or less cancel, and a den-
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sitymap (4.3) of the free stream persists. Two oblique shocks becomemore pronounced
than in the raw data, separating regions with higher (1.03(10) in regions ‘2’) and lower
(0.75(10) in region ‘1’) density. Downstream of the intersection of these shocks, a re-
gion with even higher a density (1.48(16) region ‘3’) is present. As the flow situation
was far from steady, the flow properties (densities, shock angles, Mach numbers) can-
not be derived easily from this image. Unfortunately, Rayleigh experiments with an
object in the field of view are doomed to fail as expected on basis of results that will be
presented in chapter 5. Nevertheless, it does show the potential of Rayleigh scattering
to capture unsteady flow phenomena with high temporal and spatial resolution even
in a confined volume as in the case of this example (laser pulse duration was 20 ns;
field of view was ca. 50× 50 mm2, which could be reduced by optical zooming). The
signal-to-noise ratio is typically 10:1 for a single-shot acquisition as presented here.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
UV laser Rayleigh scattering is shown to be a very useful, non-intrusive tool for 2D den-
sity mapping of compressible flows. The experimental set-up is straightforward, and
data collection and display is amatter of seconds, using state of the art UV laser systems
and CCD cameras. The method directly provides local, absolute densities in a plane in-
tersecting the flow, in contrast to many line-of-sight techniques. Moreover, single-shot
measurements allow to freeze the flow structure on a nanosecond time scale. Ambient
air density is reproduced with a 2% accuracy for 250 laser-shot acquisitions with a 1%
shot-noise.
We have presented cross sections of the structure of an axi-symmetric dry air flow,
showing details of the evolution of the diamond pattern with increasing stagnation
pressure. The diamond-pattern outline of the high density regions is seen to become
more pronounced with increasing stagnation pressure but to fade with increasing dis-
tance from the nozzle exit. For stagnation pressures above 0.35 MPa(A) a Mach disk is
seen to form, initially only in the core of the flow but growing outwards with increas-
ing stagnation pressure. Strong scattering is observed at the boundary of the nozzle
flow with the ambient air, which is attributed to ‘fog’ formation by water vapour con-
densing in the ambient air that is entrained by the flow. However, because of the planar
character of the technique, it is often possible to recognise strong scattering regions as
artifacts.
Additional experiments support the usefulness of Rayleigh imaging for various flow
situations that demand time-resolved information. Density fields can be obtained from
raw data images, if required after a correction for contributions by dust scattering and
inhomogeneous illumination. The limitation in the quantitative interpretation of the
signals is imposed by condensation effects and spurious scattering off solid objects.
Chapter5
2D Raman Imaging through a
Spectrograph
Inelastic molecular light scattering processes like Raman scattering and Laser Induced
Fluorescence potentially overcome the difficulties in the interpretation of the ‘Rayleigh’
data. Their signals are species-specific and the inelastic contributions can be distin-
guished from the wavelength used for illumination with spectral filtering. We applied
an imaging spectrograph as such an optical filter, the entrance slit of which was broad-
ened to a width of 2 mm instead of 0.01 mm typically. Accordingly, the structures at
the exit port of the spectrograph became broader than would have resulted with an
extremely narrow entrance slit. For sufficiently large splitting between the spectral
contributions, however, these signals at the exit port can still be kept well separated,
allowing of an interpretation of the signal as 2D images per individual spectral contri-
bution. As pointed out in the introductory chapter, the intensity of the Raman scattered
light depends on the local (partial) number density only, in contrast to LIF signals. It is
for this reason that we focus on the Raman scattered signal rather than the LIF signal.
Nevertheless, LIF images can be recorded similarly through a spectrograph, but the
quantification suffers from the regular interpretation problems associated with LIF.
Two-dimensional density distributions weremeasured in an underexpanded free jet by
illuminating the flow with a laser sheet and detecting the Raman scattered light under
90 degrees [146]. Both O2 and N2 Raman images were measured simultaneously on
either a dry air or a nitrogen flow using this new detection scheme. The advantage
of this method is that the individual nitrogen and oxygen density distributions can be
compared directly because they were measured under exactly the same experimental
conditions with just a single camera. This chapter concentrates on the interpretation
of the Raman images obtained through a spectrograph upon 193 nm illumination of
the jet. We often compare these images to the Rayleigh images of chapter 4 for that
purpose. The benefits of Raman imaging through a spectrograph are demonstrated
with quantitative density data on the mixing of a nitrogen flow into ambient air and
by putting an object into the flow.
This is the first chapter on 2D Raman imaging. Chapter 7 contains three additional
imaging experiments using a spectrograph, whereas chapter 8 presents 2D density
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Figure 5.1. Set-up for 2D multi-species OMA Raman imaging of an underexpanded free jet. A
rectangular ArF laser beam is collimated by two positive cylindrical lenses to a sheet of 0.5 ×
20 mm2 which intersects the flow symmetrically, containing its flow axis (out of the paper). The
light that is scattered under 90 degrees is imaged onto the entrance slit of the spectrograph after
being filtered by an 0.5% acetone in water solution (‘liquid filter’). The ICCD camera at the
exitport of the spectrograph records the OMAgraphs. A∅3 mmmetal cylinder was mounted above
the nozzle for the experiments of figure 5.5. The interior of the imaging spectrograph consists of a
bending mirror (BM) that directs the light from the entrance slit (the white dot) to a collimating
mirror (CM). The reflective grating (G) diffracts the light, which is focussed by the focusing mirror
(FM). The diffracted light is spatially separated as indicated by the traces of the dotted lines (one
specific colour) and the dashed lines (a different colour), resulting in two contributions at the exit
port of the spectrograph (black dots) in this example.
fields obtained with a different approach. The next chapter, however, introduces a
data processing algorithm that goes beyond the data analysis of this chapter.
5.1 Methods and Materials
In figure 5.1[a] a schematic drawing of the set-up is presented. The beam of a tun-
able ArF excimer laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC: λ ≈ 193 nm; 1 cm−1 bandwidth;
energy 80 mJ/pulse; 20 ns pulse duration) was collimated by two positive cylindrical
lenses to a sheet (0.5× 20 mm2) which radially intersected a supersonic nozzle flow.
The wavelength of the excimer laser light (tunable over 1 nm) was set in-between the
known absorption lines of O2 to suppress contributions of LIF which can occur be-
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Figure 5.2. Starting from a ‘narrow’ entrance slit measurement [b], information can be condensed
to a 0D spectrum [a] by integrating over a certain height (e.g. the indicated ‘>⊥’ in [b]), or extended
to a convolved spectral/spatial OMAgraph [c] by broadening the entrance slit. The vertical axis is
purely spatial in both [b] and [c] (along the height of the entrance slit), whereas the purely spectral
horizontal axis of the 1D spectrum [b] gets a spatial dependency as well in the OMAgraph [c].
The vertical axis in [a] is a linear intensity scale and the horizontal axis corresponds to the purely
spectral axis of [b]. The gray scale of the pixels in [b] and [c] corresponds to a logarithmic intensity
scale. The OMAgraphs [b] and [c] were recorded using a 10 µm and 2.0 mm wide entrance slit,
respectively.
cause the 193 nm radiation falls in the range of the (v′ = 4) ← (v′′ = 0) band1
of the Schumann-Runge band system of oxygen [74]. The multi-species Raman scat-
tered light was detected simultaneously in a single OMAgraph (photo through a spec-
trograph), e.g. figure 5.2, by an intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD-
512T: 512× 512 pixels,∅25 mm intensifier; 16 bit dynamic range) at the exit port of an
imaging spectrograph. The scattering volume was imaged onto the entrance slit of the
spectrograph by a camera lens (Nikon UV-NIKKOR 105 mm f /4.5). A quartz cuvette
containing a 0.5% acetone in water solution [96] (optical path 10 mm) was inserted to
suppress Rayleigh scattered light and specularly reflected light, both at the laser wave-
length. The imaging spectrograph (Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i:
f /4; containing either a 1200 grooves/mm or a 2400 gr/mm holographic grating, op-
timised for 250 nm) disperses the incident light as outlined in the interior of the spec-
trograph of figure 5.1. On broadening the entrance slit (in the plane of the paper),
both the white dot and the black dots in figure 5.1 become line segments, i.e. 1D struc-
tures, along the dimension of diffraction. This spatial dimension comes in addition to
1The spectroscopic convention in this thesis is that the (primed) higher energy level is given first,
then the arrow indicating energy absorption (to the left) or emission (to the right) by the molecule, and
finally the (double primed) lower energy level. The latter is not necessarily the ground state.
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the purely spatial dimension out of the paper, i.e. the height of the entrance slit, thus
forming 2D spatial patterns for each spectral component. A detailed discussion of this
phenomena is postponed until the next chapter. The width of the entrance slit deter-
mines when the line segments corresponding to different Raman bands start to overlap
in the OMAgraph.
The dispersion of the OMA system is 0.023 nm/pixel when the 2400 gr/mm grat-
ing is used, and the spatial resolution in the vertical (non-dispersed) dimension was
103 µm/pixel for the current magnification Mlens. The height of the entrance slit was
parallel to the flow axis and the laser beam propagated parallel to the slit width, i.e.
the coordinate that is diffracted. The Raman images were accumulated during 5 to 10
minutes with a repetition rate of 10 Hz of the excimer laser.
The axi-symmetric nozzle used in the experiments (figure 3.2) consists of a small set-
tling chamber which smoothly tapers into a cylindrical outlet ∅5 mm tube of 60 mm
length (see section 3.2.1). A small pitot tube in the settling chamber was used to mon-
itor the total pressure of the flow. An underexpanded jet was generated for total pres-
sures of {0.300, 0.500, 0.700}MPa(A) in the settling chamber, which were corrected for
pressure losses in the exit tube according to the discussion in section 3.2.1 (resulting in
total pressures at the nozzle exit of {0.258, 0.436, 0.615} MPa(A), respectively). The
nozzle was fed either with dry air or nitrogen from gas bottles with a water content of
less than 10 ppm. The pressure was controlled by a high capacity mass flow reduction
valve to within ±5 kPa.
Raman images were measured for supersonic flows of dry air and of pure nitrogen into
ambient air at various stagnation pressures (pt as measured in the settling chamber of
the nozzle). After being corrected for background signal Sback(x, z), all flow images
Sflow(x, z) were divided on a pixel-by-pixel basis by images measured in ambient air
Samb(x, z) to correct for laser inhomogeneities and differences in pixel sensitivity of
the ICCD camera, that is
ρrel(x, z)
def=
Sflow(x, z)− Sback(x, z)
Samb(x, z)− Sback(x, z) . (5.1)
Correspondingly, all images are interpreted as density distributions relative to ambient
air density.
5.2 Dry Air Flow
In figure 5.3 Raman [a] and Rayleigh [b] images are shown of a supersonic dry air jet
into still ambient air with pt = 0.615 MPa(A). In the Raman data three similar struc-
tures can be recognised, which correspond to images of the flow in the fundamental
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Figure 5.3. Raman OMAgraph [a] containing the relative densities of O2 (1556 cm−1), N2
(2331 cm−1), and the first overtone of O2 (3080 cm−1) for a pt = 0.615 MPa(A) dry air flow
and the corresponding Rayleigh image [b] of chapter 4. Like in the previous experiments, the
flow was directed upwards and the laser radiation propagated right→left. Only the rectangles
containing the fundamental O2 and N2 bands will be depicted in the subsequent images. On top
of the OMAgraph is a single strip cross section which is taken at the location of the arrow. The
white arrows point out the Mach disk terminating the first density minimum (zone of silence),
and the density of the numbered regions is compared in table 5.1. The images were accumulated
during 3600 laser pulses (Raman) and 250 laser pulses (Rayleigh) under slightly different flow
conditions. Also the magnification was not equal and not completely corrected for in this image,
resulting in a different position for the minima and maxima.
1556 cm−1 O2 and 2331 cm−1 N2 Raman bands and the first (vibrational) overtone of
the O2 Raman band at 3080 cm−1. In this experiment (193 nm illumination, the Raman
shifts of O2 and N2, and the dispersion and magnification of the spectrograph used),
the entrance slit of the spectrograph could be broadened to dslit = 2.0 mm while still
keeping the three Raman bands well separated. Next, the imaging magnification Mlens
was chosen such that the field of view (containing the entire flow field plus some am-
bient air) was imaged onto the entrance slit of the spectrograph, and consequently to
each Raman band of the eventual OMAgraph. The corresponding Rayleigh image (fig-
ure 5.3[b]; taken from chapter 4) is dominated by Mie scattered light off water droplets
formed by condensation of entrained (moist) ambient air.
The density distributions of oxygen and nitrogen show equal patterns, as ought to be
expected in a flow of dry air. Following the flow in the downstream direction, starting
from the nozzle deck (just below the images), the flow has high density in the early
stage of the expansion ‘1’. After the expansion, the fluid has a low density region ‘2’
(zone of silence) terminated by a wide Mach disk (pointed out by the white arrows).
The wake flow ‘3’ directly downstream of the Mach disk has again higher density than
the region upstream of the Mach disk. At larger radial distances from the flow axis,
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Table 5.1. Densities in units of ambient air density in various regions of the underexpanded flow
in figure 5.3[a] (N2-Raman) and figure 5.3[b] (Rayleigh). The number of pixels over which the
values are averaged is indicated in separate columns. The number in parentheses is the standard
deviation of the average in units of the last digit.
N2-Raman Rayleigh
region ρ [ρamb] # pixels ρ [ρamb] # pixels
‘1’ (expansion) 2.7(2) 200 3.0(3) 1000
‘2’ (zone of silence) 0.70(6) 100 0.57(5) 700
‘3’ (wake flow) 1.62(8) 200 1.61(4) 1000
‘4’ (slipstream) 2.08(10) 40 2.4(2) 300
however, the flow has even higher density (region ‘4’) than the wake flow. When con-
centrating on a horizontal cross section (depicted on top of the OMAgraph), taken at
a location indicated by the horizontal black arrow, the images clearly show a lower
density in the centre of the flow, flanked by strong density maxima. This pattern is
explained by distinguishing between the wake flow downstream of the Mach disk and
the slipstream that bypassed the Mach disk. The lower density region belongs to the
subsonic wake flow, whereas the maxima are generated by reflections of shock waves
in the slipstream that is still supersonic (see figure 3.4[c] for a generic picture). Down-
stream of the cross section, the flow has minimum density again, followed by a second
maximum with the same outline as discussed above for the first maximum. Again,
slightly lower density is observed in the centre of the flow accompanied by higher
density maxima at larger radial distances. This density field suggests the presence of a
second Mach disk.
A quantitative comparison of the N2-Raman image to the (dry air) Rayleigh image
(figure 5.3[b]) is presented in table 5.1 for density values averaged in a region in the
expansion (‘1’); upstream of the Mach disk (‘2’); wake flow downstream of the Mach
disk (‘3’); and the maximum in the slipstream (‘4’). In the Rayleigh image, region ‘4’ is
close to the intense ‘fog’ scattering and may contain some additional intensity owing
to this artifact. The values in the expansion and the wake flow compare well (within
their standard deviation) between the two data sets, whereas the other regions show a
deviation. The deviation in the slipstream is likely caused by ‘fog’ scattering, and the
discrepancy in the low temperature zone of silence due to O2 fluorescence (discussed
in section 5.5) in the Rayleigh image. A more detailed comparison will be provided in
chapter 8.3.2. Although the total pressure of the flowmight have been slightly different
(within an uncertainty of ca. 10 kPa in the Rayleigh experiment), this table suggests,
however, that in regions where artifacts in the Rayleigh signal are absent, both tech-
niques provide comparable data.
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Figure 5.4. Relative densities of O2 ([a] and [d]) and N2 ([b] and [e]) for a pt = 0.258 MPa(A)
and pt = 0.436 MPa(A) upward nitrogen flow, respectively. Images [c] and [f] show the corre-
sponding Rayleigh images of a dry air flow (chapter 4; 250 laser pulses). The pt = 0.258 MPa(A)
measurement took 5700 laser pulses and the pt = 0.436 MPa(A) measurement 4800 pulses.
5.3 Nitrogen Flow
Raman images of a nitrogen flow at pt = 0.258 MPa(A) (figures 5.4[a] and [b]) and
pt = 0.436 MPa(A) (figures 5.4[d] and [e]) into still ambient air clearly illustrate the
different features of OMA Raman imaging and Rayleigh imaging. The Rayleigh image
of a dry air flow at pt = 0.258 MPa(A) (figure 5.4[c]) shows alternating minima and
maxima in the air density with a relative density of 1.0 in the minima and of 1.7 in the
maxima. This so-called ‘diamond pattern’ is characteristic for underexpanded jets (see
section 3.2.2), and can also be recognised in theN2 Raman image at the same stagnation
pressure (5.4[b]). The relative density in the N2 Raman image varies from 1.0 in the
minima to 2.0 in the maxima. The signal in the O2 Raman image (5.4[a]) can only
originate from ambient O2, because a pure nitrogen flow was generated. Therefore,
the O2 Raman image gives information about mixing of the flow and ambient air. The
relative O2 density varies from 1.0 outside the flow to 0.0 in the centre of the flow.
This indicates that entrainment of ambient air is limited to the shear layer of the flow,
staying well out of the core flow.
The Rayleigh image at pt = 0.436 MPa(A) (5.4[f]) shows better spatial resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio, but the image is overwhelmed by Mie scattering off water con-
densates. No effect of the much stronger Mie scattering is observed in the correspond-
ing Raman images. The N2 Raman and the Rayleigh image both show again a small
Mach disk and a splitting of the first density maximum downstream of this Mach disk.
Moreover, constrictions of the flow boundary can be recognised in the O2 Raman image
(5.4[d]) at locationswhere theN2 distribution (5.4[e]) has densitymaxima. A numerical
comparison of the N2-Raman image to the dry air Rayleigh image requires a correction
of the Raman image for the difference in flowmedium (pure N2) and ambient medium
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Figure 5.5. Relative densities of O2 ([a] and [d]) and N2 ([b] and [e]) for a pt = 0.258 MPa(A)
upward nitrogen flow and a pt = 0.615 MPa(A) dry air flow, respectively, around a ∅3 mm
cylinder (dashed circle). Image [c] shows the Rayleigh/Mie image for the nitrogen flow. Accumu-
lations over 6000 laser pulses (nitrogen flow) and 4500 (dry air flow). The laser beam propagated
from the left to the right, so that the cylinder casts a shadow in the right of the image.
(78%N2 plus 21% O2 [80, Tab. F–210]). Therefore, the N2-Raman images of the pure N2
flow ought to be multiplied by a factor of 0.78 to simulate a dry air flow into ambient
air. Accounting for this correction, the relative density just upstream of the Mach disk
is 0.6± 0.1 in the N2 Raman image and 0.6± 0.1 in the Rayleigh image. Next to the
wake downstream of the small Mach disk, the maximum density in the slipstream is
2.0± 0.1 in the N2 Raman image and 2.3± 0.3 in the Rayleigh image. These numbers
indicate once more that data obtained with Rayleigh imaging and with OMA Raman
imaging compare well in the absence of undesired scatterers (in the Rayleigh image).
5.4 Flow around Cylinder
Objects put in a flow field often spoil the recorded data in optical diagnostic mea-
surements that are based on elastic light scattering, leading to (locally) unreliable data
interpretation. However, flows around models like cylinders and wedges do show
interesting flow behaviour. Therefore, we investigate the capabilities of OMA Raman
imaging and Rayleigh imaging for imaging density maps around such objects. From
an experimental point of view, an obvious test is to simply put a cylinder into the un-
derexpanded jet, taking for granted that the flow field is not well-characterised in this
case.
A∅3 mm cylinder was placed in the centre of the supersonic nozzle flow in a direction
perpendicular to both the laser beam and the flow (see figure 5.1) to study the influence
of an object in the field of view to both Rayleigh and OMA Raman imaging. In figure 5.5,
Raman images (O2 [a] and N2 [b]) and a Rayleigh image [c] are presented of a nitrogen
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flow with a stagnation pressure of 0.258 MPa(A). The cylinder was inserted at the lo-
cation of the second maximum of the undisturbed flow (figure 5.4[b]). In the Rayleigh
image (measured with the grating of the spectrograph in zeroth order reflection and
with the liquid filter removed) only Mie scattering and reflections by the cylinder and
the nozzle are detected that saturate the chip of the ICCD camera. The O2 Raman image
shows the distribution of ambient oxygen which is complementary to the N2 distribu-
tion. The relative O2 density in thewake downstream of the cylinder is about 0.2. In the
N2 Raman image a kind of bow shock around the cylinder is present. The relative N2
density varies from 0.8 just downstream of the cylinder to 3.3 behind the shock wave
just upstream of the cylinder. Some remarkable secondary density minima (relative
density 1.4) and maxima (relative density 1.7) appeared downstream of the cylinder.
Additional Raman images of a dry air flow (pt = 0.615 MPa(A)) around the cylin-
der were recorded (figure 5.5[d] and [e]) as well, in which again a bow shock was
observed, followed by alternating density maxima (relative density 1.3) and minima
(relative density 1.0) downstream of the cylinder. The relative density in the maximum
just above the nozzle is 2.5 and in the shock upstream of the cylinder 2.1. The size of
the secondary maxima and the distance between them is larger in figures 5.5[d,e] than
in figure 5.5[b], and the wake behind the cylinder is smaller in diameter.
Although the flow field around the ∅3 mm cylinder is not well-characterised, it is
tempting to suggest a preliminary interpretation. Just upstream of the cylinder, a
strong density maximum can be recognised in figures 5.5[b,d,e]. This density maxi-
mum might be interpreted as a small part of the bow shock that would be induced if a
cylinder were put into a homogeneous supersonic flow field. Because the diameter of
the flow field is limited in our situation, the extent of this ‘bow shock’ is limited, too.
The reason why small secondary density minima and maxima appear downstream of
the cylinder is not fully understood. We expect that the alternating density minima and
maxima are a result of a phenomenon in the slipstream around the cylinder, whichmay
be supersonic like the slipstream around a Mach disk. Some similarity to this situation
is suggested with the multiple reflections of shock waves and expansion fans that lead
to the ‘diamond pattern’ in the undisturbed nozzle flow. Downstream of the cylinder,
these reflections can occur on both the ambient air and (the slip line of) the subsonic
wake. Hence, the diamonds are smaller than those in the undisturbed flow. Addi-
tional experiments, maybe with a better characterised, more uniform upstream flow of
the cylinder, may lead to a more sophisticated interpretation of this complicated flow
field.
The addition of the object to the flow breaks up the cylindrical symmetry of the flow
system, which makes relevant calculations very complicated. On the other hand, the
OMA Raman imaging technique is capable of recording data in such a complex flow
field. Therefore, it might provide data sets for code validation in future applications.
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Figure 5.6. Raw [a] and processed [b] Raman OMAgraph of an upward dry air flow (pt =
0.258 MPa(A)) into ambient air (5700 laser pulses) showing the fundamental O2 and N2 Raman
bands, and the first overtone of O2.
5.5 Resonance Effects
In case of 193 nm illumination, the laser wavelength lies in the range of the Schumann-
Runge absorption bands of oxygen. This has several implications for the interpreta-
tion of our measurements. The first one is a resonance enhancement of the O2 Raman
signal. This resonance enhancement can be seen clearly in the non-corrected Raman
OMAgraph of an air flow with pt = 0.258 MPa(A) of figure 5.6[a]. The image shows
an average signal strength of 66 photons/(pulse·mm2) (we determined a detector effi-
ciency of 64 counts/photon [see section 8.3.3]) for O2 and of 26 photons/(pulse·mm2)
for N2 2. This implies a resonance enhancement of the O2 signal by one order of mag-
nitude at least, since O2 and N2 have comparable Raman scattering cross sections and
the N2 concentration in ambient air is almost four times that of O2. The O2 had even
been filtered more efficiently by the liquid filter than N2. Moreover, the presence of
the first overtone band of O2 in the Raman image is an indication for so-called direct
resonance Raman scattering [133], [33, § 8.1].
A second implication of the wavelength used for illumination is a possible contribu-
tion of O2 LIF to the signal. This might spoil the proportionality of the signal to the
local molecular density, if the LIF signal were sensitive to collisional quenching. Fortu-
itously, the upper state B 3Σ−u (v′ = 4) involved in the O2 fluorescence is strongly pre-
dissociated [74], to such an extent that the fluorescence out of this state is insensitive to
collisional quenching [143]. However, in the 193 nm region many O2 absorption lines
are present, all of which are rather broad. Since the spectral profile of the laser light
has broad pedestals in operation of the amplifier with Cassegrain optics, it is almost
impossible to fully suppress the O2 LIF signal, even though we tuned the wavelength
of the ArF laser in-between the most dominant O2 absorption lines.
2This corresponds in the current set-up to 0.24 photons/(pulse·pixel) on average for N2.
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Although a LIF contribution would not spoil the proportionality of the signal to the
molecular density, it does introduce a temperature dependency to the signal. In a LIF
process, only molecules in a specific ro-vibrational state (v, J) are excited. The number
of molecules in this specific state follows the Boltzmann distribution (2.1), and, there-
fore, depends on the local temperature. In the flow OMAgraph that is normalised to
ambient air 5.6[b], some features can be observed that most probably originate from
this temperature dependency of the LIF signal. The relative O2 density (0.9 in the min-
ima and 1.6 in the maxima) seems to be lower than the relative N2 density (1.0 in the
minima and 1.7 in the maxima). This difference must be caused by an underestimation
of the O2 density introduced by a small O2 LIF contribution, for there is no reason why
the relative O2 density should be lower than the relative N2 density. Because no reso-
nance effects occur in the N2 Raman scattering, the N2 Raman signals are better suited
for quantitative interpretation.
A possible explanation of the underestimation of the relative O2 density is the differ-
ence in temperature in the flow and in the ambient air. The ambient air temperature
is approximately 50 K higher than the flow temperature (at sonic conditions), corre-
sponding to a larger population of higher initial rotational states during the ambient air
measurement. Therefore, the LIF contribution (which involves the higher J-levels [74])
is larger in the ambient air Raman image than it is in the flow Raman image. This ex-
plains the too low an O2 density in figure 5.6[b], because the relative density images
were obtained from the ratio of the flow image to the ambient air image.
5.6 The (Spatiality of the) Horizontal Axis
The OMAgraphs were recorded for an entrance slit width that kept the Raman images
well separated in the eventual OMAgraph. Assuming that the Raman bands are in-
finitesimally narrow spectrally, the grating does not distort the individual Raman im-
ages, because light rays with the same wavelength are reflected under the same angle.
In other words, the grating functions as an achromatic mirror for everymonochromatic
Raman band. In practice we do not deal with infinitely narrow Raman bands. How-
ever, in the case of diatomic gases the Raman bands usually are relatively narrow. For
example, the bandwidth (FWHM) of the ro-vibrational 2331 cm−1 Raman band of N2
is less than 2 cm−1 at 300 K (see previous section). It is assumed in this estimate that
the Q (∆J = 0) Raman transitions dominate the O (∆J = −2) and S (∆J = 2) tran-
sitions, and that the transition probability hardly depends on the actual J-level. The
distortion introduced by the grating inside the individual Raman images therefore can
be neglected if the dispersion of this Raman band by the spectrograph (10 cm−1/pixel
in the current experiment) is less than the pixel size of the ICCD camera. Consequently,
there is no need for a deconvolution for the individual band analysis. On the other
hand, the dispersion of the grating has to be large enough to prevent overlap of the
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O2 and N2 Raman images in this argumentation. The next two chapters deal with the
deconvolution of OMAgraphs, amongst others of the Raman OMAgraphs of the under-
expanded free jet with a potential overlap of the O2 and N2 bands. It reconstructs one
spatial ‘dry air’ image out of the mutual O2 and N2 Raman images.
5.7 Summary and Conclusion
The OMA Raman images quantitatively show similar density distributions for the un-
derexpanded free jet as did the Rayleigh images of chapter 4 in regions where scat-
tering off water condensates is absent in the Rayleigh images. However, the OMA
Raman images provide species-specific density patterns that can be interpreted as 2D
spatial distributions. Although all Raman images have a lower signal-to-noise ratio
(due to the smaller scattering cross section) than the Rayleigh images, their signal is
less ambiguous, especially in the case of N2. The O2 Raman images are polluted by LIF
contributions, a problem which is particular to the current choice of the wavelength
of illumination. The Rayleigh images are completely overwhelmed by Mie scatter-
ing or strong reflections in flows with dust, condensation, or objects in the flow. The
spectrograph separates these contributions from the Raman bands, resulting in a clean
Raman signal. Another salient feature of OMA Raman imaging is its molecular speci-
ficity which makes it possible to study mixing phenomena near boundary layers. The
benefit of OMA Raman imaging for such experiments is that individual distributions
are recorded simultaneously for each chemical compound, under exactly the same ex-
perimental conditions.
Chapter6
Two-dimensional OMA
Imaging
An ideal imaging spectrograph with its grating operated in zeroth order projects a
faithful image of its entrance slit onto its exit plane. This follows directly from the
familiar grating equation (see e.g. Demtröder [33, § 4.1.3], or Hecht [61, § 10.2.7])
d (sinα ± sinβ) = mλ , (6.1)
where m is the order of diffraction and d is the groove distance. Both the angle of inci-
dence (α) and of reflection (β) are defined in this expression with respect to the grating
normal rather than to the groove normal, as sketched in figure 6.1. In zeroth order
(m = 0), sinα equals sinβ for any wavelength λ, and, consequently, the grating acts
like an achromatic mirror. In most cases, however, a spectrograph is used because of its
diffractive ability, and the zeroth order will only rarely be used, mainly for alignment
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the diffraction of light by a grating. If the dashed paths
s1 and s2 differ by an integer multiple of the wavelength, the reflected light waves will interfere
constructively under an angle (α ±β) with respect to the incident waves. The ‘+’ applies when
β is on the same side of the grating normal (the dash-dotted line) and the ‘−’ when they are on
opposite sides (as in the depicted example).
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purposes. Rather, the spectrograph is primarily employed to record line (1D) spectra,
e.g. Raman spectra in combustion science [113, 90, 127, 55, for example], or even as
point (0D) spectra for increased signal-to-noise ratios [51, 154]. This is regularly done
with the grating set in its first order (m = 1), for which the angle of reflection depends
on the wavelength of the incident light as well, thus exhibiting the diffractive nature
of the grating. In that case, one of the axes that span the exit port is on a spectral scale
and the other one is on a purely spatial scale. One way to visualise planar (2D) patterns
with 1D imaging is to perform consecutive line measurements for many longitudinal
positions.
This chapter deals with the extension of 1D imaging to 2D imaging at once, i.e. in just a
single measurement, using a set-up that incorporates an imaging spectrograph with its
grating operated in first order. It is shown that, in spite of the diffraction, the original
image can be reconstructed in this mode as well for many practical situations. The first
two sections of this chapter deal with the formalism that describes the scrambling of
the spatial and spectral information by the imaging spectrograph (convolution) and
their subsequent disentangling for the reconstruction of the original image (deconvo-
lution). The second section includes the discretisation of the analytical problem for
practical data handling. It appeared that straightforward application of the deconvo-
lution procedure resulted in quantitatively non-interpretable data. Therefore, a linear
Bayesian filter as described in section 6.3 was applied to the measured convolved data,
the reliability of which is discussed in section 6.4. This chapter contains numerous ex-
amples of visually instructive images of a calibration grid showing many properties
of the (filtered) deconvolution. (In fact, we study the orange structure of the cover,
but currently recorded at a higher spectral resolution and in black-and-white.) The
next chapter is devoted to the application of these general OMA imaging results to 2D
Raman imaging. It turns out that 2D OMA imaging takes full benefit of an imaging
spectrograph and provides a technique that is very time and cost efficient for measur-
ing 2D patterns with different spectral illumination.
6.1 Convolution by a Spectrograph
The images that are the subject of this chapter are formed through a spectrograph via a
grating operated in first order reflection, which diffracts the incident light into its con-
stituent wavelength components in a direction perpendicular to the grooves, causing
one dimension of the image (say xˆ) in the exit plane to contain both spatial and spectral
information. The other dimension (parallel to the grooves, yˆ) contains spatial informa-
tion only, and will be omitted in the following discussion until section 6.7. Figure 6.2
depicts a cross section of the spectrograph, showing the entrance slit in the focal plane
of a collimating lens, a reflective grating and subsequently the exit port in the focal
plane of a second focusing lens. In commercial spectrographs, mirrors are used in-
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Figure 6.2. Cross section of a spectrograph including a first order ray trace for bichromatic light.
Both the height of the entrance slit and the exit port as well as the grooves of the grating are
perpendicular to the plane of the picture. The rays emanating from the entrance slit, which is
spanned by the points ‘A’ and ‘B’, are collimated to parallel beams by a first lens. The bichromatic
(dark grey) beams are diffracted by the grating into their monochromatic components (black rep-
resenting the shorter wavelength component and light grey representing the longer wavelength
component), and the resulting parallel beams are focussed on the exit port by a second lens. The
grating diffraction (6.1) implies that (1) the shorter wavelength has the smaller diffraction angle
β for a fixed α; and (2) the diffraction angle β from point ‘B’ (dashed lines) is less than from
point ‘A’ (full lines) for a fixed wavelength. Both these effects contribute to the ‘black’ image of the
arrow being smaller than the ‘light grey’ image. Also indicated in the figure are the coordinates
xin and xout that appear in the formalism of this chapter. In this particular example (described by
the minus-sign of the grating equation (6.1)), the two wavelengths are chosen to be sufficiently
distinct to prevent the two resulting images from overlapping. In practice, however, this does not
need to be the case.
stead of lenses, but this does not make a difference to the formalism presented. The
input image on the entrance slit is a real image, which is formed by an external lens
(not shown in figure 6.2) with magnification Mlens of some (planar) light source, e.g. a
square grid or a 2D distribution of Raman scattered light from molecules illuminated
by a laser sheet.
In principle, all rays with a given wavelength λ originating from a specific point xin
in the entrance slit plane will be imaged onto exactly one point xout in the exit plane,
thus transforming spectral information into spatial information. Conversely, the wave-
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length λ that can be associated with any position xout in the exit plane also depends on
the source position xin. For an extended, polychromatic source, therefore, the relation
between λ and xout is ambiguous. (This is in fact what usually is loosely referred to
as ‘loss of spectral resolution’ if the entrance slit of a spectrograph is broadened.) In
general terms, the relation between the measured light intensity distribution T and the
incident distribution Sin can be written as
T(xout) =
∫
λ
∫
xin=slit
T (λ, xin; xout) Sin(λ, xin)dλ dxin , (6.2)
with xin,out coordinates in the spectrograph entrance and exit planes, respectively, T
the (spatial) intensity distribution in the exit plane, Sin the spectral and spatial intensity
distribution in the entrance plane, and T a transfer function. As there is input only at
the entrance slit, the integration over space can be extended from −∞ to ∞ without
affecting the result. The integrations run over the whole spectrum and, according to
the reasoning above, over the whole line xin along the width of the entrance slit1.
For the present purpose perfect imaging will be assumed, and only a grating efficiency
η(λ) is accounted for. Under this assumption the transfer function links λ and xin to
xout via
T (λ, xin; xout) def= η(λ) δ(xout − f (λ, xin)) , (6.3)
in which the function f (λ, xin) depends on grating diffraction and imaging optics. It
is interpreted as the function that describes where on the exit plane a monochromatic
point source, having wavelength λ and being located at xin, is imaged. The Dirac delta
function allows only the signals of those combinations of λ and xin for which a point
xout is illuminated to contribute to the signal at that point xout.
Unravelling of the spectral and spatial information contained in the input pattern
Sin(λ, xin) requires that Sin can be factorised, that is,
Sin(λ, xin) = Sλ(λ) · S(xin) . (6.4)
This restriction limits the current interpretation of OMAgraphs to applications in which
light sources have a uniform spectral composition over the width of the entrance slit
(e.g. like for Raman scattered light of O2 and N2 in plain air), or when spectral com-
ponents with different spatial distributions do not overlap on the OMAgraph (photo
taken with an Optical Multichannel Analyser, i.e. through a spectrograph). In sec-
tion 7.1, it will further be discussed when this factorisation is justified for multi-species
Raman scattered light. For the moment it suffices to assume that it holds for a single
1Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the integration limits will be from−∞ to∞ for (reciprocal) space
coordinates and from 0 to∞ for wavelengths and frequencies.
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light source that has a spectral profile Sλ(λ), and is spatially distributed according to
S(xin). In this case, the factorisation leads to
T(xout) =
∫
λ
∫
xin
η(λ) δ(xout − f (λ, xin)) Sλ(λ) · S(xin) dλ dxin
=
∫
xin
η
(
fˆ (xin; xout)
)
Sλ
(
fˆ (xin; xout)
)
· S(xin) dxin , (6.5)
with fˆ (xin; xout) being kind of an inverse of f (λ, xin) when solved for λ for a fixed
xout. Note that fˆ is a function of one variable (xin) only, because xout is a parameter
dictated by the point under investigation2. Linearisation of the sines in the grating
equation (6.1) provides the relation between the three coordinates (considering the ‘−’
variant)
Ms(xin,0 − xin)− (xout,0 − xout) = ζλ . (6.6)
It implies true imaging (magnification Ms, determined by the mirrors in the spectro-
graph) and linear diffraction (grating constant ζ , characterising the grating)3. The
Dirac delta function in (6.3) selects f (λ, xin) = xout from (6.6), in the expression of
which x(in,out),0 are reference positions in the entrance and exit planes, respectively.
For this simple relation, the ‘inverse’ function is cast explicitly by
fˆ (xin; xout) = λ =
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
. (6.7)
Substitution of this specific inverse results in T(xout) taking on the form
T(xout) =
∫
xin
η
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
)
×
× Sλ
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
)
· S(xin) dxin (6.8a)
= [(η · Sλ) ∗ S] (xout) . (6.8b)
This outcome is a convolution of a spectral distribution (that is shifted forward and is
compressed in its argument) with a spatial distribution.
2Compare this to rolling two dice, λ and xin, the sum of their results being xout. There are vari-
ous combinations of (λ, xin) leading to, for example, xout = 7. These combinations are described by
f (λ, xin). On the other hand, once the ‘outcome’ xout is chosen to be 7, there is only one corresponding
λ for every xin, namely fˆ (xin; xout).
3Both Ms and ζ are dimensionless quantities.
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As it is the spatial pattern S that is of interest, it needs to be reconstructed from the T
image via a deconvolution procedure once the spectral dependency (η·Sλ) is known.
The latter can be obtained by recording T(xout) using an infinitesimally narrow en-
trance slit (located at the reference position xin,0 and illuminated with intensity S0)
S(xin) = S0 δ(xin − xin,0) . (6.9)
The convolution ends up for this particular input as
R(xout)
def= T(xout) = η
(
(xout − xout,0)
ζ
)
Sλ
(
(xout − xout,0)
ζ
)
· S0 , (6.10)
or, equivalently,
η
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
)
Sλ
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
)
=
=
R(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0))
S0
. (6.11)
Back-substitution of this convenient definition of a ‘spectral reference function’ R re-
duces the convolution (6.8) to its final form,
T(xout) =
∫
xin
R(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0)) S(xin)S0 dxin (6.12)
It is worth mentioning at this point that the grating efficiency η(λ) cancelled, because
it is present in both the spectral reference image R and the convolved image T. Neither
does the grating constant ζ appear explicitly.
An example of the convolving action of the spectrograph is visualised in figure 6.3,
where three OMAgraphs are shown for three different entrance slit widths. Like all
subsequent OMAgraphs in this chapter, they were taken through an imaging spectro-
graph (Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i f /4 with a 2400 gr/mm grat-
ing), which introduces the additional curvature of the OMAgraphs due to imaging arti-
facts. An intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T: 512× 512 pixels,
∅25 mm intensifier; 16 bit dynamic range) at the exit port of the spectrograph recorded
the OMAgraphs corresponding to regions imaged by a camera lens (Nikon UV-NIKKOR
105 mm f /4.5) on the entrance slit of the spectrograph. The slit width dslit is increased
from 40 µm to its maximum value, 3.10 mm. The dslit = 40 µm OMAgraph is taken as
the infinitesimally narrow slit measurement of the spectral reference function for de-
convolution purposes, and contains two lines of the mercury (Hg) spectrum4. Further
decrease of the entrance slit width did not result in a narrower line profile, but only
4The line @ λ = 579.40 nm is an unresolved doublet. Actually, the exact wavelengths do not matter.
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Figure 6.3. Three OMAgraphs that were recorded for different widths of the entrance slit of the
spectrograph, as indicated in the images. The horizontal axes contain both spectral and spatial
information, and the vertical axes are purely spatial. The 0.04 mm measurement was performed
on a white sheet of paper that was illuminated by a low pressure Hg (Ar) calibration lamp having
a discrete spectrum, two lines of which are captured as indicated in the left picture. The right
two images are OMAgraphs of a 5.0× 5.0 mm2 grid printed on white paper with a line width of
0.5 mm, taken with the same illumination as the narrow slit measurement. In the middle image,
the grid recorded @ 579.40 nm does not yet overlap the grid recorded @ 576.96 nm on the CCD
chip. In the right-most image, however, the grids clearly overlap, resulting in the middle part
having approximately twice the intensity of the single illuminated parts. The graphs on top of the
images are single-strip cross sections of the images at the position of the arrows, cutting the lower
circles of the ‘68’ on the grid. All images are scaled individually. The curvature of the images is
an artifact of the spectrograph and will be discussed in section 6.7.
decreased the intensity levels. On broadening the entrance slit, the ‘spatial’ images for
both lines start to broaden accordingly [b] and will overlap eventually [c]. On top of
every OMAgraph, the intensity along a single strip is plotted, a horizontal cross section
(fixed y) at the location of the arrows.
The idea of recording a somehow distorted version of the original input image is not
unfamiliar. In general imaging experiments, artifacts are introduced by aberrations of
the optical detection system and its limited resolution. These artifacts can be quantified
with a so-called Point-spread Function (PSF) of the imaging system [61, Chap. 11]. It
describes how a point source is mapped onto the image with a convolution procedure
that is similar to the one presented here. Although R is not exactly a PSF, it can be
thought of as acting like a PSF by linking the input image to the output. (This will be
discussed further in sections 6.5 and 6.7.)
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6.2 Deconvolution of OMAgraphs
The images that are convolved with their spectral profile by the imaging spectrograph
are recorded at the exit port by a 2D (digital) camera, viz. a CCD camera. This section
focuses on convolved images in practice, which are allowed to contain noise accumu-
lated during detection, and how to retrieve the original, purely spatial distribution via
a deconvolution procedure.
6.2.1 Analytical formulation
The general formulation of the convolution as given in equation (6.12) forms the start-
ing point for the deconvolution procedure, and is restated as
T(xout) =
∫
xin
R(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0)) G(xin) dxin +N (xout) , (6.13)
where the normalised pattern S/S0 is substituted by G for notational convenience, and
a noise term N is added. The importance of this extra contribution to the formalism
will become clear below. The reconstruction of the original spatial distribution S re-
quires a deconvolution of the convolved image T (‘broad’ entrance slit measurement)
with respect to the spectral dependency R (‘narrow’ slit measurement). This ‘inverse’
problem can be solved conveniently5 via Fourier transformation (see e.g. [16, § 4.4.2]
or [125, § 13.1]). The Fourier transform and its inverse are defined by
FT [F(x)] = F˜(k) def=
∫
x
F(x) e−ik·x dx (6.14a)
IFT
[
F˜(k)
]
= F(x) def=
1
2pi
∫
k
F˜(k) eik·x dk , (6.14b)
respectively. Application of the Fourier transform to the convolution (6.13) yields
T˜ (k) = R˜ (k) eiMsk·xin,0 · G˜ (Msk) + N˜ (k) , (6.15)
when taking care of the magnification Ms and the shift xin,0. The convolution in direct
space thus becomes a regular product in reciprocal (k) space, for which the components
have decoupled.
Once the Fourier components T˜ (k) and R˜ (k) have been assessed, the Fourier compo-
5The Fourier formalism is applicable only because of the linear imaging and linear diffraction as-
sumptions (6.6). Otherwise, the argument of the functions in the convolution would have been too
complicated to deal with analytically.
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nents of the original image at the entrance slit can be obtained analytically by solv-
ing (6.15)
G˜ (Msk) =
T˜ (k)− N˜ (k)
R˜ (k) eiMsk·xin,0
, (6.16)
and after an inverse Fourier transform the entrance slit image in direct space, G(xin),
results. However, this IFT is slightly complicated on account of the compression of
the k-axis by Ms in the Fourier transformed spatial distribution, so actually it is the
components
G(xin/Ms) =
Ms
2pi
∫
k
T˜ (k)− N˜ (k)
R˜ (k) eiMsk·xin,0
eik·xin dk (6.17)
that are determined when applying an inverse Fourier transform to the G˜ (Msk) com-
ponents.
6.2.2 Numerical approach
In practical OMA imaging, the signal at the exit plane is recorded by a CCD camera,
requiring a reformulation of the analytical problem. The chip in this CCD camera has
(1) finite (non-zero) pixel dimensions and (2) a limited number of pixels, say N. These
properties require a discretisation of the analytical formulation (6.13). Since the pixels
have a finite dimension, they already integrate the signal over a finite region of xout.
All integrals over space therefore become a sum over the sub-integrals, i.e. the pixel
values. This is put through in the following
Tnout = ∑
nin
Rnout−Msnin+Msnin,0 · Gnin +Nnout , (6.18)
where the indices nout and nin denote discrete positions and substitute the continuous
parameters xout and xin, respectively. This discretisation implies that not only the out-
put signal at the exit port is discretised, but also the input signal at the entrance slit.
However, it suffices to know the S signal as a function of pixel numbers rather than dis-
crete position. The index (nout −Msnin + Msnin,0) of the spectral reference function R
actually labels the (discretised) wavelength. It is expressed in terms of both the discrete
positions nin and nout, and may not be an integer because it contains the magnification
Ms ∈ R. From relation (6.6), however, we know that for every wavelength λ, Msnin
(or Msxin) may be converted into nout (or xout), where the indices nin and nout both
denote pixel numbers now. Therefore, the reference to ‘in’ and ‘out’ can be omitted and
the indices can simply be any integer counter without reference to specific planes.
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As the chip of the CCD has a finite number of pixels, T and R can only be recorded
for a finite number of points. If for all signals the representative part of N pixels is
selected from the entire signal (from−∞ to∞), this representative part can be put into
the convolution. When assuming periodic boundary conditions, i.e. (m − n + n0) =
mod([m− n+ n0],N), the discretised convolution in direct space becomes
Tm =
N−1
∑
n=0
Rm−n+n0 · Gn +Nm . (6.19)
Obviously, the interesting part of both Rm−n+n0 and Tm need to be contained by the N
pixels. The discretised form of the Fourier transform and its inverse are [125, Chap. 12]
F˜k =
N−1
∑
n=0
Fn e−
2pi ik·n
N and Fn =
1
N
N−1
∑
k=0
F˜k e
2pi ik·n
N , (6.20)
respectively. Like m and n, the index k is a counter now, and it denotes the reciprocal
space component of a Fourier transformed signal. All subsequent summations and
products over indices will be from 0 through (N − 1). The discrete Fourier transforms
are implemented in a computer program as Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT’s) on 512
(= 29) data points. The discrete analogue of (6.15) is
T˜k = R˜k,n0 · G˜k + N˜k with R˜k,n0
def= R˜k e
2pi ik·n0
N , (6.21)
and the relation for the discretised deconvolved signal in reciprocal space becomes
G˜k =
T˜k − N˜k
R˜k,n0
. (6.22)
Since the phase factor exp(2pi ik ·n0/N) will always appear in combination with R˜k,
it is absorbed in the latter for notational brevity. This is indicated by the additional
subscript n0 to R˜k,n0 . The belaboured pixel values in direct space are
Gn = IFT
[
G˜k
]
= IFT
[
T˜k − N˜k
R˜k,n0
]
=
1
N
N−1
∑
k=0
[
T˜k − N˜k
R˜k,n0
]
e
2pi ik·n
N , (6.23)
where the index n numbers the pixels (formally in the entrance slit plane). Since the
Fourier algorithm is just a mathematical trick, the physical information should be con-
tained only in the real part of the IFT. The imaginary part ought to vanish. The program
that performed the deconvolution (6.23) was tested successfully on computer gener-
ated data (not shown).
Figure 6.4 demonstrates the effect of the analytical deconvolution procedure (6.23) to
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Figure 6.4. Strip-by-strip deconvolution of figure 6.3[c] with the spectrum of figure 6.3[a] via
the Fourier transformation algorithm (6.23). The purely spatial images [a] and [c] show data in
direct space, accompanied by their power spectra in [b] and [d], respectively, for the first half of the
k-components. The left-most image is the result of a direct deconvolution and suffers from rapid
oscillations, which can be recognised as the large high k-components in [b]. By two-pixel-binning,
these high k-components cancel or disappear [d], resulting in the deconvolved image [c] having a
better signal-to-noise ratio. On top are again the single-strip cross sections at the position of the
arrows. The grey line in [a] and [c] indicates zero intensity, and in [b] and [d] the (left) ordinates
have been omitted to emphasise the low k-components.
the data of figure 6.3. In this measurement, there was noise contained in both the spec-
tral reference signal and the convolved distribution. The straightforward deconvolu-
tion result6 is extremely noisy (image [a]) and contains virtually no useful quantitative
information, as can be seen clearly in the graph of the single-strip cross section above
the image. The average power7 in the imaginary part appears to be 25 orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the average power in the real part, being zero indeed within the
limit of computational accuracy. A closer look at the reciprocal space components [b]
indicates that the resulting noise can be attributed to large high k-components8 that do
not cancel each other on inverse Fourier transformation. The Fourier transform diag-
onalises the convolution problem and hence the deconvolution. However, since many
of its high k-components are small, the inverse problem is (numerically) ill-conditioned
and sensitive to small variations in the recorded data. In a more physical explanation,
6The deconvolution results in direct space were post-shifted over 256 pixels in order to be centred in
the graph, as will be all subsequent deconvolution results.
7In this thesis, the convention is that the power or absolute square of a signal S is defined as the signal
times its complex conjugate (i.e. |S|2 = S · S∗), and the norm of the signal ‖S‖ is the integral over S.
8As the input signal S(x) of the FT is purely real, the Fourier transformed data S˜(k) is even under
complex conjugation, i.e. S˜(−k) = S˜∗(k). Therefore, only the positive k-components need to be plotted
to represent all power information.
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the high k-components in the restoration are generated as the deconvolution algorithm
attempts to increase the contrast in the image, i.e. it resolves the (blurred) structures
of the measured signal. In case there is pixel-to-pixel noise added during detection,
artificial structure that should not be deconvolved is superposed to the convolved sig-
nal. However, as the analytical algorithm does not treat the noise other than the ‘real’
data, it generates high k-component structures to account for the rapid pixel-to-pixel
fluctuations in the measured (signal + noise) data. Unfortunately, it is not trivial to
discriminate between ‘real’ data and noise.
Zero-padding the data to array sizes up to 213 pixels did increase the resolution in
k-space, but did not alter the deconvolved result in direct space significantly. In sec-
tion 7.3.4, it will be shown that additional windowing of the raw data to firmly impose
periodic boundary conditions as required for the Fourier transform is insufficient to
nicely restorate the original image. This means that the noise in the straightforward
reconstruction is not a consequence of ill-satisfied periodic boundary conditions. At
the cost of loosing spatial resolution, binning two neighbouring pixels is a trivial low-
pass filter for the spectral and the convolved data. A subsequent deconvolution yields
figure 6.4[c], which looks less noisy than [a], but is still hard to interpret quantitatively.
Its corresponding Fourier power spectrum actually shows less contributions from high
k-components. Clearly, additional filtering is required to do the data from noise selec-
tion by suppressing ‘exploded’ G˜k-contributions, especially at higher reciprocal space
components. There exist filters that globally do this job, but often they are ad hoc. A
dedicated and promising way to filter is presented below.
6.3 Linear Bayesian Deconvolution Filter
The goal is to reconstruct the pattern {Gn}∀n that gave rise to a measurement {Tm}∀m
for a given spectral convolution function {Rm}∀m. As the actual input {Gn}∀n in prin-
ciple is unknown, many candidates could have given the same measured output, one
of which has to be selected. This selection boils down to pin-pointing the most likely
reconstruction of {Gn}∀n, given the (unfortunately incomplete) knowledge of the experiment.
‘Incomplete’ means that the actual noise contribution is not known, for example. What
we do know, however, is (i) a measurement of the output and (ii) the convolution
model (6.12) which links the output to the input. A statistical analysis prescribes a pro-
cedure for quantifying the term ‘most likely’ and for assigning a reliability to the recon-
struction. For this purpose, the intensities of the input pattern, the measured data, and
the noise are thought of as random variables to which probability density functions
(PDF) are associated, describing the probability that a random variable takes a certain
value9. The spectral reference function is assumed to be well assessed as the response
9From this point, upper-case letters denote random variables, and their corresponding lower-case
letters represent the actual data values. Moreover, the bold-face vector notation indicates that we deal
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to a peak input. The principles of the data filter are presented in this chapter, whereas
the major part of the analytical calculation is postponed to appendix 6.A. Instead, the
action of the filter is treated in detail for the implementation in 2D OMA imaging, as it
is an essential element towards the quantitative interpretation of OMAgraphs.
Given the PDF’s and the experimental fact that the measurement of T took the out-
come t (denoted by T = t), the reconstruction problem is equivalent to calculating the
conditional expectation values
E
[
G
∣∣T = t] ≡ F (t) (6.24)
as a function F of the measured output t. These conditional10 expectation values
are the best a posteriori estimates of the a priori input g , given the measured outcome
T = t [34]. The criterion ‘best’ is defined as that particular choice of G that minimises
the mean square errors
E
[
|Gn −Fn(t)|2
]
∀n (6.25)
as based on the measured T = t. Although the term ‘statistical’ might connote that
this model is based on the statistics of randomly generated numbers, it will appear to
be quite the opposite, i.e. a fully deterministic algorithm. This section provides the best
reconstruction by a direct calculation of the conditional expectation value. Section 6.B
of the appendix follows a different approach, namely the minimisation of the above
equation (6.25), in order to arrive at the same result. However, these approaches re-
quire more presumptions, especially the latter one, with respect to the current Bayesian
approach. It will be Bayes’ theorem which is used to link a priori knowledge of both
input and output to a posteriori knowledge.
In the statistical approach, both the input image G and the noise N are modelled by
the random variables
Gn = c+σXn ∀n and Nm = b+ τYm ∀m , (6.26)
respectively, where the Xn’s and Ym’s are taken a priori from mutually independent
standard normal distributions. Some properties of standard normal distributions are
summarised in the appendix 6.C. It is assumed in the model that all pixels in a strip are
characterised by one set of parameters {c,σ , b, τ}. The mutual independence (denoted
with the entire set of N random variables or their specific values, respectively. In case these quantities
carry a subscript, a single component is selected.
10The designation ‘conditional’ reflects that the statistical parameter has a constraint, viz. the known
information. Consequently, the argument of conditional parameters contains a vertical bar followed by
the additional information, i.e. T = t
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Figure 6.5. Gaussian probability density function (6.28) of the random variable Gm for some
particular choice of c and σ . The PDF has a FWHM of 2σ
√
log 2 and at gm = c±
√
2σ its value
is e−1 of the peak value. The black part under the curve marks negative gm having a finite PDF,
thus indicating non-physical data that is allowed by the current choice of PDF nevertheless.
by ‘⊥⊥’) of all the distributions X and Y implies that

Xm⊥⊥Xn (m 6=n) the point-spread in the formation of the entrance slit
image is neglected (perfect external lens);
Ym⊥⊥Yn (m 6=n) the noise is accounted for per individual pixel; and
Xm⊥⊥Yn ∀m,n the noise is not correlated to the signal at all.
(6.27)
Since G (the normalised input signal) is a dimensionless quantity, the parameters c and
σ are dimensionless, too. On the other hand, b and τ have the same dimension as N ,
which is [count]. It is shown in the appendix (6.109) that the PDF (ρ) of the original
image Gn taking on the value gn can be derived from the standard normal distribution
as
ρGn(gn) =
1√
2pi σ
exp
[
−1
2
(
gn − c
σ
)2]
∀n (6.28)
and the value νm for Nm
ρNm(νm) =
1√
2pi τ
exp
[
−1
2
(
νm − b
τ
)2]
∀m . (6.29)
A plot of the former PDF (6.28) is given in graph 6.5 for an arbitrary combination of
(c,σ), and a similar plot applies to the ρNm(νm). The parameters b and c are the av-
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erages of the noise and the normalised input image, respectively, and τ2 and σ2 are
the variances in the corresponding signals (6.114). The plot illustrates the dilemma in
choosing a good σ . On the one hand, σ has to be sufficiently large to allow all the
reasonable data, but on the other hand, σ should be small enough to exclude negative
values (note that the input gm is necessarily positive) by assigning small probabilities
to them. As the recorded OMAgraphs (including noise) were corrected for background
illumination (which includes accumulated noise itself as well) before being put into
the deconvolution procedure, the exclusion of negative numbers is not an issue for the
noise model. The addition of ‘mean’ c to the input is an extension to present analytical
models (like documented by MacKay [89, Chap. 48]), since it shift the a priori PDF to
the (positive) intensities expected on physical principles. Unfortunately, the choice for
σ and τ cannot be made on a priori argumentation.
The convolution model (6.19) provides the missing link between the assumed random
variables (6.26) and the output, which we can measure. These output values
Tm = ∑
n
Rm−n+n0 Gn +Nm ∀m , (6.30)
too, are treated as random parameters in the current approach. Once the values g =
(g0, . . . , gN−1) of the input pattern G = (G0, . . . ,GN−1) are specified, the PDF for the
output follows from this equation as the conditional PDF (or: likelihood)
ρTm
(
tm
∣∣G = g) = 1√
2pi τ
exp
−1
2
(
tm −
[
∑n Rm−n+n0 gn + b
]
τ
)2 ∀m .
(6.31)
This is an equation for a normal distribution once more, now being centred around the
value
(
∑n Rm−n+n0 gn + b
)
with a variance τ .
The problem in OMA imaging, however, is that we measure the output T = t, from
which we want to retrieve the PDF for the input pattern. This (a posteriori) PDF is also
a conditional probability density function, ρGq
(
gq
∣∣T = t), but it cannot be calculated
readily. Fortunately, it suffices for our problem to calculate the conditional expectation
value of Gq, which is defined for discrete random variables as
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = ∑
gq
gq P
[
Gq = gq
∣∣T = t]
= ∑
g
gq P
[
G = g
∣∣T = t] ∀q . (6.32)
(Note that these relations contain a summation over values gq and g rather than a sum-
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mation over components q.) The conditional probability P (on an event; for discrete
random variables) that was introduced in (6.32) is related to the conditional PDF ρ (of
a value; for continuous random variables) via
P
[
Gq ∈ (a, b)
∣∣T = t] = b∫
a
ρGq
(
gq
∣∣T = t) dgq , (6.33)
equation (6.108) alike11. It is at this point that Bayes’ theorem (6.117) enters the sta-
tistical approach for the deconvolution by reversing the arguments of the likelihood
P
[
G = g
∣∣T = t], turning (6.32) into
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = ∑
g
gq
P
[
T = t
∣∣G = g]× P[G = g ]
P[T = t]
∀q . (6.34)
The denominator does not depend on g , so it can be taken out of the sum. Additionally,
the decomposition relation of probabilities is applied to the denominator
P[T = t] = ∑
g
P
[
T = t
∣∣G = g]× P[G = g ] , (6.35)
and the conditional expectation value becomes
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = ∑g gq P
[
T = t
∣∣G = g]× P[G = g ]
∑
g
P
[
T = t
∣∣G = g]× P[G = g ] ∀q , (6.36)
showing that the numerator and the denominator contain the same probabilities, and
that the numerator carries the additional value gq that is averaged. This is a relation
familiar from statistical physics, where for a grand canonical ensemble the population
is normalised by the partition function [124].
In the continuum limit of the random variables, the last equation contains Riemann
11The extension in (6.32) from the summation over a single component gq to the summation over all
components of the vector g does not introduce additional contributions. It was assumed (6.27) that the
individual components are independent, so according to (6.121b)
P
[
G = g
∣∣T = t] = N−1∏
i=0
P
[
Gi = gi
∣∣T = t] .
Furthermore, all probabilities are normalised
∑
gi
P
[
Gi = gi
∣∣T = t] = 1
so the only contribution in the summation over all g-components is just that of gq only. The extension
of the summation serves the Fourier transform that will be executed next.
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summations that go over into integrals over PDF’s for every pixel q
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] =
∫
RN
gq ρT
(
t
∣∣G = g)× ρG(g) dg∫
RN
ρT
(
t
∣∣G = g)× ρG(g) dg
=
∫
RN
gq exp
[
− 12
∣∣∣ t−R ∗ g−bτ ∣∣∣2]× exp[− 12 ∣∣∣ g−cσ ∣∣∣2] dg
∫
RN
exp
[
− 12
∣∣∣ t−R ∗ g−bτ ∣∣∣2]× exp[− 12 ∣∣∣ g−cσ ∣∣∣2] dg
=
∫
RN
gq exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
∫
RN
exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
,
(6.37)
where it is used that all random variables are independent (6.121b) and that the pre-
factors in the numerator and the denominator cancel. Because the g and R values in
the first part of the exponentials are coupled via the convolution, these integrals cannot
be performed analytically in direct space. Substitution of the Fourier transformations
of the g , R, t, b, and c values provides a convenient change of the coordinates of inte-
gration that decouples the integrand once more. However, this change of coordinates
is rather intricate and introduces some complications with respect to the coordinates
and domain of integration (see appendix 6.A). Analytical evaluation via reciprocal
space (performed in appendix 6.A.1) of the integrals (6.37) eventually leads to the key
formula
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = c (τσ )2 − bR˜k=0
R˜ 2k=0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 + IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0 t˜k∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 (6.38)
for the restoration of the unknown original input image. In this important, analytically
closed expression12, the first term denotes an offset, around which data is scattered by
the IFT in the second term. The filter has only one free model parameter, the fraction
σ/τ , instead of two (σ and τ separately) as might be expected from the suppositions of
the random variables (6.26). This effective filter parameter can be interpreted as a mea-
12Since the expression is analytically closed, it enables a straightforward implementation in computer
code without iterative loops. An evaluation of a set of N × M data points requires only M 1D Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFT) over N pixels of the OMAgraph and the subsequent application of the recon-
struction (6.38), mainly dominated by the I(F)FT. Effectively, the total number of operations scales with
M × N log2 N [125, § 12.2], consuming less than one tenth of a second on a 233 MHz PentiumPro II
processor with 128 MB of RAM for a 512× 512 data points OMAgraph.
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sure for the contrast between the ‘real’ structure in the signal (e.g. the grid lines and the
numbers) and the ‘noise’ that had been accumulated in the measurement. Note that
the deconvolution filter is linear indeed, as can be examined by considering the decon-
volution of any linear combination of two measurements T = (a1t1 + a2t2) following
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = a1t1 + a2t2] = (a1 + a2) · c (τσ )2 − bR˜k=0
R˜ 2k=0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 +
+ IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0 {a1t1k + a2t2k}∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2

= a1E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t1]+ a2E[Gq ∣∣T = t2] . (6.39)
The factor in front of the offset value is legitimate, although maybe not obvious, be-
cause the total signal consisted of two separate measurements post-multiplied by the
factors a1 and a2. Consequently, the average value c and the average noise level b of
the two images need to be multiplied by the same factor, as was done explicitly. The
linearity arises from the specific choice of the Gaussian distribution rather than that it
has been presupposed in the derivation of (6.38).
Equation (6.38) is the linear Bayesian filtered version of the straightforward deconvo-
lution (6.23). Rearranging the argument of the IFT in (6.38) according to
R˜ ∗k,n0 t˜k∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 =
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 ×
t˜k
R˜k,n0
=
1
1+
(
τ
σ
)2 ∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣−2 ×
t˜k
R˜k,n0
(6.40)
shows that the filter effectively suppresses all k-components of the straightforward de-
convolution by a factor [1+(τ/σ)2|R˜k,n0 |−2] ≥ 1. It is clear that if τ/σ approaches zero
(i.e. the measured structures are completely determined by the pattern of the input im-
age), the non-filtered deconvolution (6.23) will remain. In that limit, the offset in (6.38)
approaches −b/R˜k=0, meaning a subtraction of the (constant) noise level b from the
deconvolved data. The results in this chapter are obtained for b = 0, so there is no
such additional offset correction due to noise. The parameter c is always taken as the
average over the convolved image t. The argument of the IFT in (6.38) resembles the
formula of a Kalman-Bucy filter [172, for example], which carries a similar damping
term.
According to the examination (6.40) of the filter terms, the power of the Fourier trans-
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Figure 6.6. Powers of: [a] the Fourier transformed spectral reference function R˜k of figure 6.3[a];
[b] non-filtered deconvolution function; [c] filtering of [b]; and [d] linear Bayesian filtered decon-
volution function. The graphs [a], [b], and [d] all are on a different linear scale and [c] is on a
logarithmic scale. The power of the filtering function [c] is the pre-factor ‘filter’ of equation (6.41)
showing a power suppression of the extremely strong peaks in the straightforward deconvolution
function [b] with up to 9 orders of magnitude. As a result, the filtered deconvolution function has
no dominant peaks left for increasing k. The data are for the same strip as used in the previous
single-strip graphs, and were calculated for σ/τ = 6 count−1.
formed components within the IFT is given by∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
R˜ ∗k,n0∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
filtered deconvolution
function
=

∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2

2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
filter
×
∣∣∣∣∣ 1R˜k,n0
∣∣∣∣∣
2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
deconvolution
function
. (6.41)
The pre-factor ‘filter’ is a measure for the power attributed by the filter to the ‘real’
data. The graphs in figure 6.6 illustrate the action of the (filtered) deconvolution in
reciprocal space for the single-strip data R˜ of figure 6.3[a]. To the right of figure 6.6
are the powers of the deconvolution function [b] and of the filtered deconvolution
function [d] on a linear scale. The exact shape of the filter [c] (on a logarithmic scale)
strongly depends on the shape [a] of |R˜k|2. In this case, the presence of two spectral
lines causes the oscillations in |R˜k|2, and in all plots derived from it. For a single-line
spectrum, all curves would have been smooth, for example.
Regarding the expression for the damping term in (6.40), the filtered deconvolution
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Figure 6.7. Strip-by-strip linear Bayesian deconvolution of figure 6.3[c] with the spectrum of
figure 6.3[a]. From the right to the left are the results for three σ/τ ratios from [a] ‘too low’
(σ/τ = 1 count−1) via [b] ‘best’ (σ/τ = 6 count−1) to [c] ‘too high’ (σ/τ = 800 count−1).
Above the images are the single-strip cross sections again, and on top are their power spectra for the
first half of k-components. The images are scaled individually, but the graphs are all on the same
scale (−5 · 10 5 ≤ S [count] ≤ 9 · 10 5 for the spatial data and −10 14 ≤ |S˜ |2 [count 2] ≤ 2.2 ·
10 15 for their power spectra). The latter graphs show the increasing presence and impact of high
k-components with increasing σ/τ values, converging towards the non-filtered deconvolution
figure 6.4[a] eventually. Their (left) ordinates are omitted to show the similarity of the hardly
filtered, low k-components.
will depend on the filter parameter σ/τ . For σ |R| <∼τ , the structure in the measured
image is taken as dominated by noise, whereas for σ |R| >∼τ it is attributed to the input
image itself. The former situation corresponds to a relatively uniform input image (as
reflected in the smooth reconstruction of figure 6.7[a]) onto which read-out noise has
imposed structure. The latter situation corresponds to an input image with rich struc-
ture onto which relatively little noise is accumulated. The deconvolution therefore
produces a wildly fluctuating image [c], almost resembling the non-filtered deconvo-
lution result. In the best result (σ/τ = 6 count−1), three distinct minima represent the
grid lines in the single-strip data, and an intermediate structure is present that comes
from cutting the ‘68’. The ‘grid’ minima are separated by approximately 43 pixels and
they are somewhat larger than 4 pixels FWHM, in perfect agreement with the printed
grid of 1:10 for the line thickness. Unfortunately, there are still a few small undershoots
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Figure 6.8. The dependency of the average power and its standard deviation as a function of
σ/τ for the data ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ of the reconstructed entrance slit (upper graphs). Also, the
average power ‘outside’ of the slit normalised for the average power contained by the slit is shown
in the lower panel. The minimum in the latter curve is taken as the bestσ/τ for the deconvolution
as it minimises the relative power in the physically dark region. The values for the non-filtered
results (figure 6.4[a]) are: 〈P(in)〉/S.D.[P(in)] = 0.78; 〈P(out)〉/S.D.[P(out)] = 0.63; and
〈P(out)〉/〈P(in)〉 = 0.48.
(oscillations and negative numbers) present in the best result. As discussed after the
equations (6.28) and (6.29) for the PDF’s, this does not come as a surprise.
The ‘best’ σ/τ was found from a plot (lower panel figure 6.8) of the average power
〈P(out)〉 ‘outside’ the reconstructed entrance slit image (pixel numbers 1 through 165),
divided by the average power 〈P(in)〉 ‘inside’ this part of the image (pixel numbers 176
through 335). The physical situation is that light is transmitted through the entrance
slit only, and there is no light aside of it. Therefore, the power ‘outside’ should be min-
imal for maximum power ‘inside’, which is found to be the case for σ/τ = 6 count−1.
The upper plot of figure 6.8 reflects the transition from the smooth to the wildly fluc-
tuating reconstruction in terms of the average power divided by its standard devia-
tion (S.D.[P]). For small σ/τ , there is little power inside the entrance slit reconstruc-
tion, with not too much fluctuation. For increasing σ/τ , the average power increases
monotonously, but the fluctuations increase even harder. Outside the entrance slit
reconstruction, both the average power and its standard deviation first drop for in-
creasing σ/τ , reaching a minimum for σ/τ = 6 count−1 and σ/τ = 5 count−1, re-
spectively, after which they both start growing again for larger σ/τ . The minimum
in 〈P〉/(S.D.[P]) around σ/τ = 50 count−1 cannot be explained on physical grounds.
Both the minima of 〈P〉/(S.D.[P]) and 〈P(out)〉/〈P(in)〉 are shallow, indicating that
the reconstruction is not too sensitive for σ/τ . Compared to the non-filtered data,
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Figure 6.9. The re-convolved image of the data that were obtained with a deconvolution for
σ/τ = 6 count−1 (solid curve) and its difference with the original, measured data (dashed curve).
The difference is 0.04 count on average and has a standard deviation of over 7 kcount.
all filtered curves lie on the physically ‘better result’ side of the non-filtered values:
〈P(in)〉/(S.D.[P(in)]) is larger for all σ/τ values, meaning a better signal-to-noise ra-
tio inside the slit reconstruction; the signal-to-noise ratio outside the slit reconstruction
is worse for σ/τ >∼ 5 [count−1]; and the light-dark contrast 〈P(out)〉/〈P(in)〉 is larger
for all σ/τ values than in the non-filtered case. Note that the structure in the actual
(unknown) input image determines the lower limit to S.D.[P(in)].
A check on the quality of the reconstructed image is to re-convolve it with the spectral
reference function as done in figure 6.9. The difference of this result to the measured
data is also indicated, being one order of magnitude smaller than the actual data. The
average power in the re-convolved image is 0.946 times the average power contained
by the original data, so approximately 5% of the power is attributed to noise forσ/τ =
6 count−1.
6.4 Higher-order Bayesian Statistics
Our confidence in the filtered deconvolution is high as it gave an enormous improve-
ment with respect to the straightforward deconvolution, but it would be scientifically
more objective if this confidence could be quantified. The statistical approach pre-
scribes a procedure to express this reliability in numbers, too. To that purpose we need
to examine the conditional variance, defined by
Var
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = E[G2q ∣∣T = t]− (E[Gq ∣∣T = t])2 , (6.42)
in analogy to the ‘regular’ variance (6.114). The conditional variance represents the
(pixel-by-pixel) variance in the best reconstruction of the unknown input signal, given
the information about the measurement (T = t), and involves higher-order statistics.
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In the previous section, most mathematical tools were developed to calculate higher-
order statistical moments of the reconstructed data. The nth conditional moment (n ≤
N, of course) is given by
E
[
Gnq
∣∣T = t] =
∫
RN
gnq exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
∫
RN
exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
,
(6.43)
similar to (6.37), but now it is gnq in front of the exponential in the enumerator instead
of gq. Although the general nth order moment can be evaluated analytically [110], we
will focus only on the second order conditional moment required for the conditional
variance (6.42). Taking n = 2 in the higher-order generalisation (6.43) leads to the
expression
E
[
G2q
∣∣T = t] =
∫
RN
g2q exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
∫
RN
exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
.
(6.44)
The integrals within the IFT require even more attention then the integrals appearing
in the first order moment (6.37). On Fourier transformation, the square term g2q intro-
duces auto-correlation-like terms (g˜ 2k ) and cross-correlation-like terms (g˜k · g˜k′) in front
of the exponential in the enumerator. Nevertheless, the integrals can be solved ana-
lytically once more (see appendix 6.A). The cross-correlation-like terms plus part of
the auto-correlation-like terms equal the squared contribution of the best reconstruc-
tion (6.38), i.e. the square of the first order moment. On determining the conditional
variance (6.42), only part of the auto-correlation-like terms persist, leading to
Var
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = ∑
k
τ2
N
[∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
] (6.45)
This conditional variance apparently does not depend on the pixel under investigation.
We expected to find a variance that would show a same pattern corresponding to the
ghost images of the deconvolution. Such a pattern would have meant that on locations
where a non-zero intensity is found in the reconstruction instead of an expected zero,
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the reliability should have been little. However, the variance does not show such be-
haviour. Likely, an explanation is found in the PDF that was taken the same for every
pixel.
The conditional variance states that the reconstruction cannot deviate within one stan-
dard deviation of
τ√
N
√√√√∑
k
[∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
]−1
(6.46)
from the (still unknown) original input pattern. Note that it depends on the filter pa-
rameter σ/τ as well as on the noise parameter τ only. However, we did not make an
assumption on the separate parameters σ and τ . In the extreme assumption that the
noise had no spread (τ → 0), the conditional variance vanishes as well. This corre-
sponds to the straightforward deconvolution, where no noise was distinguished from
the data. On the other hand, if the noise tends to infinity, the variance results in σ2/N,
the average spread in the original input image. The deconvolution provides a uniform
reconstruction as the best approximation. In practice, we are somewhere in-between
these two extrema, and the selection of σ/τ turns out to be best determined from a
dark-light contrast as performed in the previous section.
6.5 Spectral Reference Function (R)
For a quantitative data analysis, it is required that there are no indeterminate factors
left in the deconvolution algorithm. However, there is still one degree of freedom
hidden in the spectral reference function as it is (i) impossible in practice to supply the
hypothetical delta-pulse input (6.9) to the OMA; and (ii) the point-spread function (PSF)
of the OMA system cannot be neglected. This part discusses this hidden parameter,
taking into account both effects mentioned. It will appear that the non-ideal reference
function effectively can be related to the hypothetical delta-pulse with the introduction
of a scaling factor f .slit
The spike input S0δ(xin− xin,0) is regularly simulated in reality by closing the entrance
slit of the spectrograph to such a width that the FWHM in the OMAgraph does not de-
crease any more. Figure 6.10 shows the OMAgraph response to various (small) widths
of the entrance slit. It is observed that the amplitude of the signal decreases for de-
creasing dslit, whereas the FWHM remains approximately constant for widths smaller
than 0.10 mm. This behaviour is not what is expected for a constant illumination level
S0 when approaching the spike input. For an ideal OMA system, rather the amplitude
ought to be constant and the FWHM had to decrease. However, owing to finite pixel
sizes, the FWHM cannot decrease continuously.
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Figure 6.10. Response OMAgraph for decreasing widths of the entrance slit using the same il-
lumination level S0 of the strong Hg spectral line @ 253.652 nm. The curves have decreasing
amplitude, but their FWHM levels off as a function of decreasing slit width.
When fitted (using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with a confidence band of 5%
in MICROCAL ORIGIN 6.0) to a sum of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profile having the
same FWHM ∆x
R(x) = A
{
(1−µ) 1
2
√
pi ∆x
exp
[
−
(
x− xc
2∆x
)2]
+µ
2
pi
∆x
4 (x− xc)2 + (∆x)2
}
(6.47)
the response to the decreasing width can be quantified. The fit-results for the ampli-
tude A, peak position xc, FWHM ∆x, and the proportion µ of the Lorentzian contribu-
tion are depicted in figure 6.11. [a] shows that the entrance slit opens symmetrically
(all fitted peak positions differ on a sub-pixel scale), and [b] quantifies that the re-
sponse becomes increasingly Lorentzian shaped (the more sharply peaked of the two
functions) for decreasing widths. The latter effect is due to the finite pixel size of the
detector that causes the peak to be detected by at least one pixel for purely monochro-
matic light and perfect imaging. Accordingly, more pixels become illuminated upon
broadening the entrance slit, and, the other way around, the FWHM [c] decreases with
entrance slit widths dslit. On an integer pixel basis, the FWHM levels off for approx-
imately dslit <∼ 0.10 mm, which can therefore be taken as the width of the entrance
slit that simulates the spike input. However, as the signal level [d] decreases linearly,
signal-to-noise considerations may require a broader entrance slit to record the spec-
tral reference function. Due to this experimental degree of freedom, the shape and the
amplitude of the spectral reference function are not assessed a priori.
An important conclusion can already be drawn from the levelling of the FWHM. This
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Figure 6.11. Fit results for the curves of figure 6.10 to the Gaussian-Lorentzian function (6.47).
The central position xc of the OMAgraph [a] is always at the same pixel, but the shape of the
response (characterised by µ) changes from primarily Gaussian for larger widths to Lorentzian
for smaller widths [b]. The FWHM [c] is almost constant for slit widths <∼ 0.10 mm regarding the
integer nature of the pixels (indicated by the alternating grey/white bands). The amplitude [d]
decreases linearly with the entrance slit width. Not shown are the data for even larger slit widths,
for which the situation is the other way around, i.e. the FWHM increases linearly with the slit
width, but the amplitude levels off.
effect can be attributed to the real point-spread function of the entire OMA system due
to the PSF of the ICCD camera and to non-ideal imaging and diffractive properties of
the spectrograph. Therefore, the spectral reference function incorporates the ‘real’ PSF
of the OMA system. Upon deconvolution, the scrambled axis thus is not only corrected
for the spectral structure, but also for the point-spread in the direction of diffraction.
Neither the detector nor the deconvolution algorithm have the sub-pixel information
of R that we obtained from the fits. Therefore, the effect of the slight change in shape of
the spectral reference function for dslit <∼ 100 µm does not influence the deconvolution
result. On the other hand, the difference in amplitude of the signal linearly influences
the reconstruction as a global factor per image line. Introducing the norm of the spec-
tral reference function as
‖R‖ def=
∫
xout
R(xout) dxout (6.48)
allows to split the R into a normalised part R̂(xout) (the shape of the [de]convolution
function) and its norm ‖R‖ (information about the calibration concentration and the
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scattering cross sections in case of Raman imaging, for example) according to
R(xout) = R̂(xout) ‖R‖ , i.e.with
∥∥∥R̂∥∥∥ = 1 . (6.49)
On substitution of the split spectral function, the terms in the convolution (6.13) can be
rearranged as follows
T(xout) =
∫
xin
[
R̂(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0)) ‖R‖
] S(xin)
S0
dxin +N (xout)
=
∫
xin
R̂(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0))
[
‖R‖ S(xin)
S0
]
dxin +N (xout) . (6.50)
The reconstructed image that results after deconvolution with the normalised R̂ in-
stead of the measured R is thus given by [‖R‖ S/S0]: a result that depends on the
norm of the spectral reference function, which in turn depends (linearly) on the width
of the entrance slit that was used for its acquisition. Therefore, a deconvolution ac-
cording to (6.38), based on an ideal reference function as a response to a spike input,
does not provide quantitatively correct results when applied with a measured spectral
reference function.
Regularly, it is the dimensionless reconstruction S/S0 that is of interest for quantitative
studies. In order to overcome the problem of normalisation, we introduce the slit func-
tion fslit(dslit) that contains the dependency of ‖R‖ on the width of the entrance slit.
From now on, the non-ideal R′ (response to an entrance slit of finite width) is written
as R fslit(dslit) as if R were the ideal response to a delta-pulse of illumination S0, cor-
rected by the slit function fslit(dslit) to incorporate the effect of the finite dimension of
the slit. This is a definition, as the slit function fslit and ‖R‖ are indistinguishable ex-
perimentally: there is no distinction in the output of the reference measurements (6.10)
that were recorded either with a (slightly) broader narrow entrance slit or with more
intense illumination. As a consequence, the ideal convolution (6.12) adapted to real
experiments becomes
T(xout) =
∫
xin
R̂(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0))
[ ‖R′‖
fslit(dslit)
S(xin)
S0
]
dxin +N (xout) (6.51)
in which R′ was recordedwith a finite entrance slit. Any deconvolution (filtered or not)
provides the dimensionless reconstruction ‖R′‖ S/[S0 fslit(dslit)], or, equivalently, the
desired S in units of [S0 fslit(dslit)]/ ‖R′‖. The slit function is a property of the appa-
ratus used, and depends only on the slit width. This means that two separate spectral
reference functions (e.g. for different species in case of Raman imaging) detected for
the same dslit have the same ‘correction’ fslit(dslit).
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Figure 6.12. Post-normalising the deconvolved image of figure 6.7[c] by the norm ‖R′‖ of the
recorded spectral reference function is in fact changing the intensity scale. The plot of s is currently
in units of Sˇ0 ≡ S0 fslit(40 µm) rather than a plot of ‖R′‖ S/[S0 fslit(40 µm)] in absolute units
of [count]. The shape of the profile itself did not change at all, of course.
All results in this thesis were obtained by deconvolving the recorded OMAgraph with a
normalised spectral reference function R̂. Up to this point, however, the reconstructed
images have not been post-normalised according to expression (6.51). Consequently,
the images ‖R′‖ S/[S0 fslit(dslit)] were on the same intensity scale as is the measured
OMAgraph T, i.e. [count], since ‖R̂‖ = 1. From now on, the reconstructions will be
expressed in units of Sˇ0 ≡ S0 fslit(dslit = 40 µm), that is in units of the reference
illumination level S0 times the unknown (but constant) fslit(dslit = 40 µm). The result
of the post-normalisation is depicted in figure 6.12, which differs only in its units of
the intensity scale with respect to figure 6.713. Note that all image lines are expressed
in the same unit upon deconvolution with R̂. In the remainder of this thesis, the prime
will be omitted from the measured spectral reference function.
For most quantitative experiments it is required to know the intensity relative to a ref-
erence intensity rather than S in units of counts. This consideration implies that the
unknown contribution from the slit function fslit(dslit) to the measured spectral refer-
ence function needs to be determined. This determination requires a second ‘broad
slit’ measurement of a quantitatively well-assessed illumination pattern S1 of the same
spectral components. This second OMAgraph serves as a calibration of the (first) mea-
13Of course, the same normalisation would result if both sides of the equation (6.51) were pre-
normalised by this ‖R′‖ / fslit(dslit). Note that this approach needs a re-normalisation of the filter pa-
rameters as well according to
cpre−norm =
cpost−norm
‖R′‖ and σpre−norm =
σpost−norm
‖R′‖
where the subscript ‘post-norm’ refers to the values used in this thesis (in units of [count−1]) and ‘pre-
norm’ to a pre-normalisation of the output and the (assumed) noise that had been accumulated in the
measurement. The only difference between the two algorithms lies in the processing of an entire image,
constructed of many horizontal lines. In the ‘post-norm’ case, all lines are processed with effectively the
same parameters, whereas in the ‘pre-norm’ case, all line effectively have different filter parameters.
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surement of the unknown illumination pattern of interest. If both images are processed
exactly the same way in the deconvolution, both will depend on the factor fslit(dslit).
On division of the reconstruction of interest to the reconstruction of the calibration im-
age, this indeterminate factor cancels and the unknown pattern S is expressed in units
of the S1. In conclusion, a quantitative reconstruction of some unknown input pattern
requires
• a ‘narrow slit’ measurement for unravelling the spectral and spatial structure;
and
• a second ‘broad slit’ measurement (under exactly the same OMA conditions as the
unknown pattern) for a calibration of the deconvolved results.
This process will be clarified in the next chapter on 2D OMA Raman imaging.
6.6 Properties of the [De]convolution
The formulation of the physical OMA imaging process in terms of a mathematical con-
volution allows several features of this technique to be discussed analytically. The
properties presented here are mainly used in the next chapter on OMA imaging of spa-
tial distributions of multi-species Raman scattered light.
6.6.1 Re-centring of spectral distribution
Some applications of OMA imaging require accurate positioning of the reconstruction.
For example, the determination of spatially resolved mixing ratios of chemical com-
pounds requires a pixel-by-pixel division of two reconstructions. Obviously, these re-
constructions need to be on exactly the same spatial coordinates. Raw data OMAgraphs
depend on both the spatial pattern and the spectral profile that illuminated the en-
trance slit. If the pattern is shifted along the entrance slit, or if the grating is rotated,
the output in the OMAgraph will shift correspondingly. On the other hand, if the pat-
tern is fixed, but the wavelength changes, the output will experience a shift in the
OMAgraph as well. These shifting properties are reflected by the convolution model,
and can be used in the deconvolution process. Two particular choices for a shift in pro-
cessing the data will be discussed (i) a shift for optimal positioning of the reconstruc-
tion irrespective of the spatial pattern and spectral profile, and (ii) a shift for which the
reconstruction is centred on top of the raw data.
On broadening the entrance slit of the spectrograph, the spectral structure on the
OMAgraph broadens according to the spatial pattern unveiled. However, the centre
of the band remains fixed when the slit is opened symmetrically around xin,0. This
means that the median is at the same position in both the reference spectral image R
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and the convolved image T for uniform illumination. The median (xMed) of the spec-
tral reference function is defined as that position in the exit plane for which the signal
R(xout) is divided into two equal parts
xMed∫
xout=−∞
R(xout) dxout =
∞∫
xout=xMed
R(xout) dxout . (6.52)
The measured spectral reference function, which is centred around this xout = xMed, is
involved in the convolution as a function of xin
T(xout) =
∫
xin
R(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0))G(xin) dxin +N (xout) (6.13)
for every xout. The functions R(xout) and G(xin) as they appear in this convolution
are centred around xout = (xMed −Msxin,0) and around the centre of the entrance slit,
xin = xin,0, respectively. A deconvolution of T(xout) by R(xout + Msxin,0) therefore
will always yield G(xin) centred around this xin = xin,0, irrespective of the complexity
of the spectral distribution. This result represents case (i).
On the other hand (ii), it is also possible to have the convolved and deconvolved im-
ages sharing their centre-of-mass. Upon shifting the spectral function R(xout) back
over (xMed − Msxin,0), its median will be moved to xout = Msxin,0. Such a shift cor-
responds to putting R(xout + xMed) into the deconvolution procedure, which requires
an additional change of the coordinate of integration14 to x′in ≡ xin − xin,0 + xMed/Ms
to compensate for the argument of R, i.e.
T(xout) =
∫
x′in
R
(
xout + xMed −Msx′in
)
G
(
x′in + xin,0 − xMed/Ms
)
dx′in +
+N (xout) . (6.53)
When omitting the primes again, it is clear that in this representation the spectral func-
tion R(xout) is centred around xout = Msxin,0 and G(xin) is centred around xin =
xMed/Ms. The dashed curve of figure 6.13 lies centred around the convolved image,
as obtained by deconvolving with a re-centred spectral reference function. The solid
curve, however, is centred around pixel number 0 (a result of the periodic boundary
conditions), as obtained by deconvolving with the non-shifted, originally measured
R(xout). The difference between the solid curve and the result plotted in figure 6.12 is
14Another way to obtain the same result is to shift the xout coordinate according to x′out ≡ xout −
xMed + Msxin,0. This way, the T(xout) image will be re-centred around x
′
out = Msxin,0 before decon-
volving.
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Figure 6.13. The deconvolution result for the non-shifted spectral reference function (black curve)
and the re-centred spectral reference function (dashed curve), both for σ/τ = 6 count−1. The
curves are the same except for the fact that their centre-of-mass lies at a different position. Both
curves were not post-shifted in this exceptional case.
that the former had not been post-shifted over 256 pixels to the centre of the image.
The Bayesian deconvolution filter reflects the shifting properties of this section. A shift
back over (xMed − Msxin,0) in direct space corresponds to a phase shift of exp[−ik ·
(xMed − Msxin,0)] in reciprocal space. As the back shifted spectral reference function
enters the deconvolution as its complex conjugated Fourier transform, R˜ ∗(xout), the
phase shift will change sign. On inverse Fourier transformation, the inverted phase
shift will cause a shift forward over (xMed−Msxin,0) in direct space of the deconvolved
image as required.
6.6.2 Multi-line spectra
Generally, a spectrum consists of more than one line, which may or may not belong to
the same spatial distribution. The case study of this chapter consists of two spectral
lines of mercury, for example, that both illuminate the same grid. However, this needs
not to be the case in flow fields that are studied by Raman imaging. Obviously, for
a mixing flow of methane into ambient air, having different spectral contributions for
the methane and nitrogen, the spatial distributions will be different. In such a case,
the deconvolution needs to be performed for the individual spectral contributions, as
established below.
The convolution of two functions is a linear operation, which means that
[(a1R1 + a2R2) ∗ G] (xout) = [a1 (R1 ∗ G) + a2 (R2 ∗ G)] (xout) . (6.54)
The dual-line spectrum of figure 6.3 can be interpreted as the sum of two single-line
spectra. According to this interpretation, the middle OMAgraph of that figure contains
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Figure 6.14. Deconvolution results of the half-open entrance slit OMAgraph (figure 6.3[b]). In
[a], the entire image has been deconvolved with the entire R, and in [b] only the single-line image
@ 579.40 nm (pixels 1 through 246) was deconvolved with its corresponding (partial) R. Both
reconstructions [a] and [b] were scaled from −0.075 ≤ S [Sˇ0] ≤ 0.5. In [c], the difference
between image [b] and the single-line image @ 576.96 nm (pixels 247 through 512) is plot on a
scale from −0.04 ≤ S [Sˇ0] ≤ 0.04.
the sum of two convolved images of the single-line spectra with the spatial grid. As
these convolved results do not yet overlap, the image can be cut in two parts, each
containing only one spectral line and its convolved image. Subsequently, the split
images can be deconvolved for their single-line spectrum. In order to apply the fast
Fourier transform, the missing data points in both images were interpolated by a con-
stant value. Figure 6.14 shows the deconvolution results for a full image (dual-line)
deconvolution [a] as well as the deconvolution of the left part (579.40 nm Hg line)
[b]. Moreover, the difference of this ‘left line’ reconstruction to a reconstruction of
the right part (576.96 nm Hg line) is plot in [c]. The dual-line reconstruction is the
most fluctuating result, suffering from ghost images as does the deconvolution result
of the overlapping image 6.3[c]. The single-line deconvolution results on the other
hand show a horizontally streaked pattern, an effect which is due to the constant value
interpolation. Regarding the entire images, the single-line reconstructions have an ad-
ditional curvature (best observed in the difference image 6.14[c]) due to the selection of
the ‘single-line’ specific part. This is a rectangular region on selection, but it becomes
curved on deconvolution, as will be discussed in section 6.7. The smaller intensity
scale for the difference image of the ‘left line’ reconstruction and the ‘right line’ recon-
struction indicates that both images hardly differ.
Note that this example demonstrates the property that all deconvolutions (dual-line,
left single-line, and right single-line) are centred around zero (and centred in the figure
after post-shifting the reconstruction over 256 pixels) if the spectral reference function
is unaltered as expected from the discussion in section 6.6.1. Moreover they are on the
same intensity scale Sˇ0 since they were deconvolved with a spectral reference function
that was derived from the measured R, that is for the same fslit(dslit = 40 µm). All
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Figure 6.15. The difference ([a]; grey curve, magnified by a factor 10) between the fitted Voigt
profile ([a]; black curve) and raw data is −0.02 count on average with a standard deviation of
1.8 kcount (i.e. zero for practical purposes). The black curve of [b] is the result of a deconvolution
of the ‘broad’ slit measurement of figure 6.4[a] with the fitted Voigt profile, which differs (grey
curve, magnified by a factor 10) from figure 6.12 with −0.4 · 10−9 Sˇ0 on average and a standard
deviation of 0.5 · 10−3 Sˇ0 (i.e. zero, too).
deconvolutions in figure 6.14 were performed forσ/τ = 14 count−1; the optimal value
in this case.
6.6.3 Deconvolution with fitted spectral reference distribution
In addition to the filtering that is performed on Bayesian deconvolution, the signal-
to-noise ratio in the reconstruction might be improved by fitting the spectral reference
function. Since this function is determined from a measurement, it contains noise con-
tributions, which may influence the deconvolution results. On fitting, these noise con-
tributions are smoothed.
The single-strip cross section of the dual-line spectrum of figure 6.3 that serves as R
throughout this chapter was fitted before being put into the deconvolution algorithm.
The upper graph of figure 6.15 contains a two-peak simplified Voigt profile (fit with
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the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in MICROCAL ORIGIN 6.0)
R(x) = y0 + ∑
i=1,2
Ai
{
(1−µi) 12√pi ∆xG,i
exp
[
−
(
x− xc,i
2∆xG,i
)2]
+
+µi
2
pi
∆xL,i
4 (x− xc,i)2 + ∆x2L,i
}
(6.55)
and its deviation from the raw data. The fit parameters are similar to those of equa-
tion (6.47), but allow of different FWHM for the Gaussian (∆xG) and Lorentzian (∆xL)
contribution for optimal fit results. The lower graph shows the results for a deconvo-
lution with the fitted spectrum (black line) and its difference to the deconvolution with
the raw data spectrum (grey line). Both grey ‘difference’ curves have an average that is
smaller by orders of magnitude than their standard deviation, implying that the effect
of fitting is marginal.
Although the fitted reference spectrum might slightly improve the deconvolved data,
it is only an option for simple spectra. In the case of multi-line or broad-band spec-
tra, the fit function might be either (a priori) unknown, very complex, or multi-multi-
parameter (up to N, the number of pixels). Therefore, fitting is not really an alternative
for improvement as long as the signal-to-noise ratio in R is sufficient.
6.6.4 CCD chip pixel-to-pixel sensitivity (flat-field)
The detection of the convolved image is done with a CCD camera. This camera may
suffer from a variation in pixel-to-pixel sensitivity. When neglecting the point-spread
in the detection by this CCD camera, every region m is recorded by a single pixel m
with efficiency ηCCD,m. The measured data therefore are actually given by
Tm = ηCCD,m
{
N−1
∑
n=0
Rm−n+n0 · Gn +Nm
}
. (6.56)
The detection efficiency can be determined from a flat-field (uniform illumination)
measurement of the CCD camera only. Once this factor is quantified, all data should be
corrected for this sensitivity before being put into the deconvolution procedure. How-
ever, this so-called flat-field correction has not yet been accounted for since it is very
hard to record a flat-field image through a spectrograph.
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Figure 6.16. The depicted OMAgraphs were recorded for both a narrow slit measurement (dslit =
40 µm) and a broad slit measurement (dslit = 3.10 mm) with various f -numbers of the objective.
The focus had been set in the f /4.5 mode, and subsequently the diaphragm was closed. The central
wavelength of the OMA was set @ 546 nm, capturing a single line of the Hg spectrum.
6.7 2D Imaging Properties
Up to this point, the two-dimensional character of OMA imaging has been neglected.
That is because the easier dimension, i.e. the y-dimension parallel to the groove direc-
tion of the grating, is a purely spatial axis in the raw data image already. When as-
suming that the point-spread is negligible in this direction, the strips can be regarded
individually. In that case, all quantities used in this chapter carry an additional dummy
parameter y denoting the strip number.
Although the spectrograph is assigned the prefix ‘imaging’, its imaging quality is not
as perfect as supposed in the first section. However, the imaging quality can be thought
of as still being perfect in the plane of diffraction and imperfect in the y-direction. This
is a reasonable premise as the entrance slit always has a smaller x-dimension than y-
dimension, especially in the narrow slit measurements. Although performing better
than lenses, the collimating and focusing mirrors still suffer from achromatic aberra-
tions, like spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism15, etc. [61, Chap. 6]; these are all
effects the importance of which grows with distance to the optical axis. Consequently,
the distortions will be larger for the y-direction than for the x-dimension. In the exper-
iments, imaging defects of an original line input (narrow entrance slit) are observed,
resulting in a line image that is curved with height, accompanied by an increased blur-
ring of the line. This effect is considerable in case of smallest f -number of the objective
(right OMAgraphs of figure 6.16). For this set-up, the incoming rays span the largest
solid angle, and consequently illuminate the part of the mirrors further away from the
15The Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i is corrected for astigmatism according to its
specifications [2].
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Figure 6.17. Deconvolution results [a] of the f /32 exposure and [b] and [c] of the f /4.5 exposure,
where [a] and [b] were deconvolved strip-by-strip with R and [c] was deconvolved with R averaged
over the central 20 strips. The graphs on top of the images are cross sections averaged over 5 strips
around the upper arrow and the lower graphs are 5 strip averages around the lower arrow. All
graphs and images were post-normalised and subsequently scaled from −0.075 ≤ S [Sˇ0] ≤ 0.5.
optical axis. This effect exaggerates the effects due to the extent of the entrance slit,
and results in stronger imaging defects in both the narrow and the broad slit measure-
ments. These defects are not present when imaging with the same CCD camera and
objective without the spectrograph.
From the narrow slit measurement, the reference spectral data can be taken strip-by-
strip. Every strip in the convolved image should be deconvolved with its correspond-
ing R. Note that the normalisation and re-centring as discussed in the previous section
can be done strip-by-strip as well. The left two distributions in figure 6.17 come out
of such a strip-by-strip deconvolution for the f /32 and f /4.5 measurements of the
5× 5 mm2 grid, and are perfectly rectangular images without curvature. Also, the illu-
mination and the grid line thickness are more uniform with height than in the spectral
data, because the non-uniform blurring is (partly) compensated for in the deconvo-
lution. Table 6.1 provides data on the grid line widths and spacings. In an entire
image, the effect of taking for the spectral reference function an average over the cen-
tral 20 strips of R is apparent (right picture of figure 6.17), as the curvature is conserved
and a non-uniform illumination persists. Moreover, the additional blurring at the top
and bottom of the image is less compensated for, since the averaged spectral reference
function had too small a FWHM for these parts. Although this analysis promotes larger
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Table 6.1. Line widths of the deconvolution function R and of the reconstructed grid lines, as
well as the spacing of the grid lines for the results of figure 6.17. All numbers are FWHM and in
units of pixel.
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48 – 52 3.5 5 44 9 8 42 4.5 10 43
243 – 247 3.5 5 48 5 6 43 4.5 6 43
f -numbers to be used in the experiments, high signal-to-noise levels require data ac-
quisition with small f -numbers.
The strip-by-strip deconvolution with the corresponding R corrects for many imag-
ing artifacts, and is therefore preferred to a deconvolution with a spectral reference
function that belongs to a different strip, or is an average over various strips. Unfortu-
nately, the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectral reference function is less when recorded
strip-by-strip. Some of the Raman images in the next chapter were deconvolved with a
reference spectral distribution that had been averaged over some height, either because
of the increasing signal-to-noise ratio or because the spectrum could not be measured
for every strip. In the latter case, the spectral reference function was extrapolated to
this region.
In all cases, the square grid cells were imaged and reconstructed as rectangular cells
by the OMA. This is an artifact of the OMA that results in the x and y-direction having
a different spatial resolution. It can be compensated for by post-scaling the x and y-
dimension of the spatial image with a different factor. If this is done, it will be stated
explicitly.
6.8 Summary and Conclusion
With the crucial hypothesis of the factorisability of the input signal of a spectrograph
into a purely spectral and a purely spatial part, the entangling of spatial and spectral
information by an OMA set-up is described effectively by a convolution. If a straight-
forward deconvolution procedure is applied to the measured data (for a known [mea-
sured] spectral dependency), only noise results as the reconstruction of the unknown
spatial pattern (leaving it still indeterminate). A considerable improvement of the re-
construction is achieved by a dedicated linear Bayesian deconvolution filter, depend-
ing on one free model parameter only. The resulting reconstruction shows clear light-
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dark contrast and apparent (expected) structures resembling the physical situation.
Moreover, the algorithm prescribes a recipe for generating quantitatively interpretable
data, thus satisfying an essential criterion for quantitative 2D Raman imaging.
Additionally, higher-order statistical moments like the variance can be determined an-
alytically within this Bayesian approach. The data filter is based on Gaussian prob-
ability density functions for the unknown spatial input and the accumulated noise,
allowing for a closed analytical filter expression. As a drawback, the Gaussian distri-
butions allow negative numbers for the spatial input, which are improper solutions on
physical grounds. Dropping the assumption of Gaussian distributions, e.g. by cutting
the negative number tail, might fix this problem. Nevertheless, as OMA imaging re-
quires just an imaging spectrograph and a single camera, this is a reliable, cheap, and
efficient technique for quantitative imaging experiments.
6.A Evaluation of Integrals
In the body of this chapter, the detailed evaluation of the integrals of the first order con-
ditional moment (6.37) and the second order conditional moment (6.71) were omitted.
Their analyses were terminated at the point where the Fourier transforms were about
to be performed. The next part discusses the introduction of the Fourier transform and
its associated complications, after which the first order and second order conditional
moments will be evaluated in section 6.A.1 and 6.A.2, respectively.
Since all data involved in the [de]convolution are real-valued, their Fourier trans-
formed data are even under complex conjugation (as already remarked in footnote 8
on page 101) since
S˜∗(k) =
∫
x
S(x) e−ik·x dx
∗ S∗=S= ∫
x
S(x) eik·x dx = S˜(−k) ,
for a general real-valued signal S(x) and its Fourier transform S˜(k). In particular, the
imaginary part of S˜(x = 0) vanishes. For discretised signals, the above condition
becomes
S˜∗k = S˜−k , (6.57)
implying that S˜0 has a vanishing imaginary part. Because of the periodicity with N
(number of data points) in the discrete Fourier transform (S˜k = S˜k+N), another special
point is found in the discretised signal for
S˜N/2 = S˜
∗
(−N/2) = S˜
∗
(−N/2+N) = S˜
∗
N/2 , (6.58)
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so S˜N/2 has a vanishing imaginary part, too.
Application of a Fourier transform to the integrals (6.37) and (6.71) needs some care
because of the coupling of the 1 ≤ k ≤ (N/2 − 1) components to the (N/2 + 1) ≤
k ≤ (N − 1) components and the special points k = 0 and k = N/2. Specifically, the
integral of a function f (g) over N real-valued variables g becomes∫
RN
f (g) dg =
∫
RN
f (g0, . . . , gN−1) dg0 . . . dgN−1
=
∫
R
∫
CN/2−1
∫
R
f (g˜0, . . . , g˜N−1) dg˜0 dg˜1,R dg˜1,I . . .
. . . dg˜(N/2−1),R dg˜(N/2−1),I dg˜N/2
def=
∫
· · ·
∫
f (g˜ ) dg˜ . (6.59)
The convention of the last line is a bit sloppy, but the notation is more tractable on the
other hand. It should be kept in mind in this notation that integration takes place over
only (N/2+ 1) components instead of N, and that whenever S˜k with (N/2+ 1) ≤ k ≤
(N− 1) appears, it should be read as its complement S˜∗N−k. Obviously, the components
of the other Fourier transformed signals t˜ and R˜ need similar treatment.
6.A.1 Integrals for first order conditional moment
The last equation in the Bayesian analysis of the first order moment was
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] =
∫
RN
gq exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
∫
RN
exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
,
(6.37)
in which we can substitute the Fourier transforms of t, b, R, g , and c on the right-hand
side. Concentrating on the arguments of the exponentials, we find
−1
2 ∑m

∣∣∣∣∣∑k
t˜k − R˜k,n0 g˜k − b˜k
Nτ
e
2pi ik·m
N
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣∑k g˜k − c˜kNσ e 2pi ik·mN
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 . (6.60)
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In order to arrive at this result, the convolution was elaborated as
∑
n
(
1
N ∑k R˜k e
2pi ik·(m−n+n0)
N
)(
1
N ∑k′ g˜k′ e
2pi ik′ ·n
N
)
=
1
N2 ∑k,k′ R˜k,n0 g˜k′ e
2pi ik·m
N
(
∑
n
e
2pi i(k′−k)·n
N
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Nδk,k′
=
1
N ∑k R˜k,n0 g˜k e
2pi ik·m
N
to decouple g and R. Note that it is always the real-valued powers (6.60) instead of the
complex numbers themselves that appear in the argument of the exponentials of (6.37),
cast generically by
−1
2 ∑m
∣∣∣∣∣∑k ak e 2pi ik·mN
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= −1
2 ∑k,k′ aka
∗
k′
(
∑
m
e
2pi i(k−k′)·m
N
)
= −N
2 ∑k |ak|
2 , (6.61)
where ak is either (t˜k − R˜k,n0 g˜k − b˜k)/(Nτ) or (g˜k − c˜k)/(Nσ). This is in agreement
with Parseval’s theorem [20, for example]. Whenwe also take into account the Jacobian
J(g ; g˜ ) for the change of coordinates of integration, equation (6.37) becomes
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] =
=
1
N ∑k′
∫ · · · ∫ g˜k′ exp
[
− 12N ∑
k
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
J (g ; g˜ ) dg˜
∫ · · · ∫ exp
[
− 12N ∑
k
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
J (g ; g˜ ) dg˜
e
2pi ik′ ·q
N
=
1
N ∑k′
∫ · · · ∫ g˜k′ ∏
k
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜
∫ · · · ∫ ∏
k
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜
e
2pi ik′ ·q
N ,
(6.62)
for all pixels q. The argument of the exponentials has decoupled completely for ev-
ery coordinate of integration (g˜k), and the (constant) Jacobian cancelled. The integrals
within the summation over k′ are evaluated for 0 ≤ k′ ≤ N/2 according to the transfor-
mation of coordinates of integration (6.59). The other k′-components (N/2+ 1) ≤ k′ ≤
(N − 1) are treated as (N − k′)-components during integration, but they are assigned
the original index k′ again in the result.
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By inspection, it actually is only the integral involving the (k = k′)-coordinate that
differs between the numerator and denominator (because of the additional g˜k′ in front
of the exponential). Therefore, it is just
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = IFT

∫
g˜k exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜k
∫
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜k
 (6.63)
that needs to be evaluated explicitly with only one pair of integrals inside the IFT.
Depending on k, three cases need to be distinguished when solving these integrals
1. k = 0: integrals over g˜k=0 run through R;
2. 1 ≤ k ≤ (N/2− 1): integrals over g˜k run through C; and
3. k = N/2: integrals over g˜k=N/2 run through R again.
It should be reminded that the Fourier transforms of b and c are given by
b˜k = Nbδk,0 and c˜k = Ncδk,0 ,
respectively. Therefore, they only contribute for k = 0, and will be omitted in the
analysis of the other two cases.
For the easier cases of k ∈ {0,N/2}, all Fourier transformed data in the exponentials
are real numbers, and the integrals inside the IFT simply are in the standard form∫
R
x exp
[− {αx2 +βx+γ}] dx∫
R
exp[−{αx2 +βx+γ}] dx = −
β
2α
. (6.64)
Substitution of the original notation of equation (6.63) (leading to the coefficients of
table 6.2) yields for the integration over the g˜k=0 and g˜k=N/2 components
N
[
cτ2 − bσ2R˜k,n0
σ2R˜ 2k,n0 + τ
2
]
δk,0 +
σ2R˜k,n0 t˜k
σ2R˜ 2k,n0 + τ
2
(
δk,0 + δk,N/2
)
. (6.65)
The concluding Kronecker δ’s have been added to remind that this solution applies for
k ∈ {0,N/2} only. Oneway to do the job for the (1 ≤ k ≤ (N/2− 1))-components is to
spell the integrand in its real and its imaginary parts, and to perform the integrations
separately. More compactly, however, is to use the norm and the phase of the complex
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Table 6.2. Coefficients of the argument of the standard integrals (6.64) for k ∈ {0,N/2}.
integration over g˜0 integration over g˜N/2
α : 12
σ2 R˜ 2k=0,n0+τ
2
Nσ2τ2
1
2
σ2 R˜ 2k=N/2,n0
+τ2
Nσ2τ2
β : N
bσ2 R˜k=0,n0−cτ
2
Nσ2τ2 −
σ2 R˜k=0,n0 t˜k=0
Nσ2τ2 −
σ2 R˜k=N/2,n0
t˜k=N/2
Nσ2τ2
γ : 12
σ2 t˜ 2k=0+N
2b2σ2−2Nbσ2 t˜k=0+N2c2τ2
Nσ2τ2
1
2
t˜ 2k=N/2
Nτ2
numbers
t˜k ≡ vk eiθk with vk =
∣∣∣t˜k∣∣∣ and θk = arctan
 Im
[
t˜k
]
Re
[
t˜k
]
 (6.66)
and an additional change of the coordinate of integration
wk
def= R˜k g˜k e
−iθk or, inversely, g˜k =
wk
R˜k
eiθk =
wk R˜
∗
k∣∣∣R˜k∣∣∣2 e
iθk . (6.67)
Due to these transformations, vk is a real number, whereas generally wk still is a com-
plex number (xk + iyk). The argument of the IFT becomes for 1 ≤ k ≤ (N/2− 1)16
R˜ ∗k,n0 e
iθk∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2
∫
C
(xk + iyk) exp
[
− 1N
{∣∣∣ vk−xk−iykτ ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣ xk+iykσ|R˜k|
∣∣∣∣2
}]
dxk dyk
∫
C
exp
[
− 1N
{∣∣∣ vk−xk−iykτ ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣ xk+iykσ|R˜k|
∣∣∣∣2
}]
dxk dyk
, (6.68)
where the (constant) Jacobian of the transformation of coordinates cancelled again.
The integrals over C are decoupled actually for the purely real and imaginary compo-
nents, both being again in the standard form (6.64). When integrating the real part of
the above expression over xk and yk, the integrals over yk in the numerator and de-
nominator cancel, and mutatis mutandis for the imaginary part integration. With the
coefficients for both the integrations as given in table 6.3, the (1 ≤ k ≤ (N/2− 1)) and
the (N/2+ 1) ≤ k ≤ (N − 1)) contributions to (6.62) become
16It should be reminded that complex Fourier transformed data S˜ always appears in pairs (|S˜k|2 +
|S˜N−k|2) in the argument of the exponentials. According to the relation (6.57) between them, this pair
evaluates to 2|S˜k|2 yielding an additional factor of two. With respect to equation (6.63), the factor 1/2 in
the argument is dropped correspondingly.
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Table 6.3. Coefficients of the argument of the standard integrals (6.64) for 1 ≤ k ≤ (N/2− 1).
integration over xk integration over yk
α : αx =
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2+τ2
Nσ2τ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 αy =
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2+τ2
Nσ2τ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2
β : βx = − 2σ2vkNσ2τ2 βy = 0
γ : γx =
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2v2k+σ2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2y2k+τ2y2k
Nσ2τ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 γy =
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2v2k−2σ2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2vkxk+σ2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2x2k+τ2x2k
Nσ2τ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2
R˜ ∗k,n0 e
iθk∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2

σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 vk
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2 + i · 0
 = σ
2R˜ ∗k,n0 t˜k
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2 (6.69)
on back-substitution of vkeiθk = t˜k. Resuming the last equation before the integration
started, equation (6.63), and the k ∈ {0,N/2} results (6.65) we end up with
E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = c (τσ )2 − bR˜k=0
R˜ 2k=0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 + IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0 t˜k∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 (6.38)
The summation in the IFT of (6.63) took the first term of (6.65) out of the IFT as an
offset term, in which the subscript n0 has been omitted from R˜ because the phase shift
exp(2pi ik·n0/N) = 1 for (k = 0). The second term of (6.65) completes the (1 ≤ k ≤
(N − 1); k 6= N/2)-solutions (6.69) to form the persisting IFT, which scatters data
around the offset value.
6.A.2 Integrals for second order conditional moment
In direct space, the second order conditional moment was given as
E
[∣∣∣Gq∣∣∣2 ∣∣T = t] =
∫
RN
∣∣∣gq∣∣∣2 exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
∫
RN
exp
[
− 12 ∑m
{∣∣∣∣ tm−∑n Rm−n+n0 gn−bτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ gm−cσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg
,
(6.44)
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where the squares of the real numbers Gq and gq have been replaced by their powers
|Gq|2 and |gq|2, respectively. This does not alter the result, but merely is a preparation
for the introduction of the complex Fourier transformed variables, since the variance
for a general complex random variable Z = X+ iY
Var[Z] = E
[
|Z− E[Z]|2
]
= E[Z · Z∗]− E[Z]E[Z∗] = E
[
|Z|2
]
− |E[Z]|2 (6.70)
involves a power rather than a square of Z in the second order moment. Substitution of
the inverse Fourier transforms of the variables and taking into account the integrations
over g˜k as introduced in (6.59) provide us with
E
[∣∣∣Gq∣∣∣2 ∣∣T = t] =
=
1
N2 ∑k1 ,k2
∫ · · · ∫ g˜k1 g˜ ∗k2 ∏k exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜
∫ · · · ∫ ∏
k
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜
×
× e 2pi i(k1−k2)·qN , (6.71)
in which the coordinates of integration g˜ki have decoupled in the exponentials once
again. It is referred to the discussion below equation (6.62) how to deal with the sum-
mation over all k1 and k2. At this point, however, it is important to additionally distin-
guish between the cases (i) when k1 6= k2 (cross-correlation-like); and (ii) when k1 = k2
(auto-correlation-like), leading to ‘quadratic’ contributions.
By inspection, the former contribution of k1 6= k2 to (6.71) is given by
1
N2 ∑k2 6=k1 ∑k1

∫
g˜k1 exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k1−R˜k1,n0 g˜k1−b˜k1τ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣ g˜k1−c˜k1σ ∣∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜k1
∫
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k1−R˜k1,n0 g˜k1−b˜k1τ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣ g˜k1−c˜k1σ ∣∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜k1
×
×

∫
g˜ ∗k2 exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k2−R˜k2,n0 g˜k2−b˜k2τ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣ g˜k2−c˜k2σ ∣∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜k2
∫
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k2−R˜k2,n0 g˜k2−b˜k2τ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣ g˜k2−c˜k2σ ∣∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜k2
 e
2pi i(k1−k2)·q
N .
(6.72)
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It was used that only the integrals over g˜k1 and g˜k2 do not cancel between the enumer-
ator and the denominator, and that these two integrals are independent. Therefore,
they can be written as the product of the integrals over g˜ki in-between the braces for
i = 1, 2. Apparently, these integrals have been solved in the previous section (6.65)
and (6.69) for ki ∈ {0,N/2} and 1 ≤ ki ≤ (N/2− 1), respectively. These outcomes are
substituted into the braces, yielding
 1N ∑k1
N
 c (τσ )2 − bR˜k1 ,n0
R˜ 2k1 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2
 δk1 ,0 + R˜ ∗k1 ,n0 t˜k1∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 e 2pi ik1 ·qN
×
×
 1N ∑k2 6=k1
N
 c (τσ )2 − bR˜k2 ,n0
R˜ 2k2 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2
 δk2 ,0 + R˜ ∗k2 ,n0 t˜k2∣∣∣R˜k2 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 e 2pi ik2 ·qN

∗
(6.73)
for (k1 6= k2). The contributions for equal k2 and k1 (i.e. g˜k1 = g˜k2) to the second
conditional moment (6.71) read
1
N2 ∑k1
∫ · · · ∫ ∣∣∣g˜k1 ∣∣∣2 ∏k exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜
∫ · · · ∫ ∏
k
exp
[
− 12N
{∣∣∣∣ t˜k−R˜k,n0 g˜k−b˜kτ ∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ g˜k−c˜kσ ∣∣∣2
}]
dg˜
δk2 ,k1 , (6.74)
Only the integrals over the g˜k1-coordinate do not cancel, and, consequently, need to
be evaluated. The special cases of k1 ∈ {0,N/2} can be treated easily, as all Fourier
transforms are real-valued for this k-component. The standard integral that appears in
the expression (6.74) is generically solved as∫
R
x2 exp
[− {αx2 +βx+γ}] dx∫
R
exp[−{αx2 +βx+γ}] dx =
1
2α
+
(
β
2α
)2
. (6.75)
The coefficients (α,β,γ) in the exponentials are equal to those of the previous section
(table 6.2), as they are solely determined by the PDF, which did not change of course.
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This standard integral evaluates the particular k1 = k2 ∈ {0,N/2} entries to
 Nτ
2
R˜ 2k1 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 +
N bR˜k1 ,n0 − c (τσ )2
R˜ 2k1 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 − R˜k1 ,n0 t˜k1R˜ 2k1 ,n0 + (τσ )2
2
 δk2 ,k1 δk1 ,0 +
+
 Nτ
2
R˜ 2k1 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 +
 R˜k1 ,n0 t˜k1
R˜ 2k1 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2
2
 δk2 ,k1 δk1 ,N/2 . (6.76)
Remind that all Fourier transformed data appearing in this expression are real-valued,
allowing to substitute the squares (. . .)2 by absolute powers | . . . |2.
For the other components 1 ≤ k1 = k2 ≤ (N/2 − 1) and (N/2 + 1) ≤ k1 = k2 ≤
(N − 1) that appear in the sum of equation (6.74), the integrals in (6.74) can be solved
conveniently with the same change of coordinates that was used before (6.67), and
reminding that only the integral over the g˜k1 values needs to be examined. Under
these considerations, the integrals of (6.74) become
∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣−2
∫
C
∣∣xk1 + iyk1 ∣∣2 exp
− 1N
∣∣∣ vk1−xk1−iyk1τ ∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣∣∣ xk1+iyk1σ ∣∣∣R˜k1 ∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 dxk1 dyk1
∫
C
exp
− 1N
∣∣∣ vk1−xk1−iyk1τ ∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣∣∣ xk1+iyk1σ ∣∣∣R˜k1 ∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 dxk1 dyk1
(6.77)
For k1 = k2 6∈ {0,N/2}. Since |xk1 + iyk1 |2 = x2k1 + y2k1 , this expression becomes a sum
of two standard integrals (6.75) for the independent integrations over xk1 and yk1 . With
the coefficients (α,β,γ) of table (6.3), these integrals add up to
∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣−2

Nσ2τ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2 +
 σ2vk1
∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2

2

=

Nτ2∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 +
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
R˜k1 ,n0 t˜k1∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (k1= k2 6∈ {0,N/2}) (6.78)
on back substitution of v2k1 = |tk1 |2, according to the change of coordinates (6.67).
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All entries of the second order conditional moment have been calculated at this point,
and ought to be gathered from (6.73), (6.76), and (6.78) subsequently. Taking care of
the restrictions on ki for the various contributions, we find for (6.71)
1
N2 ∑k1
Nτ2∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2+
+
 1N ∑k1
N c (τσ )2 − bR˜k1 ,n0
R˜ 2k1 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 δk1 ,0 + R˜ ∗k1 ,n0 t˜k1∣∣∣R˜k1 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 e 2pi ik1 ·qN
×
×
 1N ∑k2
N c (τσ )2 − bR˜k2 ,n0
R˜ 2k2 ,n0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 δk2 ,0 + R˜ ∗k2 ,n0 t˜k2∣∣∣R˜k2 ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 e 2pi ik2 ·qN

∗
. (6.79)
On recognising the terms inside the braces as E
[
Gq
∣∣T = t], i.e. the first order condi-
tional moment (6.38), this quantity can be substituted towards the eventual expression
for the second order conditional moment
E
[∣∣∣Gq∣∣∣2 ∣∣T = t] = ∑
k
τ2
N
[∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
] + ∣∣∣E[Gq ∣∣T = t]∣∣∣2 (6.80)
With the expression of the second order moment in this format, it is straightforward to
finally evaluate the conditional variance (6.42) to
Var
[
Gq
∣∣T = t] = ∑
k
τ2
N
[∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
] . (6.45)
6.B Alternative Derivation of the Linear Bayesian De-
convolution Filter
In the Bayesian approach of section 6.3, both the input G and the noiseN are modelled
by random variables,
Gn = c+σXn ∀n and Nm = b+ τYm ∀m , (6.26)
where Xn and Ym are assumed to be mutually independent standard normal distri-
butions. Starting from the same point, we will use a different analysis in this section
towards the minimisation of the mean square error (6.25) between the actual input and
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the best reconstruction.
After Fourier transformation, the random variables of (6.26) are given by the set
G˜k = Ncδk,0 +σ X˜k and N˜k = Nbδk,0 + τY˜k ∀k , (6.81)
and the expression for the convolved data in reciprocal space (6.21) becomes a set of
Fourier transformed random variables, too,
T˜k = R˜k,n0
(
Ncδk,0 +σ X˜k
)
+ Nbδk,0 + τY˜k
= N
(
cR˜k,n0 + b
)
δk,0 +σ R˜k,n0 X˜k + τY˜k ∀k , (6.82)
with decoupled k-components as usual. The properties of the Fourier transformed
random variables are related to those of the direct space random variables, and can be
found in the next section of the appendix.
The goal is to filter T in such a way to best reconstruct the unknown inputG of the con-
volved measurement. This best reconstruction Fn (T ) is found when its mean square
error to the actual input Gn is minimal, i.e.when
χ2n
def= E
[
|Gn −Fn (T )|2
]
∀n (6.25)
is minimal. The function Fn represents the deconvolved output when taking into ac-
count the noise that was added during the measurement, hence it is called the filtered
deconvolution. For Gaussian distributions, this means that we are looking for a linear
filter [34] for which
Fn (T ) = E
[
Gn
∣∣T ] ∀n . (6.83)
In this section, the mean square error will be minimised explicitly in two ways: an-
alytically and graphically. As the convolution model (6.19) couples the Gn random
variables, the mean square error cannot be minimised in direct space. Therefore, it is
examined in reciprocal space, where the random variables have decoupled and where
the same information is contained in the χ2 according to Parseval’s theorem. In the
next section, it is shown (6.122a) that
E˜[G] = E
[
G˜
]
, (6.84)
which applies to conditional expectation values as well. Fourier transformation of the
above relation (6.83) gives the decoupled set of
F˜k
(
T˜k
)
def= ξkT˜k +ϕk ∀k , (6.85)
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where the general linear filter parameters (ξk,ϕk) ∈ C2 are defined. The best recon-
struction in direct space is found from an inverse Fourier transformation of the best
reconstruction in reciprocal space.
6.B.1 Analytical derivation
Themean square error (6.25) between the actual input pattern and the correspondingly
convolved output is given in reciprocal space by
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
def= E
[∣∣∣G˜k − F˜k(T˜k)∣∣∣2]
= E
[∣∣∣∣{N (c− cξkR˜k,n0 − bξk) δk,0 −ϕk} −
−σ
(
ξkR˜k,n0 − 1
)
X˜k − τξkY˜k
∣∣∣2] , (6.86)
where (6.85) and (6.82) have been substituted. Completing the power and employing
the mutual independence of the distributions as well as the linearity of expectation
values, we transform the last line into∣∣∣N (cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk − c) δk,0 +ϕk∣∣∣2 E[1]︸︷︷︸
=1
+σ2
∣∣∣ξkR˜k,n0 − 1∣∣∣2 E[∣∣∣X˜k∣∣∣2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=N
+ τ2 |ξk|2 E
[∣∣∣Y˜k∣∣∣2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=N
+σ
{
N
(
cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk − c
)
δk,0 +ϕk
} (
ξ∗k R˜
∗
k,n0 − 1
)
E
[
X˜∗k
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ c.c.
+ τ
{
N
(
cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk − c
)
δk,0 +ϕk
}
ξ∗k E
[
Y˜∗k
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ c.c.
+στ
(
ξkR˜k,n0 − 1
)
ξ∗kE
[
X˜kY˜
∗
k
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ c.c.
=
∣∣∣N (cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk − c) δk,0 +ϕk∣∣∣2 + Nσ2 ∣∣∣ξkR˜k,n0 − 1∣∣∣2 + Nτ2 |ξk|2 . (6.87)
In the last step the standard normal behaviour of Xn and Ym enters the formalism once
again via their Fourier transformed associates (see previous section). It is the above
expression that needs to be minimised. Terms appearing in (6.87) are all powers of
complex numbers, and consequently, they are real numbers. The mean square error
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in reciprocal space χ2 (ξk,ϕk) can therefore be thought of as a function from R4 to R,
depending on the real variables {ξk,R,ξk,I ,ϕk,R,ϕk,I}. The indices R denote the real part
of complex numbers and I the imaginary part. For real functions, the derivatives with
respect to the real variables remain real-valued, of course.
In order to find the extrema of χ2, its first-order partial derivatives are calculated (using
the properties ∂z/∂zR = ∂z∗/∂zR = 1; ∂z/∂zI = −∂z∗/∂zI = i; z + z∗ = 2zR; and
z− z∗ = 2izI of complex numbers) as
∂
∂ξk,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
= 2ξk,R
(
N2
{
c2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + 2bcRe[R˜k,n0]+ b2} δk,0 + Nσ2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + Nτ2)
− 2N2c2Re
[
R˜k,n0
]
δk,0 − 2N2bcδk,0 + 2NcRe
[
ϕkR˜
∗
k,n0
]
δk,0 + 2Nbϕk,Rδk,0
− 2Nσ2Re
[
R˜k,n0
]
, (6.88a)
∂
∂ξk,I
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
= 2ξk,I
(
N2
{
c2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + 2bcRe[R˜k,n0]+ b2} δk,0 + Nσ2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + Nτ2)
+ 2N2c2Im
[
R˜k,n0
]
δk,0 + 2Nc Im
[
ϕkR˜
∗
k,n0
]
δk,0 + 2Nbϕk,Iδk,0
+ 2Nσ2Im
[
R˜k,n0
]
, (6.88b)
∂
∂ϕk,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk) = 2N Re
[
cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk − c
]
δk,0 + 2ϕk,R , and (6.88c)
∂
∂ϕk,I
χ2(ξk,ϕk) = 2N Im
[
cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk
]
δk,0 + 2ϕk,I , (6.88d)
and subsequently set to zero to extract the solution for the extrema. The resulting ξk
andϕk for these extrema are then given by
ξk =
{
Nc2R˜ ∗k,n0 + Nbc− cϕkR˜ ∗k,n0 − bϕk
}
δk,0 +σ2R˜ ∗k,n0
N
{
c2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + 2bcRe[R˜k,n0]+ b2
}
δk,0 +σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2 (6.89)
ϕk = −N
(
cξkR˜k,n0 + bξk − c
)
δk,0 . (6.90)
These are rather obscure expressions, but the δk,0 suggests to explore the cases of (k =
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0) and (k 6= 0) separately. In the easier situation of (k 6= 0) the Kronecker delta
vanishes, and on substitution into (6.89) and (6.90)
ξk =
σ2R˜ ∗k,n0
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2 and ϕk = 0 (k 6= 0) (6.91)
is obtained. The less easier situation of (k = 0) results in the set of equations
ξk=0 =
{
Nc2R˜k=0 + Nbc− cϕk=0R˜k=0 − bϕk=0
}
+σ2R˜k=0
N
{
c2R˜ 2k=0 + 2bcR˜k=0 + b
2
}
+σ2R˜ 2k=0 + τ
2
(6.92)
ϕk=0 = −N
(
cξk=0R˜k=0 + bξk=0 − c
)
, (6.93)
where it is used that the R˜k=0 Fourier-components are real-valued. The solution to this
set of equations is provided by
ξk=0 =
σ2R˜k=0
σ2R˜ 2k=0 + τ
2
and ϕk=0 = N
cτ2 − bσ2R˜k=0
σ2R˜ 2k=0 + τ
2
(k = 0) (6.94)
The character of these extrema is determined via the second-order partial derivatives.
Looking at the second-order partial derivatives of the mean square error to {ξk,R,ξk,I ,
ϕk,R,ϕk,I}, and their cross terms, we learn that the only non-vanishing terms are
∂2
∂ξ2k,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk) =
∂2
∂ξ2k,I
χ2(ξk,ϕk) = 2N
[
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2] and (6.95)
∂2
∂ϕ2k,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk) =
∂2
∂ϕ2k,I
χ2(ξk,ϕk) = 2 (6.96)
for (k 6= 0). For the (k = 0)-case it is reminded that R˜k=0 always is a real number, and
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thus the non-vanishing second-order partial derivatives become
∂2
∂ξ2k,R
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) =
∂2
∂ξ2k,I
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0)
= 2N
[
N
(
cR˜k=0 + b
)2
+σ2R˜ 2k=0 + τ
2
]
(6.97a)
∂2
∂ϕ2k,R
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) =
∂2
∂ϕ2k,I
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) = 2 and (6.97b)
∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ϕk,R
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) =
∂
∂ϕk,R
∂
∂ξk,R
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) =
=
∂
∂ξk,I
∂
∂ϕk,I
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) =
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ξk,I
χ2(ξk=0,ϕk=0) = 2N
(
cR˜k=0 + b
)
.
(6.97c)
For both cases of k-values, the Hessian
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∂2
∂ξ2k,R
∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ξk,I
∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ϕk,R
∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ξk,I
∂
∂ξk,R
∂2
∂ξ2k,I
∂
∂ξk,I
∂
∂ϕk,R
∂
∂ξk,I
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ϕk,R
∂
∂ξk,I
∂2
∂ϕ2k,R
∂
∂ϕk,R
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ξk,I
∂
∂ϕk,I
∂
∂ϕk,R
∂2
∂ϕ2k,I
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
∣∣∣
solution
=
{[
∂2
∂ξ2k,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
] [
∂2
∂ϕ2k,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
]
−
[ ∂
∂ξk,R
∂
∂ϕk,R
χ2(ξk,ϕk)
]2
δk,0
}2
(6.98)
evaluates to a positive number for any (ξk,ϕk), so definitely for the solutions (6.91)
and (6.94) of the extrema. Additionally, the diagonal elements are positive numbers
always, so the extrema are minima in practice. In conclusion, the solutions do indeed
minimise the mean square error of the deconvolved output to the a priori input image
in k-space. Therefore, the most likely image in reciprocal space (6.85) is found to be
F˜k = ξkT˜k +ϕk =
σ2R˜ ∗k,n0
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2 T˜k + N
cτ2 − bσ2R˜k=0
σ2R˜ 2k=0 + τ
2
δk,0 , (6.99)
which is the filtered version of (6.22). Applying the deconvolution filter to the data
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rather than to the random variables, the reconstructed image in direct space
Fn = c
(
τ
σ
)2 − bR˜k=0
R˜ 2k=0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 + IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0 t˜k∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
 (6.100)
exactly equals equation (6.38) of section 6.3. This derivation showed that the optimal
reconstruction given a measurement T = t does minimise the mean square error in-
deed.
6.B.2 Graphical (‘projection’) derivation
A very brief derivation of the filter parameterξk introduced in (6.85) is performed with
a solid mathematical background. The mean square error that needs to be minimised
can be plot in a plane that represents the ‘dual space’, every point of which corresponds
to a normal distribution in our problem. Because we presume Gaussian distributions
for the unknown input G and the noise N , all linear combinations of these random
variables have a Gaussian distribution as well, particularly the Fourier transformed
random variables that will be used. This is the central idea behind this derivation. The
constant c of G will be omitted in this analysis for brevity.
As we start working in a plane (albeit a very unfamiliar one of high complexity), vec-
tor notation can be introduced. On the complex basis
(
X˜k, Y˜k
)
of the two-dimensional
dual space of the (complex) Fourier transformed random variables, the convolved ran-
dom variable (6.82) reads
T˜k = N
(
cR˜k,n0 + b
)
δk,0 +
(
σ R˜k,n0 , τ
)
·
(
X˜k, Y˜k
)
, (6.101)
where the dot denotes a (complex) vector product. The best filtered version of the T˜k
data can be visualised in this dual space with complex basis vectors
(
X˜k, Y˜k
)
, a projec-
tion of which is plotted in figure 6.18 onto the 2D real subspace for convenience. Every
point (x, y) in this plane represents a Gaussian distribution for a Fourier transformed
random variable with mean zero and variance x2 + y2. Distances in the plot corre-
spond to mean square errors by construction. As the filter is linear, the best filtered
distribution lies at that ξkT˜k (ξk ∈ C) that comes closest to the point G˜k = σ X˜k = (σ , 0)
in the dual space, i.e. which minimises the mean square error to G˜k. This is exactly
when the difference vector between point (σ , 0) and T˜k is perpendicular to T˜k itself. If
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Figure 6.18. 2D real representation of the 2D complex dual space of the Fourier transformed
random variables, in which every point (x, y) represents a Gaussian distribution with mean zero
and variance (x2 + y2). Special point are the standard normal distributions X˜k = (1, 0) (M) and
Y˜k = (0, 1) (O), forming the basis vectors of this dual space. The Fourier transformed random
input G˜k has the Gaussian distribution corresponding to the point (σ , 0) (). The measured
output T˜k is a linear combination of the basis vectors X˜k and Y˜k, which is linearly filtered by a
multiplication with ξk ∈ C to a projection of the point G˜k onto T˜k itself. The best filter ξk is
indicated, which minimises the difference between G˜k and T˜k.
we denote this difference vector by [(σ , 0)−ξkT˜k], its vector product with T˜k is[
(σ , 0)−ξk
(
σ R˜k,n0 , τ
)]
·
(
σ R˜k,n0 , τ
)
=
(
σ −ξkσ R˜k,n0 ,−ξkτ
)
·
(
σ R˜k,n0 , τ
)
=
= σ2R˜ ∗k,n0 −ξk
(
σ2
∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + τ2) = 0 ,
(6.102)
when accounting for complex conjugation in the completion of the vector product in
complex space. This linear criterion for ξk results in the general k-component part of
the solution stated earlier (6.89). Owing to the correspondence to linear algebra, this
derivation can be called a ‘projection method’.
6.B.3 The value of the mean square error
Once the best reconstruction is found as the specific pattern that minimises the mean
square error, the actual value of this minimum can be evaluated. This quantity states
the deviation of the best reconstruction to the actual input (which is still unknown).
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Substitution of the best reconstruction (6.100) into the mean square error (6.25) yields
for the pixel q
χ2q = E

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣c+σXq −
c
(
τ
σ
)2 − bR˜k=0
R˜ 2k=0 +
(
τ
σ
)2 − IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0 T˜k∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
 . (6.103)
Writing the Xq as an inverse Fourier transform, and using the convolution of the ran-
dom variables in reciprocal space (6.82), we find that many terms cancel, and only
E

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣IFT
 σ (τσ )2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 X˜k −
τ R˜ ∗k,n0∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 Y˜k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (6.104)
persists. Note that this relation corresponds to an inverse Fourier transform of the
difference vector [G˜k−ξkT˜k] in the projection approach for the derivation of the decon-
volution filter, obeying Parseval’s theorem once more. The power of the (complex) IFT
is
1
N2 ∑k,k′
σ
(
τ
σ
)2∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
σ
(
τ
σ
)2∣∣∣R˜k′ ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 E
[
X˜k X˜
∗
k′
]
e
2pi i(k−k′)·q
N +
+
1
N2 ∑k,k′
τ R˜ ∗k,n0∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
τ R˜k′ ,n0∣∣∣R˜k′ ,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2 E
[
Y˜k Y˜
∗
k′
]
e
2pi i(k−k′)·q
N (6.105)
as the cross terms in X˜k and Y˜k do not contribute because of their independence. Equa-
tion (6.124) learns that both the expectation values E
[
X˜k X˜
∗
k′
]
and E
[
Y˜k Y˜
∗
k′
]
satisfy Par-
seval’s theorem, resulting in Nδk,k′ for the standard normal distributions. On insertion,
the mean square error finalises as
χ2q = ∑
k
τ2
N
[∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2
] (6.106)
an error which is independent of the pixel under investigation. The result exactly re-
sembles the expression of the conditional variance (6.45).
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6.C Some Basic Properties of (Standard Normal) Ran-
dom Variables
6.C.1 Probabilities and probability density functions
Kolmogorov already formulated a couple of criteria that need to be satisfied by prob-
ability measures [16]. These are (i) normalisation; (ii) additivity; and (iii) continuity. A
specific probability density function ρ that fulfils these criteria is the standard normal
(or Gaussian) probability density function (PDF) of the continuous random variable Xn
ρXn(I) =
1√
2pi
e−
1
2 I
2
, (6.107)
which gives the probability density on getting I as a result of the measurement Xn. In
principle, this number ρXn is infinitesimally small for any value I, and therefore the
probability
P[Xn ∈ (a, b)] =
b∫
I=a
ρXn(I) dI . (6.108)
is defined. This is a kind of a discretisation of the continuous random variable to a
finite number of values.
In the deconvolution model with the linear Bayesian filter, the normalised input image
is assumed to be a priori
Gn = c+σXn , (6.26)
in which the Xn’s are standard normal distributions. Requiring the normalisation cri-
terion, the PDF that is associated with the Gn can be derived from the distribution
associated with Xn
∫
I
ρGn(I) dI =
∫
I
ρ[c+σXn](I) dI =
∫
I
ρXn
(
I′ − c
σ
)
d
(
I′ − c
σ
)
=
=
∫
I′
1
σ
ρXn
(
I − c
σ
)
dI ,
where the additivity criterion was used. From this relation the desired PDF results as
ρGn(I) =
1√
2pi σ
e−
1
2( I−cσ )
2
. (6.109)
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A similar equation applies to the a priori noise random variableNm, and the PDF of the
convolved random variable T (6.31) can be interpreted accordingly, too.
6.C.2 Expectation values
The expectation value of a random variable is defined as
E[Xn] = ∑
I
I P(Xn = I) or
∫
I
I ρXn(I) dI (6.110)
for discrete and continuous random variables. Applying the original requirements on
PDF’s to this equation yields the properties
E[Xn] = c for Xn = c (6.111a)
positivity E[Xn] ≥ 0 for Xn ≥ 0 (6.111b)
multiplicativity E[aXn] = aE[Xn] for a ∈ C (6.111c)
additivity E[Xm + Xn] = E[Xm] + E[Xn] (6.111d)
for the random variable Xn. For our standard normal distribution, the definition (6.110)
leads to the results
E[Xn] =
∫
I
I ρXn(I) dI = 0 E
[
X2n
]
=
∫
I
I2 ρXn(I) dI = 1 (6.112a)
E[Gn] =
∫
I
I ρGn(I) dI = c E
[
G2n
]
=
∫
I
I2 ρGn(I) dI = σ
2 − c2 (6.112b)
The parameters b and c appearing in the a priori distributions are the expectation values
of the Gn and Nm random variables.
The qth order statistical moment of the (either discrete or continuous) random variable
Xn is defined as
E
[
Xqn
]
= ∑
I
Iq P(Xn = I) or
∫
I
Iq ρXn(I) dI , (6.113)
an example of which is calculated above for the most common case of n = 2.
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6.C.3 Variance
The spread in the data around the expectation value can be expressed by the variance
(the square of the standard deviation)
Var[Xn] ≡ E
[
(Xn − E[Xn])2
]
, (6.114)
yielding 1 for the standard normal distribution and σ2 for the ρGn . Accordingly, σ
2
and τ2 are the variances in the PDF’s of the a priori random variables. For the Gaussian
distributions, the standard deviation is the width of the PDF between the 1/e values of
the maximum. For complex random variables, the square within the argument of the
variance should be replaced by the power of the argument, as the spread in the data is
a kind of a ‘norm’, which is a real, positive number.
6.C.4 Multiple random variables
An event might depend on two random variables, Xm and Xn. Their joint probability
P
[
(Xm = I) ∩
(
Xn = I′
)] ≡ P[Xm = I ∣∣Xn = I′]× P[Xn = I′] (6.115)
is split as the conditional probability P
[
Xm = I
∣∣Xn = I′] (or: likelihood) on Xm = I,
given Xn = I′. The latter is an a posteriori probability, as it supposes additional in-
formation, and the joint probability is an a priori quantity. Equivalently, as none of the
random variables is preferential, the above relation can be split for reversed arguments
as
P
[(
Xn = I′
) ∩ (Xm = I)] ≡ P[Xn = I′ ∣∣Xm = I]× P[Xm = I] (6.116)
Setting equal the left hand sides of (6.115) and (6.116), Bayes theorem results
P
[
Xm = I
∣∣Xn = I′] = P[Xn = I′ ∣∣Xm = I]× P[Xm = I]P[Xn = I′] , (6.117)
reversing the arguments of the conditional probabilities. In words, it can be formulated
as: the probability on the input given the output is equal to the probability on the
output, given the input, weighted for the probabilities on the input and output at all.
Furthermore, the probability of Xm = I can be decomposed on a complete set of all
possible outcomes I′ of a different random variable, e.g. Xn, according to
P[Xm = I] = ∑
I′
P
[
Xm = I
∣∣Xn = I′]× P[Xn = I′] , (6.118)
which is a kind of a closure relation.
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The conditional expectation value is calculated correspondingly by
E
[
Xm
∣∣ Xn = I′] = ∑
I
I P
[
Xm = I
∣∣ Xn = I′] , (6.119)
and the qth order conditional moment by
E
[
Xqm
∣∣ Xn = I′] = ∑
I
Iq P
[
Xm = I
∣∣ Xn = I′] . (6.120)
For independent random variables Xm and Xn (denoted by Xm ⊥⊥ Xn), the result of Xm
does not influence the possibilities on Xn, i.e. P
[
Xm = I
∣∣Xn = I′] = P[Xm = I], so their
joint probability density distribution, expectation value, and variance read
P
[
(Xm = I) ∩
(
Xn = I′
)]
m 6=n = P[Xm = I] P
[
Xn = I′
]
(6.121a)
ρXm ,Xn 6=m
(
I, I′
)
= ρXm(I) ρXn 6=m
(
I′
)
(6.121b)
E[Xm Xn]m 6=n = E[Xm] E[Xn] (6.121c)
Var[Xm + Xn]m 6=n = Var[Xm] + Var[Xn] (6.121d)
6.C.5 Fourier transformation
The expectation values of the Fourier transformed random variables that enter the
‘minimisation approach’ of section 6.B can be found from the calculation rules (6.111)
as
E
[
X˜k
]
= E
[
∑
n
Xn e
2pi ik·n
N
]
= ∑
n
E[Xn] e
2pi ik·n
N = E˜[Xn] , (6.122a)
E
[
X˜∗k
]
= E
[
∑
n
X∗ne−
2pi ik·n
N
]
= ∑
n
E[Xn]∗ e−
2pi ik·n
N = E˜[Xn]
∗
, and (6.122b)
E
[
X˜kX˜
∗
k′
]
= E
[(
∑
m
Xm e
2pi ik·m
N
)(
∑
n
X∗n e−
2pi ik′ ·n
N
)]
= ∑
m,n
E[Xm X∗n] e
2pi i(k·m−k′ ·n)
N = FT[E[Xm X∗n]] (6.122c)
The only property that has been used in these lines is linearity (additivity (6.111d) and
multiplicativity (6.111c)) of expectation values. Specifically for the mutually indepen-
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dent standard normal distribution, these Fourier transformation properties become
E
[
X˜k
]
= E
[
X˜∗k
]
= 0 ; and (6.123)
E
[
X˜kX˜
∗
k′
] ∗= ∑
m
 ∑n 6=mE[Xm]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
E[Xn]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
e2pi ik
′·nN + E
[
X2m
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
e
2pi ik′ ·m
N
 e− 2pi ik·mN
= ∑
m
e−
2pi i(k′−k)·m
N = Nδk,k′ , (6.124)
where the independence of the random variables (6.121c) was used at the asterisk. The
expectation value of a Fourier transformed random variable turns out to be the Fourier
transform of the expectation values of the original random variable. For standard nor-
mal distributions, the random variable satisfies Parseval’s theorem (the situation of
k = k′)
∑
k
E
[∣∣∣X˜k∣∣∣2] = ∑
m
E
[
|Xm|2
]
= N , (6.125)
indicating that the information in direct and reciprocal space is the same.
It is remarkable that it has not been necessary to explicitly determine the probability
density function for the (complex) Fourier transformed random variables to end up
with their expectation values. Of course, the same results hold for the expectation
values of the random variables Y˜k, Y˜
∗
k , and |Y˜k|2 of N˜k. The cross-term between X˜∗k and
Y˜k as well as its complex conjugate vanish on account of the properties listed above.
Chapter7
2D OMA Raman Imaging:
Flow Diagnostics
In the previous chapter it was derived in which way a spectrograph mixes up spa-
tial and spectral information for a single light source of finite (non-zero) dimensions.
More importantly, we showed that the purely spatial data could be retrieved from this
scrambled data using a dedicated linear Bayesian deconvolution filter. The first section
of this chapter will transpose the (de)convolution problem of OMA imaging to the case
of imaging multi-species Raman scattered light. The subsequent sections are examples
of applications of this technique to the underexpanded free jet of chapters 4 and 5; a
nominally Mach 3 wind tunnel flow over a quartz wedge; and the determination of
mixing ratios in a flammable methane/air mixture. The underexpanded free jet con-
tains non-isentropic flow features including pressure, temperature, and density jumps
over three-dimensional conical shocks, but the fluid (dry air) has the simplest spectral
distribution. The wind tunnel flow is used to generate well-defined two-dimensional
oblique shock waves on a wedge instead, which enable an easier comparison to the-
oretical predictions. However, the flow is confined to a channel and contains a test
model in this case, both of which introduce additional spectral structures that seem to
sabotage the deconvolution algorithm at first sight. The methane/air example on the
other hand has a more complex spectrum, but a milder flow behaviour on the scale of
our interest. It is argued that the deconvolution algorithm performs well for all these
experiments.
7.1 2D Raman Imaging through a Spectrograph
The measurements discussed in this chapter all concern quantitative density fields de-
rived from Raman scattering by gaseous media. For this reason, we will extend the
discussion of section 2.1.4 on Raman scattering for the implications it has for OMA
imaging. Especially the identification of the various quantities that appear in the
(de)convolution-formalism of the previous chapter will receive attention.
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In case only one chemical compound is present in the scattering volume, the Raman
scattered light of these molecules can be supposed to behave as a single light source
under certain circumstances. We assume that the scattering volume (i.e. the spatial
pattern of the light source) is imaged perfectly linearly onto the entrance slit of the
spectrograph by a lens with magnification Mlens which is uniform over the field of
view, so that the relation between the test section coordinate xtest and the coordinate
at the entrance slit of the spectrograph xin (the coordinate of diffraction, i.e. perpen-
dicular to the grooves of the grating inside the spectrograph) reads xtest ≡ xin/Mlens.
Obviously, scattered light is generated in the probe area (xtest), but it is the coordinate
of the imaged distribution (xin) that will be retained in the analysis.
The energy at every point xin contained by the Raman scattered light of a single species,
recorded during a time interval ∆t [33, 85, 37], is
SRaman(λ, xin) = ∑
i, f
Ni(xin) IL(xin)∆tσR(i→ f ) , (7.1)
when integrated over all transitions from the initial state i to the final state | f 〉 (see
section 2.1.4). In this formula, the first two factors denoting the (partial) population
Ni of the ro-vibrational state |i〉 (denoted by (v, J) – a combination of the vibrational
quantum number v and the rotational quantum number J) and the local laser intensity
IL, respectively, depend on position. The last term of (7.1),
σR(i→ f ) = 8piω
4
s
9h¯c4
∣∣∣∣∣∑j 〈αi j〉eL · 〈α j f 〉esω ji −ωL − iγ j + 〈αi j〉es · 〈α j f 〉eLω j f +ωL − iγ j
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(7.2)
gives the Raman scattering cross section for a (ro-vibrational) transition from the ini-
tial state to the final state, and does not depend on spatial coordinates at all. Rather,
it depends on the angular frequencyωL and the polarisation vector eL of the laser ra-
diation, the angular frequencyωs and the polarisation vector es of the Raman shifted
radiation, and on the species-specific energy difference between the states |m〉 and |n〉
(h¯ωmn). The summation over j extends over all states, all of which contribute to an
effective ‘virtual’ level with the weight of their transition probabilities 〈αmn〉 and de-
tuning1 (ω ji −ωL) and (ω j f +ωL). Via the well-known relation
ωs =
2pic
λ
(7.3)
the cross section can be expressed in terms of λ rather than ωs. For a given set-up of
1In vibrational Raman scattering experiments at room temperature, only the first detuning is impor-
tant, as only the ground state is populated.
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laser radiation (ωL and eL) and angle of detection (es), the cross section is a function
of λ, |i〉, and | f 〉 only. Moreover, if a specific transition is studied, |i〉 and | f 〉 are fixed
as well, so σR will be a function of λ only. In the remainder of this chapter, the cross
section (7.2) will nevertheless be denoted by σR(λ; i→ f ).
According to (6.4), we can start factorising the terms of the Raman signal at the en-
trance slit
SRaman(λ, xin) = ∑
i
[
∑
f
σR(λ; i→ f )
]
Ni(xin) IL(xin)∆t
factorisable?= Sλ(λ) · S(xin) (7.4)
into a purely spectral part Sλ and a purely spatial part S, which is required for the
applicability of (de)convolution formalism. The summation over f is limited explicitly
to within the brackets. A complete identification of the parts Sλ and S fails at this
point, owing to the enormous amount of initial states |i〉 that needs to be accounted
for. Via the summation over this |i〉, the partial population Ni, however, is coupled to
the cross sections σR(λ; i → f ), and contributes implicitly to the spectral dependency
of the signal, too.
In ro-vibrational Raman imaging experiments, it is the fundamental Stokes Raman
transition (v′ = 1, J′) ← (v′′ = 0, J′′) that is regularly studied. However, overtones
(v′ > 1, J′) ← (v′′ = 0, J′′) may have non-zero intensity in the spectrum, and so may
hot bands (v′ = v + 1, J′) ← (v′′ > 0, J′′). The overtones are generated from the
same initial vibrational level v as is the fundamental transition, and they are charac-
terised by the transition matrix elements 〈αmn〉, which are purely molecular properties.
Therefore, they do not depend on the flow properties, and will not influence the shape
of the spectrum for measurements under different flow conditions. On the other hand,
the hot bands originate from vibrationally excited initial levels, and their presence in
the spectrum is not only dependent on molecular properties. If the flow system is at
thermal equilibrium, the population term behaves as a Boltzmann distribution
Ni(xin) =
gi N(xin)
Z exp
(
− Ei
kBT
)
with N(xin, y) = ∑
i
Ni(xin) (7.5)
being the total number of molecules. The partition function
Z = ∑
i
gi exp
(
− Ei
kBT
)
(7.6)
normalises the partial populations Ni to the total number of molecules N, and the
energy Ei of a ro-vibrational level (v, J) in the electronic ground state is given in e.g.
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Table 7.1. Spectroscopic constants for nitrogen in its electronic ground state (X 1Σ+g ). All num-
bers are in units of cm−1 [62, 116].
ωe 2358.57 Be 1.99824
ωexe 14.324 αe 0.017318
ωeye −0.00226 γe 0.00003
ωeze −0.00024 De 5.76 · 10−6
Herzberg [62] and Steinfeld [152] as
Ei(v, J) = ωe
(
v+
1
2
)
−ωexe
(
v+
1
2
)2
+ωeye
(
v+
1
2
)3
+ωeze
(
v+
1
2
)4
+ . . .
+
[
Be −αe
(
v+
1
2
)
+γe
(
v+
1
2
)2
+ . . .
]
[J(J + 1)]
−
[
De −βe
(
v+
1
2
)
+ . . .
]
[J(J + 1)]2 + . . . (7.7)
Consequently, the initial population changes with temperature, thus assigning other
relative weights to different spectral contributions. Generally, various ro-vibrational
transitions contribute to a single spectral line for vibrational Raman imaging, which
are not spectrally resolved. On the other hand, in the (hypothetical) case only an iso-
lated ro-vibrational transition (v′, J′) ← (v′′, J′′) were studied, the above complication
would have limited the applicability of the (de)convolution formalism of OMA imag-
ing. However, it can be overcome in certain circumstances. When assuming that the
partial initial population Ni of the ro-vibrational state (i) remains fixed during the ex-
periment and (ii) does not depend on position, it can be written as
Ni(xin) ≈ NiN
∣∣∣∣
fixed
N(xin) =
gi exp
(
− EikBT
)
Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T=const.
N(xin) . (7.8)
Although the total number of molecules N may vary with position according to this
premise, the temperature needs to be constant (on the scale of the transitions resolved
in the experiment) during the experiment as well as over the field of view in order to
justifiably apply the deconvolution algorithm.
An estimate of the impact of this restriction has been made for nitrogen (the main
constituent of air) in its electronic ground state, the spectroscopic constants of which
are listed in table 7.1. Upon illumination with λ = 248.5 nm, its first Stokes Raman
spectrum is given in figure 7.1 for various temperatures. In this calculation, only the
Q-branch transitions (v′ = v+1, J′ = J′′) ← (v′′, J′′) were accounted for, following the
example in Eckbreth [37, Chap. 5]. The intensity of these transitions scale with (v+ 1)
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Figure 7.1. Simulated Raman spectra of the first Stokes transition of N2 at various temperatures
upon illumination with λ = 248.5 nm. Some spectra were enlarged to reveal the hot band struc-
ture. The labels in the T = 3000 K plot apply to the corresponding structures in all other plots, if
observable at all.
and with the population of the initial ro-vibrational level. After calculating the exact
positions of the transitions, the lines were blurred with a Gaussian profile of FWHM of
1.7 cm−1 and the spectrum was determined subsequently with a resolution of 1 cm−1.
In the current calculation, this led to a spectral resolution of about 7 pm/pixel, which
is better than the actual resolution in most experiments in this thesis (0.04 nm/pixel).
For nitrogen, the line shapes of the graphs are governed by two competing factors in
the Boltzmann distribution (7.5). On the one hand, statistical weights2 push the maxi-
mum population towards higher levels, whereas the exponential favours lower energy
levels. Purely rotationally excited states (v= 0, J) thus become rapidly populated for
low temperatures already, leading to contributions from transitions involving higher
J-states. Nevertheless, they alter only marginally the shape of the fundamental Stokes
line at the spectral resolution of this simulation. For example, the FWHM of this funda-
mental line is ca. 0.02 nm at T = 100 K (approximate temperature in the test section of
the wind tunnel) and at ambient temperature (T = 330 K), and FWHM ≈ 0.04 nm at
2For N2, with nuclear spin quantum number I = 1, the statistical weights are gI = 6 for symmetric
states |i〉 (even J) and gI = 3 for anti-symmetric states |i〉 (odd J). Additionally, the mJ degeneracy of
the rotational levels leads to weights gJ = (2J + 1).
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T = 500 K. With the current set-up, the spectral profiles for different J states will be
indistinguishable and allow of reconstructions with the same spectral profile. Only for
higher temperatures (i) hot bands appear and (ii) the fundamental line broadens more
drastically, frustrating the similarity hypothesis of the N2 spectrum. Note, however,
that these complications arise only for temperatures reached in combusting or plasma
flows or for experiments with higher spectral resolution.
In conclusion, the assumption T = const. of (7.8) is not too restrictive for vibrational
OMA Raman scattering experiments of flows around room temperature. The factorisa-
tion of (7.4) thus can be completed, resulting in
Sλ(λ) = ∑
i, f
σR(λ; i→ f )
gi exp
(
− EikBT
)
Z
and (7.9a)
S(xin) = N(xin) IL(xin)∆t . (7.9b)
The entrance slit of the spectrograph is spanned by the coordinates xin and y, the latter
of which is always defined parallel to the grooves of the grating. Including this 2D
extension and the factorisation (7.9), the convolution (6.8) reads for the specific case of
2D Raman imaging
T(xout, y) =
∫
xin
η
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
, y
)
×
×
∑
i, f
σR
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
; i→ f
) gi exp(− EikBT)
Z
×
× N(xin, y) IL(xin, y)∆t dxin . (7.10)
In order to simplify this equation, the spectral reference function R of equation (6.11)
can be re-introduced as the ‘narrow’ slit result of a reference measurement in which a
number density Nref(y) is illuminated with laser intensity IL,ref(y) during ∆tref, yield-
ing
R(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0), y) fslit(dslit) =
= Nref(y) IL,ref(y)∆tref η
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
, y
)
×
×
∑
i, f
σR
(
(xout − xout,0)−Ms(xin − xin,0)
ζ
; i→ f
) gi exp(− EikBT)
Z
 , (7.11)
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where the fslit(dslit) accounts for the finite extent of the ‘infinitesimally narrow’ en-
trance slit as discussed in section 6.5. (The temperature for this reference experiment
ought to be the same as during the actual measurement, as discussed above, whereas
the acquisition time ∆tref may differ from ∆t.) For every individual species, there-
fore, the corresponding Raman signal can be factorised, and the single-species convo-
lution (6.12) reads
T(xout, y) =
∫
xin
R̂(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0), y)×
×
[ ‖R‖
fslit(dslit)
N(xin, y)
Nref(y)
IL(xin, y)
IL,ref(y)
∆t
∆tref
]
dxin . (7.12)
The deconvolution function R̂ is the normalised measured spectral reference function,
the norm of which is accounted for by ‖R‖. Evidently, the cross sections σR(λ; i →
f ) and the Boltzmann factor disappeared from this formula. Like previously for the
grating efficiency η and the grating constant ζ , they have been incorporated in the
spectral reference distribution R.
For a certain measurement T = t, the best reconstruction of the molecular distribution
as it was imaged on the entrance slit of the spectrograph is given by
N(xin, y) =
 c(y)
(
τ
σ
)2 − bR˜k=0(y)
R˜ 2k=0(y) +
(
τ
σ
)2 + IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0(y) t˜k(y)∣∣∣R˜k,n0(y)∣∣∣2 + (τσ )2

×
× Nref(y) fslit(dslit)‖R(y)‖
IL,ref(y)
IL(xin, y)
∆tref
∆t
(7.13)
according to the linear Bayesian deconvolution filter (6.38)3. Neither the data acqui-
sition time nor the slit function fslit(dslit) is a number that varies from pixel-to-pixel.
Apart from the associated over-all factor, the expression (7.13) thus provides an al-
gorithm to reconstruct N(y) in terms of [Nref(y) IL,ref(y)/{IL(xin, y) ‖R(y)‖}]. If the
reference molecular distribution is a uniform one, the Nref(y) will get rid of its y-
dependency, i.e. it is equal for all strips. Moreover, if the laser beam propagates parallel
to the xin coordinate (i.e. the coordinate that is diffracted), the xin-dependency of the
laser intensity IL(xin, y) will disappear in case of no attenuation. Consequently, the
laser intensity inhomogeneity [IL,ref(y)/IL(xin, y)] cancels in the reconstructed image.
On the other hand, the laser radiation might as well propagate parallel to the grooves
3Although the parameters xin and y are added to the quantities like they were continuous parame-
ters, they denote discrete pixels (xin ∈ {0, . . . ,N− 1}). They have not been added to the list of subscripts
of the quantities in order to avoid lengthy and incomprehensible strings. See previous chapter on nota-
tion conventions and the filter parameter σ/τ .
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of the grating, perpendicular to the dispersion coordinate, keeping the xin-dependency
of IL(xin, y). By consequence, it depends on the experimental geometry whether or not
the deconvolved result is automatically corrected for laser sheet inhomogeneities.
Generally, however, many species will be present in the scattering volume. As long
as spontaneous Raman scattering is studied, the shift and intensity of their individual
Raman signals will depend on the laser wavelength only and will not be influenced
by other Raman signals. Accordingly, the total signal is the sum over all single-species
(labelled by the superscript s) contributions
Sin(λ, xin, y) = ∑
s
Ssin(λ, xin, y)
= ∑
s

∑
i, f
σ sR(λ; i→ f )
gsi exp
(
− E sikBT
)
Zs
Ns(xin, y) IL(xin, y)∆t

(7.14)
for a simultaneous measurement during ∆t. In situations with uniform chemical com-
position of the sample, i.e. N = ∑s csNs, the term [N IL ∆t] can be taken out of the sum-
mation over species s, which still contains the molar fractions cs of the compounds.
The summations over {s, i, f } then effectively lead to a multi-species spectral reference
function Reff with which the spatial distribution is entangled. In other cases, the sum-
mation over species clearly does not commute with the summations over the initial
and final states. This means that the spatial distribution of every species is imaged
after being mixed up with its own spectrum Rs.
For multi-species Raman scattered light, the signal at the exit port of the spectrograph
therefore formally is a superposition of such convolved images as reflected by
T(xout, y) = ∑
s

∫
xin
R̂s(xout −Ms(xin − xin,0), y) ×
×
[
‖R(y)‖
f sslit(dslit)
Ns(xin, y)
Nsref(y)
IL(xin, y)
IsL,ref(y)
∆t
∆tsref
]
dxin
}
. (7.15)
Multi-species Raman OMAgraphs thus potentially contain an overlap of convolved sig-
nals like in the grid image 6.3 of the previous chapter. For uniform chemical composi-
tion, the OMAgraph may readily be deconvolved with the effective spectral reference
function Rref to reconstruct the spatial distribution. If the species have different spatial
distribution, however, this overlap will undermine the crucial hypothesis of factoris-
ability (7.9) for deconvolution. In that situation, every Raman contribution ought to
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be deconvolved with its own species-specific spectral reference function Rs, which is
possible if the different contributions are isolated in the OMAgraph. Special attention
needs to be paid to this ambiguity when deconvolving, as will be discussed in the next
sections.
7.2 Experiments on an Underexpanded Free Jet
The Raman OMAgraphs in chapter 5 yielded species-specific density distributions,
which suffered from resonance effects in oxygen as the illumination wavelength co-
incided with the Schumann-Runge band system of oxygen. In order to keep the merits
of 2D OMA Raman imaging while avoiding the problems associated with specifically
193 nm illumination we opted to use 248 nm illumination instead. The scaling of the
Raman cross sections with λ−4 (7.2) predicts a loss in scattering efficiency by a factor of
2.7, but most optical components in the detection perform better at larger wavelengths.
In addition, higher laser pulse energies in combination with an optimisation of the po-
larisation of the laser light will over-compensate the loss in scattering efficiency.
7.2.1 Experimental
The main difference with the ‘Methods and Materials’ part of chapter 5 concerns some
modifications to the tunable excimer laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC). The 248 nm
was generated by filling the excimer laser with KrF instead of ArF. Additionally, we
wanted to manipulate the polarisation of the laser light in such a way that the Raman
scattering cross section (7.2) was maximised for the detection under 90 degrees. The
optimisation of polarisation is an obvious way to increase the experimental perfor-
mance without increasing the output pulse energy density. This implies that it does
not impose additional constraints on damage thresholds of the optical components.
To that end, a 248 nm high energy 45◦ polarising beam splitter cube (CVI PBSC-248-
050: 10 J/mm2 damage threshold4) was inserted intra-cavity into the oscillator as
sketched in figure 7.2). As the Littrow grating of the oscillator reflects the horizontally
polarised light (in the lab frame) better than the vertically polarised light, the PBSC
was set to efficiently select only the horizontally polarised light to be amplified by the
oscillator. Subsequently, a λ/2-wave plate (CVI QWPO-248-05-2-R10) was inserted in
the beam path between the oscillator and amplifier discharge tubes to allow for a con-
venient rotation of the polarisation vector eL. The amplifier mainly provides radiation
with the seeded polarisation, as can be seen in figure 7.3. Its left graph shows the av-
erage pulse energy 〈E〉 that was measured consecutively for the vertically polarised
4A UV PBSC with a lower damage threshold (CVI UPBS-248-050: 10 mJ/mm2) got severely damaged
intra-cavity.
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Figure 7.2. Outline of the improvement of the tunable Lambda Physik 150TMSC excimer laser by
putting a polarising beam splitter cube (PBSC) in the cavity of the oscillator and a λ/2-wave plate
behind it. All other components are standard. The PBSC transmits the horizontally polarised light
to and from the Littrow grating that spans the oscillator cavity together with the mirror M2. The
residual vertically polarised light is dumped on every pass through the PBSC crystal. The highly
polarised light (grey arrow) seeds the amplifier, and the Cassegrain optics M6 and M5 more or
less fill the cavity with it. The mirror M6 causes the well-known dip (indicated by the white line)
in the laser output profile (black arrow) as it is coated on a small spot to completely reflect the seed
laser beam.
beam and the horizontally polarised beam behind a Glan Laser polariser during 300
pulses. It is a function of the rotation angle θ of (the optical axis of) the λ/2-wave plate
in-between the oscillator and the amplifier. The figure also gives the signal that was
measured with the OMA in the fundamental O2 (1556 cm−1) and the N2 (2331 cm−1)
bands of ambient air (right plot). All curves show a |eL ·es|2 = cos2θ behaviour on top
of an offset. The selection of polarisation is almost without loss of power, as the process
is intra-cavity in the oscillator only. Typical pulse energies of the stand-alone amplifier
(with the seed laser blocked between M3 and M4) amount to 0.23 J at the laser head
and the increase upon seeding the amplifier with the polarised oscillator beam was at
least 10%. Even after correcting for this difference in pulse energy, the amplifier-only
result (which was divided by a factor of 0.90 for correction of total power with re-
spect to seeded operation) would perform worse than the seeded set-up, as indicated
by the dashed lines in the two graphs of figure 7.3. The unpolarised ‘amp only’ re-
sult is always in-between the minimum and maximum of the polarised curves. For all
KrF experiments in this thesis, the polarisation vector eL was set perpendicular to the
propagation vector ks of the light scattered towards the detector. (In addition, the po-
larisation of light is always perpendicular to the propagation vector kL, fully defining
the 3D orientation of the vector.)
The offset (ca. 1.5 a.u.) of vertically and horizontally polarised light curves in the left
graph is attributed to unpolarised light that still is emitted by the amplifier. In the
right graph, however, there is an additional contribution due to depolarisation effects
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Figure 7.3. Power of the vertically polarised light and the horizontally polarised light behind a
Glan Laser polariser (left graph) and the intensity of the fundamental O2 (1556 cm−1) and N2
(2331 cm−1) Raman bands of ambient air, all as a function of the rotation angle θ of the λ/2-
wave plate. The dashed lines give the quantities for the operation of the amplifier only with a
blocked oscillator beam. All results are corrected for laser output energy. The average in the left
graph is determined from the curves corresponding to power measurements of the vertically and
horizontally polarised contributions.
in the Raman scattering process5. Consequently, the offset has a larger contribution in
the right graph than it has in the left graph. The depolarisation is inherent to Raman
scattering and cannot be dealt with, but a better filling factor of the laser discharge
tube with the seed laser radiation might improve the degree of polarisation of the fi-
nal output. One way to do so is to remove the Cassegrain optics of the amplifier and
couple in the seed laser over the entire clear aperture by magnifying it with non-flat
bending mirrors M3 and M4 [56]. In our measurements, however, the over-all experi-
mental efficiency is more important than the degree of polarisation, leading us to keep
the Cassegrain optics for higher output power. An interesting compromise might be
a sophisticated and more ‘powerful’ version of the removal of the Cassegrain optics.
If slit diaphragms were used in the oscillator instead of pin holes [56], or if the di-
aphragms were removed at all [161], this would lead to an almost equivalent energy
density in the resulting oscillator beam, but now over the same extent as the amplifier
beam (ca. 25× 10 mm2). Subsequent cylindrical bending mirrors can couple this seed
beam into the amplifier without Cassegrain optics, which would operate ‘single-pass’
in that configuration. Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) will decrease and, conse-
quently, the degree of polarisation and the spectral brightness will improve. Moreover,
the dip in the beam profile will disappear and the profile will become more uniform.
5Depolarisation ratios ρp
def= 3γ′2/(45a′2 + 4γ′2), with a′ and γ′ the mean and the anisotropic invari-
ants of the derived polarization tensor (α1 of section 2.1.2) [37, Chap. 5], are reported in the range of
0.021–0.028 for N2 and in the range of 0.047–0.061 for O2. Values taken from [11, Tab. 13.2] and [24,
Tab. 4.2].
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Figure 7.4. OMA detection response to a fixed intensity and polarisation of the O2 and N2 Raman
scattered light as a function of the rotation angle κ of a 266 nm λ/2-wave plate directly in front of
the OMA. The 248 nm λ/2-wave plate in between the oscillator and the amplifier had been set to
the optimal value of θ = 60◦.
The grating inside the spectrograph will perform similarly to the grating of the oscil-
lator by promoting the reflectivity of either s or p polarised light. This hypothesis was
tested by putting another λ/2-wave plate directly in front of the OMA and detecting
the O2 and N2 Raman scattered light again. For illumination with 248 nm, the Raman
wavelengths lie at 258 nm (O2) and 263 nm (N2), so we chose to use a standard 266 nm
λ/2-wave plate instead of another 248 nmwave plate to rotate the polarisation es of the
scattered light over an angleκ. The result of this measurement is plotted in graph 7.4 in
which the signal without the wave plate is given (dashed curves) as well as a cos2κ fit
to the data points (solid curves). Clearly, the OMA efficiency varies by about ±20% at
this wavelength6, depending on the polarisation of the incoming light. The offset in the
O2 and N2 curves and the fact that the measurement without the wave plate amounted
to less than the average detected intensity is attributed to depolarisation effects in the
Raman process again. However, the polarisation effect of the OMA efficiency was not
exploited in this thesis.
Resuming: the scattering efficiency is set by tuning the polarisation eL of the laser radi-
ation, and the detection efficiency can be regulated by rotating the polarisation es of the
subsequently scattered light just before the detector.
The 0.5% acetone in water solution that was used for the 193 nm Raman OMA imaging
experiments of chapter 5 was exchanged for 100% butyl acetate. Butyl acetate (10 mm
optical path) suppresses the 248 nm wavelength of the laser by four orders of magni-
tude, whereas it transmits the first O2 Raman band and the N2 band with an efficiency
6The holographic grating 1-240-HUV of the spectrograph was optimised for λ = 250 nm, so it should
not be too sensitive for polarisation effects around this wavelength (specified reflectivity of 70% for s
and 50% for p polarised light [2]). For 355 nm illumination, however, the effect is considerable (see
section 7.4).
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Figure 7.5. Spectrum of ambient air when illuminated with 248 nm (1200 gr/mm Acton Re-
search Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i detection). The elastically scattered light at the wave-
length of the laser is strongly suppressed by the butyl acetate filter, but the O2 (1556 cm−1), N2
(2331 cm−1), and H2O (3652 cm−1) Raman bands are well transmitted. No overtones of O2 can
be found in this plot.
of 60% and 80%, respectively [70]. The xin dimension of the spectrograph was oriented
along the propagation direction of the laser sheet, and the grooves of its grating were
parallel to the flow axis (equivalent to the 193 nm OMA imaging experiment). The spec-
tral resolution (xin) was approximately 0.039 nm/pixel and a spatial resolution along
the vertical axis (y) of 111 µm/pixel.
7.2.2 Data acquisition
The Raman spectrum of ambient air is given by graph 7.5, when illuminated with
248 nm. Comparing the plot to the spectrum of figure 5.2[a], it is clear that the first
overtone of the O2 Raman band (in-between the N2 and H2O bands) disappeared com-
pletely. Additionally, the fundamental O2 Raman intensity is smaller than theN2 inten-
sity. This is partly due to the butyl acetate filter in front of the OMA, but mainly to the
absence of resonance effects. Therefore, we expect no more temperature dependency
of the O2 Raman signal as was the case with 193 nm illumination.
Figure 7.6 presents the raw data OMAgraphs of a narrow entrance slit ([a]; dslit =
0.10 mm) and a broad entrance slit ([b]; dslit = 3.10 mm) measurement on ambient
air, and a broad entrance slit measurement [c] of a dry air flow. The nozzle was fed
with compressed air from a vessel with a pressure in the settling chamber of pt =
(3.00± 0.03) pamb during the experiment (5 accumulations of 600 light pulses each).
With a pulse energy of 115 mJ at the actual field of view, the intensity of the Raman
signals in the ambient air image was on average 15 photons/(pulse·mm2) (O2) and
34 photons/(pulse·mm2) (∼= 0.37 photons/(pulse·pixel)) (N2). The O2 signal is less
for the 248 nm illumination due to the absence of the resonance contribution, but the
N2 signal even shows a gain in over-all experimental efficiency with respect to the
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Figure 7.6. Raw data Raman OMAgraphs of ambient air ([a] and [b]) and of a pt = 3.00(3)pamb
dry air flow [c]. The vertical structures in the ambient air measurements [a] and the horizontal
lines in [b] are due to the inhomogeneity of the laser sheet. [c] contains additional structure of the
density variations in the flow. On top are single-strip cross sections at the location of the arrow,
in which the dashed line indicates the zero.
193 nm OMA Raman experiments!
7.2.3 Results and discussion
In the single-strip cross sections of figure 7.6 it is apparent that the spectral lines in [a]
have ‘pedestals’ (probably due to the O and S Raman transitions and ASE), and that
the signal in-between the O2 and N2 bands in [b] and [c] does not vanish, i.e. there is
an overlap in the O2 and N2 signals. These effects are correlated and can be handled
elegantly by the deconvolution procedure of chapter 6. The 193 nm OMAgraphs of the
previous section were quantified by a normalisation of the flow image to an ambient
air image according to (4.3). However, the various bands formally had to be decon-
volved for the spectral dependency to deal with the just-mentioned overlap. This sec-
tion shows the effect of deconvolving the 248 nm OMAgraphs by a comparison to the
straightforward normalisation correction.
Image 7.6[a] is the strip-by-strip spectral reference function [R fslit(0.10 mm)] for the
deconvolution according to the linear Bayesian deconvolution filter (7.13). The con-
volved data t are either the ambient air image lines of figure 7.6[b] or the flow image
lines (figure 7.6[c]). The best reconstruction ρ(x, y) of the purely spatial image that
existed at the entrance slit of the spectrograph is presented in figure 7.7[a] (ambient
air) and [c] (dry air flow). These images minimise the power next to the entrance slit
normalised by the power contained by the entrance slit as a function of the filter pa-
rameter σ/τ . The dependency of the reconstruction on this parameter is found in the
graphs 7.7[b] and [d], which are similar to graph 6.8[b] (see also its accompanying
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Figure 7.7. Best spatial reconstruction of the ambient air image [a] and the dry air flow image [c]
that gave rise to the OMAgraphs 7.6[b] and [c]. The images minimise the relative power in the dark
regions next to the entrance slit for σ/τ = 12 count−1 ([b]; ambient air) and σ/τ = 10 count−1
([d]; dry air flow). The single-strip horizontal cross section on top of [a] gives an indication
of the spread in the reconstruction. The intensity scale of the images (‘dark’ plus ‘slit’ regions)
is 0.02 ≤ I [a.u.] ≤ 0.09 (ambient air) and 0.025 ≤ I [a.u.] ≤ 0.125 (dry air flow). The
reconstructions (including the parts next to the entrance slit) measure 49.4× 22.2 mm2 on the
scale of the actual scattering volume.
discussion). Upon deconvolution, the O2 and N2 Raman bands of the raw data im-
ages merge into a single entrance slit reconstruction of ‘dry air’. Note that the laser
sheet propagated along the xin coordinate, resulting in an automatic correction of the
laser beam inhomogeneities (e.g. the intense horizontal white streaks in the raw data
ambient air image 7.6[b]). The single-strip cross section on top of 7.7[a] shows the
high light-dark contrast as well as the structure within the slit reconstruction. The
structure in the ‘dark’ region (best visible in the upper graph) is a ghost image of the
reconstruction. The ‘slit’ part of the reconstruction has an average (relative) density of
0.060(5) ρˇamb7. Some of its structure is due to the deconvolution, but there is also a
part that can be attributed to structure in the original image on the entrance slit. An
estimate of the latter contribution is the average over the O2 and the N2 signals in the
single-strip cross section of figure 7.6[b]. These numbers are 3.9(4) kcount (O2) and
9.2(8) kcount (N2), respectively, i.e. both with a standard deviation that is 10% of the
average, the same order of magnitude as found for the deconvolved image.
7At this point, the unit ρˇamb is introduced as a short notation for the less intuitive ρamb ·
fslit(0.10 mm). The check on top of the ρ indicates that ρˇamb contains the unknown entrance slit function
as a scaling factor.
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Figure 7.8. Density distribution of the dry air flow in units of ambient air density (linear grey
scale). The upper image contains the deconvolved reconstruction of the flow normalised to the
reconstructed ambient air image. It contains a single image representing the ‘dry air’ density of
the flow, i.e. both O2 and N2. The lower image is a normalisation of the raw data flow image to the
raw data ambient air image and contains the separate normalised O2 and N2 density distributions.
The widths of the dashed rectangles are determined from the deconvolved result [a]. The graphs in
[c] are vertical cross sections (averaged over 4 pixels) along the flow axes of the dry air (black), O2
(grey), and N2 (light grey; hardly visible) images.
The reconstructions ρ(x, y) are both in units of [ρˇamb], because they were deconvolved
with the same spectral reference function. Consequently, figure 7.7[d] provides the
relative densities in the flow, which can be compared pixel-by-pixel. For an expres-
sion of the densities in terms of the calibration density ρamb, the unknown factor
fslit(0.10 mm) (discussed in section 6.5) needs to be assessed. This can either be done
globally by averaging the ambient air reconstruction 7.7[b] (yielding again the above-
mentioned average 0.060), or on a pixel-by-pixel basis by normalising the flow recon-
struction 7.7[d] to it. The result of the latter option is plot in figure 7.8[a], which is a
density map of (dry) air in units of ρamb. Next to the slit reconstruction is some ghost
structure that can be distinguished due to small (coherent) oscillations. The lower
plot 7.8[b] shows the result of a straightforward normalisation of the raw data im-
ages 7.6[c] to 7.6[b]. Within the rectangles, the horizontal axis is now assumed to be
purely spatial. However, the contrast between ‘data’ (illuminated part) and ‘noise’
(dark regions) in a horizontal cross section is far worse than in figure 7.8[a]. Owing to
the pedestals, the regions next to the O2 and N2 rectangles (especially in-between the
two rectangles) has some finite intensity instead of noise. Therefore, the positioning
of the rectangles is somewhat arbitrary, and it is difficult to accurately compare hori-
zontal cross sections. The dimension that is not affected by the deconvolution, i.e. the
vertical axis, allows for an easier comparison of cross sections, for instance at the flow
axis. These are given in figure 7.8[c], showing a very good quantitative similarity. The
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amplitude of the oscillations is largest for the deconvolved ‘air’ density, indicating a
slight increase in the contrast of the reconstructed with respect to the straightforwardly
normalised O2 and N2 contributions.
Because of the larger illumination wavelength of 248 nm with respect to 193 nm, the
O2 and N2 Raman bands are further apart at the exit port of the spectrograph. In
a naive analysis without deconvolution this clearly is a merit: the entrance slit of the
spectrograph can be broadened further without ‘overlap’ of the separate contributions.
However, as we deal with spectral structures that have pedestals, there is always some
‘overlap’ (albeit very small quantitatively). This limitation does not apply to the raw
data acquisition when a deconvolution is imposed afterward. No matter how large the
overlap is quantitatively of the O2 and N2 contributions, it will be handled automati-
cally by the deconvolution procedure (see the deconvolution of the overlapping grid
image of the previous chapter, for example). Therefore, the better spectral separation
of the Raman bands is neither an advantage nor a drawback in the case of this dry air
flow. Generally, in OMA imaging experiments that allow to merge various contribu-
tions in a single reconstruction, the fundamental limitation on the maximum width of
the entrance slit is set by the filling of the CCD chip, which needs to contain the same
spatial region for all spectral contributions. A practical limitation might be imposed
by the optical distortions (see section 6.7) that increase on broadening of the entrance
slit.
The deconvolution succeeds because the flow had the same composition as has the
ambient air. Consequently, the constituting species O2 and N2 behave identically, thus
forming the same spatial distribution on the entrance slit, but each in the ‘colour’ of its
own Raman spectrum. If mixing or separating behaviour were expected, the contribu-
tions should be deconvolved individually according to the discussion in section 6.6.2
on ‘Multi-line spectra’. The last section of this chapter is dedicated to such flow situa-
tions, specifically the determination of the fuel/oxidiser ratio in a flammable mixture.
7.2.4 Summary and conclusions
The resonances present in the O2 Raman signal for 193 nm disappeared upon 248 nm
illumination, without loosing experimental efficiency due to smaller Raman scattering
cross sections. Consequently, both the O2 and N2 Raman data can be interpreted as a
pure result of Raman scattering for 248 nm illumination allowing a deconvolution of
their mutual spectral dependency. The reconstruction is a dry air density image rather
than two separate O2 andN2 maps. The Bayesian filtered deconvolution performs very
well for this situation and increases the contrast with respect to a normalisation of the
flow image to an ambient air image. Hardly any residual structures are created in the
non-illuminated image areas, nor does the standard deviation of the image increase
with respect to the raw data image. Optimisation of the polarisation dependency led
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to an improvement of the KrF excimer laser dedicated to the Raman scattering experi-
ments, even over-compensating the loss in Raman cross section with respect to 193 nm
illumination. The total experimental efficiency might be increased further by addi-
tional modifications to the laser and using polarisation dependent optics in front of
the OMA to optimise the detection efficiency. Besides this comparison between 193 nm
OMA Raman imaging and 248 nm OMA Raman imaging, a comparison to Rayleigh
imaging can be made, as will be part of the next chapter.
7.3 Flow over Objects in a Wind Tunnel
Free stream flows can be studied well with Rayleigh imaging (if no dust, condensation,
or reflecting objects are present) or with OMA Raman imaging. This domain of appli-
cations ought to be extended to confined flow fields, e.g. wind tunnel flows, as it is
these flows that are often used for testing the flow behaviour of real life objects. There-
fore, we tested the feasibility of the OMA Raman imaging techniques to a wind tunnel
flow, specifically with a test object inserted. A first measurement was on a cylinder
in a supersonic flow that generated a firm bow shock with the corresponding density
jump.
The main goal of the present work, however, is to validate the density measurement
by OMA Raman imaging and to identify possible systematic errors. For this reason we
will focus attention on the situation of a supersonic, two-dimensional flow around a
sharp-edged wedge that generates oblique shock waves. The angle of the shock waves
with the free stream direction is a well-established measure for the density ratio of the
flow upstream and downstream of the shock waves (see section 3.A.4). From a Raman
scattering image of such a flow field, not only the shock angle can be determined to
derive this density ratio geometrically, but the same ratio can also be retrieved directly
from the scattered light intensities from the different flow regions involved. This pro-
vides two independent measurements of the same quantity, and can therefore be used
as a consistency check of Raman scattering against established theory.
7.3.1 Experimental
The wind tunnel used for the present experiments is designed for nominally Mach 3,
and has a test section of about 40× 42 mm2 cross section over a length of 120 mm. Two
windows that have been mounted in the Mach blocks determine the length of the test
section. They provide optical access for a thin ribbon of laser light (along the main flow
direction) that propagates top-down. The sides of the test section (above and below the
plane of figure 7.9[a]) are closed by larger windows. A traversing mechanism allows
mounting and positioning of small objects in the test section. The experiments reported
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Figure 7.9. Schematic view (not to scale) of the experimental set-up. [a] Side view (point of
view of the OMA). [b] Top view of the flow object (a 2δ = 29.75◦ symmetric quartz wedge in
this case). The coordinate system adopted here is indicated. The object in the flow is supported
from the downstream side by a long rod. For the final experiments, this rod was fixed in between
the Mach blocks by additional shores as drawn in order to suppress vibrations of the object. The
part of the laser sheet that hits the quartz wedge is deflected over 18◦ in total, giving rise to (i) a
triangular region ‘t’ of darkness below the wedge; and (ii) a region ‘2x’ that is illuminated twice.
Consecutive measurements are performed for two positions of the laser sheet in the line-of-sight:
z1 is approximately in the centre of the wedge (ca. 10 mm from the side face of the wedge); and
z2 at 2 mm from the side face of the wedge. The laser was operated as in figure 7.2 and the OMA
Raman imaging set-up is equivalent to figure 5.1.
here are performed on (i) a nickel-coated ∅4 mm steel cylinder; and (ii) a sharp-edged
quartz wedge of apex angle 2δ = 29.75◦.
The experimental set-up resembles the generic set-up of OMA imaging (figure 5.1). The
scattered light was generated for 248 nm illumination with the modified KrF excimer
laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC) of section 7.2.1. This light was detected under 90
degrees by an Optical Multichannel Analyser consisting of a camera lens (Nikon UV-
NIKKOR 105 mm f /4.5) mounted on an imaging spectrograph (Acton Research Corpo-
ration SPECTRAPRO 300i) with an Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T camera (Prince-
ton Instruments ICCD-512T) at its exit port. Additionally, a 1 cm butyl acetate filter [70]
was put in front of the lens. The flow field of interest for this experiment is depicted
in figure 7.9[a] from the point of view of the OMA. In the test section, the collimated
sheet of laser light is 25 mm broad (x-direction; along the free stream lines) and about
0.5 mm thick (z-direction; along the line-of-sight of the detection system). The laser
pulse energy typically amounts to 0.15 J/pulse at the test section.
Figure 7.9[a] includes the quartz wedge as a flow model, through which laser light is
transmitted. However, the part of the laser sheet that hits the wedge is refracted by
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the quartz (n = 1.56 at λ = 248 nm) according to Snell’s law. For the 2δ = 29.75◦
wedge, a deflection angle of 18◦ of the laser beam is predicted. This is indicated in the
side view 7.9[a], where a triangular region ‘t’ of darkness is formed and a region ‘2x’
that is illuminated by both the refracted beam and the part of the beam that passed
the wedge on the downstream side. A top view of the wedge and its support is given
in figure 7.9[b]. Part of the wedge extends beyond the support, allowing the laser to
illuminate also the downstream part of the flow without hitting the support (position
z1, indicated in figure 7.9[b]). The steel cylinder has a similar construction as the wedge
with an even smaller support.
The OMA system was found to introduce a linear distortion, in that the horizontal
(x = xin) direction (that of spectral dispersion) is magnified by a factor of 1.14 with
respect to the vertical (y) direction (see the grid results of chapter 6). This distortion is
corrected for in post-processing. The spatial resolution amounts to 49.1(171) µm/pixel
in the y-direction and (after deconvolution) 43.5(146) µm/pixel in the x-direction for
the measurements at z1 and, in parentheses, at z2. In the dslit = 0.10 mm experiment,
the dispersion was approximately 0.039 nm/pixel.
7.3.2 ∅4 mm steel cylinder
Before we could start the validation and a sensitivity analysis of the OMA Raman imag-
ing technique, we needed to test what flow models would be appropriate for a quan-
titative study. As a first test we took a ∅4 mm cylinder that would generate a density
jump any case.
The cylinder was initially made of stainless steel, which produced ‘white light’ from
the laser wavelength through the visible region of the spectrumupon illuminationwith
the high energy density of the laser sheet. This effect is attributed to laser ablation, as
black stripe traces (possibly of carbon) were left on the steel where it was hit by the
laser sheet. A very smooth and reflective nickel coating diminished the laser ablation,
allowing reasonable data to be collected (10 accumulations of 600 laser pulses each)
as shown in the OMAgraph of figure 7.10[a]. The spectrograph was rotated for this
measurement with respect to the previous experiments, so the mixed spectral/spatial
axis is on the vertical ordinate now (along y in figure 7.9), and the horizontal axis x is
purely spatial. The flow was from left to right and the laser sheet came from above.
Therefore, the part below the cylinder is not illuminated as a fraction of the laser sheet
is blocked by the cylinder. This effect is visible in both the O2 and the N2 contributions
to the image (outlined with dashed rectangles). The vertical (high intensity) line in the
centre of the image is due to the ‘white light’ (as signal is detected at any wavelength)
that still is generated by the laser ablation process. We put an additional 3 mm UG11
filter in front of the OMA, which suppresses only weakly those wavelengths that we
are interested in. However, also wavelengths far from the spectral range of interest
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Figure 7.10. Raw data [a] and normalised [b] OMA Raman image of a metal cylinder in the
wind tunnel flow. The ∅4 mm was located as indicated in the raw data image (in both the O2
and N2 image) and in the normalised N2 image. Below the cylinder is shadow as the laser sheet
went top→down. The vertical white line in the centre of [a] indicated that at a given position,
all spectral components are present with high intensity. The grey scale in [b] gives the local N2
density of the flow normalised to ambient N2 density. According to the discussion in section 5.6,
the vertical direction is supposed to be purely spatial in [b].
sometimes undesirably contribute due to internal reflections inside the spectrograph.
At least these contributions are suppressed by the UG11 filter. In the flow image, an
abrupt increase in intensity is observed in both the O2 and the N2 image just upstream
of the cylinder. This is due to the (detached) bow shock generated by the cylinder. With
the straightforward normalisation (4.3), the intensities of the N2 data are converted
into number densities relative to ambient N2 density, the result of which is shown in
figure 7.10[b].
From the density data, the free streamMach number can be calculated if the bow shock
is interpreted as a normal shock. This is a common assumption for a small part of the
shock just in front of the stagnation point of the cylinder. The average densities over
approximately 400 pixels are
ρ1 = 0.35(9)ρamb and ρ2 = 1.25(18)ρamb (7.16)
for the upstream (‘1’) and downstream (‘2’) side of the shock. The errors are quite
large because of low sensitivity due to the high degree of optical filtering. Following
equation (3.31), the upstream Mach number M1 is 2.7(1.4). The large inaccuracy is a
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direct consequence of the uncertainty in the determined densities ρ1 and ρ2. However,
the nominal value is close to the Mach number found in the calibration studies (ca. 2.9)
of section 3.4.
7.3.3 Quartz wedge; OMA Raman imaging
We did succeed to collect OMA Raman images of a wind tunnel flow around an object,
but we hoped to perform better OMA measurements in terms of signal-to-noise and
interpretation. The main limitation was the ‘white light’ produced by the focussed
laser beam hitting the metal object, a practical problem that can be circumvented by
using quartz objects, which are optically less disturbing. The problem, however, now
lies in the manufacturing and construction of the quartz objects and how to mount
them in the wind tunnel. Two attempts to glue a quartz wedge onto a steel support8
failed, having the wedge launched and blown to pieces. A construction in which the
wedge had an elongated part at its basis that was clamped by a steel fork (see figure 8.3)
resisted the non-steady start-up loads.
In this experiment, the spectrograph was reoriented to have the grooves of its gratings
parallel to y and the dimension of diffraction xin parallel to x (see figure 7.9[a]). The
entrance slit was opened to dslit = 3.10 mm, comprising the whole height of the test
section, and the larger part of the width of the laser beam. The interesting parts of
the raw data OMAgraphs are presented in figure 7.11. The ‘narrow’ slit measurement
([b]; dslit = 0.10 mm) is taken with a 1200 gr/mm grating to study a larger part of the
spectrum. For this measurement, the wedge had mat side faces, so the central part of
the OMAgraph contains the quartz spectrum. Above this horizontal band, the spec-
trum of ambient air is found. Integration over both regions yields the 0D spectra of
[a], which clearly shows the rich structure of the quartz spectrum. First of all, it elasti-
cally scatters the laser light very efficiently, and likely also the spontaneously scattered
Raman light of ambient N2 as well (giving rise to a slight bump in the ‘quartz’ spec-
trum at the position of the N2 Raman line). Moreover, it has several intense Raman
peaks (∆v <∼ 1700 cm−1), one of which approximately coincides with the fundamental
O2 (1556 cm−1) Raman line. The unstructured horizontal band is due to phospho-
rescence of the quartz, extending to visible wavelengths (it can be observed with the
naked eye). On broadening the entrance slit to record a 2D OMAgraph, this band be-
comes more and more intense, and the wedge cannot be localised any more. Neither
can the contributions from O2 and N2 that are superposed on this quartz signal be in-
terpreted unambiguously. Therefore, the side faces of the wedge were painted black,
leaving only quartz signal that originated from the upper and lower surfaces of the
8The first quartz wedge was equipped with a centre on the support and the wedge, and the second
one was a flat surface with grooves to allow the glue to flow. Quartz cannot be processed as easily as
most common metals because it is very brittle (especially sensitive to point stress). Therefore, it is not
possible to tap threads in the quartz that will hold during the experiment, for example.
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Figure 7.11. Raw OMA Raman data of the wind tunnel flow around the quartz wedge recorded
at z2. [b] is a 0.10 mm wide entrance slit measurement (1200 gr/mm grating) in which the
wedge has untreated side planes. [a] shows two spectra that were obtained by integrating over
a vertical part in [b], revealing the spectral overlap between the O2 Raman band and one of the
quartz Raman bands. The 3.10 mm wide entrance slit (2400 gr/mm grating) OMAgraph [c]
contains the O2, N2, and H2O Raman bands as well as the overlapping quartz Raman band. The
quartz contributions, however, appear to be separated from the N2 Raman contribution. The side
planes of the wedge were painted black for the latter measurement. The labels in OMAgraph [c]
are discussed in the text.
wedge to be detected (due to the finite collection angle of the imaging optics).
When using the 2400 gr/mm grating again, the wind tunnel flow over the wedge pro-
duced the 2D OMAgraph 7.11[c] for 5 accumulations of 1200 laser pulses each. At the
top and at the bottom of the image, quartz contributions from the windows in the
Mach blocks persist as well as the wedge-shaped structure in the O2 band. In the
quartz/water image, the wedge (region ‘a’) is unexpectedly bright, possibly due to
either efficient scattering off condensation9 on the side face of the wedge or to scatter-
ing from the quartz itself. The flow structure can best be interpreted in the N2 band.
The laser sheet went top→down, and it contained a dip in horizontal cross sections
owing to the Cassegrain optics of the excimer laser. Following the laser downwards,
it encountered the free stream ‘1’ with a moderate intensity first, succeeded by a very
bright triangular region ‘2’ of the flow downstream of the shock wave. The dark part
‘w’ corresponds to the position of the painted wedge, followed by the regions ‘2’ and
‘1’ again. However, the free stream part below the wedge is split because of the re-
9The dryer was out of order during this experiment, so the water content was around ambient con-
ditions.
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fraction of the laser beam, leaving the triangle ‘t’ non-illuminated. An ambient air
OMAgraph (not shown) and a dslit = 0.10 mm measurement were taken for the latter
configuration (including the quartz wedge) as well. Note that the back window of the
tunnel was removed for the ambient air normalisation and spectral measurements.
The results presented in this section were mainly recorded for illumination of the flow
at z2 (see figure 7.9[b]). However, a complication of the interpretation of the data is set
by the Mach cone entering the laser sheet (measurement plane) close to the tip of the
wedge. The Mach cone limits the influence of disturbances in the flow. In this experi-
ment, the finite length of the wedge in the line-of-sight is a complication that causes 3D
effects to spoil the 2D assumption required for the analytical oblique shock analysis.
The surface of the Mach cone is spanned by the apex angle 2µ(M2), based on the Mach
number and flow direction downstream of the oblique shock. For a nominally Mach 3
flow impinging onto a 15.0◦ ramp, it is found in a 2D analysis that M2 = 2.25 with
corresponding µ(M2) = 26.4◦. In order to determine when 3D effects occur, the inter-
section of (i) the Mach cone, (ii) the plane of the oblique shock (at angleσ = 32.2◦), and
(iii) the plane of illumination need to be determined in 3D space. This analysis yields
that the Mach cone intersected the sheet of laser light for x >∼ 4 mm (illumination at z1)
and for x >∼ 0.8 mm (illumination at z2). This means that 3D effects are contained in the
data, leading to deviations in the number density of unknown impact (the pressure
drops discontinuously in the span-wise direction when 3D effects occur [81]). There-
fore, additional measurements were taken for comparison to theory at the spanwise
centre of the wedge (z1), where 3D effects can be neglected.
7.3.4 Image restoration
The raw OMAgraph 7.11[c] depicts intensity data that depend on longitudinal po-
sition and on wavelength along the horizontal axis. In order to interpret these in-
tensities in terms of (species-specific) number densities, the OMAgraph needs to be
deconvolved first, followed by a correction for the inhomogeneities in illumination
and detection. A straightforward strip-by-strip deconvolution (6.23) of the ‘broad’ slit
2D OMAgraph (figure 7.11[c]) with its corresponding ‘narrow’ slit 1D OMAgraph (fig-
ure 7.12[a]) results in the restoration in the upper left corner of figure 7.13, image [a].
Like for the grid image of chapter 6, this restoration is extremely noisy again. However,
because of many spectral complication due to quartz, it is not necessarily the simplicity
of the straightforward deconvolution (6.23) that led to the noisy outcome. Therefore,
various additional reconstructions are performed as discussed below.
Firstly, both the straightforward deconvolution (6.23) and the linear Bayesian filtered
deconvolution (6.38) involve Fourier transforms of the data, thus presuming periodic
boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. Clearly, the quartz and water con-
tributions ‘a’ on the left and the right of the OMAgraph 7.11[c] introduce a significant
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Figure 7.12. [a] is the ‘narrow’ slit 1D OMAgraph containing the spectral information Rfull
corresponding to the 2D OMAgraph 7.11[c]. The ambient air spectrum Rair in [b] is a horizontal
cross section through [a] at ‘>⊥’, and [c] is a subsequent selection of the nitrogen line from [b] over
‘ a`’ (RN2). [d] shows again the raw data 2D OMAgraph 7.11[c], to which a Welch window (7.17)
is imposed to arrive at [e]. The windowed image [e] guarantees periodic boundary conditions in
the horizontal direction.
discontinuity, undermining the hypothesis of periodic boundary conditions. One way
to overcome this issue is to impose a Welch window [125, Eq. (13.4.15)],
wm = 1−
(
m− 12N
1
2N
)2
, (7.17)
to the data for every horizontal strip by multiplying every value of pixel m with this
valuewm. The resultingwindowed image is shown in figure 7.12[e], next to the original
OMAgraph, figure 7.12[d]. The altered, ‘windowed’ restoration of figure 7.12[e] is given
in figure 7.13[b], which hardly appears an improvement in terms of ‘signal-to-noise’
with respect to the reconstruction in figure 7.13[a].
Secondly, if the ‘narrow’ slit image 7.12[a] is used as the ‘full’ spectral reference func-
tion [Rfull fslit(0.10 mm)], strip-by-strip linear Bayesian deconvolutions of both the
raw OMAgraph 7.12[d] and the windowed OMAgraph 7.12[e] yield the lower two im-
ages [c,d] in the left column of figure 7.13. In principle, they are the best reconstruction
of the air density distribution that was imaged onto the entrance slit. These restora-
tions demonstrate that the quartz spectrum, which contributes to the spectral reference
function only at some heights, spoils the deconvolution at those heights for a strip-by-
strip deconvolution. The horizontal bands pointed out as ‘artifacts’ are caused by these
quartz contributions. In addition, the quartz signal in the measured 2D OMAgraph also
gives rise to residual structure next to the central part of the reconstruction. However,
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at vertical positions where quartz is absent in both the spectrum and the convolved
data, the reconstruction of the air density is very good once more. It does even en-
hance the dip in the laser profile, for the laser sheet propagated along the grooves of
the grating in the spectrograph (see section 7.1).
Thirdly, an alternative protocol for the deconvolution with the ‘full’ spectrum is by
getting rid of the quartz contributions. Since the parts of the spectrum without quartz
contributions yield nice reconstructions, one approach is to deconvolve with a ‘clean’
air spectrum. For strips with O2 and N2 contributions, this is the best approach since
both signals have the same spatial dependence and both contribute to a single ‘air’
reconstruction. However, for strips spectrally polluted with quartz signal, the decon-
volution formally fails, but it may be worth a try. Another approach is to select only
the N2 spectral line from this air spectrum for the spectral reference function. This im-
plies that the N2 line is taken as the representative spectral line for all structures in the
convolved raw data, i.e. that all spectral lines have equal shapes. This is a reasonable
assumption for the O2 line, and also worth a try for the quartz spectral lines. The N2
profile simply serves as a kind of point-spread function in this case.
Unfortunately, we did not record a narrow slit measurement without the wedge in this
set-up. Therefore, we had to average the ‘full’ spectral image 7.12[a] over a height
without quartz contributions (indicated by ‘>⊥’; 11 strips) to obtain the air spectrum
Rair fslit(0.10 mm)] of 7.12[b]. From this average, we cut the part indicated by the ‘ a`’
measure and interpolated the remainder of the strip with the average of the two end-
points of the selection (accounting for periodicity). This yielded the nitrogen spectral
reference function RN2 fslit(0.10 mm)] of figure 7.12[c]. Following the ‘OMA imaging’
section of the previous chapter, the restorations with the averaged air spectrum (fig-
ures 7.13[e–h]) and with the nitrogen spectrum (figures 7.13[i–l]) still contain curvature
and additional blurring with height. Moreover, the deconvolution with the nitrogen
spectrum leads to a result that (i) reconstructs the data on top of the raw data; (ii)
handles the species-specific (i.e. O2, N2, and H2O) data individually according to the
‘Re-centring R’ and ‘Multi-line spectra’ sections of the previous chapter, respectively.
However, both the deconvolution approaches worked out remarkably well for the lin-
ear Bayesian algorithm (figures 7.13[g,h,k,l]). The straightforward deconvolution still
produces noise for both the raw data and windowed data (figures 7.13[e,f,i,j]).
All Bayesian filtered deconvolutions that are shown in the matrix of figure 7.13 were
optimised for the deconvolution model parameter σ/τ . Table 7.2 lists all σ/τ values
for which the power in the ‘dark’ region was minimal with respect to the power in
the ‘illuminated’ region. The ‘dark’ region is represented by the dashed rectangle in
image 7.13[g], which measures 20× 90 pixels [width×height]. The ‘illuminated’ part
(13 pixels wide and same height as ‘dark’) is the narrow band directly to the right of
this region and bounded on the other side by the dark triangular region. Clearly, the
choice of spectral reference function influences the optimal σ/τ , but windowing the
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Table 7.2. σ/τ values for the various deconvolutions presented in figure 7.13. The number in
parentheses is for the reconstruction of the uniform ‘ambient air’ image (used for normalisation),
which is not shown.
Spectrum raw flow data windowed flow data
image σ/τ [count−1] image σ/τ [count−1]
Full 7.13[c] 12 7.13[d] 14
Air 7.13[e] 12 (10) 7.13[f] 11 (10)
N2 7.13[k] 10 (8) 7.13[l] 10 (8)
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Figure 7.14. Single-strip cross section through raw OMAgraph, figure 7.11[c], (black curve) and
restorated input image, lower right of figure 7.13 (grey curve). Parentheses around ‘wavelength∗’
remind that the O2 and N2 images are still separated.
raw data does hardly affect these values.
Both raw data and windowed data of the uniform ambient air OMAgraph (not shown)
were reconstructed as well using the air spectrum and the nitrogen spectrum. Single-
strip cross sections at the height of the arrow in figure 7.13[l] are shown in figure 7.14
for the raw data (black curves) and for the reconstructed data (grey curves). To the left
is the ‘flow’ reconstruction and to the right the corresponding ‘ambient’ reconstruc-
tion. Especially in the ambient restoration, the pedestals of the raw data structures
disappeared, leading to very pronounced O2 and N2 images. Additionally, the parts
that ought to be dark (in-between the O2 and N2 band, the dark triangles ‘t’ below
the tip of the wedge (see figure 7.11[c]), and ‘to the right’ of the N2 image) are very
dark now indeed in this ambient image, e.g. 3± 4 (on an arbitrary scale) inside the ‘t’
triangle. Also, the dip in the laser profile (‘d’) can be recognised. With respect to the
ambient raw OMAgraph cross section, the flow OMAgraph contains more spurious con-
tributions at the left of the oxygen structure and to the right of the nitrogen structure,
including the water contribution. This difference may originate from the lower tem-
perature of the flow10, or from a diffuse (out-of-focus) reflection from the back window
of the test section during flow operation. It is unlikely that the difference is due to den-
sity variations. No matter what caused these contributions, the supposed dark parts
10The oxygen : nitrogen ratio in the flow and ambient images are not equal. It is worth investigating
whether or not oxygen condensates during wind tunnel operation in order to potentially explain this
unexpected deviation.
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are correspondingly less dark in the reconstructions, too. However, again the contrast
increased and the pedestals disappeared in the restoration of the nitrogen flow image.
Finally, the linear Bayesian filtered deconvolution approaches with the air spectrum
and nitrogen spectrum provided consistent results whether windowed or not. This
means that the normalisation of the flow image with the ambient image yields equal
pixel values, i.e. number densities. (When deconvolving with the nitrogen spectrum,
only the nitrogen image is considered for interpretation, from which the oxygen im-
age may be derived.) Therefore, further processing of the wind tunnel flow images
will proceed with windowed data and deconvolution with the air spectrum Rair of
figure 7.12[b].
7.3.5 Flow interpretation
The experiment on the wedge flow was performed to investigate the consistency of
geometric information and pixel values from one single Raman image. En passant,
the feasibility of OMA Raman imaging is tested for measuring close to the surface of
test models. First, the geometric data is retrieved from the (not yet normalised) de-
convolved flow image, figure 7.13[h], the indicated part of which is replotted in fig-
ure 7.15[a]. Cross sections like in figure 7.15[b] yield the geometric information, from
which the locations of the shock waves and the surfaces of the wedge are determined
halfway the steep gradients. On a different magnification, the plots in figure 7.15[c]
provide the data points including least square fits of straight lines. From these fits,
the observed angles (σu/l +) and (δu/l +) are obtained subsequently11. σu/l denote
the upper and lower shock angles with respect to the free stream flow (see figure 3.5),
δu/l the corresponding ramp angles of the wedge, and  takes into account a possible
misalignment of the camera to the free stream. The results of the least square fits in
figure 7.15[c] are
σu + = +31.5(5)◦ δu + = +14.4(5)◦ (7.18a)
σl + = −32.2(5)◦ δl + = −15.0(5)◦ , (7.18b)
from which the self-consistent result
 = 1.58◦ and M1 = 3.02 (7.19)
is obtained with the algorithm outlined in appendix 7.A. The density ratio between
the upstream flow region ‘1’ and the downstream region ‘2’, separated by the oblique
shock waves (see figures 3.5 or 7.27), follows from equation (3.15) subsequently. For
11Due to the specific choice of the deconvolution approach, using the averaged air spectrum, there
is still some additional curvature in the reconstructed image. However, this effect underestimates the
observed angles with 0.5◦ at most.
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Figure 7.15. [a] Reconstruction of Raman intensities from scattering of air, as obtained in fig-
ure 7.13[h]. Vertical cross sections (3 pixel wide averages) are taken to trace the upper and lower
shocks, as well as the upper and lower surfaces of the wedge, one example of which is shown in [b].
Collecting the coordinates halfway the steep gradients, the points in [c] are obtained that were fit
subsequently with straight lines. The image size of [a] is 16.8× 48.7 mm2 [width×height].
the situation of figure 7.15 this results in
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
u
=
tanσu
tan(σu − δu) = 1.87 and
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
l
=
tanσl
tan(σl − δl) = 2.16 .
(7.20)
It is hard to assign an accuracy to these ratios as the self-consistent solving process
is highly non-linear. However, a change of (δu + ) with just 0.1◦ to 14.5◦ led to the
solution of (,M1) = (3.37◦, 3.04) and the corresponding density ratios of 1.75 and
2.31 (for above and below the wedge, respectively), deviating significantly in  and
the density ratios. Therefore, the uncertainty in the geometric analysis is expected to
be quite large. Note that the traces of the upper and lower surface (7.18a) and (7.18b)
reproduce the apex angle (2δ = 29.75◦) of the wedge (δu − δl) = 29.4(7) well within
its error.
The same density ratios of (7.20) can also be derived directly from the average densi-
ties (pixel values) in a normalised density plot. To that purpose, the flow reconstruc-
tion 7.15[a] was divided pixel-by-pixel to the corresponding part in the ambient air re-
construction (not shown). This way, the local laser power cancels as both distributions
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Figure 7.16. Air density field of a (nominal) Mach 3 flow over a wedge as recorded at z2, close
at its side face. This figure is a collage of a sequence of Raman images, representing flow density
relative to that of ambient density. The total visible part measures 63.1 × 42.3 mm2 [x × y].
Rectangles outline the regions that were used for the determination of the densities of (7.18). The
black boxes measure only 5× 5 pixels, and the upper and lower dashed white boxes 65× 70 pixels
and 60× 55 pixels, respectively. The labelled flow regions are discussed in the text.
were illuminated with the same laser sheet. Figure 7.16[a] is the normalised density
map of air that was constructed this way. The figure is in fact a collage of four consec-
utively recorded images, in which part [a] corresponds to the data of figures 7.11–7.15.
Taking the average over the pixels contained in the drawn rectangles results in
ρ1,u = 0.43(4)ρamb ρ1,l = 0.42(4)ρamb (7.21a)
ρ2,u = 0.73(7)ρamb ρ2,l = 0.68(5)ρamb , (7.21b)
leading to the ratios(
ρ2
ρ1
)Raman
u
= 1.74(25) and
(
ρ2
ρ1
)Raman
l
= 1.62(20) . (7.22)
The uncertainties in the latter values correspond to one standard deviation based on
shot noise (pixel-to-pixel variation). There is no perfect agreement between the two
methods for the density ratio determination, but we believe that especially the geomet-
ric analysis is too sensitive for a thorough comparison and maybe even inappropriate
for this measurement close to the edge.
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Figure 7.17. Normalised density map of the air flow over the quartz wedge with apex angle
29.75◦, recorded at the spanwise centre of the wedge (z1). The image measures 110× 230 pixels ∼=
4.8× 11.3 mm2 [width×height]. Lines indicate the shock wave positions (from least square fit)
and the estimated surfaces of the wedge. Rectangles outline the regions that were used for the
determination of the densities of (7.23). The black boxes measure only 5× 5 pixels, and the upper
and lower dashed white boxes 65× 75 pixels and 50× 50 pixels, respectively.
In order to exclude 3D effects leading to misuse of 2D theory in the presented compar-
ison, data taken at z1, i.e. in the centre of the wedge and outside of the Mach cones, is
analysed as well. The flow image (6 accumulations of 1200 light pulses) was best re-
constructed forσ/τ = 8 count−1 and the ambient air image forσ/τ = 9 count−1. Their
ratio is presented in figure 7.17, including the least square traces. The shock positions
are clearly distinguishable, but the surfaces of the wedge are blurred due to the finite
collection angle of the camera lens. Therefore, the indicated surfaces are estimated on
basis of separate measurements. The set of shock angles is determined to be
σu + = +34.9(5)◦ σl + = −34.7(5)◦ (7.23)
which are larger shock angles indeed than in (7.18) as is expected for 3D effects. When
the total apex angle of the wedge from the z2-measurement is optimised for this con-
figuration, i.e. (δu +) = +14.8 and (δl +) = −14.6, the values
 = 0.1◦ M1 = 2.67
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
u
= 1.90
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
l
= 1.90 (7.24)
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is found, and for the mechanically determined apex angle, i.e. (δu +) = +14.9 and
(δl +) = −14.8
 = −0.79◦ M1 = 2.68
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
u
= 1.97
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
l
= 1.86 (7.25)
results. Both analyses yield Mach numbers that are unlikely. Nevertheless, the ob-
tained density ratios correspond well to the ones determined on the pixel values,(
ρ2
ρ1
)Raman
u
= 1.88(25) and
(
ρ2
ρ1
)Raman
l
= 1.8(3) . (7.26)
Note that these values are also slightly larger than for the data taken at z2. The rela-
tively large uncertainties in the Raman density ratios are due to the limited number of
pixels that are averaged and the relatively high σ/τ value that was used in the decon-
volution. Compared to the measurement at z2 with 3D effects, this measurement at z1
agrees better to 2D theoretical predictions, albeit with an unlikely Mach number. More
importantly, OMA Raman imaging is capable of distinguishing between the density
ratios of both measurements.
As a further example of the technique, a larger part of the density field downstream of
the wedge is presented in figure 7.16. This figure is a collage of four sequential mea-
surements [a]–[d], for different streamwise positions of the wedge in the test section
(laser beam always at the same location). All individual flow and ambient air images
were deconvolved and normalised, after which the central parts were selected again.
Clearly, a lot of structure is visible in this map. Apart from the structures already
discussed in relation to figure 7.11, an expansion fan (‘f’) can be seen starting at the
downstream edge of the wedge. The oblique shock wave that starts at the tip of the
wedge, is reflected at the boundary layer of the wind tunnel and returns into the main
stream (‘r’). The interaction region shows a relatively high density (45% higher than
in regions ‘2’ and ‘r’). A second shock wave (‘s’), due to the wedge support structure,
comes into view at some distance behind the wedge. A few artifacts (‘a’) outline the
contour of the support of the wedge, which are attributed to reflections of Raman scat-
tered light by this brass part (they appear in the O2 and H2O bands, too). Note that
the high density regions ‘2’ downstream of the oblique shocks taper towards the up-
per/lower wall since the Mach lines at the back of the wedge are at a larger angle than
the oblique shock waves.
Because of the finite depth-of-field of the camera objective, the wedge contour is best
distinguished for the measurement taken close to the edge, i.e. z2. Judging the verti-
cal cross section of figure 7.15[b], OMA is capable of diagnosing the flow as close as
2 à 3 pixels from the surface. This is the distance between half-way the gradient (as
indicated by the horizontal reference line) and the plateaux of high density. For the
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current magnification, this boils down to a margin of <∼ 0.5 mm from the surface. By
optical zooming, this margin may well be reduced even further. Note that the blur-
ring for the high resolution measurement at the spanwise centre of the wedge (z1) is
not an artifact of OMA Raman imaging, but a complication from which every imaging
technique will suffer.
So far, the only planar density measurement with molecular light scattering techniques
on a wedge in a supersonic flow was performed by Smith et al. [151]. However, this
study used Rayleigh imaging, and suffered from the same bright artifacts close to the
surface of the wedge as the free stream data of figure 4.10. The intensities in the image
were not interpreted quantitatively as densities, disabling a comparison to theoreti-
cal predictions. Other planar molecular light scattering experiments were carried out
on different flow systems. However, some of them have a similarity to the study of
this section, providing quantitative density data. For example, Grünefeld et al. [54] in-
vestigated the flow field containing an object in the field of view (with Rayleigh and
Raman imaging), Fiedler et al. [45] diagnosed the flow field in a confined volume of
a turbine (Rayleigh imaging), and Shirinzadeh et al. [142] studied mixing phenomena
in a supersonic wind tunnel flow (Rayleigh imaging). However, these studies were
performed on a theoretically less-assessed flow field, complicating quantitative com-
parison to theory.
Furthermore, the flowmight be investigated experimentally by intrusive probing with
a pitot tube, analysed at the surface of the wedge (pressure taps, pressure/temperature
sensitive paint), or with line-of-sight techniques like holographic interferometry. A
complication for the latter technique is that it cannot easily be studied tomographically,
because the wedge will be in the path of illumination. Even for a transparent wedge,
like the quartz wedge used in this research, complications will arise because of the
(in)stability of the wedge. For our purposes, the wedge needs to be stable only to
within the resolution of 1 pixel on the CCD. For tomographic interferometry, however,
small displacements of the wedge may lead to a change of the optical path length, and
hence a phase change of the light. This phase change comes in addition to the phase
change owing to the density variations in the fluid along the optical path, obscuring
the signal. Therefore, the alternative to quantify the interferogram in terms of densities
is a comparison to an interferogram obtained from calculations. However, these ought
to take into account the complex 3D effects of the finite length of the wedge.
Several improvements of the current set-up are possible, especially with regard to
sensitivity. The signal-to-noise was found to scale linearly with the number of laser
pulses, suggesting to accumulate more laser shots. It is not really an alternative to
use higher laser pulse energy densities, as the windows already got damaged with the
current densities. Nevertheless, multiple illumination (with some kind of multi-pass
cavity [84, 138] around the flow field and/or increasing the total power over either
time (pulse stretching; e.g. with a tripled Nd:YAG laser beam) or space (lowering the
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resolution in the line-of-sight) might reduce the data acquisition times for the same
signal-to-noise. Also, the laser itself could be modified for improved degree of polari-
sation (section 7.2.1). Faster optics in front of the OMA is an obvious improvement, as
is binning the pixels at the cost of spatial resolution. Note that the spatial resolution is
determined optically by the choice of the camera lens. Close-ups of the boundary layer
close to the upper/lower wall of the wind tunnel can be made by optical zooming.
7.3.6 Summary and conclusion
Number density fields of an air flow confined to a wind tunnel can well be diagnosed
with 2D OMA Raman imaging upon illumination with 248 nm KrF excimer laser light.
Laser ablation of the surface of metallic test objects put into the flow generates ‘white
light’, which was found to pollute part of the data. Therefore, a study of the bow
shock formed upstream of a steel cylinder in a supersonic flow did not provide ac-
curate data on the N2 density. A quartz flow object still sabotages the O2 signal due
to spectral overlap, but the N2 data were very clean. The Bayesian deconvolution fil-
ter corrected the mixed-up data for their spectral line profile, yielding fine results in
terms of contrast. The density jump over the oblique shock waves in a Mach 3 flow
over a sharp-edged wedge has been determined from the deconvolved Raman scat-
tered light intensities and, independently, from the shock geometry with 2D theory.
The two results show agreement within their uncertainties, but we believe that espe-
cially the geometric analysis is very sensitive as suggested by an unlikely free stream
Mach number resulting from the 2D analysis.
Density fields were obtained with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 15% for 6000 laser
pulses. OMA Raman imaging is capable of distinguishing the densities in regions of
2D flow and regions with 3D effects. Moreover, it detects from about 0.5 mm from the
surface of quartz objects. Especially in those cases where invasive and/or line-of-sight
techniques are undesired, therefore, 2D OMA Raman imaging offers better perspectives
for quantitative imaging of number densities.
7.4 Stoichiometry Measurements
A concluding quantitative example of the 2D OMA imaging Raman technique involves
the measurement of the mixing ratio of methane (having a complex spectral structure)
and dry air. The stoichiometry of a fuel/oxidiser mixture is one of the key parameters
to characterise the combustion process. It can be used to predict reaction pathways and
the gross behaviour of the mixture after ignition [52, 162]. The practical measurement
of the local stoichiometry tends to be complicated, because the local mole fractions of
at least two different chemical species (fuel and oxidiser; both may be one or several
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Table 7.3. Assignments [139, 62, 37], Raman shifts (band maxima), and peak positions (λ248/355)
of the Raman bands observed in a CH4/air mixture upon 248 nm and 355 nm illumination. See
e.g. Smith & Carabatos-Nédelec [150, Fig. 25] for the vibrational modes of CH4.
Compound Assignment shift [cm−1 ] λ248 [nm] λ355 [nm]
O2 1556 258 376
N2 2331 263 387
CH4 ν2 1520 258 375
2ν4 2580 265 391
ν1,ν3, 2ν2 2914 267–270 395–400
H2O 3635 273 408
compounds) have to be determined simultaneously. Optical techniques are attractive
candidates to accomplish this, because of their non-intrusive nature, and their poten-
tially very good spatial and temporal resolution.
We discuss the spectral structure present in this experiment (Raman lines are given in
table 7.3, with many contributions from the symmetrical top CH4 molecule) and its
implications to OMA imaging. Then, following a brief description of the experimental
set-up, new results on a simple methane/air mixture (a premixed methane/air flame
upstream of its flame front) will be presented. Both raw data OMAgraphs and the
partial number density distribution obtained with the Bayesian deconvolution filter
will be shown. This section concludes with a short discussion of the prospects for
single-shot OMA Raman imaging.
7.4.1 Dealing with fundamental complications of spectral overlap
Raman imaging of individual chemical species generally requires sharp and narrow
spectral filters, because the spectral components in the scattered light are often not very
widely separated. Figure 7.18 shows the Raman spectra of ambient air (black curve)
and of pure methane (grey curve) that are of interest for the present application. The
band maxima are summarised in table 7.3. Two issues, however, now require special
attention, viz. (i) the overlap of the fundamental O2 Raman band with one of the CH4
lines (see figure 7.18 at λ ≈ 375 nm), and (ii) the spectral structure of the main CH4
Raman bands (at λ ≈ 395− 400 nm).
Overlap of O2 and CH4 Raman lines.
The stoichiometry, Φ, of a (non-combusting) methane/air mixture is here defined as
Φ(x, y) =
[CH4](x, y)/[O2](x, y)
([CH4]/[O2])stoichiometric
=
2[CH4](x, y)
[O2](x, y)
, (7.27)
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Figure 7.18. Raman spectra of ambient air (black curve) and pure methane (0.1 MPa(A); grey
curve). Note the logarithmic ordinate; the curves have been offset for clarity. The spectra were
recorded through the Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i spectrograph with its
1200 gr/mm grating, using 355 nm light (tripled Nd:YAG laser) for illumination. The N2 band
and the strongest CH4 (ν1,ν3, 2ν2) bands are isolated, but the O2 band overlaps with a weak
(ν2) CH4 band. There is also a relatively weak contribution of water vapour in the ambient air
spectrum.
in which the square brackets indicate number densities. Thus, Φ corresponds to the
fuel equivalence ratio [162]. In order to determine Φ we must measure [CH4] and [O2]
separately. From figure 7.18 it follows that CH4 gives an unambiguous contribution to
the Raman spectrum (band centred at 397 nm), but O2 does not. As a result, the deter-
mination of [O2] on the basis of the Raman intensity at 375 nm becomes cumbersome.
There are two solutions to this problem. One is to correct the combined O2/CH4 Ra-
man signal for the CH4 contribution by using the CH4 concentration that can be de-
termined from the 397 nm band. The other solution is to exploit the fact that, in the
non-burning mixture, the [N2] : [O2] ratio is constant, say β, so that Φ can also be
written as
Φ(x, y) =
2[CH4](x, y)
[O2](x, y)
=
2β[CH4](x, y)
[N2](x, y)
. (7.28)
The contribution of N2 to the Raman spectrum is well separated (with 355 nm illumi-
nation) from the other components, so that [N2] can be determined directly from the
Raman intensity. We have followed the second approach in this experiment.
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Spectral width of the main CH4 band.
The strongest feature in the Raman spectrum of CH4, around 397 nm, is in fact a com-
plex structure involving three Raman-active vibrational modes (see table 7.3). Effec-
tively, therefore, this Raman band has a width of approximately 5 nm (with 355 nm in-
cident light). On broadening the entrance slit of the spectrograph, the spatial structure
is scrambled with this spectral profile according to the convolution integral of (7.12).
For the calculation of the stoichiometry distribution we must retrieve the spatial distri-
bution out of such a convolved image. This corresponds to a deconvolution of the raw
data with the spectral distribution.
It was argued in section 5.6 on the 193 nm OMA Raman experiment that the spectral
line of N2 can be supposed to be monochromatic at room temperature on the scale of
our spectral resolution12. Consequently, there would be no pragmatic need to decon-
volve this image for its spectral structure. For CH4, however, the spectral distribution
clearly is all but monochromatic, and has a significant effect on the structure of the
recorded output. Every CH4 Raman line in the 395− 400 nm band produces a spatial
image, leading to an overlap as the lines are too closely together at the exit port of
the spectrograph after being diffracted by the grating. The procedure adopted for the
deconvolution of the spectral and spatial intensity distributions is discussed after the
next section.
7.4.2 Experimental
The experimental set-up is shown schematically in figure 7.19. A laminar flat flame
burner, developed at the University of Eindhoven [87], was used as a source of a pre-
mixed methane/air mixture. The flame was stabilised on a metal mesh at a distance
of about 12 mm above the burner surface. Methane and dry air were obtained from
gas bottles, the dry air being a 78.1 : 20.9 mixture [175, Table 1.10] of N2 and O2 (that
is, β = 3.73 in equation (7.28)). The stoichiometry could be adjusted by means of
calibrated mass flow controllers (MFC; Bronkhorst Hi-Tec) in both gas supply leads.
As with the available spectrograph the spectral structure of N2 is not sufficiently sep-
arated from the (weak) 2ν4 CH4 line upon 248 nm illumination, we switched to a
tripled multi-mode Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics QUANTARAY 250-10: λ ≈ 355 nm;
0.32 J/pulse; 5 ns pulse duration). Its circular laser beam was collimated to a sheet
by a Keplerian cylindrical telescope to approximately 10× 0.1 mm2 (height×depth-of-
field). The polarisation of the light was rotated extra-cavity to be in the plane of the
laser light sheet to maximise the Raman scattering efficiency.
12This argument was based on a FWHM analysis that does not account for the ‘pedestal’ (or wings) of
the spectral lines.
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Figure 7.19. Experimental set-up, see text for details. The rectangle in the lower right part
shows an artist impression of the expected stoichiometry distribution over the field of view of the
detection system. The coordinate system used in the discussion is indicated.
The scattered light was detected perpendicular to the plane of the light sheet and im-
aged by a camera lens (Nikon UV-NIKKOR 105 mm f /4.5) onto the entrance slit of
a spectrograph. The latter (Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i) was ori-
ented such that the grooves of its grating were parallel to the propagation vector of
the laser sheet. It has an entrance slit of length 30 mm (y in figure 7.19) and a variable
width (xin; the dimension of diffraction) up to 3.10 mm. In the experiments, the laser
sheet height (10 mm) was imaged to more or less match the maximum width of the
entrance slit. An intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T) collected
the images at the exit port of the spectrograph. The OMA was aligned such that its field
of view comprised both ambient air (Φ = 0) and the premixed flow (Φ as set by the
mass flow controllers); an artist impression of the stoichiometry distribution that would
be expected for this case is included in figure 7.19 (bottom-right).
The spectral resolution was approximately 0.033 nm/pixel (xout-dimension) and the
spatial resolution amounts to 209 µm/pixel (y-dimension) and, after deconvolution,
184 µm/pixel in the x-dimension.
7.4.3 Results and discussion
Average stoichiometry
In order to test the performance of the deconvolution procedure, the time-averaged
stoichiometry distribution was determined on the basis of an average over 25 accumu-
lations of 250 laser pulses each (well over 10 minutes measurement time in total). The
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Figure 7.20. Raw data Raman OMAgraphs: [a] ‘narrow’ slit measurement of ambient air; [b]
‘broad’ slit measurement of a methane/dry air flow at nominally stoichiometric conditions into
ambient air (see figure 7.19 for field of view and coordinate system); and [c] & [d] ‘narrow’ slit
measurement of a pure methane flow. For clarity, the grey scale has been inverted with respect to
all previous images. All images are on a different linear intensity scale, especially [d] being on a
different scale than [c] to magnify the rich ro-vibrational structure in the CH4 spectrum.
raw data are shown in figure 7.20[b]; its coordinate system is indicated in figure 7.19,
with x = xout at the exit port of the spectrograph. Two bands are distinguished in the
raw data [b], the upper one being due to N2 and the lower one to CH4. Both bands
are truncated at the left and the right by the finite entrance slit length of the spectro-
graph; the slit width was set to dslit = 3.10 mm. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ) can
be defined as the ratio of the average pixel value to the standard deviation (1σ) in a
certain region of uniform density and laser intensity. It was determined for the two
bands over a probe area of 100× 20 pixels located within the main flow, resulting in
S/N = 11 in the N2 band and S/N = 12 in the CH4 band. Part of the structure along
the xout-direction is due to laser sheet inhomogeneity. This shows up in both the N2
and the CH4 band, but will cancel in the calculation ofΦ (see equation (7.28)), because
of the linear dependency of the Raman signal on laser intensity IL. Besides this, the
CH4 band shows a distinct wing extending to the red (the bottom of the OMAgraph)
which is due to the spectral structure of the Raman spectrum.
Both the N2 and the CH4 images need to be deconvolved with a proper spectral ref-
erence function as discussed at the end of section 7.113. Therefore, spectra (dslit =
0.10 mm) were taken on ambient air and a pure methane flow (figures 7.20[a]: 25× 71
laser pulses; and [c] & [d]: 25 × 5 laser pulses, respectively) for the same setting
13Taking the N2 line as a representative structure (like we did for the wind tunnel experiment) will
correct for the spectral width of the individual {ν1,ν3, 2ν2} CH4 lines, but will not remove the overlap
of the corresponding spatial images.
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Figure 7.21. Raw data [a] and deconvolved [c] Raman OMAgraph for a methane/dry air flow at
nominally stoichiometric conditions (for field of view see figure 7.19). For clarity, the grey scale
has been inverted with respect to all previous images. Both the images contain a N2 (upper) and
a methane (lower) contribution, which are truncated at the left and the right by the spectrograph
entrance slit length. The vertical axis of [c] contains the label ‘(wavelength ∗)’ as it is purely
spatial only within the N2 and CH4 reconstructions (see text for computational details). Vertical
cross sections through the images of [a] (black line) and [c] (grey line) at the location indicated by
the arrows are plot in [b]. All images are on the same linear intensity scale.
of the grating, i.e. equivalent xout-axes14. Since only the right part of the imaged
region was covered with a flow out of the burner, it was not possible to record a
CH4 spectrum for every longitude. Therefore, the spectra [RN2 fslit(0.10 mm)] [a] and
[RCH4 fslit(0.10 mm)] [c] are averages over some longitude y. These spectra 7.20[a]
and [c] serve as the species-specific, non-normalised spectral reference functions for
the deconvolution of the OMAgraph 7.20[b]. If the species-specific parts of this figure,
indicated by the ‘>⊥’-s, are deconvolved consecutively for their own [R fslit(0.10 mm)],
the reconstruction figure 7.21[c] results. This image shows the maximum value I(x, y)
of the individual N2 and CH4 deconvolution results of (7.12) obtained with re-centred
spectral reference functions. Therefore, (i) the reconstructed data falls on top of the
raw data (for N2 as well as CH4); and (ii) the grey scale is on the same intensity scale
as is the raw data. Note that the 2ν4 CH4 band (in-between the N2 and the main CH4
images) is discarded by the selection of the ‘>⊥’-s.
In comparison to the raw data 7.21[a] (identical to figure 7.20[b]), the contrast in both
bands has increased. The boundaries have become sharper (as they ought to, being
determined by the entrance slit), and the spectral tail below the CH4 band has all but
disappeared. This can be seen more clearly in the intermediate figure 7.21[b], which
14As the spectra were recorded with the same slit width, the factors fN2slit and f
CH4
slit equal and will be
denoted by fslit.
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shows a vertical cross section of one pixel wide through figure 7.21[c] (grey curve;
location of the arrow). For comparison, the corresponding cross section through fig-
ure 7.21[a] is included as well (black curve). The structure along the xin-direction that
remains in the deconvolved N2 image is largely due to intensity variations in the laser
light sheet. The CH4 band shows the same variation (one of the advantages of using a
spectrograph; both bands are really measured simultaneously), but in addition there is
some residual structure due to incompletely removed spectral features of CH4, similar
to the ghost images in figure 6.7.
The deconvolution procedure, by using measured spectral distributions, automatically
takes into account the different Raman scattering cross sections of N2 and CH4. As a
result, the pixel values in figure 7.21[c] can be normalised to relative partial number
densities with respect to Nsref(y). A minor complication arises from the fact that the
spectral distributions used for deconvolution were measured on dry air (for N2) and
pure CH4 (for CH4), both under ambient conditions. Expressing all number densi-
ties in these reference flows in terms of the number density of N2 in dry ambient air,
[N2]amb, we have
[CH4]ref =
β+ 1
β
[N2]amb and [N2]ref = [N2]amb .
The flow, with an exit speed in the order of 24 cm/s, is treated as incompressible, i.e.
[O2]Φ + [N2]Φ + [CH4]Φ = [O2]amb + [N2]amb =
β+ 1
β
[N2]amb (7.29)
for any composition of the methane/dry air mixture15, specifically the extrema of pure
methane and dry air. After normalisation to this ambient nitrogen concentration and
correction for the number of laser pulses, the [N2] and 2β[CH4] (with β = 3.73) decon-
volved images are shown in figure 7.22 (for a deconvolution with the spectral reference
functions at their original positions). Both the purely spatial patterns are vertically cen-
tred in the images now, allowing an easy selection of the physically interesting region
of dslit, i.e. the part of the original distribution that was transmitted by the entrance
slit of the spectrograph. Furthermore, both images are on the same grey scale in units
of [[N2]amb fslit(0.10 mm) IL,ref(y)/IL(y)]. This unit cancels on a pixel-by-pixel divi-
sion of the two images, resulting in the 2D (dimensionless) stoichiometry distribution,
according to (7.28). Besides this stoichiometry measurement, figure 7.23 shows stoi-
chiometry determinations for measurements of 625 single-shot accumulations at var-
ious pre-set mixing ratios. At the left the experimental conditions are indicated (set
value forΦ; number of laser shots for the raw data), and at the right the spatially aver-
15For a general stoichiometry Φ of a methane/air mixture, the N2 and CH4 concentrations read:
2(β+1)
2+2β+Φ [N2]amb and
(β+1)Φ
β(2+2β+Φ) [N2]amb, respectively. Note that there is also O2 present in the amount of
2(β+1)
β(2+2β+Φ) [N2]amb to complete the ambient density,
β+1
β [N2]amb.
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Figure 7.22. Deconvolution results of the raw data (7.20[b]) according to (7.13) with RN2
(7.20[a]) for [N2] and with RCH4 (7.20[c]) for [CH4]. The latter was post-multiplied with 2β.
Both images are (i) on a purely spatial scale in both dimensions; (ii) on the same grey scale; and
(iii) in units of [N2]amb fslit(0.10 mm) IL,ref(y)/IL(y), i.e. still dependent on the laser sheet in-
homogeneity. For clarity, the ‘>⊥’s indicate the parts that were selected in figure 7.20[b] for the
species-specific deconvolution as well as the actual width of the entrance slit.
aged stoichiometry as determined from the images is listed (average and one standard
deviation over a rectangular region of 104 pixels in the central part of the flow). Clearly,
the averages reproduce the nominal values very well, with about 10% statistical error.
Part of the error is due to the residual (spectral) structure in the images, as discussed
above (the horizontal stripe pattern in the images). For this reason, increasing the data
collection time by a factor of 10 (compare figures 7.23[b] and 7.23[c]) does not improve
the S/N -ratio by a factor√10, as would be expected for shot noise-limited data. Note
that also the fanning out of the flow near the upper limit of the field of view, where the
flow bumps into the metal mesh, can clearly be seen. (The corresponding feature at the
right hand side of the flow falls outside the field of view; see figure 7.19.)
Snapshot stoichiometry
The full advantage of imaging through a spectrographwould be exploited if signal lev-
els were high enough to permit accurate stoichiometry determinationswith single laser
shots. An example of such a single-shot acquisition is shown in figure 7.24[a] for nom-
inally stoichiometric conditions ([N2]Φ=1 = 0.90[N2]amb and [CH4]Φ=1 = 0.12[N2]amb
according to the incompressibility assumption (7.29)). The speckled single-shot raw
data image becomes very smooth (well-filled) on average [b] with a standard devi-
ation [c] that is in the order of 80% of the average. Note that part of this standard
deviation originates from fluctuations in the laser intensity (which influence the S.D.
linearly) and that the impact of read-out noise is high for these low intensities.
For the current experimental set-up (illumination intensity up to about 60 MW/cm2),
we have determined the statistics of stoichiometry distributions for an average over a
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Figure 7.23. Average stoichiometry distributions, derived from images like those of figure 7.22.
Experimental settings are indicated on the left, the spatially averaged stoichiometries derived from
the images are listed on the right (region involved indicated in [a]); error is one standard deviation
in units of the last significant digit). All deconvolutions were performed for σ/τ = 6 count−1.
varying number of single-shot raw data images, figure 7.24[a] alike. Only after this av-
eraging, the deconvolution algorithmwas applied as discussed in the previous section,
and a subsequent division of the CH4 image by the N2 image. Each of the stoichiom-
etry images presented below in fact is the worst-case ‘average’ over a number of laser
shots (due to the read-out noise), recorded on a nominally stoichiometric (Φ = 1)
flow. Part of the results is shown in figure 7.25, which shows the distributions and the
S/N values resulting from averages over 1, 10, 100, and 625 single-shot images. In the
present set-up, less than 10 laser shots are required to obtain a stoichiometry distribu-
tion with a spatially averaged S/N ≈ 1. This performance increases to S/N ≈ 10
when more than 250 laser shots are used. In the single-shot image, the regions with
and without flow are recognisable, but the statistics are very poor, and do not allow for
a useful estimate of stoichiometry values.
There is, however, room for improvement, now that the major obstacle (the deconvolu-
tion procedure) has been tackled. The count rate can be increased by (i) increasing the
laser power and (ii) increasing the detection efficiency. The laser pulse energy could
probably be increased (our system ran below its specification), but will be limited by
the occurrence of optical breakdown. Compared to the 248 nm experiments on the free
jet, the OMA is even more sensitive to polarisation at 355 nm. Figure 7.26 promises
a potential gain of a factor 2.5 at most; we did not record how efficient the detection
during the actual experiment was. The total experimental efficiency could be increased
further if simultaneously the laser pulse duration could be increased or the thickness of
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Figure 7.24. Single-shot Raman image [a], and an average [b] over 625 subsequent single-shot
images with its corresponding standard deviation [c]. The flow was pre-set at nominally stoichio-
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Figure 7.25. Stoichiometry distributions determined using different number of laser shots. Spa-
tial averages and standard deviations are determined in the dashed rectangular region (4050 pix-
els) of the stoichiometry for 625 laser pulses. See text for discussion.
the focus would be increased. The former is not easily accomplished, the latter would
result in loss of spatial resolution. Alternatively, the laser beam could be multi-passed
through the probe volume [84, 138], or the (free stream) flow might be studied intra-
cavity in the laser [91]. The detection efficiency is limited by the collection angle of the
spectrograph ( f /4 for the Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i). Improve-
ment could be achieved by binning pixels on the CCD chip, again at the expense of
spatial resolution.
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Figure 7.26. OMA detection response to a fixed intensity and polarisation of the O2 and N2
Raman scattered light as a function of the rotation angle κ of a 355 nm λ/2-wave plate directly in
front of the OMA.
7.4.4 Conclusion
OMA Raman imaging is useful for the determination of 2D stoichiometry distributions.
The main advantage of the method is the simultaneous determination of fuel and ox-
idiser distributions over exactly the same field of view and under exactly the same
experimental conditions. Moreover, the spectrograph is a permanent monitor of the
spectral purity of the data. The raw data, that consist of a convolution of the spectral
and spatial intensity distributions in the spectrograph entrance plane, can be quan-
tified as separate, purely spatial distributions of both fuel and oxidiser through the
application of the Bayesian deconvolution filter. These patterns directly yield the stoi-
chiometry field. The signal-to-noise ratio is limited by the low Raman scattering cross
sections. Spatial averages of the stoichiometry in uniform parts of a methane/air flow
reproduce the set values with a statistical error of below 10% when 250 or more single-
shot images are averaged.
7.5 Concluding Remarks
Tests on three realistic and diverse flow situations demonstrate the potential of 2D OMA
Raman imaging technique as a reliable quantitative tool for flow diagnostics. Although
the spectrograph scrambles spatial and spectral information, the linear Bayesian de-
convolution filter of the previous chapter successfully provides purely spatial patterns
for all flow measurements. This algorithm was applied species-specific to study mix-
ing phenomena of methane and air, and to tackle spectral complications due to quartz
objects in a (wind tunnel) flow field. Measurements were performed as close as 0.5 mm
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from the surface of quartz objects.
The pixel values in the resulting images are proportional to (partial) number density
and local laser sheet intensity. On normalisation to a well-known reference number
density, the dependency on the illumination intensity is removed, and the pixel values
represent fractions of the reference density. Unfortunately, the Raman cross sections
are small, still prohibiting studies of unsteady processes with single-shot illumination.
Generally, the processed data of densities around ambient conditions have a signal-
to-noise ratio of about 10:1 for illumination with about 500 laser pulses with state-
of-the-art equipment. However, all examples contain suggestions as to what realistic
improvements might be implemented towards an eminent technique.
7.A Wedge in a Uniform Supersonic Flow Revisited
In section 3.3 it was derived what the number density field is of a uniform supersonic
flow over a wedge at a known angle of attack. Now consider such a wedge in a real
experiment, for which the ramp and shock angles need to be determined from an image
(including experimental uncertainties) of the flow. Moreover, the flow may attack the
wedge from an angle other than presumed (the centre line of the wind tunnel being the
educated guess). No matter what imaging technique is used (schlieren, OMA Raman,
filter Raman, etc.), the generic picture of this study in practice is that of figure 7.27,
incorporating a ‘misalignment’  between the free stream flow and the centre line of
detection16. When the horizontal axis of detection is parallel to the centre line of the
wind tunnel,  basically is a physical artifact of an inclination of the flow17. Labelling
the measured angles with the superscript m, they are related to the ‘real’ angles via
δmu/l = δu/l + and σ
m
u/l = σu/l + .
Remember that angles clockwise from the free stream are represented by negative
numbers, so the addition of  has an opposite effect on the ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ an-
gles. While increasing the absolute value of the angles on one side (either ‘upper’ or
‘lower’), it decreases the absolute value of the angles on the other side.
16The sign of the angle  is determined from its orientation with respect to the free stream lines, as are
the angles δu/l and σu/l . If the horizontal axis of detection is rotated counterclockwise with respect to
the free stream,  is measured positive and mutatis mutandis for clockwise rotation.
17In principle, however, the orientation with respect to the centre line of the wind tunnel is irrele-
vant for a self-consistent solution of the set (3.14). The quantity is useful only in the search of possible
explanations of unexpected solutions.
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Figure 7.27. Geometry of a supersonic flow over a wedge (a dual ramp) with ‘upper’ ramp angle
δu and ‘lower’ ramp angle δl . The corresponding shock angles are σu and σl . All the designated
angles are defined with respect to the free stream lines (solid line and arrows). The imaging system
(the dashed line represents one of the Cartesian detector axes), however, might be misaligned over
an angle  with respect to these free stream lines. Consequently, the measured angles deviate
over  with respect to the angles defined to the free stream. In this specific drawing,  = −3◦
is a negative number, as it is rotated clockwise from the free stream lines, δl and σl alike. The
depicted situation is self-consistent [175, Table C.12] for the flow M1 = 3.00 that impinges on the
wedge with ramp angles δu = +18◦ and δl = −12◦, thus generating oblique shocks at the angles
σu = +35.47◦ and σl = −29.25◦.
The set (3.14a) and (3.14b) of the oblique shock relations becomes
tan(δmu −) tan(σ mu −) =
2
[
M21 sin
2(σ mu −)− 1
]
(γ + 1)M21 − 2
[
M21 sin
2(σ mu −)− 1
] (7.30a)
tan(δml −) tan(σ ml −) =
2
[
M21 sin
2(σ ml −)− 1]
(γ + 1)M21 − 2
[
M21 sin
2(σ ml −)− 1] (7.30b)
in terms of the measured angles, constraining the physically allowed values of (,M1).
It is possible to isolate M21 in both equations, and to express it in terms of  (given the
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measured angles as known parameters)
M21(u/l)() =
=
tan
(
δmu/l −
)
tan
(
σ mu/l −
)
+ 1
sin2
(
σ mu/l −
) [
tan
(
δmu/l −
)
tan
(
σ mu/l −
)
+ 1
]
− . . .
. . .− γ + 1
2
tan
(
δmu/l −
)
tan
(
σ mu/l −
)
. (7.31)
Using the goniometric relation
tan
(
δmu/l −
)
tan
(
σ mu/l −
)
+ 1 =
cos
(
δmu/l −σ mu/l
)
cos
(
δmu/l −
)
cos
(
σ mu/l −
) , (7.32)
equation (7.31) transforms into the more compact form
M21(u/l)() =
cos
(
δmu/l −σ mu/l
)
sin2
(
σ mu/l −
)
cos
(
δmu/l −σ mu/l
)
− γ+12 sin
(
δmu/l −
)
sin
(
σ mu/l −
)
(7.33)
For a proper solution of a uniform flow, M1u obviously needs to equal M1l, providing a
relation in only, which can be solved by numerical root-searching algorithms. The de-
nominator of the expression (7.33) contains zero-crossings for u and l, possibly spoiling
the algorithm. Therefore M21(u/l) is inverted and multiplied by both the enumerators,
yielding the root-searching equations
LHS() def=
cos(δmu −σ mu ) cos
(
δml −σ ml
)
M21u()
; and (7.34a)
RHS() def=
cos(δmu −σ mu ) cos
(
δml −σ ml
)
M21l()
(7.34b)
that are plugged into the FINDROOT function of MATHEMATICA 2.2 to find the roots
of LHS() = RHS(). The process is illustrated in figure 7.28, containing the plots of
LHS() and RHS(). The functions apply to the self-consistent configuration of fig-
ure 3.5 with an offset of  = −20◦ on all measured angles to simulate a misalignment.
As all goniometric functions in  appear in products or as squares, both the LHS()
and RHS() have a period pi . Self-consistent solutions are found every pi/2 (i.e. two
solutions per period) alternatingly giving a positive value and a negative value for the
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Figure 7.28. The intersections of the LHS() (black line) and the RHS() (grey line) form the self-
consistent solutions. The dashed lines give the ‘zero’ vertical and horizontal axes, and the dotted
lines indicate the self-consistent solutions of . The functions clearly show a periodic behaviour of
180◦ in , and only their positive values for LHS and RHS (both ∝ (1/M1(u/l))2) correspond to
physical geometries.
functions (7.34). Phenomenologically, the shock angles exceed the ramp angles by less
than 90◦, so the cosines in the LHS() and RHS() are always positive. Therefore, the
solutions of  associated with positive values of the functions are physical, and those
corresponding to the negative values yield non-physical solutions with an imaginary
Mach number. We select  for the self-consistent solution that is smallest in absolute
value while yielding positive values for both equations in (7.34).
Once the real ramp angles δu/l and shock angles σu/l are determined relative to the ac-
tual free stream flow, the ratios of the static thermodynamic properties over an oblique
shock wave can be calculated. In this thesis, we concentrate on the density ratio over
an oblique shock, i.e.
(
ρ2
ρ1
)
u/l
=
tan
(
σu/l
)
tan
(
σu/l − δu/l
) (3.15)
This ratio is measured both from the geometry of the flow field (via this equation) and
directly from the measured values for the number density in sections 7.3 and 8.3.4.
Chapter8
Filter Raman Imaging
Planar distributions of spectrally diverse Raman scattered light, the spectral intensity
of which is proportional to species-specific number density and therefore interesting
for quantitative density field measurements, can be recorded in at least two ways. One
method is to diffract the light coming from the scattering volume, thus adding a spa-
tial dependency to the spectral information. A second one is to optically reject all non-
relevant wavelength components and to detect the interesting wavelengths only. The
first approach has been the subject of the previous chapters, using a spectrograph to
determine 2D number density images based on recorded distributions of Raman scat-
tered light. Although the spectrograph is not too inefficient (ηλ≈250 nm ≈ 50% for the
1-240-HUV grating that was used [2]), OMA Raman imaging is not (yet) capable of ac-
quiring snapshot distributions with a satisfying signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, some
post-processing was required to interpret the signal quantitatively. Nevertheless, 2D
OMA imaging appears a powerful diagnostic technique for various complicated flow
systems.
The second approach of selecting Raman signals is to employ an optical filter. For UV
illumination, the Raman lines are spectrally close to the elastic contributions (Rayleigh
& Mie scattered light, reflections, etc.), and because of that it is not trivial to design
an appropriate filter to single out the desired Raman lines. In the next section, the
requirements for such a filter will be discussed. The resulting signal behind a trans-
mission filter is different from OMAgraphs in that the transmitted wavelengths are not
spatially separated, i.e. each pixel of the (black-and-white) CCD camera behind the filter
integrates over all wavelengths that are supplied. Besides an expectedly higher trans-
mission efficiency, this effect increases the individual pixel signal levels even more,
resulting in a lower number of laser pulses required for sufficiently robust statistics of
the data.
In this chapter, we report 2D density field measurements in the form of Raman images
taken through such a dedicated narrow band transmission filter, andwe compare them
to 2D Rayleigh images (chapter 4) and 2D OMA Raman images (section 7.2). The mea-
surements were all performed on an underexpanded free jet to verify the consistency
of the variousmolecular light scattering detection schemes. In addition, measurements
on a supersonic wind tunnel flow over a wedge set at several angles of attack are pre-
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Figure 8.1. Spectra of (elastic) Rayleigh scattered light, (inelastic) O2, N2 and H2O Raman
scattered light (black curve) and the Raman scattered light and phosphorescence of Suprasil I
fused silica (grey curve) for λ ≈ 248 nm illumination. Both curves are on a different linear scale.
See caption of figure 7.11 for details.
sented and compared with theory via the geometrical properties of the oblique shocks
induced by the wedge. The various angles of attack provide a variety of ramp angles
that, consequently, generate different density ratios between the free stream and the
region behind the shock.
8.1 Approach for Optical Filtering
If a laser sheet is directed through a flow field, the scattered light will contain many
spectral components from a variety of sources. There will at least be contributions
of (elastic) Rayleigh scattering and of (inelastic) O2 and N2 Raman scattering that all,
in principle, are linear in the local number densities. In case there is a test model in
the flow and/or if the flow is confined to a closed volume, there will be additional
contributions from reflections off the solid objects and possibly Raman scattering and
phosphorescence from the object. The reflections often spoil the (weaker) Rayleigh
scattered signal, as they both are elastic processes. The fundamental O2 (1556 cm−1)
and N2 (2331 cm−1) Raman signals can be separated spectrally from the reflected light.
Some of the experiments reported below concern the flow around a fused quartz object.
The Raman signal arising from this object often turned out to be more intense than the
O2 and N2 Raman signals, and one of the quartz Raman lines unfortunately was found
to interfere with the O2 Raman signal (see figure 8.1). In addition, phosphorescence of
the quartz is very dominant from the UV through the visible, even for high grade fused
silica (Suprasil I). Clearly, it is a challenge to distill the desired weak O2 and N2 Raman
signals out of many contributions.
One way of spectrally filtering the scattered light is to place a sufficiently selective
transmission filter in front of a camera. For an illumination wavelength of 248 nm, the
fundamental O2 andN2 Raman lines will be found at 258 nm and 263 nm, respectively.
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An obvious choice would be a commercial colour glass filter, e.g. UG11. However, these
filters are not sufficiently ‘steep’ in-between the laser wavelength and the Raman lines,
and they transmit a large portion of the intense phosphorescence of the quartz. The
same applies to (frequency) low pass filters, e.g. butyl acetate [70]. Combinations of
these filters also did not yield satisfying results.
From this discussion, we conclude that we need a filter that suppresses the laser wave-
length by at least five orders of magnitude, transmits the Raman lines without loss, and
rejects all phosphorescence of the quartz. This boils down to a narrow band transmis-
sion filter with an approximate FWHM of 10 nm centred around 261 nm, and having
a high extinction ratio outside the transmission window. However, such narrow-band
transmission filters with high throughput do not exist in the UV. They are available
in the visible regime, but as the Raman scattering efficiency decreases with λ4, it is
unfavourable to perform the experiments with visible light. Therefore, we stuck to
the UV and chose a ‘reflection’ filter, which consists of 4 narrow band high reflectors
(see e.g. [33, § 4.2.8]), rather than a standard transmission filter. This reflection filter
is equipped with an additional butyl acetate filter to suppress the laser wavelength
even more strongly. Grünefeld [54] accomplished a similar filter characteristic with a
combination of 25 mm butyl acetate and two 45◦ mirrors for 248 nm put under 35◦,
resulting in a sufficient suppression of the laser wavelength and 90% reduction of the
wavelengths longer than 300 nm. We expect that our dedicated filter performs better,
especially for the wavelengths beyond 265 nm (N2 Raman line). In section 8.3.1, the
present filter is shown to have a transmission of roughly 50% from 261 nm through
269 nm FWHM with a pedestal extending to the UV rather than to the visible.
8.2 Experimental Details and Equipment
8.2.1 Illumination
The flow field of interest is intersected by a thin laser sheet from a tunable KrF ex-
cimer laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC: λ ≈ 248 nm) that was collimated by a cylindri-
cal Galilean telescope to approximately 25× 0.5 mm2 (height×width). The laser was
operated in the oscillator/amplifier mode with a slightly modified oscillator. As we
wanted the polarisation of the light to be in the plane of the laser sheet to maximise
the Rayleigh and Raman scattering efficiencies, a polarising beam splitter cube was
inserted intra-cavity into the oscillator. In addition, a λ/2-wave plate was mounted in-
between the oscillator and amplifier discharge tubes to seed the amplifier with purely
vertically polarised light (see section 7.2.1). Typical pulse energies were 0.20− 0.25 J
directly after the laser head and approximately 70% of that amount in the test area.
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Figure 8.2. Set-up for Raman imaging through a reflection filter (‘Filter Raman’). The rectangu-
lar light sheet of a KrF excimer laser is collimated by two cylindrical lenses and directed through
the flow field of interest. The intensified CCD camera detects the scattered light that passed the
4-mirror reflection filter plus 1 cm butyl acetate in a quartz cuvette. Although the substrates of the
mirrors in the reflection filter are opaque, an additional piece of cardboard is put in the direct path
between the incoming and outgoing beams. The ‘Rayleigh imaging’ detection scheme is presented
in figure 4.1 and in figure 5.1 the ‘OMA Raman imaging’ method is elucidated.
8.2.2 Detection
An ICCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T: 512× 512 pixels,∅25 mm intensi-
fier; 16 bit dynamic range), equipped with a camera lens (Nikon UV-NIKKOR 105 mm
f /4.5), detected the scattered light, always under 90 degrees with respect to the laser
sheet. The simplest set-up incorporates just this camerawithout any filter, and involves
the detection of the Rayleigh scattered light. Note that all light from the field of view
is collected this way, but in the interpretation it is assumed that the contribution of the
Raman scattered light is negligible with respect to that of the Rayleigh scattered light,
and that all reflections can be isolated and attributed to some localised scatterer.
Raman scattered light was detected through an imaging spectrograph (Acton Research
Corporation SPECTRAPRO 500i; f /6.5 equipped with an 1800 gr/mm holographic
grating, optimised for 250 nm) in-between the objective and the ICCD, thus forming
an Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA). The spectrograph has an entrance slit of
height 30 mm and a variable width dslit up to 3 mm. In the underexpanded free jet
experiments approximately twice the size of the nozzle outlet was imaged to more or
less fill the maximum width of the entrance slit to view both the flow and a part of
ambient air. For the band pass filter measurements (see figure 8.2), the spectrograph
was exchanged for the 4-mirror reflection filter (LaserOptik NF2 notch-filter coating for
263 nm @ 14.5◦ on 1 mm thick (opaque) NG1 Schott colour glass substrates). In both
Raman detection schemes, the scattered light is additionally filtered by a 1 cm liquid
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butyl acetate filter in a quartz cuvette.
For all techniques, an image is taken with a flow present (referred to as ‘flow’ image)
and one with the flow turned off (i.e. still ambient air; ‘ambient air’ image) each time.
Because Rayleigh and Raman signals are linearly proportional with the local number
density, the pixel-by-pixel ratio of both images is interpreted as a quantitative density
distribution normalised to ambient air density, i.e. ρ/ρamb for every pixel. Laser sheet
inhomogeneity and pixel sensitivity differences cancel in this correction procedure.
The free stream OMA Raman images were deconvolved (as described in section 7.2)
before being normalised.
8.2.3 Validation experiments on an underexpanded free jet
Dry air from a high pressure vessel was fed to an axi-symmetric diverging-converging
nozzle with an outlet diameter of d = 5 mm and duct length of 60 mm (see figure 3.2)
in order to generate a supersonic jet. The flow was directed upwards with a nominal
stagnation pressure of pt ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} MPa(A) (measured in the settling chamber)
at room temperature into ambient air (pressure pamb). The outlet duct has a length of
60 mm, above which the laser sheet cut the flow symmetrically, containing the flow
axis. The same nozzle was used in the experiments on Rayleigh and Raman scattering
reported earlier in chapters 4 and 7. Here, we repeated some of these experiments in
order to obtain several data sets recorded under exactly the same flow and illumination
conditions for optimal compatibility.
In the Rayleigh scattering experiments, the nozzle was lowered to have the nozzle deck
outside of the field of view, whereas during the Raman experiments it was kept in view.
For all ambient air reference measurements, the nozzle was lowered to be clearly out
of the (wings of the) laser sheet. Special attention was paid to suppress stray light with
black shielding and with additional rectangular diaphragms.
8.2.4 Mach 3 wind tunnel flow experiments
The collimated laser beam was directed through the test section of a rectangular duct
Mach 3 wind tunnel the Mach blocks of which are equipped with quartz windows
(free stream cross section Atest = 43.10× 41.70 mm2 [height×width]: see section 3.4
for other details). In the centre of the test section, a 30◦ symmetric quartz wedge was
mounted, which could be fixed at various angles of attack with the construction of
figure 8.3. It employs a support consisting of a fixed part Ã and a revolvable part Â
that holds the wedge À, the base of which measures 9× 24 mm2 [height×width]. The
clamping design was proven successful in the previous chapter, and this improved
construction was tested with a dummy brass wedge to record the schlieren image of
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Figure 8.3. The Suprasil I quartz wedge À and its support. The (silver steel) fork Â is revolv-
able around the axis Ä shared with the (stainless steel) fixed part Ã, which is screwed onto the
standard traversing mechanism of the wind tunnel (not shown). Choosing the right combina-
tion of holes (with Å) in the variable and fixed parts of the support, any nominal angle of attack
0◦ ≤ |α| ≤ 21◦ can be realised in units of 3◦ as well as the extremaα = ±30◦, for which one face
of the wedge ought to be parallel to the free stream flow. The additional components are: a stiff gas-
ket Á to protect the quartz; M4 adjusting bolts Æ that sink into the sockets Ç to fix the support
in-between the Mach blocks; and the bolts È to clamp the wedge. The reamed bolts Ä and Å and
their designated holes have a tight H7/h6 fit to minimise the margins inα. Excluding Æ and Ç,
the assembly measures approximately 112× 24× 14 mm3 [flow-direction×line-of-sight×height]
in neutral (α = 0◦) montage.
figure 3.9. From that image, we concluded that the construction was stable during
wind tunnel operation and could stand the load exerted by the supersonic flow. The
top and bottom faces of the quartz wedge were polished, but the sides were untreated
(mat) at first and painted black in a later stage. When put into the test section of the
wind tunnel and illuminated with the laser sheet, the construction resembles figure 8.4
as seen from the side of the detector. The angle of deflection for the part of the laser
beam that hits the wedge varies from 17◦ − 21◦, depending on the angle of attack.
The wedge is illuminated ca. 10 mm from the side face directed towards to camera.
Depending on the angle of attack, the Mach cone limiting 3D effects enters this plane
of illumination 3 à 4 mm downstream of the tip of the wedge. Three-dimensional
effects in principle lower the static pressure [81, § 4.18] with respect to the value based
on two-dimensional oblique shock theory. The quantitative effect on number density
is not well-known.
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Figure 8.4. Side view of the wind tunnel with the laser sheet traversing its test section that con-
tains the quartz wedge. Only the most upstream part of the wedge is detected in this experiment,
in which the wedge is illuminated roughly 10 mm from the (camera) side face of the wedge. The
part of the laser beam that hits the wedge is refracted, leaving an area of the test section below the
wedge non-illuminated (white triangular region ‘t’).
8.3 Results and Discussion
8.3.1 Filter characteristics
The first test was to assess the filtering and imaging properties of the new transmission
filter. The high reflectors inside this filter consist of a multi-layer dielectric coating on
top of an opaque substrate, leading to interference of partial reflections [60, 169, 33].
This interference results in a dependency of the reflectivity on both the wavelength
and the angle of incidence i. The optimal transmission curve for the present appli-
cation was determined with broad-band light from a high pressure mercury lamp for
various angles of incidence. The reflectors were mounted on a device that kept the
incident and transmitted beams colinear and the angle of incidence equal for all high
reflectors. Figure 8.5 contains three curves of the transmission filter only (without butyl
acetate) for different i. Both the shape and the central position change with i. On ba-
sis of the requirements outlined in the previous section, i = 22.5◦ was selected as the
most appropriate filter curve. Note that for smaller angles of incidence, the scattered
light encounters effectively bigger mirror surfaces, but the folded path inside the fil-
ter becomes longer for the angle of reflection is smaller, too. This is a trade-off that
constrains the minimal optical path length of the detection system and influences the
actual f -number. The current angle of incidence is acceptable, limiting the total optical
path length to a minimum of 0.35 m from the camera lens to the field of view.
Upon illumination with 248.7 nm, figure 8.6 shows the spectrum of ambient air when
detected with and without the reflection filter (i = 22.5◦) plus butyl acetate. The elas-
tically scattered light is suppressed by more than six orders of magnitude, and is (in
absolute intensity) much weaker than the N2 and O2 Raman signal after filtering. The
latter two are suppressed by the filter by only a factor of 2–4, respectively. Moreover,
they are added on chip for every point that is imaged. As opposed to OMA imaging,
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Figure 8.5. Transmission curves for the reflection filter with an angle of incidence i on all 4 mir-
rors of: i = 27.5◦ (dotted); i = 22.5◦ (solid); and i = 17.0◦ (dashed). The filter was illuminated
by a high pressure Hg lamp, and the spectra were recorded with the 1200 gr/mm grating of the
Acton Research Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i. Grey rectangles indicate the approximate laser
wavelength centred at 248.5 nm, and the O2 and N2 Raman signals at 258.5 nm and 263.8 nm,
respectively.
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Figure 8.6. Spectrum of ambient air illuminated with λ = 248.7 nm radiation when detected
without any filter (grey line) and detected through the 4-mirror reflection filter plus 1 cm liquid
butyl acetate filter (black line).
the light that passes this transmission filter is not being diffracted, and, consequently,
all transmitted spectral components originating from the same point in the scattering
volume will illuminate the same pixel on the CCD chip. In this set-up, therefore, both
the O2 and N2 Raman scattered images are accumulated rather than separated. Note
that mixing phenomena cannot be studied as the distinction between species is lost
upon this integration of the wavelength information. The other way around, the gas
sample needs to have a uniformly mixed composition in order to justifiably interpret
the detected signal as the local total number density.
The image 8.7 of a millimetre grid inside the test section of the wind tunnel shows the
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Figure 8.7. Image of a millimetre grid that was illuminated with the low pressure Hg lamp taken
through the 4-mirror reflection and butyl acetate filter. Only the bright 253.652 nm spectral line
is (partly) transmitted. The dashed line marks the lower edge of the grid (which had been mounted
with a slight tilt (1◦) with respect to the camera), and the dotted line indicates the side of the
window in the lower Mach block nearer to the camera. In-between the dashed and dotted lines is
part of the (top) surface of this window, generating a reflection of the grid that is recorded owing
to the finite angle of collection. Moreover, the bottom surface of the window generates a reflection
as well, observed at the height of the arrows. An out-of-focus ghost image is found at the right of
the grid.
excellent imaging quality of the filter. On our scale of interest, the grid lines are straight
and broaden neither with height nor with longitude. Basically, the filter does not intro-
duce imaging artifacts other than a ghost image at the extreme right. This out-of-focus
image may be formed by light that bypassed one or more mirrors, or by a diffuse re-
flection from the black-anodised box that surrounds the mirrors. Furthermore, several
effects showed up owing to the finite collection angle of our system, most notably the
reflections in the lower window of the wind tunnel. In the experiments, we concentrate
on the left part only that is contained by the dash-dotted rectangle.
In comparison to the set-up of OMA imaging experiments, it is worth noting that the
‘Filter Raman’ set-up is more critical in alignment and in illumination. In OMA Ra-
man imaging, a change of illumination wavelength merely shifts the signals on the
OMAgraph along the axis of diffraction. With ‘Filter Raman’ imaging, however, the
complete transmission curve would change. Therefore, a lot of attention was paid to
optimise the set-up.
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Figure 8.8. Quantitative number density fields of the underexpanded jet obtained with ‘Rayleigh’
imaging (chapter 4); ‘OMA-Raman’ imaging (section 7.2); and ‘filter-Raman’ imaging. The posi-
tion of the nozzle deck (Height = 0) is indicated as well as the grey scale of the normalised number
density ratio (ρ/ρamb). At the current settling chamber pressure pt ≈ 0.5 MPa(A), the first den-
sity maximum is split by a narrow Mach disk. Averaged ambient air densities are determined in
the dash-dotted rectangles.
8.3.2 Validation experiments on an underexpanded free jet
The number density fields ρ(x, z)/ρamb (x; longitude; z; height above nozzle deck)
shown in figure 8.8 of the underexpanded jet consist of vertically repeating diamond-
shaped pockets of high number density separated by regions of low density. The max-
imum just above the nozzle exit (z <∼ 0.5d) is the expansion out of the nozzle, and the
first diamond around 1.3d <∼ z <∼ 2.2d is split by the formation of a small Mach disk,
given the conditions of the present experiment (pt ≈ 0.5 MPa(A)). The supersonic slip
stream around this Mach disk accounts for the continuation of the alternating density
minima and maxima. Experimental details are given in table 8.1, as well as the aver-
age over the pixel values next to the flow, i.e. the reproduction of ambient air density,
with one standard deviation in parentheses. The dash-dotted rectangles in the images
indicate the locations of the averaged regions. For ‘OMA Raman’ and ‘Filter Raman’
the rectangle was at the same location for all averages, whereas for ‘Rayleigh’ it was
always taken at a location not containing scattering off dust.
Basically, the characteristic distinctions between the results in figure 8.8 are the white
lobes in the ‘Rayleigh’ image, the wrinkles in the ‘OMA Raman’, and the absence of both
in the ‘Filter Raman’ image. The ‘Rayleigh’ image contains intense white lobes due to
Mie scattering off entrained air condensates (see chapter 4 for a more extensive discus-
sion of this flow), which overwhelm the Rayleigh scattering signal. Mie scattering off
dust particles in the flow image and ambient air image generated the white and black
speckles, respectively. In the (speckled) region next to the flow, the statistical average
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Table 8.1. Experimental parameters (number of accumulations×laser shots per accumulation;
spatial resolution; number of pixels over which ρ is averaged; and normalised stagnation pressure
pt measured in the settling chamber – sampled every second) and the resulting number density
next to the flow in units of ambient air density for the three techniques at various nominal pres-
sures. The number in parentheses is the standard deviation in units of the last significant digit.
‘Rayleigh’ ‘OMA Raman’ ‘Filter Raman’
5× 10 pulses 1× 2500 pulses 5× 250 pulses
(43 µm)2/pixel 110× 127 µm2/pixel (106 µm)2/pixel
〈9000 pixels〉 〈3375 pixels〉 〈6300 pixels〉
pt/pamb ρ [ρamb] pt/pamb ρ [ρamb] pt/pamb ρ [ρamb]
pt ≈ 0.3 MPa(A) 2.92(3) 1.04(2) 2.96(2) 0.93(15) 3.00(3) 1.00(6)
pt ≈ 0.5 MPa(A) 4.89(3) 1.04(3) 4.99(3) 0.98(16) 4.97(3) 1.00(5)
pt ≈ 0.7 MPa(A) 6.90(5) 1.05(3) 6.94(11) 0.98(17) 6.98(6) 1.00(5)
of the ambient air reproduction is too high and has a large standard deviation due to
these ‘hot’ spots. The ‘OMA Raman’ image is a reconstruction of two spectrally sepa-
rated contributions of O2 and N2 into one joint (purely spatial) dry air image. With the
Bayesian filtered deconvolution of chapters 6 and 71, both the ‘flow’ and the ‘ambient
air’ OMAgraphs were processed before being normalised to each other. This deconvo-
lution procedure causes the (wrinkled) residual structure that determines the relatively
large error (15%) in the ambient air reproduction. Probably the best image is the ‘Fil-
ter Raman’ image that does not suffer from any of the above-mentioned complications.
Even the extremely intense lobes (approximately two orders of magnitude times more
intense than the Rayleigh signal of ambient air, which in turn dominates the Raman
signal by three orders of magnitude) do not ‘burn’ through the filter. Although the
optical path length is limited by the transmission filter, the image covers the larger
part of the chip with the current objective, leading to high spatial resolution. Also, the
signal-to-noise is very good (5% in ρ/ρamb).
All three data sets are checked for quantitative consistency of (i) the reproduction of
the ambient air number density (ρamb) outside of the flow (dash-dotted rectangles),
and (ii) the centre-line data. The first quantity is given in table 8.1, including the stan-
dard deviation in the statistical average, showing an agreement of all values within
their standard deviation. Both ‘OMA Raman’ and ‘Filter Raman’ signals equal unity
for ρ/ρamb within their standard deviation, whereas the ‘Rayleigh’ results again in a
value that is slightly too high (see also section 4.2.3 for a discussion of the same effect
found with 193 nm illumination). With the current 248 nm illumination experiment,
the O2 fluorescence is less (see section 7.2), but on the other hand scattering off dust is
1Section 7.2 shows similar reconstructions of the dry air nozzle flow. These images have a less dom-
inant wiggled structure, since the raw data OMAgraphs were recorded with an OMA system that was
matched in its grating coefficient, optical path length, and detector size. Moreover, the spectrograph
had an aperture ratio of f /4 instead of f /6.5, leading to higher light throughput.
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Figure 8.9. Centre-line cross sections through the underexpanded free jet field for: pt ≈
0.3 MPa(A) [a]; pt ≈ 0.5 MPa(A) [b]; and pt ≈ 0.7 MPa(A) [c]. These three graphs con-
tain the normalised density (ρ/ρamb; horizontal axes) as obtained with the imaging techniques
(Rayleigh [dark grey]; ‘OMA Raman’ [black]; and ‘Filter Raman’ [light grey]) as a function of the
height above the nozzle deck (vertical axes). The dashed horizontal lines in [b] and [c] indicate the
inviscid prediction of the location of the (first) Mach disk.
less smoothed for the lower number of laser light pulses. Therefore, we attribute the
discrepancy from unity (<∼ 5%) in the Rayleigh signal to this latter effect. The centre-
line data are plotted in the graphs of figure 8.9 for all stagnation pressures that were
applied in this series of measurements. All curves agree well in both period and am-
plitude of the density oscillations, except for the Rayleigh curves at larger heights. The
latter curves increase in intensity with height as they get an additional contribution
from Mie scattering at these locations. Therefore, the straightforward conversion (4.3)
of intensity into relative density becomes unreliable.
An abrupt increase in density along the flow axis can be observed in the measurements
at pt ≈ {0.5, 0.7} MPa(A) (figure 8.9), indicating the existence of a Mach disk. Like
for the Rayleigh measurements of chapter 4, the Mach disk at height zM lies closer to
the nozzle deck than predicted by Adamson & Nicholls [4]. Predictions based on the
molecular beam formula
zM =
2
3
√
pt
pamb
d (15pamb < pt < 15000pamb) . (3.13)
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Figure 8.10. ‘Filter Raman’ normalised density distributions for pt = (3.00± 0.03)pamb [a]
and pt = (6.98± 0.06)pamb [b]. They can be compared to figures 4.3[c,h] (Rayleigh) and 7.8.
Some flow features have been pointed at and ‘nozzle’ indicates stray light from the nozzle deck.
were added to the vertical cross sections of the flow axes (dashed lines in figure 8.9).
They were calculated for the total pressures that had first been corrected for losses
in the nozzle outlet according to (3.12). Both the calculated lines lie approximately
0.2d above the Mach disks that are suggested by the measured abrupt increase in the
normalised density. Although the molecular beam formula is not applicable for the
current pressures, the difference may also be explained by viscous effects like shear
layer growth. Because of this energy dissipation, the total pressure drops faster than
expected in an inviscid analysis (like the molecular beam formula and the analysis of
Adamson & Nicholls), causing the Mach disk to lie closer to the nozzle deck. Fig-
ure 8.10[b] even reveals the existence of a secondMach disk downstream of the second
minimum (z(2)M ≈ 3.2d). This Mach disk is also suggested by the dark grey Rayleigh
curve in figure 8.9[c], but this could as well have been a Mie scattering contribution.
Comparing the pt ≈ 0.5 MPa(A) ‘Filter Raman’ result (figure 8.8[c] to the density field
for pt ≈ 0.7 MPa(A) shows that the Mach disk broadens with stagnation pressure,
leading to a broader subsonic core at its downstream side. Accordingly, the super-
sonic slipstream around this Mach disk becomes narrower, as do the (split diamond)
maxima. The latter effect is intensified by the increasing constriction of the flow at
the location of the Mach disk. Upon further increase of the stagnation pressure, these
maxima will disappear, leading to the underexpanded jet lay-out of figure 4.9 (lower
sequence). Possibly, the second pair of barrel shocks (in-between the two Mach disks)
will no longer be compressed towards each other and may diverge like in the build
up of figure 4.9. The big ambient air parts in both 8.10[a] and [b] stress (i) the ab-
sence of intense contributions of dust, (ii) the finite extent of the flow, and (iii) the good
signal-to-noise ratio. Horizontal streaks are attributed to fluctuations in the illumina-
tion profile once more.
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8.3.3 Detection efficiency
Both the ‘Filter Raman’ and the ‘OMA Raman’ obviously detect the same type of light:
Raman scattered light. It is only the detection scheme that distinguishes the two imag-
ing techniques. Since one of the reasons for the current experiment was the demand for
higher sensitivity, we need to compare the two detection schemes. For a measurement
of ambient air (not shown), the experimental efficiency of the ‘Filter Raman’ detection
was 2.7 photons/(pulse·pixel) on average, equivalent to 213 photons/(pulse·mm2)
in the scattering volume (pulse energy was 0.17 J/pulse in a sheet of approximate size
25× 0.5 mm2, and spatial resolution 1 pixel ∼= (0.112 mm)2). These numbers are larger
than the sum of the efficiencies of ‘OMA imaging’ for O2 and N2 (the 300i spectrograph
of section 7.2), which amounts to 73 photons/(pulse·mm2) when corrected for laser
light intensity.
Another way to express the experimental efficiency is to construct a histogram of
single-shot acquisitions and derive the number of detected Raman scattered photons
from it. We obtained such a histogram from 10 single-shot images of ambient air, and
scored the occurrence of a certain intensity (from 1 count through 1200 counts in steps
of a single count). When these scores are normalised to the number of pixels consid-
ered, we end up with the black line of figure 8.11[a]: a graph of the pixel fraction that
takes on a certain intensity. This graph consists of sharp spikes on top of a baseline that
resembles a Poisson distribution, by inspection. The peaks are attributed to primary
photons that reach the intensifier of the ICCD camera (through the filter and camera
lens). It is these peaks that determine the scale of the top axis: units of primary Raman
scattered photons. Every subsequent peak, or additional primary photon, corresponds
to an increase of 64 counts on the detector, defining the efficiency of the detector in
terms of counts per primary photon2. An offset of ca. 420 counts is added by the con-
troller, which is corrected for upon subtraction of the background measurement from
the data of interest (either ambient air or flow). The Poisson-like baseline is interpreted
as caused by the conversion process from primary photons into counts (secondary pho-
tons) in the intensifier and the point-spread function of the total imaging system. The
histogram of ‘darkness’ (measured in a dark lab, with the lens covered) in figure 8.11[b]
shows that the baseline in [a] is definitely not an effect of dark current.
In this experiment, the primary photons are both O2 and N2 Raman scattered photons.
For comparison we depicted a histogram of an OMA experiment with the Acton Re-
search Corporation SPECTRAPRO 300i as well (grey curve in 8.11[a]; an average over
625 single-shot images, with approximately twice as much laser intensity). This curve
2In fact, the detector efficiency is often expressed as count per photo-electron, as the incident (pri-
mary) photon encounters a cathode first, from which it ejects a photo-electron. This photo-electron
enters the intensifier (multi-channel-plate) upon which it generates more ‘free’ electrons that hit the
phosphor screen at the end of the MCP. The subsequently emitted (secondary) photons excite the pix-
els of the semi-conducting chip. Thus, there are many conversion processes involved, all of which are
associated with probability distributions.
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Figure 8.11. Histograms of single-shot images obtained with ‘Filter Raman’ imaging (black
curve) and ‘OMA Raman’ imaging (the N2 contribution only; grey curve) of dry air [a]. The
vertical ordinate denotes the number of pixels that took a certain value, normalised to the total
number of pixels. The peaks are attributed to primary photons that reach the intensifier, giving
rise to the upper scale of the horizontal axis. The baseline is due to the point-spread of the imaging
system. It is totally different from the histogram of ‘darkness’ in graph [b]. Although the ‘Filter
Raman’ curve was recorded with smaller laser intensity, it is to the more efficient side with respect
to the ‘OMA Raman’ curve. Since it is the pixel fractions that are plotted, both the histograms
yield unity upon integration.
peaks at a lower number of primary photons, indicating that OMA imaging is less ef-
ficient indeed. Since the peaks should obey a (normalised) Poisson distribution, the
1-photon peak of the ‘OMA imaging’ histogram is larger than that of the ‘Filter Raman’
histogram. The spikes in both curves appear to be a fixed multiple of the baseline at
that intensity. In principle, this consideration allows of a fit of the baseline to a Pois-
son distribution of integer counts, and of the peaks to a Poisson distribution of integer
primary photons. However, the gain in efficiency is less than one order of magnitude
(the ‘OMA’ distribution shifts only a rough factor of two to the ‘filter’ curve, for twice
as much illumination intensity). Therefore, without changing the illumination of the
scattering volume, it is still beyond the edge to record single laser pulse images with
sufficient statistical quality.
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Figure 8.12. Raw data light scattering image (left; logarithmic intensity grey scale) and processed
image (right; linear density grey scale) of the nominally Mach 3 flow around the 30◦ quartz wedge
with mat side faces for α = +6◦. The laser sheet (25 mm wide) propagated from the upper to the
lower window. Due to the refraction by the quartz, the laser beam is split and a non-illuminated
triangle ‘t’ results. Close to the windows, there is a higher intensity due to the higher density
boundary layer. The dashed black-and-white arrows in the processed image point out the regions
(marked with ‘’ and ‘◦’) downstream of the oblique shocks that will be normalised to the free
stream number density in the dashed rectangle. All other labels in the images are discussed in the
text.
8.3.4 Mach 3 wind tunnel flow experiments
Now that the transmission filter is characterised and proven to provide a reliable de-
tection scheme, we can apply it to measure the number density field around an object
in a wind tunnel flow, for example. As this flow is confined by the walls and windows
of the wind tunnel and contains a quartz wedge as the test model, this experiment is
more complicated than the free stream flow that was studied as a consistency test for
the different diagnostic techniques in section 8.3.2. In section 7.3.3, we presented the
N2 density field around a 30◦ symmetric wedge in a nominally Mach 3 dry air wind
tunnel flow that was recorded through a spectrograph. There, the density ratios of the
flow downstream and upstream of the generated oblique shocks were compared as
determined from (i) the geometry of the flow field (7.20); and (ii) the Raman scattering
intensities (7.22). With the new quartz wedge and its revolvable support we can gener-
ate a series of such density ratios to study the (in)compatibility of these two methods
over a larger range.
Figures 8.12 and 8.13 consist of a raw data acquisition of the flow field around the
wedge (intensities on a logarithmic scale) in image [a] and its processed data (nor-
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Figure 8.13. Raw data (left) and processed (right) images of the flow field around the quartz
wedge with painted side faces forα = −6◦. For a discussion on the labels we refer to the text and
the caption of figure 8.12.
malised densities on a linear scale) in image [b]. They are examples from two series
of measurements for positive and negative angles of attack (α), respectively. In the
former series (100 accumulations of 6 laser pulses each), the wedge ‘w’ still had mat
side faces. Consequently, the scattered light could leave the wedge also via these side
faces. Because one of the quartz Raman lines almost coincides with the O2 Raman line,
it is also (partly) transmitted by the filter as is some of the quartz phosphorescence,
resulting in a bright region. Although the wedge is not completely illuminated by the
laser radiation, it glows over its entire extent, probably due to internal scattering. In
the second series (figure 8.13; 50 accumulations of 18 laser pulses each) the side faces
were painted black, and only the contour of the wedge is prominent. This contour is
formed by the upper and lower (polished) surfaces of the wedge that are visible with
the finite collection angle of our camera. Unfortunately, the wedge was slightly tilted
in the line-of-sight during the experiments for the negative angles of attack, explaining
the upper contour being thicker than the lower contour3. Note that it is these intense
quartz contributions that limit the number of laser pulses per accumulation without
saturating the chip of the CCD.
The flow was from the left to the right, and the laser propagated downwards. The re-
gions ‘1’ in the raw data images indicate the light scattering by the free stream and the
regions ‘2’ scattering from the higher density flow behind the oblique shocks. The latter
regions are hardly distinguishable from the regions ‘1’ due to the intense light emitted
by the wedge. However, on normalising the flow data to an ambient air measurement,
3For a perfect 2D free stream flow, this tilt of the wedge has no effect on the ramp and shock angles.
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they are clearly separated by the oblique shocks. In addition, there are regions ‘d’ next
to the areas that are illuminated by the laser. The left-most ‘d’ is used to correct the
flow image and the ambient air image for background signal, resulting in pure noise in
that region of the normalised image. At the positions pointed at by the black squares
(ca. 50 pixels big area) and the open circles (ca. 200 pixels big area), average densities
are determined that will be used for a comparison to theoretical predictions. Their val-
ues are normalised to the average density in the free stream region within the dashed
rectangle. The selection of the ’s and ◦’s is based on maximum contrast behind the
shock wave; the flow at the’s is not yet affected by 3D effects, whereas the flow at the◦’s may be affected. Finally, some artifacts ‘a’ are observed, for example the contour
of the support and a ghost image that is most prominent at the right in figure 8.13.
(This is a ghost image at another position than present in the grid image 8.7, and is not
yet explained.) In the processed images, the wedge has a composite contour of high
intensity at the side closest to the nearer wind tunnel wall and of low intensity at the
side of the opposite wall. This is very likely due to a slight displacement of the wedge
when the flow is turned on. Considering the normalisation that was performed, the
wedge was pushed over less than 0.5 mm towards the nearer wall in the flow mea-
surement and relaxed to the centre-line of the wind tunnel for the subsequent ambient
air measurement.
The processed Raman images contain two types of information for this flow. One is
given by the pixel values, representing the local number density, and the other is the
geometry of the wedge and the oblique shock waves. Obviously, these two sources
need to provide consistent results for parameters that can be derived from both of
them. We have concentrated on the ratio of the number density downstream of the
shock waves (ρ2) to the free stream number density (ρ1). This quantity can be cal-
culated directly from the pixel values as well as from the geometric relation (3.15),
restated as(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
=
tan(σ m −)
tan(σ m − δm) , (8.1)
where σ m and δm are the measured shock angle and ramp angle, respectively. The
angle  accounts for a potential misalignment of the camera to the free stream flow,
which is unknown in the experiment (see also sections 7.3.3 and 7.A). The upper and
lower surfaces of the wedge are traced in the raw data (with the wedge in the position
in which it actually generated the oblique shocks), and the shocks are traced in the pro-
cessed images. The resulting angles (with respect to the horizontal centre-line of the
image) are listed in table 8.2 for both the angles above (‘u’) and below (‘l’) the wedge
for every angle of attack. Their uncertainty is in the order of only 1%, meaning that the
separation between the regions ‘1’ and ‘2’ is very straight. The table includes the angle
of misalignment, , which is solved self-consistently from (7.34) for the geometry of
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Table 8.2. Shock angles (σ mu/l) and ramp angles (δ
m
u/l) derived from a linear fit to the traces of
the Raman scattering data. They still incorporate a potential misalignment , as indicated by the
superscript ‘m’ (see definition in section 3.3, where the convention on the sign of the angles is
defined as well). The table contains the self-consistent solution (,M1) (see text), and the apex
angle of the wedge (2δ = δmu − δml ) as reproduced by the fitted angles.
α [ ◦ ] σ mu [ ◦ ] δmu [ ◦ ] δml [
◦ ] σ ml [
◦ ]  [ ◦ ] M1 2δ [ ◦ ]
+9 25.73(27) 5.63(20) −24.51(19) −43.13(13) −21.3 2.99 30.14
+6 29.03(29) 9.00(19) −21.22(17) −39.49(17) −20.3 3.13 30.22
+3 30.19(28) 11.90(25) −18.13(23) −35.93(19) −8.82 2.95 30.0
+0 33.2(3) 14.96(21) −15.10(21) −33.43(19) 0.93 2.87 30.1
−0 31.48(21) 14.57(21) −15.41(21) −33.98(18) 17.66 3.70 30.0
−3 35.34(17) 17.15(21) −12.41(20) −31.12(13) 8.76 2.91 29.56
−6 37.73(15) 20.54(16) −9.00(17) −28.77(12) 29.31 4.49 29.54
−9 40.6(3) 23.7(4) −5.6(4) −29.3(9) 38.41 8.57 29.3
the flow field. M1 is the free streamMach number that is associated with this solution,
and is listed, too. However, most of these solutions (,M1) do not appear physically
reasonable. There might have been a small effect of the test object on the Mach num-
ber and direction of the free stream flow, which would not be astonishing as it might
influence the free stream flow conditions (speed and direction) via the boundary layer
of the tunnel. For example, a small angle of inclination 1 can be induced if the upper
and lower boundary layer affect the effective cross section of the wind tunnel asym-
metrically. In addition, a small misalignment 2 of a few degrees between the camera
and the centre-line of the wind tunnel is conceivable, but this angle would have been
constant over the experiment as opposed to the found . Finally, the revolvable part
could have picked up an additional rotation3 due to the lift that is experienced by the
wedge (a shift would have had no effect on ). In conclusion, the total experimental
‘misalignment’ ( = 1 + 2 + 3) is not expected to exceed a couple of degrees, let
alone almost 40◦ (α = −9◦). The variation in the free stream Mach number is too far
off from expectation, too, even when outliers are discarded. Thus, it seems that the
geometrical interpretation of the Raman images in terms of standard supersonic flow
theory is not justified in our set-up.
Nevertheless, we calculated the density ratio (8.1), both on the basis of the geometry of
the flow field and on the pixel values of the Raman intensity. The geometric analysis
was performed for both the self-consistent results ( 6= 0), and for the assumption of
perfect experimental conditions ( = 0). The resulting density ratios are presented in
table 8.3. Density ratios predicted by the self-consistent solutions are not physical, as
it is never observed that the density behind a shock is lower than the density in front
of it. Therefore, we will focus on the ( = 0) density ratios.
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Table 8.3. Density ratios (8.1) between the flow downstream and upstream of the oblique shocks,
determined on the basis of the geometry of the measured ramp and shock angles. The geometrical
analysis is performed for the assumption of  = 0 as well as for the self-consistent values of  of
table 8.2. For every nominal angle of attackα, the weaker shock data is put in the top line, followed
by the stronger shock data in the lower line.
α [ ◦ ]  = 0  6= 0 α [ ◦ ]  = 0  6= 0
+9 upper 1.32(1) 2.94 −9 lower 1.28(3) 5.56
lower 2.78(3) 1.19 upper 2.82(7) 0.13
+6 upper 1.52(2) 3.18 −6 lower 1.53(1) 4.47
lower 2.50(3) 1.06 upper 2.50(3) 0.48
+3 upper 1.76(3) 2.45 −3 lower 1.78(2) 2.47
lower 2.26(3) 1.59 upper 2.16(3) 1.52
+0 upper 1.99(3) 1.92 −0 lower 2.01(3) 3.76
lower 1.99(3) 2.06 upper 2.01(3) 0.81
Following the relation (8.1), the calculus of error propagation yields
∆
(
ρ2
ρ1
)geo
u/l
=
=
∣∣∣∣∣cos(σ
m
u/l − δmu/l) sin(σ mu/l − δmu/l)− cos(σ mu/l −) sin(σ mu/l −)
cos2(σ mu/l −) sin2(σ mu/l − δmu/l)
∆σ mu/l
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
+
∣∣∣∣∣ tan(σ
m
u/l −)
sin2(σ mu/l − δmu/l)
∆δmu/l
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣ 1cos2(σ mu/l −) tan(σ mu/l − δmu/l) ∆
∣∣∣∣∣
2
1/2 (8.2)
(with angles expressed in radians) for the uncertainty in the geometrically determined
density ratio. The error as indicated in the ( = 0)-column of table 8.3 is determined
with this formula on the basis of the standard deviation in the measured angles and
∆ = 0. However, a comparison of the ramp angles expected for the nominal angle of
attack to the actual ramp angles δmu/l suggests a reasonable uncertainty in the alignment
of ∆ = 0.5◦. This value turns out to increase the uncertainty in the density ratio
(∆ρ2/ρ1) with an approximate factor of 2. Figure 8.14 shows the density ratios based
on the Raman scattering intensities vs. the ratio based on the geometric analysis with
(,∆) = (0, 0.5◦). The error bars on the ‘Raman’ ratios are determined from the pixel-
to-pixel variations in the average, typically over 50 pixels for ρ2 and well over 10000
pixels for ρ1.
The density behind each shock ρ2 was determined at two positions, marked by the
‘’ and ‘◦’ in both the images 8.12 and 8.13 as well as in the graphs of figure 8.14.
Although the ‘black squares’ often agree with the corresponding ‘open circles’ within
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Figure 8.14. Density ratios ρ2/ρ1 based on the intensity of the Raman scattered light as a func-
tion of the ratio derived from the geometric analysis for (,∆) = (0, 0.5◦). The labels indicate
the nominal angle of attack and the region under investigation (‘u’: above the wedge and ‘l’ be-
low). All Raman densities ρ2 are taken in the positions close to the tip of the wedge (‘’) and
further downstream (‘◦’), and are normalised to the free stream density ρ1 taken at the dashed
rectangle as indicated in the processed images of figure 8.12 and 8.13. The diagonal lines in both
the upper graph (positiveα) and lower graph (negativeα) indicate perfect agreement.
their error bars, there clearly is a different trend in both results, that is, the density fields
downstream of the oblique shocks are not uniform. These graphs indicate that the
density directly downstream of all shocks is approximately equal (in units of the free
stream flow), i.e. independent of the ramp angle: the black squares all lie on a more or
less horizontal straight line. On the other hand, the open circles indicate that the flow
behind the shocks does develop to densities that agree better with the theoretically
predicted values, indicated by the diagonal lines of perfect agreement. Note, however,
that this convergence of the ‘◦’ data towards the expected behaviour is not caused by
3D effects, which reduce the downstream flow towards upstream (free stream) flow
conditions. 3D predictions therefore would predict an even larger deviation between
‘perfect agreement’ and the trend in the open circles. Clearly, there must be another
explanation for the discrepancy.
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Neutral alignment (α = 0) of the symmetric wedge to the centre-line of thewind tunnel
generated oblique shocks of which the ‘geometric’ ratios correspond well to the ‘Ra-
man’ ratios. The downstream density field is uniform in this situation, which explains
the relatively good comparison found in section 7.3.3. However, for non-zero nominal
angles of attack, it appears that either the shock angles or the ramp angles have not
been measured correctly (assuming that (i) the density ratio may be determined from
geometry and (ii) the Raman intensities correctly provide the local number densities).
The most likely basis for this hypothesis is a (compressible) boundary layer surround-
ing the wedge. Close to the tip of the wedge, the region behind the shock is very
narrow, possibly consisting of only the boundary layer itself. It is at these locations
that we determined the density ratios for the black squares (see figures 8.12 and 8.13).
Additionally, the boundary layer may effectively increase the ramp angle experienced
by the flow, or even worse, the ramp angle might not be constant over the wedge due
to boundary layer growth4. However, a boundary layer would generate density ratios
(ρ2/ρ1)u/l that are larger than expected from an inviscid 2D approach. Again, this does
not comply with the observed trend.
Apart from the boundary layer surrounding the wedge, another possible explanation
for the different trends in the black squares and the open circles could be a non-uniform
incident flow, sabotaging the basis for the (self-consistent) geometrical analysis. An-
other potential cause could be viscous effects and/or other boundary layer effects on
the wall of the tunnel due to the small dimensions of our wind tunnel. Since we re-
volved the wedge around an axis fixed in the centre of the tunnel, the tip approaches
the upper (lower) wall of the tunnel for increasing (decreasing) angle of attack. The
tunnel started only for |α| ≤ 9◦, indicating that the wedge formed a significant ob-
struction to our tunnel (approximately 15% of its free stream cross section was occu-
pied by the wedge). Moreover, the weak shocks starting at the windows in the Mach
blocks (see pitot tube calibration in figure 3.8) may induce deviations from uniform
flow conditions. Imperfect gas effects [175, § 7.7] (variations in specific heat or gas
constant R) are not expected to have much impact on the density ratios.
In spite of the above-mentioned complications concerning our test model, we believe
that there is not a realistic alternative design for our set-up. Revolving the 30◦ wedge
around a fixed axis yields a series of ramp angles for the supersonic flow. Alternatively,
we could have lowered the entire construction to keep the tip of the wedge centred
between the two Mach blocks. A completely different approach is to employ various
wedges with different apex angles (either symmetric or not) leading to a reproducible
set of ramp angles. However, as the wind tunnel is not big, the flow object needs to
be even smaller. For large apex angles, the upper and lower surface get small and
4In fact, we determined neither a ‘viscous’ nor an ‘inviscid’ geometric density ratio, but a hybrid one.
The measured angles of table 8.2 apply to the viscous situation (for σ m; the ‘manifested’ shock) on the
one hand, and to the inviscid situation (for δm; the ‘hypothetic’ ramp angle defined by the surface of the
wedge) on the other hand.
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manufacturing (especially polishing) becomes critical. On the other hand, the wedge
gets very elongated for smaller apex angles, leading to fragile constructions as quartz is
brittle. It is undesirable to return tometal test models, as laser ablation likely will result
from illumination with a high intensity laser sheet. This will induce local disturbances
of the flow and generation of very bright white light that is hard to suppress. Apart
from that, the area below the test model will not be illuminated, lacking simultaneous
information about the flow at those positions.
The limited size of the wind tunnel may not only influence the quality of the flow, but
also poses some difficulties with respect to the scattered light detection. As scattering
occurs in all directions, all windows will receive some scattered light (either Raman
or not), approximately 4% of which is reflected at every surface. This definitely gives
some contributions from the upper and lower windows (already visible in the grid
image 8.7), but also the back window may give a contribution. If the depth-of-field is
not too large, a reflection from the back window will result in an out-of-focus ghost
of the image that actually is of interest (the cross section somewhere in-between the
camera and the back window). This effect may explain the slight non-uniformity of
the free stream density in the processed images of figures 8.12 and 8.13. A solution to
this problem (of unknown impact) is to coat the optical components for optimal trans-
mission (Anti-Reflection coating), a side-effect of which would be a moderate increase
in experimental efficiency.
Another item for discussion is the material that is used for the windows and objects.
We opted for high grade synthetic quartz, but this could have been equally well MgF2,
CaF2, or sapphire, for example. These materials are transparent in the UV as well [26,
Appendix], but maybe their Raman shifts are smaller (see e.g. [115] for MgF2 and [114]
for sapphire). Therefore, they interfere less with the desired O2 and N2 Raman signals.
Since the chip of the CCD is currently saturated by the quartz signal that still passes
the transmission filter, the number of laser light pulses accumulated per acquisition is
limited. However, if there are less contributions from optical components, more laser
shots could be accumulated on chip, leading to better signal-to-noise ratios. Note that
a change of material could also favour the OMA imaging technique, as the spectrum
might become ‘clean’, i.e. consisting of O2 and N2 Raman light only.
8.4 Summary and Conclusions
The main result of this chapter is that three different planar molecular light scattering
techniques yielded consistent data sets for number density fields of the same under-
expanded free jet. Besides Rayleigh imaging (introduced in chapter 4) and 2D OMA
Raman imaging (discussed in chapters 5–7), another Raman imaging technique was
successfully introduced. A dedicated transmission filter consisting of 4 high reflectors
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plus 1 cm butyl acetate efficiently singled out the O2 and N2 Raman scattered light,
yielding a 2D spatial image of the density field with high resolution. These ‘Filter Ra-
man’ images need less post-processing than the Raman OMAgraphs for an interpreta-
tion of the intensities in terms of local number densities. Moreover, they provide better
spatial resolution, and have a better signal-to-noise ratio for even less number of laser
pulses. However, OMA imaging is more robust with respect to alignment and illumi-
nation. The signal-to-noise ratio of ‘Filter Raman’ imaging is less than for Rayleigh
imaging. On the other hand, in most cases the intensities of ‘Filter Raman’ measure-
ments are less ambiguous than for Rayleigh imaging, not suffering from undesired
elastic contributions.
The study of various density ratios corresponding to different angles of attack of a
wedge in a supersonic flow yielded some unexpected results. Instead of providing a
calibration of the Raman signal to predicted density ratios over oblique shocks in a 2D
viscous model, this experiment supplied a serendipitous check on the capability of our
wind tunnel. It appeared that the density ratios agreed better to 2D predictions further
downstream along the wedge, but at its tip the ratios derived from the Raman signals
were insensitive to the ramp angle. This indicates that the flow needs to develop before
it complies with theoretical predictions. A limitation on this flow behaviour may be
imposed by the boundary layer on the wedge and/or the small dimension of our wind
tunnel.
Chapter9
APART in Compressible
Flows
After the feasibility studies of new techniques for planar number density measure-
ments by extending the Rayleigh and Raman scattering detection schemes, this chap-
ter deals with the applications of a planar non-seeded single-component velocity to
compressible flows. Like other implementations of (non-particulate seeded) Molecu-
lar Tagging Velocimetry (MTV), the new APART technique that was developed in our
group [27, 145] follows the time evolution of a somehow marked line, local displace-
ment and deformation providing the information on the local flow properties. APART
is an acronym for Air Photolysis And Recombination Tracking, referring to oxygen and
nitrogen molecules in air being photolysed first, to subsequently recombine into nitric
oxide (NO). It is this nitric oxide that generally is tracked as a function of time, but also
as a function of initial position by photolysing air at different locations.
Various other research groups visualise displacedNO aswell. However, they generally
add (noxious)molecules likeNO2 [119] or tert-butyl nitrite [46, 72, 73] to the flowwhich
are photolysed to locally produce NO. In gaseous media, also other molecules may be
tracked
• hydroxyl (OH; formed by photolysing water vapour; LIF detection) [13];
• ozone (O3; both formation and detection rely on photolysis) [123, 130];
• oxygen (O2; Raman Excitation plus Laser Induced Electronic Fluorescence – RE-
LIEF) [100, 117, 105].
Moreover, species may be added to the flowwhich phosphoresce, like biacetyl [63, 153]
and acetone [170]. However, the former species requires an oxygen free environment,
and the latter condensates [17], considerably limiting their fields of applications.
Since APART does not rely on artificially seeded particulates like PIV and LDA (tech-
niques requiring global seeding of particulates, and suffering from shear effects [136,
for example]), it is well suited for turbulence research over a large dynamic spatial
range [39]. However, it is definitely not limited to that field, but also appears to be a
valuable diagnostic tool for compressible flow research. This chapter contains detailed
examples of APART on flow systems that contain particular compressible flow features
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like expansion waves and shock waves (the latter are hard to study on small spatial
scales with seeded techniques [135]). Supersonic velocities are determined in an un-
derexpanded free jet within an error in the order of 0.1%, and the velocity change over
a Mach disk was investigated with a time-resolution of 0.1 µs and a spatial resolution
of 30 µm. Similar studies were performed on a scaled-up flow system with the RELIEF
technique on a single-shot basis at Princeton University [104, 102, 103]. The experi-
ments also show that shear in the flow accounts for APART signal in the shear layer of
the flow.
Moreover, APART is performed on a wind tunnel flow, in which the free stream is stud-
ied as well as the base flow behind a wedge. Especially the latter is a configuration
in which particle-seeded techniques are notoriously difficult to use because of inertial
effects that either preclude the particles to follow the stream lines (in the expansion
fan) or even to reach particular regions in the flow at all (base flow). Local velocities
could be measured with a standard deviation of 0.4% (free stream) and 7% (expansion
fan behind wedge). The measured velocity profile behind the wedge is compared to a
2D simulation.
9.1 Experimental Approach
Instead of adding contaminating molecules to the flow (e.g. biacetyl, tert-butyl nitrite,
NO2) that allow tracking of NO, we developed a detection scheme that creates its own
markers on the fly from the intrinsic flow molecules in air: O2 and N2. The merit of
this approach is that the seedmolecules do not have to be transported or ‘mechanically’
injected into the region of interest before allowing of detection, but that they are created
locally at this region of interest. Especially in the studies of vortices and wake flows
this is a powerful advantage.
An outline of the required experimental configuration is presented in figure 9.1. The
rectangular laser beam of an ArF excimer laser was focussed by a spherical lens to a fo-
cus of ∅<∼ 60 µm FWHM. The laser pulse energy was adjusted such that NO molecules
were produced in the focus (‘write’), but no optical breakdown did occur. After some
controllable time delay ∆t, a planar, second laser beam illuminated the probe vol-
ume anti-colinearly with the ‘write’ beam of the excimer laser. The wavelength of
the ‘read’ beam of this probe laser was tuned to one of the rotational lines in the
A 2Σ+(v′ = 0) ← X 2Π(v′′ = 0) band of the γ system of NO, and was mildly fo-
cussed to a sheet of ca. 2× 0.2 mm2 [height×line-of-sight] by a cylindrical lens. This
plane is spanned by the flow axis (along the height) and the ‘write’ laser beam (lon-
gitude). The NO fluorescence was detected perpendicular to this plane by a camera
through a filter consisting of two normal incidence mirrors, dielectrically coated for
193 nm and 226 nm, to suppress elastically scattered light at both illumination wave-
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Figure 9.1. Generic set-up for an APART experiment. The flow field at the centre of the image
is intersected first by a focussed beam from a pulsed ArF excimer laser, forming NO in its waist
region. This results in an initial NO distribution confined to a thin line, with typical dimension
∅0.06× 10 mm2. After a well-defined time-delay ∆t, another laser emits a light pulse that anti-
colinearly illuminates the flow field with a wavelength that induces fluorescence of NO. In general,
the second laser beam is collimated into a light sheet, the height of which is along the flow axis. An
intensified CCD camera detects the NO fluorescence behind a filter that blocks elastically scattered
light.
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Figure 9.2. Quantitative data analysis of APART data in terms of peak position. In this example, a
vertical cross section was made through the APART image (at the left) of an underexpanded nozzle
flow (specifically: figure 9.3 for 4 µs) at the location of the dashed line, resulting in the black points
(at the right). The grey fit through these data points is a linear combination of a Gaussian and a
Lorentzian curve (9.1), only the peak position zc of which is used for a quantitative analysis.
lengths. An example of an APART measurement is given in the left panel of figure 9.2.
The block-function shaped black line reveals the locations at which NO LIF is gener-
ated on probing the flow after ∆t = 4 µs. Initially, the NO was created on a straight
line, just above the nozzle deck. See the next section for a more detailed explanation.
The NO fluorescence (i.e. the APART signal) is normalised to the local illumination in-
tensity, which is determined from a Rayleigh scattering image of the ‘read’ laser. Oth-
erwise, the location of the detected maximum intensity might deviate from the factual
maximum, if the NOmolecules were at the edge of the ‘read’ sheet, for example. Quan-
titative data evaluation is performed as indicated in the right part of figure 9.2. Line
profiles (cross sections in the flow direction through the APART signal) were fit to obtain
peak positions and FWHM’s of the displaced structure. A comparison of these param-
eters to the location and FWHM of the written line provides the displacement and the
deformation, respectively, as a function of the parameter (either time-delay or position
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Table 9.1. Equipment used for the two sets of experiments on (i) an underexpanded free jet; and
(ii) a supersonic wind tunnel flow. Pulse energies 〈E〉 were measured at the test section except for
the 〈E′〉 of the frequency doubled dye laser beam, which was transported over ca. 10 m with some
optical components, introducing an attenuation of the laser power (by an estimated one order of
magnitude) and a distortion of the beam profile.
Underexpanded nozzle flow measurements
flow generator diverging-converging cylindrically symmetric nozzle with a ∅5 mm
outlet of length 60 mm (see figure 3.2)
peculiarities height of nozzle deck controlled to within ±0.05 mm
steady flows generated at total pressures pt,measured ∈ {1.94(3),
2.98(3), 4.01(3), 4.05(4), 4.97(5), 5.23(5), 5.51(5)}pamb measured in
the settling chamber (relative to ambient air pressure pamb are cor-
rected for pressures losses in the outlet according to (3.12) (pt,exit ∈
{1.71, 2.65, 3.59, 3.63, 4.48, 4.72, 4.97}pamb)
write laser excimer laser (Lambda Physik COMPEX 350T) operated on ArF
λ ≈ 193 nm; operated in broad-band mode at 〈E〉 <∼ 30 mJ/pulse
read laser dye laser (Lambda Physik SCANMATE 3) operated with Coumarin 47,
and pumped by a tripled Nd:YAG laser (Continuum POWER-
LITE 9010)
λ ≈ 226 nm after frequency doubling; 〈E′〉 <∼ 3.5 mJ/pulse
Supersonic wind tunnel flow measurements
flow generator nominally Mach 3 wind tunnel (see figure 3.7) with optional 30◦ sym-
metric quartz wedge mounted in its test section (figure 7.9)
peculiarity windows replaced by anodised aluminium pieces with 40 × 1 mm2
slots for optical access
write laser excimer laser (Lambda Physik 150TMSC) operated on ArF
λ ≈ 193 nm; operated in broad-band mode at 〈E〉 <∼ 17 mJ/pulse
read laser dye laser (Lambda Physik SCANMATE OPPO) operated on
Coumarin 47, and pumped by a tripled single-mode Nd:YAG
laser (Spectra Physics QUANTARAY 250)
λ ≈ 226 nm after frequency doubling; 〈E〉 <∼ 0.1 mJ/pulse
of writing). In this chapter we concentrate only on the vertical displacement, which is
assumed to be uniform (i.e. no cross-flow in the horizontal direction).
9.2 Implementation and Equipment
Using two different sets of equipment, APART case studies were performed on the un-
derexpanding nozzle jet and on the Mach 3 wind tunnel flow (free stream and base
flow downstream of the wedge). Table 9.1 lists the components that were used with
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some peculiarities and references to more extensive descriptions and figures. Both
flows are supersonic, so for a displacement on the scale of millimetres we require de-
lays between ‘write’ and ‘read’ in the order of microseconds for flows at the order of
room temperature. Various schemes exist to obtain subsequent images on this time-
scale (multi-laser [67, for example] or a single pulse-burst laser [166, 156] for illumina-
tion, and multi-camera or a single streak (high frame rate) camera for detection), but
either they do not operate in the UV (lasers) or are not sensitive for UV radiation (cam-
eras), and, moreover, these high-end systems are very expensive. Therefore, we used a
slow-scan intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T: 512× 512 pixels,
∅25 mm intensifier; 16 bit dynamic range) with a data transfer framing rate of just 1
full image per 2.6 seconds in combination with the lasers of table 9.1. Although gen-
erating an excess of light pulses, the lasers operated at 10 Hz for thermal stability of
optical and electrical components. The over-all experiment was triggered by an exter-
nal pulse generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535: triggering between any two
outputs reproduces within 2 ns). Over-all pulse-to-pulse triggering fluctuations are
estimated to amount to 5 ns on basis of the laser specifications.
9.3 Steady Underexpanded Free Jet
9.3.1 Expansion fans
A sequence of images recorded for increasing delay is depicted in figure 9.3 for an
underexpanding dry air flow generated with pt = 3.59pamb. The images for delays
∆t ≤ 5 µs are single-shot images, and the two images for ∆t ∈ {6, 7} µs are 10-shot
acquisitions. At the first time delay (∆t = 1 µs), the originally straight line written
at time ∆t = 0 µs has deformed into a block structure over the width of the nozzle
exit. For increasing delay, the elevated horizontal line becomes curved, the central
part lagging behind the outer parts. For the largest delays (∆t >∼ 6 µs), the shallow dip
disappears, turning the shifted line into an almost straight line again. For increasing
delay, the elevated line segment extends in width beyond the nozzle edges, curving
downwards at its corners into legs that bend back towards the nozzle edges. Close to
the nozzle deck, at the height of the originally written line, these legs bend sharply to
horizontal line segments that did not move during the time interval on the scale that is
resolved. A comparison to the densitymap of figure 4.3[e] shows that themeasurement
is performed in the first expansion out of the nozzle.
The observation of the changing line profile can be quantified by tracing the vertical
displacement of the line as a function of the delay. To that purpose, vertical cross sec-
tions (over a width of ca. 80 µm) of the intensity were taken at the longitudes marked
by the ‘’ and ‘◦’ in figure 9.3, distinguishing between the ‘core flow’ and the ‘outer
flow’. These cross sections were fit with a linear combination of a Gaussian (rela-
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Figure 9.3. Time evolution of a straight line, written directly downstream of the outlet at ∆t =
0 µs, of an underexpanded jet (pt = 3.59pamb) into still ambient air. Numbers give the time
delay in microseconds. The inverted grey scale runs from 450 (white) through 4450 (black) for
the images of ∆t ∈ {0, 6, 7} µs, and through 1450 (black) for the other images. The images up to
∆t = 5 µs are single-shot acquisitions, and the other two are on-chip accumulations of 10 laser
pulses. The nozzle exit is indicated below and the arrows on top (labelled by  and◦) point out
the longitudinal locations at which vertical cross sections are taken over the width of the arrow line
(5 pixels). The images measure 8.4× 4.0 mm2 with a pixel resolution of 1 pixel ∼= (16.5 µm)2.
At the bottom of every image is a little spurious scattering off the nozzle deck. The flow is directed
vertically upwards in this section, the read excimer bundle propagated right→left and the read
laser sheet left→right.
tively broad around the maximum and narrow at its base) and a Lorentzian (relatively
sharply peaked and broad pedestals)
I(z) = I0 + A
{
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. (9.1)
The fit parameters ∆zG,L denote the FWHM of the Gaussian and Lorentzian, respec-
tively, zc is the peak position, I0 the offset (background signal), µ the relative contribu-
tion of the Gaussian and the Lorentzian, and A is the over-all amplitude. The graphs
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Figure 9.4. Vertical displacements ∆z of the NO distribution as a function of the time ∆t elapsed
after ‘writing’. ∆z is determined from fitted peak positions of the vertical cross sections in fig-
ure 9.3 at the longitudinal locations marked by the ‘’ (in the centre of the flow) and of the ‘◦’
(in the outer flow). The fits for a linearly accelerated motion (9.2) through the data sets correspond
well to all ∆z within their uncertainties (which are smaller than the symbol sizes).
in figure 9.4 display the differences ∆z between the fitted peak positions zread with re-
spect to the fitted location of the written line zwrite at ∆t = 0 µs. All peak positions
zc could be determined with sub-pixel accuracy, always being the least sensitive and
the most accurate variable of all fit parameters. Clearly, the core flow lags behind for
short delays, but for longer delays it catches up with the outer flow again. Nouri &
Whitelaw [118] obtained similar results with LDA point measurements on a particulate
seeded underexpanded jet, where the outer flow initially propagated faster than the
core flow.
In principle, all subsequent displacements ∆z of the NO line can be converted into an
average velocity 〈vz〉 during the time interval ∆t, i.e. 〈vz〉 = ∆z/∆t. On this basis, a
deviation of one pixel in ∆z corresponds to an absolute error of ≈ 17 m/s in 〈vz〉 for
∆t = 1 µs. Considering the density map (figure 4.3[e]) and the trend in the symbols of
figure 9.4, however, the experiment is performed in the expansion downstream of the
nozzle. Therefore, the displacement in the vertical direction might be modelled with a
linearly accelerated motion
z(t) = z0 + vz,0 · t+ 12 az,0 · t
2 (9.2)
for (at least parts of) the probe region. In this approach, all data points are accounted
for simultaneously, potentially leading to amore accurate determination of the velocity
profile in the flow. Although the height of writing generally does not coincide with the
starting point of the expansion, the difference in peak positions ∆z = zread − zwrite
satisfies the parabolic relation (9.2) as well. Fits of the linearly accelerated motion to
the displacement1 (which were weighted by their fit error) are included in figure 9.4 as
1The fits of the intensity profiles were performed in ORIGIN 6.0 using the Levenberg-Marquardt
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Table 9.2. Fit results for the initial position (z0), velocity (vz,0), and acceleration (az,0) for the
displaced APART lines in underexpanded jets at various stagnation pressure pt. The numbers in
parentheses are the standard deviations of the fits in units of the last significant digit.
corresponding figure pt/pamb z0 [10−6m] vz,0 [ms−1] az,0 [106ms−2]
9.3 (single-shots; core flow ‘’) 0.360 15(3) 337.6(1.6) 33.4(5)
9.3 (single-shots; outer flow ‘◦’) 0.360 11(4) 456(3) 1.3(8)
9.6[a] (core flow) 0.171 −1.4(7) 306.2(5) 2.17(12)
9.6[b] (core flow) 0.265 −0.3(6) 347.9(6) 23.5(3)
9.6[c] (core flow) 0.363 0.4(4) 342.7(5) 30.4(2)
9.6[d] (core flow) 0.448 3.6(6) 345.8(5) 32.71(18)
not shown (core flow) 0.497 −2.5(4) 349.6(4) 32.21(15)
well. The resulting parameters are given in table 9.2, revealing a larger initial velocity
for the outer flow and a larger acceleration for the core flow. Note that the fit errors
are very small for the initial velocity (≈ 0.1%) and small for the initial position and
acceleration (in the order of a few percent at most). Moreover, the determined z0 itself
is smaller than the pixel resolution of 16.5 µm. The extreme acceleration (over 106g)
lasts only for a couple of microseconds during the expansion, of course, limiting the
maximum velocity to non-relativistic speeds.
An expansion can be characterised by Mach lines (at the Mach angle with respect to
the stream lines) connecting points with equal velocity. Since these Mach lines fan
out from the edges of the nozzle, the expansion extends over a short height with re-
spect to expansion in the core flow. In other words, the core flow needs time (and
thus displacement) to experience the radial pressure gradient that drives the expan-
sion. Therefore, it is likely that the outer flow (◦) has already traversed the expansion
fan at the initial height of writing the NO line (i.e. ≈ 0.45 mm downstream of nozzle
deck). Accordingly, the outer flow is expected to have a larger initial velocity vz,0 and
smaller acceleration az,0 than the core flow, in accordance to the observations in fig-
ure 9.3 quantified in table 9.2. The difference in initial velocity accounts for the dip in
the centre of the shifted line. However, the outer flow propagates almost at a linear
motion, whereas the core flow still accelerates, thus catching up with the outer regions
for larger delays. The outer flow is hardly accelerated since it traversed the larger part
of the expansion (or may have left it completely), and it may additionally experience a
deceleration, owing to shear effects in the jet boundary.
Three single-shot acquisitions are shown in figures 9.5[a,b,c] for the same flow stag-
nation pressure pt and time-delay ∆t before reading the written line (all similar to
figure 9.3[2]). Although the intensity maximum varies along the deformed structure
from the left [a] via the centre [b] to the right [c], it appears that the APART signal is
algorithmwith a confidence band of 5%, whereas the subsequent fits of the resulting peak positions was
performed with a straightforward least-square error fit.
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Figure 9.5. Most differing single-shot acquisitions [a–c] (from a series of twenty) with the maxi-
mum intensity at different longitudinal positions (intensity scale: 0–1500 for white→black). On
averaging, the entire series yields [d] (same intensity scale) with the pixel-to-pixel standard de-
viation [e] (0–800 for white→black). The square root of the ‘signal’ [d] divided by the standard
deviation [e] is presented in panel [f] (0–0.5 for white→black).
rather uniform over this line on average (9.5[d]; 〈20 frames〉). Moreover, the standard
deviation per pixel (9.5[e]) outlines the same profile as does the average intensity [d].
This is emphasised in figure 9.5[f], where the square root of the average signal (shot
noise assumption for the fluctuations) is divided by the standard deviation (factual
fluctuations). Since this fraction is constant over the APART line, we argue that it is
the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the diagnostics that cause the variations between the
individual images rather than instabilities in the flow (on the scale of our measure-
ments, at least). Therefore, we can as well study multi-shot acquisitions to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.
The curvature of the shifted line segment is studied in more detail from a series of
measurements for various stagnation pressures. Instead of plotting all individual im-
ages for subsequent delays (like in figure 9.3), all images for a given pt are superposed,
resulting in the striped patterns of figure 9.6. Every white line in these images cor-
responds to a certain delay in steps of 1 µs with increasing height. The most intense
∆t = 0 line is discarded from the images for improved contrast. However, at the left of
the nozzle outlet, a lot of spurious scattering was generated that overwhelms the sig-
nal in the left boundary2. The first two collages show a regular pattern of more or less
straight displaced lines downstream of the nozzle exit, whereas the latter two collages
display the same curvature as does the single-shot sequence of figure 9.3.
The individual APART images that underly the collages of figure 9.6 are processed like
the core flow of the single-shot sequence, yielding the results of table 9.2 for the pa-
rameters of a presumed linearly accelerated motion3. As we did not measure the local
temperature T (particularly at the nozzle exit), the Mach number cannot be assessed
for the determined velocities. However, the initial velocity (vz,0 = 306.2(5)m/s) of the
flow with the lowest stagnation pressure (pt = 1.71pamb) corresponds to the velocity
2A band-pass filter as discussed in the previous chapter would be required to suppress ‘white’ light
that is generated on intense illumination of the nozzle deck (especially with the ‘write’ laser beam).
This undesired contribution comes in addition to very intense elastically scattered light, which might
be reflected directly towards the camera by the nozzle deck. In fact, it currently limits the minimum
distance between the nozzle deck and the ‘write’ beam.
3The fit for pt/pamb = 2.65pamb was performed on only the first delays up to ∆t ≤ 6 µs, after which
it started to decelerate as it passed the oblique shock reflected by the boundary layer.
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Figure 9.6. Stagnation pressure specific collages of multi-delay APART measurements (to the left;
‘1’) with accompanying density maps (to the right; ‘2’). Every next line in height of the APART
images corresponds to an increase in delay between reading and writing with 1 µs. The write line
(∆t = 0 µs is omitted. Both the APART images and the density maps are on a linear scale from
black (low intensity) to white (high intensity). The dominant vertical column at the left is caused
by spurious scattering of the nozzle deck. The corrected total pressures pt are indicated.
of sound at (static temperature) T = 233 K (assuming γ = 7/5). The critical tempera-
ture corresponding to room temperature (Tamb ≈ 291 K) is T? ≈ 243 K, i.e. above the
critical temperature corresponding to a = 306 m/s. Therefore, we conclude from our
measurement that this flow was (just) subsonic4 as stated already in chapter 4. Addi-
tionally, it is hardly accelerated in the expansion (relative to the larger pressure flows);
the increase in vertical velocity is less than 10% over the entire sequence (∆t = 12 µs).
The shape of the line segments indicates that the flow velocity is more or less uniform
in the longitudinal direction (i.e. parallel to the nozzle deck), meaning that the flow
propagates uniformly. This corresponds to the absence of strong expansions and/or
compressions, i.e. a uniform density as appears in the density map 9.6[a2].
For increasing stagnation pressures, it turns out that both the initial velocity and the ac-
celeration level off to (asymptotic) values of ca. vz,0 = 345m/s and az,0 = 32 · 106 m/s2,
respectively. Even the relatively uniform flow of pt = 2.65pamb is already at the asymp-
totic initial velocity, albeit with a smaller acceleration than the asymptotic value. The
4Consequently, the loss of total pressure (section 3.2.1, based on the assumption of critical conditions
at the nozzle exit) is not calculated correctly. We believe that the actual value is somewhere in-between
the measured value pt,measured = 1.94pamb and the corrected value pt,corrected = 1.71pamb. However, it
is clear that the actual pressure is below the critical value pt = 1.89pamb since we observed a subsonic
flow.
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asymptotic value for the initial velocity resembles the velocity of sound at T = 296 K,
indicating that the (core) flow indeed reaches sonic conditions at the nozzle deck. Note
that the fit parameters for the ‘single-shot’ core flow (figure 9.3) agree well to the val-
ues obtained from themulti-shot acquisition (figure 9.6). As suggested by the fit results
(table 9.2), the collage of the flow at pt = 4.97pamb (not shown) resembles the collages
of figures 9.6[c1,d1] in the spacing and the shape of the structures. The outer part of
the APART images equals the outer part of the corresponding density maps, as both
bulge outward a little for increasing stagnation pressure. Moreover, the dip in the line
broadens according to the width of the ‘zone of silence’ in-between the barrel shocks
(especially when comparing figures 9.6[c1] and [d1]; the acceleration in [b] is likely
too small to generate a strong expansion). The flows for pt ∈ {2.65, 3.63}pamb expe-
rience a compression towards the top of the field of view, reversing the acceleration
during the expansion into a deceleration. This deceleration is not recognisable in fig-
ure 9.6[b,c], but does show up in the evaluation of vertical cross sections, especially for
pt = 2.65pamb.
Even after the correction for the inhomogeneity of the ‘read’ laser sheet, figures 9.6
show an increase of APART signal with increasing delay (height). This increase is def-
initely not due to an increase in total number density depicted in the right images,
which show a minimum rather than a maximum. As found by Dam et al. [27], the
NO fluorescence is maximum only after a time delay in the order of microseconds.
This is due to either (i) the finite rate of formation of NO; or (ii) transport of ‘fresh’ O2
molecules (initially outside the ‘write’ focus) towards the excited molecules (in the fo-
cus) to form NO. However, this effect was not of main interest in this experiment. For
longer delays, the extent of the ‘read’ laser sheet limits the probe volume, possibly en-
hanced by the effect of NO being transported out of this sheet (in the line-of-sight) by
turbulence. Time-scales and temperatures are too small for a considerable contribution
of diffusion to this out-of-probe-volume transport.
Part of the NO molecules that are formed downstream of the nozzle exit are ‘lost’ in
the upward movement of the central flow. For all delays in figure 9.3, APART signal is
present in the mixing shear layer of the flow and the still ambient air. This is because
the NO (with a molar mass in-between that of pure O2 and N2) has very similar flow
behaviour as the components of ‘regular’ air, particularly the response to drag. There-
fore, some NO ‘disappears’ from the line; a part due to shear effects (the legs indicating
the shear layer), and part in the line-of-sight (likely dominated by turbulent diffusion).
In a full planar analysis, the signal in the shear layer might enable an interpretation in
terms of a (longitudinal) velocity as well.
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9.3.2 Mach disk study
The results of the previous section were obtained in the expansion fan out of the noz-
zle, and could be modelled by a linearly accelerated motion. Further downstream of
the chosen field of view, however, more spectacular phenomena are present, e.g. shock
waves which generate an abrupt change in velocity. While keeping the ‘write’ and
‘read’ laser profiles fixed in the lab-frame, the nozzle deck was lowered to get these
shock waves inside the field of view. Specifically, we generated a Mach disk by oper-
ating the nozzle at pt = 4.72pamb (a number density map of the underexpanded jet at
this particular pressure was not recorded, but it can be interpolated from figures 4.3[f]
and [g]). According to (3.13), a Mach disk is expected to lie ca. 7.2 mm downstream of
the nozzle deck at this pressure.
On lowering the nozzle deck to a distance zwrite below the written line, the local flow
conditions that are probed are different for every zwrite. Correspondingly, the Mach
disk (at a fixed height downstream of the nozzle deck) has to traverse the probe vol-
ume. When reading the written line after a fixed delay of ∆t = 1 µs (on-chip accumu-
lation of 40 laser pulses at 10 Hz), the sequence of figure 9.7 arises. The bottom panel
shows the written line at ∆t = 0 µs for comparison. Although the written line is well
downstream of the nozzle deck, intense spurious scattering is detected for ∆t = 0 µs.
This is attributed to efficient Mie scattering of the higher intensity ‘write’ laser beam
by the condensates of entrained ambient air, which is formed in the shear layer of the
flow at heights already upstream of the Mach disk (see the figures 4.3[f] and [g] once
more). The low intensity in the centre of the image is attributed to the low density,
corresponding to the zone of silence (see the generic outline of the flow field in fig-
ure 3.4[c]). All images contain a ‘dual line’ structure (labelled by ‘?’), indicating that
the flow was less stable at these heights than it was close to the nozzle exit (complying
to the results of section 4.3.1 on coherent structures and literature [49, 159, 122, for ex-
ample]). For small zwrite, the central part of the APART lines is observed above the outer
parts, but for zwrite >∼ 6.45 mm it is distinctly below the outer parts. This central part
increasingly lags behind the outer parts with increasing zwrite. The abrupt alteration in
the trend of the displacements between zwrite = 6.20 mm and zwrite = 6.45 mm indi-
cates that either the line crossed the Mach disk during its displacement (likely for the
images of 6.45 <∼ zwrite [mm] <∼ 6.95) or the line was written downstream of the Mach
disk (zwrite >∼ 6.95 [mm]). In the former situation, the part of the displacement of the
NO line is still upstream of the Mach disk, and part of the displacement is downstream
of the Mach disk. In the latter case, the entire displacement is in the wake flow down-
stream of the Mach disk. Note that the Mach disk appears to be closer to the nozzle
deck than predicted (zM ≈ 7.2 mm) with the molecular beam equation (3.13) for this
pressure.
An attempt to quantify the observations is made for vertical cross sections at the lo-
cations of the dashed lines. After a fit of these cross sections, their peak positions are
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Figure 9.7. After a delay of ∆t = 1 µs, the depicted APART lines, which were initially written
at various heights above the nozzle deck, zwrite, were probed. The left series is equal to the right
series, but on a different grey scale to emphasise different features. For increasing zwrite (provided
in millimetres), the shape of the APART lines changes while passing through a Mach disk in the
centre of the flow (directed upwards). Vertical cross sections are taken at the locations of the
dashed lines (5 pixels wide) for quantification of the profiles. The images comprise 8.5× 0.83 mm2
[width×height] with a resolution of 1 pixel ∼= (16.6 µm)2, and are scaled individually.
given in the graphs of figure 9.8. The open and filled squares belong both to the cross
section of the core flow, but are assigned ‘upstream’ () and ‘downstream’ () of the
Mach disk. The grey circles (•) are taken in the outer flow (‘slipstream’). According
to these cross sections, the open squares indeed show a larger displacement than the
grey circles, and the filled squares show a smaller displacement. The ‘•’ depict a rela-
tively constant displacement for the slipstream. The decreases for zwrite ≈ 6.2 mm and
zwrite >∼ 8 mm may indicate that the APART lines crossed an oblique shock. At the for-
mer height, it might have been the incident oblique shock (‘towards’ the Mach disk),
and at the latter height the reflected shock (off the Mach disk). This effect is apparent
in the images of figure 9.7, where a distinct plateau appears to the right of the •-cross
section in the image of zwrite = 7.45 mm. This plateau extends in width and crosses
the •-line in the image of zwrite = 8.45 mm.
The quantification of the displacement of the core flow is somewhat more complicated
than the previous analysis of the delay sequences. In this series, it was not the time-
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Figure 9.8. Fitted peak positions for the sequence of figure 9.7, i.e. the APART signal as function
of height of writing zwrite. The open and filled squares apply to the core flow, which encounters
a Mach disk for zwrite >∼ 6.45 mm. The grey circles (•) correspond to the slipstream around the
Mach disk. A fit of the square root function (9.4) is included for the core flow upstream of the
Mach disk. Likely, the checked displacements s (5) correspond to motion partly upstream and
partly downstream of the Mach disk before detection.
delay that was varied, but the height of writing. However, assuming again a linearly
accelerated motion, these two are correlated via (9.2). Inverting this equation with
respect to the time of writing (twrite), we find
twrite =
−vz,0 ±
√
v2z,0 − 2az,0(z0 − zwrite)
az,0
. (9.3)
Thus, instead of determining the displacement as a function of time, we can express it
as a function of the height of writing (zwrite)
∆z = zread − zwrite = z(twrite + ∆t)− z(twrite)
=
1
2
az,0(∆t)2 ± 2
√
1
2
az,0(∆t)2 ·
√√√√zwrite −
(
z0 −
v2z,0
2az,0
)
, (9.4)
where ∆t again is the time-delay between writing and reading, being 1 µs in this series.
A fit of the square root function with parameters (az,0(∆t)2/2) and (z0 − v2z,0/2az,0)
is included for both regimes of the core flow. In fact, it is only the acceleration that
can be deduced directly from the (first) fit parameters of equation (9.4), resulting in
az,0 = 34.0(3) · 106 [m/s2] (), which resembles the values of table 9.2. As both z0 and
vz,0 are not known, the second fit parameter cannot be interpreted directly. However,
assuming that the expansion (upstream of the Mach disk) started at the nozzle deck
(z0 = 0), the initial velocity is calculated as vz = 549 m/s at zwrite = 4.45 mm, the first
data point.
Referring to figure 9.8 again, the fit upstream of the Mach disk passes reasonably well
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Table 9.3. Fit results for the initial position (z0), velocity (vz,0), and acceleration (az,0) for the
flow over and around a Mach disk in an underexpanded free jet at pt = 4.72pamb. The symbols
refer to the APART images 9.9 and the peak positions in figure 9.10. The upper two fits (• and
) are modelled by linearly accelerated motions, whereas the lowest fit () is modelled by a linear
fit.
flow region z0 [10−6m] vz,0 [ms−1] az,0 [106ms−2]
slipstream (•) −5.6(6) 546.8(8) −51.0(5)
‘upstream’ core flow () 0.9(1.4) 581(11) 70(40)
‘downstream’ core flow () 310.4(4) 105.73(11) −
through the s, but for the downstream part the fit would deviate significantly from
the s as it decays too slowly. This indicates that the motion over and directly down-
stream of theMach disk cannot be described by a linearly accelerated motion. The data
suggest an exponential decay of the displacement ∆z with zwrite, but we do not have a
model supporting this. Moreover, the displacements of the first two ‘downstream’ data
points (the checked s for 6.45 <∼ zwrite [mm] <∼ 6.95) are likely a linear combination of
upstream and downstream motion.
A sequence for increasing time-delay was recorded, too, for the same flow region and
zwrite just below the Mach disk. For short delays between writing and reading, the
delay was increased in steps of only 0.1 µs, as can be seen in the first 12 images of
figure 9.9. For larger delays, the step sizes were increased quasi-logarithmically; the
result is put into a collage like figure 9.6. Once more, the peak positions in the vertical
cross sections were fit for all delays and plot as a function of ∆t in figures 9.10, the
upper panel of which corresponds to the slipstream and the lower panel to the core
flow. The slipstream (•) could be tracked only for ∆t <∼ 4.5 µs owing to the finite ex-
tent of the ‘read’ laser sheet. On the other hand, the core flow did hardly displace after
encountering the Mach disk (), staying well in view for long delays. Consequently,
the APART line segment downstream of the Mach disk could be observed with suffi-
cient contrast up to ∆t = 12 µs. The decay in the signal-to-noise ratio in this region is
most likely due to turbulence/turbulent diffusion that transports NO out of the ‘read’
laser sheet in the line-of-sight. The decrease of the LIF signal of (still) NO as a function
of ∆t was found to be governed by diffusion, and Sijtsema et al. [145] report effective
lifetimes of the recombined NO in the order of 1− 10 ms. This number supports the
hypothesis that the NO is transported out-of-focus.
Both flow regions marked by the s and the •s of figure 9.10 are fit with the linearly
accelerated motion as they are driven primarily by the expansion out of the nozzle.
This model yields a deceleration for the slipstream, and an acceleration for the core
flow upstream of the Mach disk (see table 9.3 for the exact numbers). The decelerating
slipstream remains supersonic over the entire field of view, while the wake flow is
subsonic. The transition from a supersonic core flow to a subsonic flow is induced by
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Figure 9.10. Displacements of fitted peak positions of the probed NO line during time interval
∆t for the sequence of figure 9.9 (corresponding symbols; slipstream in [a]; and core flow in [b]);
the uncertainties are smaller than the symbol sizes. Included are parabolic fits corresponding to a
linearly accelerated motion for three different flow regimes (see table 9.3 for parameters).
the strong Mach disk.
On the other hand, a physical reason lacks to model the wake flow  by neither a
linear deceleration nor acceleration. Therefore, a simple linear fit was performed. In
spite of the scattering of the  data points around the grey fit, the latter fit is not sig-
nificantly worse than the other two fits. Splitting the core flow into an ‘upstream’ and
a ‘downstream’ region allows of modelling both parts by a different (accelerated or
not) motion. However, the most abrupt change in velocity (i.e. the largest deceleration)
takes place over the Mach disk. Assuming the Mach disk to be crossed in-between
0.5 ≤ ∆t [µs] ≤ 0.6, the velocity drops (non-linearly) from vz(0.5 µs) ≈ 0.65 km/s
to vz(0.6 µs) >∼ 0.11 km/s, i.e. a change in velocity of ca. 0.5 km/s in just 10−7 s. This
means a deceleration in the order of 109g bridging the ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’
motions.
It is not only the diagnostic scheme that differs between the Mach disk studies of
Miles [104, 102, 103] and this study. They recorded single-shot images only for a (sin-
gle) fixed delay (∆t = 2 µs), probably limited by the lifetime of the excited O2, whereas
we tracked the APART signals during longer time-intervals, but on a multi-shot basis.
However, the images show a similar trend of a line segment downstream of the Mach
disk lagging behind the slipstream part. Accordingly, they managed to resolve the in-
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termediate shear layer in more detail, as their RELIEF structures did not smooth each
other like our APART multi-shot accumulations. However, we believe that we can im-
prove the signal strength (over one order of magnitude5 [38]) to perform snapshot
imaging as well. Also optical zooming or scaling up the flow system will result in a
higher spatial resolution of the Mach disk.
9.4 Velocimetry in a Mach 3 Wind Tunnel
Both ‘write’ and ‘read’ laser beams were directed through the test section of the wind
tunnel via slots in the aluminium replacements of the quartz windows in the Mach
blocks. With the equipment of table 9.1, an initial NO distribution is created along a
line with a length of ca. 10 mm and a diameter of ca. 0.3 mm. The NO pattern was
probed by a laser sheet of about 0.5 mm thick and 5 mm broad in the plane spanned
by both laser beams and the main flow direction. The optimal reading wavelength
was determined using LIFBASE [86]. The blow-down wind tunnel used in these exper-
iments is designed for a free stream Mach number M f = 3. Assuming an isentropic
expansion this would result in a temperature in the test section of 100 K. At that tem-
perature, LIFBASE predicts the strongest absorption to occur in the coinciding Q21 and
Q11 band heads at 226.2 nm. For both creation of NO and its induced fluorescence we
used single laser shots.
The CCD camera was aligned such that the pixel rows were perpendicular to the im-
age of the written line recorded at ∆t = 0. Spatial resolution amounted to 94 ×
94 µm2/pixel. The intensity distribution along individual pixel rows was found to
closely follow a Gaussian profile. A non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt fit procedure
was used to determine the centre streamwise position xc of the profile. In the free
stream we measured each line 20 times, behind the wedge 10 times, resulting in an
average xc. For each row these were plotted against delay time. A linear fit returned
the mean velocity along each row.
9.4.1 Free stream
The free stream velocity was determined ca. 20 mm upstream of the wedge. Figure 9.11
shows the good correspondence between the unedited data image of a tagged line and
the Gaussian fits. In the latter image 8 pixel rowswere binned. Also, the figure includes
two lines to show its displacement. Due to the non-homogeneous distribution of the
5Significant improvement is already achieved by an optimisation of the dye laser cavity, and by
decreasing the optical path length and hence the number of optical components. Further improvement
will be obtained in the detection by replacing the two normal incidence mirrors in front of the camera
by a single dedicated filter.
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Figure 9.11. Free stream, APART signal (∆t = 1 µs & ∆t = 7 µs), flow from right to left.
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Figure 9.12. Behind the wedge, using fitted data, (∆t = 0.1 µs & ∆t = 4 µs). The upper line
segment hardly moved at all (corresponding to base flow), whereas the lower segment traversed
ca. 2 mm
read-laser intensity, the left line has a lower contrast. The curvature of the lines is an
imaging artifact. The free stream velocity, averaged over all rows, was measured to be
630.8± 2.7 m/s. This compares very well to that calculated (according to section 3.4.3)
from the stagnation conditions and pressure taps in the Mach blocks (624± 7 m/s).
9.4.2 Base flow
At 2.2 mm downstream of the wedge a line is written partially in the base flow and
partially in the expansion fan (referring to figure 7.9, illumination is at z2 in the line-
of-sight). Figure 9.12 clearly shows the difference in displacement in both regimes.
Figure 9.13[a] shows an example of the velocity profile of the flow behind the wedge
and in the expansion fan. At the base of the wedge the velocity of the flow is very low
with a large relative standard deviation. In the expansion fan the velocities are mea-
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Figure 9.13. Velocity profile & simulation. At this scale, the length of the velocity vectors in [a]
corresponds to half the displacement during 1 µs. The straight lines in [b], originating from the
lower side of the wedge indicate the first and the last Mach line between which the simulated flow
is expanded. Dashed lines: streamlines. Dotted lines: simulated displacement lines, neglecting
the shear layer.
sured with a standard deviation of ca. 7%. For example, the velocity at (x, y) = (4, 7)
is v = 498± 34 m/s. Within uncertainty this agrees to that computed (v = 473 m/s).
Making use of a numerical model of the 2D centred Prandtl-Meyer expansion [176] (3D
effects are neglected) we simulated the streamlines and also the displacement of a line
written at x = 2.195 mm. As figure 9.13[b] indicates, there is good agreement between
measurement (lines) and simulation (dots). However, at 5 < y < 6.5 mm the simu-
lated lines diverge from the measured ones, as a result of the shear layer. Since the flow
is turbulent (Re ≈ 1 · 106) the boundary layer of the wedge grows rapidly. This effect
persists in the shear layer, where the velocity decreases and the simulated and mea-
sured lines diverge. Behind the wedge, the flow is nearly stagnant (v¯ = 30± 65 m/s)
and locally slightly reversed.
9.5 Summary and Conclusion
Accurate single-component flow velocities are determined non-intrusively in highly
compressible, non-seeded flows on small spatio-temporal scales. The displacement of
a well-characterised line is traced by APART as a function of time and of initial posi-
tion. The one-dimensional displacements in an underexpanded free jet are modelled
by a linearly accelerated motion in various regions, allowing of the determination of
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position, velocity, and acceleration of the recombined NO. In the expansion out of
the nozzle, velocities in the order of 350 m/s were determined with an accuracy of
0.1%, and the position and acceleration in the order of 1% on averaging over ca. 80 µm.
Further downstream, the flow was followed on a time-scale down to 0.1 µs and on a
spatial scale with pixel-resolution 16.5 µm. Very distinctly, it crossed the Mach disk for
a flow at sufficiently high stagnation pressure with a change of velocity of 0.5 km/s in
0.1 µs. APART velocimetry has shown to provide results in the free stream flow of a
closed supersonic wind tunnel consistent with predictions based on thermodynamics.
It also yields good results in the wake flow of a wedge corresponding to a 2D numerical
analysis.
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Chapter10
What’s Next?
As a crude classification, this thesis combines two ways of looking at data:
• From the experimental point of view, data ought to be acquired with as high
signal-to-noise ratios as possible with the given equipment. This pursuit is in
principle irrespective of the subsequent post-processing. However, the better the
data, the less sophisticated the post-processing need to be to arrive at the same
conclusion.
• From the post-processing point of view, as much reliable and relevant informa-
tion should be extracted from the data as possible. This pursuit is in principle
irrespective of the quality of the prior data acquisition. However, the better the
post-processing, the less the quality of the data need to be to arrive at the same
conclusion.
Of course, both data acquisition and data evaluation need to be of sufficient quality to
draw any robust conclusion at all. Besides the practical improvements suggested in
the various chapters, there is still room left for more fundamental improvements on
the experimental and the post-processing side. Certainly, this thesis does not contain
the conclusive work in this area of compressible flow research.
In order to initiate follow-up studies, some proposals for challenging, interesting, or
simply essential future research will be discussed in this chapter. Specifically, the qual-
ity of the wind tunnel flow will be discussed for serving as a calibration field. On the
post-processing side, the deconvolution of the OMAgraphs will be revisited with an
extension of the linear Bayesian deconvolution filter, and with an alternative approach
called ‘Maximum Entropy’. At the end, some algorithms will be sketched that might
broaden the application field of OMA imaging.
10.1 Wind Tunnel Improvements
Validation of novel flow diagnostics involves comparison with a known standard. The
accuracy of this standard is reflected in the accuracy of the calibration. Therefore, the
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flow field used for validation needs to be very well characterised and reproducible
for decisive validation experiments. More precisely for practical situations: uncertain-
ties in the flow field should be within the expected uncertainty of the technique to be
validated. This section deals with mainly technical problems that principally do not
affect the feasibility of the experimental technique. They only limited the generality
and robustness of the conclusions that could be drawn in this thesis.
Much attention was paid to characterise the wind tunnel flow field with classical tech-
niques1 in order to test its quality for (idealised) theoretical comparison. In the actual
experiments, however, accurate information on, for example, the Mach number and
direction of the free stream is not available. Therefore, it is hard to judge the actual
quality of the wind tunnel flow on-line during the validation experiments. Conse-
quently, it is disputable whether the free stream flow upstream of the wedge (chap-
ters 7.3 and 8.3.4) was sufficiently uniform to justify a 2D theoretical treatment.
Taking the dimensions of the test section as fixed parameters, the wind tunnel flow
can be improved in many ways. Clearly, the wind tunnel operation can be upgraded
by a better air supply. A larger mass flow delivered at higher pressures provides a
margin to level pressure oscillations after the dryer. For example, an additional buffer
vessel or a two-step reducer might be installed in front of the inlet of the tunnel. As
a side effect, the dryer would perform better at these higher pressure. Nevertheless,
the capacity of the dryer should be increased to definitely prevent condensation and
aggregation of water in the test section of the tunnel. To the same purpose, the dried
air could be heated before being injected into the tunnel, increasing the temperature of
the free stream flow.
Furthermore, the construction of the model support is not really satisfactory. First of
all, it is long and has a relatively large cross section. Because of that, it needs addi-
tional supporting and it does not allow of a terminating pair of Mach blocks at the
downstream side of the test section. Such a pair would stabilise the flow field with
respect to oscillations in the (backing) ambient air pressures and could enable an eas-
ier start-up of the tunnel at lower pressures. This may be an advantage especially with
very obstructing objects. The other way around, the flowmodel may be more obstruct-
ing for the same flow capacity: for example, a wider span may be used in validation
experiments to exclude 2D effects. Additionally, flow models might be equipped with
a pitot tube to monitor free stream parameters to have at least an impression of it.
Apart from these upgrades needed for a well-defined comparison of experimental re-
sults to theory, the tunnelmight be used in the present state for benchmark studies with
various techniques. Eventually, novel techniques should not only ‘work’ for ideal flow
situations, but also for imperfect flows in practical situations. In principle, all experi-
1It is left to the reader whether or not to accept classical measurements as a reliable calibration of the
flow field. Rather, such a calibration formally defines a validation experiment of novel techniques vs.
classical techniques.
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mental techniques should monitor potential imperfections in the current flow field in
the same way. Moreover, it is still desirable to perform these comparative benchmark
studies to assess applicability, artifacts (systematic andmeasurement errors), signal-to-
noise ratios, and detection limits.
10.2 Deconvolution of OMAgraphs
Recently, an extension of the linear Bayesian deconvolution filtering algorithm of chap-
ter 6 has been proposed by Maassen et al. [88], incorporating correlations in the un-
known spatial input images. Parallel to the linear Bayesian formalism, a different de-
convolution scheme was implemented by Mooij [110] using a powerful ‘Maximum
Entropy’ algorithm (an iterative algorithm). Both will briefly be touched upon in this
section to stress their potential.
10.2.1 Non-zero correlations in unknown spatial input images
In fact, the deconvolution of chapter 6 reconstructs the spatial image that was present
at the entrance slit of the spectrograph. This pattern was formed by imaging some
field of view onto the slit with an external lens. In the derivation of the linear Bayesian
deconvolution filter, point-spread in this imaging step was neglected in the first propo-
sition of (6.27). However, point-spread in the entrance slit (input) image is accounted
for when relaxing this assumption. This section outlines an approach to do so with
E[XmXn]m 6=n 6= E[Xm] E[Xn].
Appendix 6.B follows the analytical minimisation of the mean square error between
the deconvolved image and the (unknown) input image. In equation (6.87), the values
E
[
X˜∗k
]
= 0 and E
[
|X˜k|2
]
= N were substituted, which arose from the independence
proposition and choice for Gaussian distributions for the input pattern. The former
value, calculated in (6.123), holds for the case of non-zero correlations in the input
image as well, but the latter value, calculated in (6.124), needs a re-evaluation.
One way of introducing correlations in the input image is by assuming that all pixels
of a particular strip have the same mutual dependence over a range d, i.e.
fd
def= E[Xm Xm+d] = E[Xn Xn+d] ∀m,n , (10.1)
where all indices are modulo N. In case of strong correlation, fd is relatively indepen-
dent on the range d, and tends to E
[
X2m
]
for large uniform regions. On the other hand,
in case of weak correlation, fd is highly dependent on d, and tends to E[Xm] E[Xm+d]
for randomly fluctuating input. All other ‘patterns’ have their specific fd in-between
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these extremes. Incorporating the correlation fd, equation (6.122c) yields
E
[∣∣∣X˜k∣∣∣2] = ∑
m,n
E[Xm X∗n] e
2pi ik(m−n)
N = ∑
d
∑
m
E[Xm Xm+d]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=N fd
e
2pi ik·d
N = N f˜k (10.2)
after substitution of d = (m− n). f˜k is the Fourier transform of fd. Skipping the details
of the derivation, the expression for the restored image including correlations becomes
Fn = cτ
2 − bR˜k=0 f˜k=0
R˜ 2k=0 f˜k=0 + τ
2
+ IFT
 R˜ ∗k,n0 f˜k t˜k∣∣∣R˜k,n0 ∣∣∣2 f˜k + τ2
 (10.3)
Again, this is a closed analytical expression, reducing to (6.38) in the uncorrelated case
of f˜k = σ2. However, the correlation function f˜k is still indeterminate in the ‘extended’
expression (10.3).
In practical implementation, the a priori unknown correlation functionmay be obtained
from the deconvolved image itself. This leads to an algorithm of the following order
1. Deconvolve the OMAgraph assuming uncorrelated input (6.38) for the ‘optimal’
σ/τ like in section 6.3;
2. Determine the ‘total’ correlation function N fd = ∑m E[Xm Xm+d] from this image.
Like for the Fourier transform, periodic boundary conditions should be applied
to calculate this function for all d;
3. Deconvolve the original (noisy) OMAgraph with this fd according to (10.3) for the
‘optimal’ σ/τ (which may differ from the σ/τ of step 1);
4. Iterate steps 2 and 3 if this provides a ‘better’ result.
This algorithm was not (yet) implemented for processing neither the grid OMAgraphs
(chapter 6) nor the Raman OMAgraphs (chapter 7). Tests on well-defined images onto
which random numbers were added by computer show that the mean square errors
between reconstructed images and original images always decreased [88]. Therefore,
it is interesting to extend the current computer code to the above algorithm, and to
perform systematic studies on realistic Raman OMAgraphs.
10.2.2 Maximum Entropy reconstruction
Although both the linear Bayesian filtered deconvolution and the Maximum Entropy
(MAXENT) reconstruction [149, 148, for example] treat data on a statistical basis, the
pixel values reflect fundamentally different entities in both cases.
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• In the linear Bayesian filtering approach, pixel values denote conditional expecta-
tion values: the expected number of photons on every pixel. The statistical char-
acter lies in the (assumed) PDF for every individual pixel from which the most
likely number needs to be determined given the measurement and model of the
experiment. With the assumption of Gaussian distributions for both input pat-
tern and noise, this selection turns out to be prescribed by the closed analytical
formula (6.38).
• In the Maximum Entropy approach, pixel values denote probabilities of being hit
by a (next) photon. Correspondingly, a strip of pixel values defines a probabil-
ity distribution itself, the values of which are positive (including zero) by defi-
nition. Note that the input pattern is no longer derived from a priori Gaussian
distributions per individual pixel. The probability distribution is manipulated
iteratively in order to maximise a well-defined measure, called ‘entropy’, with
constraints imposed by the data[148] (see below). The restored image is thus op-
timised with all available knowledge to best reproduce the measured data. In
fact, it is the most uniform image consistent with the experimental data and its
errors [30, p. 11].
In both situations, the eventual pixel values are interpreted as light levels. This section
will only present a preliminary, though very promising result of the MAXENT method.
Therefore, a thorough general discussion of MAXENT is refrained from, and the reader
is referred to literature instead (textbooks by e.g. Erickson & Smith (eds.) [42] and Buck
&Macaulay (eds.) [18]). Only the applied MAXENT algorithm, which is tailored for the
deconvolution problem of OMAgraphs with the used equipment (dictating the noise
model), is sketched below.
Like for the Bayesian filtered deconvolution, the available knowledge in the MAX-
ENT restoration again is the convolutionmodel and the presence of accumulated noise.
Noise is assumed to be Gaussian, with a variance τ2m that may vary from pixel to pixel
(in contrast to the τm = τ ∀m assumption in the Bayesian filtered deconvolution). Ma-
nipulation of the pixel values (probabilities) in MAXENT proceeds as follows: (i) Start
with a uniform distribution of g (all pixel values are equal), representing no a priori
information; then (ii) minimise the entropy
S = −∑
m
gm log gm (10.4)
of the probability distribution g , with the constraint that the mean square error,
∑
m
(
∆m
τm
)2
, (10.5)
is constant, i.e. equal to its expectation value N, the number of pixels. The residuals ∆m
appearing in (10.5) are the difference between the measured data t and the result of a
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Figure 10.1. [a] Grey scale gradient with some white numbers for alignment that was imaged 400
times by the ICCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD-512T) through the camera lens (Nikon
UV-NIKKOR 105 mm f /4.5). Standard deviation vs. average intensity over these images is plot
in the scatter plot [b] for all individual pixels. The different grey levels in [b] denote subsequent
series for decreasing f -number of the objective, and hence illumination levels of the ICCD camera.
(forward!) convolution of the distribution g with R.
The most thoroughly grounded MAXENT result is of course obtained when as much
knowledge as possible of the imaging process and the noise model is provided. Instead
of the uniform noise (τm = τ ∀m) assumption, more sophisticated noise models are
allowed by the numerical implementation of MAXENT, including intensity dependent
noise. Poisson statistics, modelling the shot noise character of light, is one specific
form of intensity dependent noise. In practical OMA imaging, both multiplicative and
additive noise will be present. For example, formation of the OMAgraphs at the exit
plane of the spectrograph involves shot noise (multiplicative) and stray light (additive)
contributions. Subsequent detection of this OMAgraph plus noise with an (intensified)
CCD camera introduces even more noise sources: shot noise in the image intensifier
(multiplicative) and thermal counts (additive), amongst others.
A thorough analysis of the noise model is advocated here for an optimal MAXENT re-
construction, a start of which is made with the scatter plot of figure 10.1[b]. It shows
the variance over 400 acquisitions for all 512× 512 pixels as a function of the average
intensity from four data sets. The measurements were performed on an image like
figure 10.1[a] for different diaphragms of the objective mounted directly on the ICCD
camera. The scatter plot clearly shows that (i) the variance depends non-linearly on in-
tensity, and (ii) the profile of the variance is similar for the four sets. When the variance
is interpreted as noise, we can conclude that the noise cannot be cast easily by a power-
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law as a function of intensity. The standard Poisson signal-to-noise equation [131]
S
N =
PQe t√
(P+ B)Qe t+ D t+N 2r
, (10.6)
or, on eliminating t,
N =
√(
1+
B
P
+
D
PQe
)
S+N 2r ∼
√
α S+β (10.7)
including read-out noise Nr is inadequate. (P: ‘signal’ photon flux; Qe: quantum ef-
ficiency; t: gate time; B: background photon flux; D dark (thermal photons) current.)
The thick clouds of points in figure 10.1[b] lie on a power-law of N ∼ S0.7, but still
many pixels deviate from this relation especially at low intensity. Note that, in princi-
ple, every individual pixel has a different noise model.
In the current MAXENT calculations, based on the MAXENT2 implementation (version
1.3) of Myrheim & Rue [112], the noise was determined from a comparison of neigh-
bouring horizontal strips in the measured OMAgraph. If their pixel values did not
differ too much, their difference was taken as noise. After an evaluation of the entire
image, a power-law fit is made of the noise to intensity, resulting in two trial noise
models
N = 1100+ 0.02 S ‘MAXENT2A′ (10.8a)
N = 1100+ 0.03 S ‘MAXENT2B′ . (10.8b)
Because of the larger proportionality constant, the ‘MAXENT2B’ model deals better
with low signal levels (allowing larger noise components) than ‘MAXENT2A’, but
overestimates noise in higher intensity data on the other hand.
The results of the grid image reconstruction are provided in figure 10.2[b] and [c] for
the MAXENT2A and MAXENT2B algorithms, respectively. For comparison, the ‘best’
linear Bayesian filtered deconvolution of figure 6.7[b] is plotted again in figure 10.2[a].
Also, the single-strip cross sections through the ‘68’ and the power of their Fourier
transforms are plotted on top of the images. Clearly, the ghost structure present in the
Bayesian filtered restoration disappeared in both MAXENT restorations. This is best
observed in the single-strip cross section. Also, the dips corresponding to the ‘68’ and
the grid lines have gained in contrast (though retaining the same FWHM). With respect
to the MAXENT Fourier power spectra, the ‘best’ Bayesian reconstruction suppresses
the high k-components too strongly. Therefore, low k-component structures like the
original OMAgraph leaks through the reconstruction as a ghost structure. The differ-
ence image of the linear Bayesian reconstruction (figure 10.2[a]) and the MAXENT2B
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Figure 10.2. Strip-by-strip deconvolution of figure 6.3[c] with the spectrum of figure 6.3[a].
From the right to the left are the results for: [a] the ‘best’ linear Bayesian filtered deconvolu-
tion (i.e. image 6.7[b]); [b] MAXENT2A reconstruction; and [c] MAXENT2B reconstruction.
Above the images are the single-strip cross sections again, and on top are their power spectra on
a logarithmic scale for the first half of k-components. The images are scaled individually, but the
graphs are all on the same scale (−5.5 · 10 4 ≤ S [count] ≤ 4.1 · 10 5 for the spatial data and
10 7 ≤ |S˜ |2 [count 2] ≤ 2.5 · 10 15 for their power spectra).
reconstruction (figure 10.2[c]), figure 10.3[b], clearly shows persisting periodicity in the
horizontal direction. This effect is most easily recognised in the numbers. Five stars
indicate the horizontal locations at which either overshoots or undershoots coherently
reproduce the numbers. Their separation (93 or 94 pixels) equals the splitting between
the two spectral lines, or, equivalently, the shift of its two constituting monochromatic
contributions in the original OMAgraph, figure 10.3[a]. The grey scale indicates that
undershoots and overshoots are of the same order.
Maximum Entropy methods look very promising to reconstruct the original input pat-
tern on the entrance slit of the spectrograph from an OMAgraph, especially because it
accounts only for the convolution model and incorporates the empirically determined
noise model of the used equipment and no other a priori assumptions about the exper-
iment at all. In spite of their iterative nature, MAXENT implementations seem to be
very robust.
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Figure 10.3. [a] Original OMAgraph with measures indicated for the width and the shift of its
two constituting monochromatic contributions. [b] is the difference image between figure 10.2[a]
and figure 10.2[c]. Its linear intensity grey scale is in units of [kcount] and directly comparable
to the intensity scale of the graphs in figure 10.2, which spans roughly one additional order of
magnitude.
10.2.3 Full 2D deconvolution
Up to this point, OMAgraphs are treated as a collection of uncorrelated horizontal strips
of data. However, both the external lens, the spectrograph, and the CCD camera blur
the image at various stages before detection. This blurring is not only in the direction
of diffraction, which would be automatically treated correctly by the 1D restoration,
but also in the perpendicular dimension. Although the simplification of individual
strips is relatively easily tractable, it should be ameliorated with a more complicated
treatment of the data that corrects for the ‘cross-talk’ between subsequent strips.
Assuming that the point-spread functions (PSF) of the camera and of the external lens
can be determined in an independent experiment, a full 2D deconvolution should for-
mally be performed as follows
1. 2D deconvolution of spectral reference function with 2D camera-PSF (this step
yields the PSF of the spectrograph, i.e. the spectral distribution of light, which
will still be assumed to be 1D for the moment);
2. 2D deconvolution of OMAgraph with 2D camera-PSF (this step yields the ‘pure’
convolution of spectral and spatial dependency plus noise);
3. 1D strip-by-strip deconvolution of PSF-corrected OMAgraph with PSF-corrected
spectral reference function (this step yields the purely spatial reconstruction of
the input image).
4. 2D deconvolution of entrance slit reconstruction with 2D lens-PSF (this step yields
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the original object in the probing volume).
It is a challenge to perform this intricate procedure to arrive at a quantitatively cor-
rect reconstruction with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, if the mirrors inside
the spectrograph produce 2D blurring, the 1D spectrograph-PSF itself should also be
extended to a full 2D PSF, too. Unfortunately, this is not an easy job because of the
ambiguity between spatial and spectral dependence. One could try to determine this
2D spectrograph-PDF from a 2D OMAgraph obtained from either
• scanning the plane of the broad entrance slit with purely monochromatic point
source illumination; or
• scanning the vertical direction of the narrow entrance slit with ‘white’ light.
Up to this point, however, it is not yet clear whether this 2D spectrograph-PSF would
be an issue and should hence be determined or not.
10.3 Extending OMA Raman Imaging(?)
The only fundamental restriction onmodelling OMA imaging data was the factorisabil-
ity of the input signal at the entrance slit of the spectrograph. In case of OMA imaging
Raman scattered light, this constrains the probing volume to have (see section 7.1)
1. a uniform temperature distribution which is equal to the temperature for which
the spectral reference function was recorded; and
2. a uniform chemical composition for overlapping structures on the OMAgraph.
For dry air flows, the ‘temperature’ limitation is relaxed to allow varying temperatures
up to some hundred Kelvin. However, in combustion research, temperature may reach
thousands of Kelvin. Since 1D OMA Raman imaging is frequently applied in this field
of research, it would be of interest to introduce 2D OMA Raman imaging.
10.3.1 T 6= const.: 2D non-intrusive thermometry(?)
Imagine a uniform density field at some low temperature, except for one point with
a significantly higher temperature. In a 2D OMAgraph, this point will be recognised
by higher intensity at points where its hot bands are imaged, and by a lower inten-
sity at the point where its fundamental (purely vibrational) Raman line is imaged2. In
the current reconstruction model, a deconvolution of this OMAgraph with the spectral
2Also the rotational envelope of the ro-vibrational Raman contributions changes, complicating the
situation even more.
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reference function corresponding to the low temperature would attribute these devi-
ations from uniformity to fluctuations in the number density pattern. Alternatively, a
deconvolution with the high temperature spectrum would not deal correctly with the
low temperature regions. Clearly, temperature information and density information
interfere in the OMAgraph and complicate a quantitative reconstruction of the density
field.
Chapter 6 treats the imaging of the OMA system as a mapping of
OMA : (xin, yin, λ) 7→ (xout[xin, λ], yout[yin]) . (10.9)
However, for non-uniform temperature distributions, the spectral dependence itself
changes with position, too. This spoils the factorisation (6.4) of the spectral and spa-
tial dependence of the signal, which was a crucial assumption for the convolution
model (6.8). Dropping the assumption of uniformity of the spectrum of the entrance
slit leads to the more general imaging of
OMA : (xin, yin, λ(xin)) 7→ (xout[xin, λ(xin)], yout[yin]) . (10.10)
The challenge is to formulate a relation between xin, λ(xin), and xout that extends the
simple equation (6.6). Likely, a numerical procedure will be required for this treatment,
which factorises the signal in consecutive iterations. In this section, however, a more
phenomenological approach is suggested that may lead to thermometry on molecules
with simple Raman spectra instead of a concentration measurement.
In 1D OMA Raman imaging, temperature is associated with the spectral distribution
of the signal, and the number density with the intensity. Therefore, both quantities
are uniquely identifiable in 1D Stokes OMAgraphs. At sufficiently high temperatures,
not only the Stokes contributions are recorded, but also the anti-Stokes signals. The
intensity of the first anti-Stokes band (v′ = 1, J′)→ (v′′ = 0, J′′), for example, provides
information on the relative population of the first excited level. The same information
is contained in the first hot band on the Stokes side of the spectrum (v′ = 2, J′) ←
(v′′ = 1, J′′), but at a much smaller spectral separation from the fundamental Stokes
line than is the first anti-Stokes line3. Therefore, the peak positions and their intensities
are more easily determined from the fundamental Stokes and the first anti-Stokes lines.
This same consideration may be of use for 2D OMA Raman imaging, in which case the
hot band may overlap the fundamental Stokes Raman band.
Both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes images mix up spatial and spectral information in
the same way when imaged through a spectrograph. However, the Stokes OMAgraph
obviously contains contributions from the fundamental (v′ = 1, J′) ← (v′′ = 0, J′′)
Stokes transition, whereas this contribution is absent in the anti-Stokes OMAgraph. By
3For nitrogen, for example, the fundamental Stokes Raman line has a 29 cm−1 separation for the hot
band vs. 2330 cm−1 separation to the frequency of illumination.
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recording the anti-Stokes OMAgraph, however, additional information of the tempera-
ture and number density of the scattering volume is obtained independently from the
Stokes OMAgraph. In case theQ transitions dominate the Raman structure, like for oxy-
gen and nitrogen, the rotational envelope of the various contributions will not change
too much with temperature. In that case, the anti-Stokes OMAgraph could be used to
correct the Stokes OMAgraph for the high T-contribution. The resulting image would
contain information on the distribution of only the fundamental Raman transition. A
subsequent deconvolution with the low temperature spectrum would then yield the
spatial pattern of the number density of molecules in the ground state: ρ0(x, y).
Since the ground state distribution is not equal to the number density distribution for
T 6= const., this quantity does not lead to absolute concentration measurements. How-
ever, it may be used to determine temperature fields instead. In case of a uniform num-
ber density field ρ, like for nitrogen4 in an incompressible premixed flame, this means
that the reconstruction actually is a pattern of the relative population of the ground
state, ρ0(x, y)/ρ. At thermal equilibrium, the Boltzmann distribution (2.1) provides
the temperature associated with the local relative population. In fact, 2D OMA imaging
of both Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman signals leads to thermometry for molecules with
simple Raman spectra and uniform number density. For species with a more complex
Raman spectrum than nitrogen, this approach, however, is likely to fail.
Besides this phenomenological approach, a more fundamental approach might turn
the entire analytically tractable model describing OMA imaging (convolution) into a
model that is only numerically tractable. This might lead to a determination of both
2D number density and 2D temperature distributions. It would be interesting to inves-
tigate both phenomenological and analytical approach as for an extension of 2D OMA
Raman imaging to the field of combustion research.
10.3.2 Overlap of spectral lines
Sometimes Raman contributions of different species overlap. An example was encoun-
tered with the methane/air mixing experiment of section 7.4, where CH4 and O2 have
a Raman line at 1520 rel. cm−1 and 1556 rel. cm−1, respectively. In case they have
the same spatial pattern (i.e. uniform composition), this is not a complication at all.
The OMAgraph can be deconvolved with the spectral reference function taken from a
sample of the same chemical composition to yield the total number density field. For
mixing studies, however, the patterns of CH4 and O2 differ, posing difficulties on the
interpretation of the data. (Note that if it is the total number density that is of interest
instead of the partial density, then the problem becomes equivalent to the T 6= const.
formulation in (10.10).)
4According to Eckbreth [37, § 5.2.6], nitrogen is the preferred species to perform temperature mea-
surements in air-fed combustion.
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For the case of mixing CH4 and air, there is sufficient spectral structure of CH4 that
does not interfere with structures from CO2, O2, N2, and H2O. Therefore, the solution
to the data post-processing was to obtain the patterns from the ‘clean’ N2 (instead of
O2) and CH4 structures in order to determine the local stoichiometry of the mixture.
Of course, the focus on N2 instead of O2 is only justified for non-reacting flows. In
combustion studies, where the O2 : N2 ratio is not fixed, the actual O2 concentration
is required. With the following recipe, it is expected that this quantity can be obtained
indeed.
1. Restore the 2D [CH4] pattern from the ‘clean’ CH4 part of the OMAgraph (i.e.
2914 rel. cm−1 − 3040 rel. cm−1);
2. Convolve this 2D [CH4] pattern with the CH4 ν2 Raman line at 1520 rel. cm−1;
3. Subtract the re-convolved CH4 structure from the raw data OMAgraph to retain
a contribution only due to O2;
4. Restore the 2D [O2] pattern from the persisting O2 structure.
With this phenomenological approach, there is no other fundamental complication in
the data evaluation. However, it is not investigated what the various additional steps
will do with the data in terms of noise addition. It is therefore still unknown whether
this is a tractable algorithm.
10.4 Conclusion
There is still a lot of interesting research that ought to be done to fully explore, vali-
date, and benefit from molecular light scattering techniques in non-seeded compress-
ible flow research! Effort should not only be directed towards better defined and more
efficient experiments, but also to data processing. The present linear Bayesian decon-
volution algorithm for the quantification of OMAgraphs could be replaced by the MAX-
ENT algorithm, and the entire evaluation of OMAgraphs might be extended to enlarge
the field of application of 2D OMA Raman imaging.
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Chapter11
Summary & Conclusions
Various molecular light scattering techniques were investigated for their feasibility in
non-seeded compressible flow research. In general, these non-intrusive techniques
have the fundamental merit of not affecting the flow while it is diagnosed, as op-
posed to (opto-)mechanical techniques like Particle Image Velocimetry, Laser Doppler
Anemometry, and pitot tube probing. Another advantage is that the molecular light
scattering techniques can often provide instantaneous two-dimensional (2D) parame-
ter fields if a planar cross section of the test volume is illuminated instantaneously and
imaged onto a camera. This property is in contrast to line-of-sight optical techniques
like schlieren imaging and interferometric studies, or 1D or 0D imaging or (mechanical)
probing experiments. The focus of this thesis was on (number) density field imaging,
but also a velocimetry experiment was performed. This chapter lists the main achieve-
ments with the novel techniques reported in this thesis.
11.1 Density Field Imaging
Non-resonant Rayleigh and Raman light scattering schemes do not suffer from quench-
ing of signal, like Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) signals do at atmospheric condi-
tions. Therefore, their intensities are generally more straightforward to interpret than
LIF intensities. Both Rayleigh and Raman signals are directly proportional to illumina-
tion intensity and to number density for a gas mixture of uniform chemical composi-
tion. Because of this simplicity, Rayleigh imaging and Raman imaging are favourable
for quantitative number density measurements in spite of their often lower signal lev-
els than obtained with LIF imaging.
Rayleigh imaging experiments are performed (chapter 4) when the light scattered off
the probe volume is not filtered spectrally on detection. With intensified CCD cameras
and illumination in the UV with light from an excimer laser, single-shot measurements
can be performed with a signal-to-noise ratio in the order of 102 at atmospheric condi-
tions. In general, gas mixtures may be of non-uniform composition in many situations,
and they may be contaminated with particulates (dust). In the former case, the scatter-
ing efficiencywill generally not be constant over the probing volume. Consequently, an
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additional linear dependency of unknown impact is imposed to the signal, corrupting
the straightforward interpretation of the signal as number density. Moreover, if strong
scatterers are present, like particulates, condensates, and solid objects, the Rayleigh
scattering will be overwhelmed by Mie scattering or (direct or diffuse) reflections of
laser light.
Conclusion: 2D density fields of clean gas environments of uniform chemical composition
can conveniently be diagnosed instantaneously with planar Rayleigh imaging.
Raman imaging experiments often overcome the problems in the interpretation of
non-filtered (Rayleigh) images. Since Raman scattering is an inelastic process, the scat-
tered light will be spectrally separated from the incident light, and the separation is a
characteristic feature for the species at hand. With optical filtering, clean Raman signals
can be obtained. Only in some unfortunate cases, the Raman signal may be corrupted,
complicating the interpretation again. This is the case when, to mention a few exam-
ples that were encountered in this thesis, ‘white light’ sources are present (e.g. laser
ablation from steel), when investigating O2 and CH4 simultaneously, or when there is
a quartz object in the field of view. However, in many cases the Raman data are clean
indeed, especially in plain air. Raman imaging is even capable of imaging the density
field close to solid objects because of the inelastic scattering process.
Two approaches were tested for Raman imaging
1. imaging scattered light through a spectrograph (OMA Raman imaging; chap-
ters 5–7);
2. imaging scattered light through a narrow spectral band-pass filter (chapter 8).
In the first detection scheme, the various Raman contributions are spectrally separated
and imaged at different locations on the camera. This property was exploited in chap-
ter 5 for Raman imaging patterns of O2 and N2 with λ ≈ 193 nm (ArF excimer laser)
illumination. The species-specific O2 and N2 number density fields of both a dry air
and a pure nitrogen underexpanded jet in ambient air were studied. Also the flow
around a cylinder was probed with sufficient quality. However, some complications in
signal interpretation arose associated with the rather deep UV illumination generating
resonant contributions.
Conclusion: 2D OMA Raman imaging allows simultaneous investigation of O2 and N2
number density fields, even in flow systems containing objects in the field of view.
However, in many situations, the spectral separation between various Raman con-
tributions is insufficient to have completely separated Raman images on the camera.
Rather, the contributions may partly overlap, and the signal dependence becomes am-
biguous: spatial and spectral dependence interfere. The major chapter of this thesis,
chapter 6, introduces a linear Bayesian deconvolution filter to retrieve the purely spa-
tial dependence from the mixed up OMAgraphs (images through a spectrograph) with
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accumulated noise. This imagingmethod is not limited to Raman imaging, but is appli-
cable to all imaging experiments in which the spectral dependency of the input image
is uniform.
Conclusion: From 2D OMAgraphs with mixed up spectral and spatial information and
accumulated noise, the original purely spatial, planar patterns can be reconstructed with
a linear Bayesian deconvolution filter. The only requirement is that all points in the
original pattern have had the same spectral dependence.
With this elaborated OMA Raman imaging method, various flows were diagnosed
upon λ ≈ 248 nm (KrF excimer laser) or λ ≈ 355 nm (frequency-tripled Nd:YAG
laser) illumination: an underexpanded dry air jet; a supersonic wind tunnel flow over
a quartz wedge; and a premixed methane/air flow into ambient air. In all situations,
differing in flow geometry and spectral complexity, the OMAgraphs could be processed
into density fields, with a resulting signal-to-noise ratio of about 10 at atmospheric
conditions and in the order of 1000 laser pulses. Nevertheless, many technical im-
provements are suggested to push this signal-to-noise ratio towards single-shot mea-
surements of sufficient quality. Once the camera of the OMA system is aligned to the
spectrograph, the composite OMA apparatus is a very robust experimental tool.
Conclusion: 2D OMA Raman imaging provides quantitative density fields of realistic
flows. It is capable to measure down to at least 0.5 mm from the surface of quartz objects,
and the OMA imaging system forms a robust set-up.
For the second Raman detection scheme, an optical filter was designed with four mir-
rors that have high reflectivity only over a very small spectral range. In chapter 8,
this filter was used in front of an intensified CCD camera to detect light in the range of
261− 269 nm (Full Width at Half Maximum). In this scheme, various Raman contribu-
tions from different species are integrated instead of separated, leading to total number
density fields. In principle, the signal-to-noise ratio will be higher, but an on-line check
on the spectral purity is lost. Again, the underexpanded dry air jet was diagnosed,
allowing an internal consistency check between the Rayleigh imaging technique, the
OMA Raman imaging technique, and this ‘filter’ Raman imaging technique at first in-
stance. Secondly, the supersonic wind tunnel flow over a quartz wedge was probed
for various angles of attack. Interestingly, the density fields derived from the Raman
data in terms of intensity and, via 2D compressible flow theory, geometry are not con-
sistent. Many uncertainties in flow configuration pose questions on the applicability
of 2D theory to this experiment.
Conclusion: 2D Raman imaging through a band-pass filter provides results consistent
with 2D Rayleigh imaging and 2D OMA Raman imaging for (at least) an underexpanded
dry air jet into ambient air. Discrepancies between experiment and 2D compressible flow
theory cannot be explained for the present flow configuration.
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11.2 Velocimetry with APART
Without global seeding of the flow field, velocimetry experiments can be performed
with a two-laser set-up and a camera. For the displacement-based technique APART
(Air Photolysis And Recombination Tracking), one laser beam creates a well-defined
spatial pattern of nitric oxide, and the second laser beam probes the nitric oxide pat-
tern (which is advected with the flow) after a well-controlled time delay. Velocities
were measured up to almost 103 m/s in a dry air underexpanded jet with an accuracy
below 1% (chapter 9). An acceleration in the order of 109g was derived for the flow
crossing the Mach disk in the jet. APART utilises non-resonant detection, allowing to
investigate flows close to objects, and, moreover, tracers are created at any desired loca-
tion. Therefore, this technique is well-suited for velocimetry of complicated flow sys-
tems like vortices, including wake/base flow. Single-shot detection is achieved, and an
extension to 2D detection of two-component velocities is anticipated by creating more
complex initial patterns of NO. In principle, like for PIV, the range of velocities in a
single experiment is set by the resolution of the camera and its field of view.
Conclusion: APART provides velocity fields in supersonic internal and external flows,
and also in base flow systems.
11.3 Over-all Conclusion
Molecular light scattering techniques satisfymany criteria required for viable and prac-
ticable flow diagnostic techniques. Notably Rayleigh imaging and Raman imaging are
well-suited for various non-intrusive, planar density field measurements. Rayleigh
imaging is advised for clean environments and instationary processes. Raman imag-
ing is very fruitful for mixing studies, contaminated flow fields, or flows around ob-
jects. For planar diagnostics on instationary flows, however, its signal-to-noise ratio
is still too low. APART is very promising as a non-seeded planar diagnostic tool for
two-component velocimetry.
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Samenvatting
Expansie van laserdiagnostiek in onderzoek aan ‘onbe-
zaaide’, samendrukbare stromingen
Aangezien stromingen worden gedefinieerd als collectieve bewegingen van molecu-
len, is de moleculaire schaal een voor de hand liggende schaal waarop onderzoek aan
stromingen verricht kan worden. In dit proefschrift zijn dan ook technieken geïntrodu-
ceerd die juist op dit niveau stromingen diagnosticeren. In tegenstelling tot de meest
gangbare technieken is het hierbij niet vereist om de stroming te vervuilen met (gro-
tere) artificiële volgdeeltjes (oftewel: ‘onbezaaid’), of mechanische meetapparatuur.
Het onderzoek heeft zich met name gericht op metingen van tweedimensionale (2D)
dichtheidsvelden, welke vooral belangrijk zijn voor onderzoek aan compressibele stro-
mingen en studies waarin verschillende chemische stoffen afzonderlijk geïdentificeerd
moeten worden. Tevens is een experiment verricht om snelheden te meten.
Niet-resonante moleculaire lichtverstrooiing (waaronder spontane Rayleigh en Raman
verstrooiing) is in het algemeen een erg zwak proces. Om deze toch voor stromingson-
derzoek te kunnen gebruiken, zijn een intense lichtbron en een zeer gevoelige detector
nodig. In het geval van Raman verstrooiing is tevens een hoogwaardig optisch fil-
ter vereist om de verschillende spectrale bijdragen, karakteristiek voor de aanwezige
chemische componenten, te onderscheiden. Met een gepulste laser werkend in het ul-
traviolet, waarvoor beide genoemde lichtverstrooiingsprocessen efficiënter zijn dan in
het zichtbare regime, worden 2D verdelingen van verstrooid licht gegenereerd waar-
van de intensiteit op elk punt rechtevenredig is met de hoeveelheid moleculen aldaar.
Afbeeldingen van het verstrooide licht zijn gedetecteerd door een CCD camera met
beeldversterker.
In het inleidende hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt allereerst een globaal overzicht
gegeven van gangbare technieken en zijn de voorwaarden geïdentificeerd waaraan een
‘goede’ meettechniek zoumoeten voldoen. Hieruit volgt ook de open probleemstelling
van dit proefschrift: ontwikkel en karakteriseer een meettechniek die aan zoveel mo-
gelijk criteria en wensen voldoet en breed inzetbaar is bij divers stromingsonderzoek.
Daarna volgt een inleiding in de moleculaire lichtverstrooiing en in de compressibe-
le stromingsleer (hoofdstuk 2 respectievelijk 3). Hierin worden tevens de stromings-
velden geïntroduceerd waaraan de meeste metingen zijn verricht: een vrij supersone
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straalpijp en een supersone stroming in een windtunnel. De laatste stroming is tevens
experimenteel gekarakteriseerd met klassieke methoden.
Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert de dichtheidsmetingen met Rayleigh lichtverstrooiing, waar-
bij het mogelijk is gebleken voldoende signaal te verkrijgen met slechts een enkele
lichtpuls van de laser. Er treden in sommige stromingssituaties echter complicaties op
bij de interpretatie van het signaal. Daarom is gekozen om de verdere dichtheidsme-
tingen met Raman lichtverstrooiing uit te voeren.
Als het Raman signaal door een spectrograaf wordt gedetecteerd, ontstaan verschil-
lende afbeeldingen voor de aanwezige chemische stoffen in één plaatje. In hoofdstuk 5
zijn de eerste stromingsmetingen met deze nieuwe, zogenaamde OMA afbeeldings-
techniek1 opgenomen, waaronder metingen aan een stroming met een model in het
beeldveld. In het langste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt een convolutiemodel
opgesteld voor de OMA afbeeldingstechniek en bijbehorend algoritme om de beel-
den te bewerken voor een eenduidige, kwantitatieve interpretatie. Dit model wordt
in hoofdstuk 7 toegespitst op OMA afbeeldingen van Raman verstrooid licht en hier
worden ook verschillende meetresultaten kwantitatief geïnterpreteerd. Belangrijk is
dat de gevonden moleculaire dichtheden overeenstemmenmet de verwachte waarden
en dat zelfs de stroming dicht bij modellen gemeten kan worden. De mengverhouding
van een brandbaar methaan/lucht mengsel is bepaald met deze OMA Ramanmethode.
Een alternatieve methode om Raman signaal te detecteren, waarbij een smalbandig
transmissiefilter gebruikt wordt, is onderwerp van hoofdstuk 8. Allereerst is de con-
sistentie van de drie meettechnieken (Rayleigh en 2× Raman) bepaald, waarbij tevens
de karakteristieken van de verschillende methoden zich manifesteren. Na deze karak-
terisering zijn metingen aan de windtunnelstroming om een wig verricht. Deze bleken
niet te interpreteren in termen van standaard 2D stromingstheorie, waarschijnlijk van-
wege complicaties in de stroming.
Voor de snelheidsmetingen is de APART techniek gebruikt die recent in Nijmegen is
ontwikkeld. Hierbij wordt stikstofoxide gevormd op een lijn met behulp van een
sterk gefocusseerde laserbundel, waarna met een andere laserbundel het stikstofoxide-
patroon na een in te stellen tijd nogmaals wordt belicht. Door de vervorming en ver-
plaatsing van dit patroon te meten kan de lokale snelheid worden bepaald. Hoofd-
stuk 9 laat APART(e) resultaten zien van de straalpijpen van de windtunnelstroming
achter een wig. Met name deze laatste studie toont aan dat APART toepasbaar is in
stromingen waar ‘bezaaide’ technieken praktisch onbruikbaar of onbetrouwbaar zijn.
Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 10 gebieden voor interessant en veelbelovend vervolg-
onderzoek aangestipt, gevolgd door een uitgebreide Engelse samenvatting met con-
clusies (hoofdstuk 11).
1Zie de omslag van dit proefschrift voor een kleurrijk voorbeeld van OMA afbeeldingen van een
raster.
Gepopulariseerde
Samenvatting
Natuurkunde is dewetenschap bij uitstek die zeer complexe natuurlijke processen pro-
beert te vangen in modellen die slechts een zeer beperkt aantal kengetallen bevatten.
Zo wordt een gasstroming in de natuurkunde niet omschreven met termen als ‘het
waait hard’, maar met een beperkt aantal fundamentele variabelen, namelijk
1. de partiële dichtheid: welke chemische stoffen komen inwelke hoeveelheid voor
op bepaalde lokaties in het gas; en
2. de snelheid: wat is de lokale snelheid waarmee en de richting waarin het gas
zich verplaatst?
Met behulp van een microscopisch model (thermodynamica), dat gebaseerd is op een
verzameling van moleculen2 die gezamenlijk een stroming definiëren, worden ook de
bekende macroscopische grootheden
• druk: wat is de gemiddelde kracht die moleculen op een (eventueel denkbeeldi-
ge) wand uitoefenen; en
• temperatuur: wat is de variatie in lokale snelheid waarmee de moleculen bewe-
gen?
gedefinieerd. Deze afgeleide grootheden worden in de praktijk echter vaker gebruikt
dan de fundamentele grootheden partiële dichtheid en snelheid. Dat komt onder an-
dere doordat ze makkelijk te meten zijn (denk aan de barometer en de thermometer
die u vast thuis heeft; probeer echter maar eens moleculen te tellen!) en omdat ze goed
in het thermodynamische model voor gasstromingen passen.
2Een molecuul wordt in het woordenboek gedefinieerd als: “het kleinste deeltje van een verbinding of
een element dat de chemische eigenschappen daarvan nog volledig bezit” [50]. Een molecuul van bijvoorbeeld
zuurstof of stikstof heeft een typische ‘afmeting’ in de orde van een miljardste van een decimeter.
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Waarom dit proefschrift?
Vanuit de stromingsleer is er een blijvende vraag naar betere meettechnieken om alle
belangrijke parameters experimenteel te kunnen onderzoeken. In sommige gevallen
gaat het om een verbetering van een methode, maar in een aantal gevallen gaat het om
een fundamenteel nieuwe aanpak om een parameter te meten die nog niet eerder direct
bepaald kon worden. Met deze experimentele resultaten kunnen nieuwe modellen
worden gevormd en kunnen computersimulaties worden getest.
In het geval van samendrukbare media, zoals gasstromingen met een hoge snelheid,
worden echter hoge eisen gesteld aan een meetmethode. Omdat een gas gevoelig is
voor (mechanische) invloeden ‘van buiten’, zoals de plaatsing van een meetinstrument
als een thermometer, dient demeting de stroming absoluut niet beïnvloeden. Ook is de
toevoeging van zeer kleine deeltjes (‘bezaaiing’) discutabel met betrekking tot dit as-
pect van verstoring. Daarom wordt in dit proefschrift onderzoek beschreven dat puur
optisch is en geen gebruik maakt van bezaaiing. Dit proefschrift heeft niet de pretentie
een ultiememeetmethode te presenteren voor zowel de partiële dichtheid, de snelheid,
de druk als de temperatuur van de gasstroming, maar wel om een aantal werkbare
voorstellen te doen die aan veel fundamentele en praktische wensen voldoen. Zo ver-
schaffen de methodes steeds kwantitatieve informatie in een tweedimensionaal (2D)
vlak.
Laserdiagnostiek
In dit proefschrift worden vier bijdragen geleverd aan het scala van laserdiagnosti-
sche meettechnieken, alle gebaseerd op principes uit een belangrijke theorie uit de
natuurkunde: de kwantummechanica. Deze theorie beschrijft onder andere hoe mole-
culen van een bepaalde chemische stof op licht reageren. Enerzijds zullen moleculen
het licht gewoon ‘reflecteren’ in een willekeurige richting (Rayleigh verstrooiing3, kan
ook [klassiek] elektrodynamisch worden beschreven) en anderzijds kan het licht van
kleur veranderen en zal het molecuul wat licht opnemen. In het laatste geval kan het
molecuul na verloop van tijd weer het opgenomen licht uitzenden in een willekeuri-
ge richting (Laser ge-Induceerde Fluorescentie – LIF) of tegelijkertijd met de absorptie
licht van een andere kleur uitstralen in een willekeurige richting (Raman verstrooiing).
Indien tijdens het interactieproces de kleur van het verstrooide licht is veranderd ten
opzichte van dat van het invallende licht, heeft het betrokken molecuul een kleine ver-
3De blauwe kleur van de lucht kan met Rayleigh verstrooiing beschreven worden. Onze atmosfeer
wordt beschenen door de zon met ‘wit’ licht, dat een mengsel is van alle andere kleuren zoals violet,
blauw, groen, geel, oranje en rood. Rayleigh verstrooiing is echter een efficiënter proces voor violet licht
dan voor rood licht. Daarom zien wij meer blauw verstrooid licht dan rood verstrooid licht. Aan de
andere kant verklaart dit juist ook de roodgekleurde lucht bij een zonsop-/ondergang.
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andering ondergaan (het is bijvoorbeeld harder gaan tollen of trillen). Deze verande-
ringen zijn voor elke chemische stof in principe anders. Hierdoor kan een verzameling
moleculen bestudeerd worden door ze met licht van een zeer goed bepaalde kleur te
bestralen en vervolgens het verstrooide licht te analyseren naar kleur en intensiteit.
De kleur zegt dan iets over de aanwezige chemische componenten en de intensiteit
over de hoeveelheid ervan. Eigenlijk kan met licht dus de partiële dichtheid gemeten
worden!
In de volgende secties volgen in het kort de kenmerken van de verschillende molecu-
laire lichtverstrooiingstechnieken.
Rayleigh Verstrooiing
Allereerst is het verstrooide licht alleen in intensiteit geanalyseerd. In dit meest een-
voudige experiment wordt een gasstroming met een lintvormige laserbundel besche-
nen (nauwkeurig bepaalde kleur!) en wordt het verstrooide licht met een zeer ge-
voelige camera gedetecteerd. Hierbij vindt dus geen optische filtering plaats van het
verstrooide licht en de camera detecteert dan ook alle bijdragen. Met de aanname dat
Rayleigh verstrooiing de dominante component vormt in het gedetecteerde licht, kan
de intensiteit eenduidig worden geïnterpreteerd als aan maat voor de totale dichtheid
in de gasstroming. (De totale dichtheid van alle aanwezige moleculen is een gewogen
som van alle partiële dichtheden.) Vanwege de lintvormige belichting wordt door de
camera in één keer een heel 2D vlak geanalyseerd. In hoofdstuk 4 zijn resultaten ge-
presenteerd voor belichting in het Ultra-Violet (UV), waarbij Rayleigh verstrooiing erg
efficiënt is. Daardoor is het mogelijk om de gasstroming met lichtpulsen te bestuderen
op een tijdschaal van slechts enkele miljardsten van een seconde. De kwaliteit van de
metingen is hierbij zodanig dat dichtheidsfluctuaties van 1% rondom het gemiddelde
nog waarneembaar zijn.
Raman Verstrooiing – I
Door de verschillende kleuren van het verstrooide licht onderling te scheiden kan de
bijdrage van Raman verstrooiing geïsoleerd worden. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om in-
formatie over de chemische samenstelling van de gasstroming te verkrijgen. Boven-
dien worden bepaalde ‘storende’ bijdragen aan het verstrooide licht onderscheidbaar
en kunnen die in veel gevallen worden uitgesloten van de detectie. Een spectrograaf
blijkt een uitstekend filter, waarbij een reflecterend tralie de verschillende aanwezige
kleuren ruimtelijk scheidt in een waaier (diffractie). Als deze spectrograaf direct voor
de camera in het pad van het verstrooide licht wordt geplaatst, dan worden opnamen
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[a] [b] [d][c]
Figuur 11.1. Van links naar rechts: [a] originele plaatje; [b] OMAgraph van dit plaatje voor
belichting met twee verschillende kleuren (dit heeft het effect van ‘dubbelzien’ door scheel te kijken
waarbij twee beelden worden waargenomen die ten opzicht van elkaar verplaatst lijken te zijn));
[c] rechttoe-rechtaan reconstructie van [a] uit [b] (ruis!); [d] reconstructie van [a] uit [b] met
gebruik van Bayesiaans data filter. In [d] is het raster van [a] veel duidelijker te herkennen dan in
[c].
door de spectrograaf heen gemaakt: zogenaamde OMAgraphs (zie de omslag voor een
kleurrijk voorbeeld). Met een zwart-wit camera wordt echter alleen intensiteit geme-
ten en niet meer de ‘echte’ kleur. Hierdoor kan zonder voorkennis geen onderscheid
gemaakt worden tussen ruimtelijke structuren en spectrale structuren in het gemeten
signaal. Alleen wanneer de kleuren voldoende verschillen is dit op het oog mogelijk
(zoals in hoofdstuk 5), zij het dat er een systematische fout gemaakt wordt in de in-
terpretatie van de intensiteit als (puur ruimtelijke) partiële dichtheid. In alle andere
gevallen is voorkennis nodig over de aanwezige kleuren in het verstrooide licht voor
de bepaling van de 2D partiële dichtheidsverdeling.
Indien wordt aangenomen dat het kleursamenstelling (spectrum) van het verstrooide
licht constant is, dan kan met een wiskundige berekening het oorspronkelijke, puur
ruimtelijke plaatje worden gereconstrueerd. Hiervoor is het echter wel essentieel om
bijdragen van ruis aan de meting zo goed mogelijk te verwerken. Anders bestaat de
reconstructie zelf helemaal uit ruis waaruit geen zinvolle, kwantitatieve informatie ge-
haald kan worden. Een statistische aanpak, waarbij aannamen over het experiment
en de verkregen data worden gecombineerd volgens het theorema van Bayes, geeft
een aanzienlijke verbetering ten opzicht van de rechttoe-rechtaan aanpak. Ook voor
stromingsonderzoek blijkt deze detectiemethode van Raman verstrooid licht uiterma-
te geschikt. Het is mogelijk gebleken (hoofdstuk 7 en figuur 11.1) om 2D partiële of
totale dichtheidsverdelingen te bepalen van
• een supersone, vrije uitstroming van droge lucht uit een straalpijp, waarbij schok-
golven en expansies gegenereerd worden;
• een supersone stroming van droge lucht om een kwarts wig in een windtunnel,
waarbij een idealisering van de optredende scheve schokgolven theoretisch goed
te beschrijven is; en
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• een stroming van een brandbaar mengsel van methaan en lucht in omgevings-
lucht.
Al deze stromingssituaties zijn onderzochtmet een nauwkeurigheid van ongeveer 10%
bij een belichting met ongeveer 1000 lichtpulsen.
Raman Verstrooiing – II
Raman verstrooid licht kan niet alleen met een spectrograaf worden gedistilleerd uit
meestal veel sterkere bijdragen aan het verstrooide licht, maar ook met een optisch
doorlaatfilter. Omdat ook deze experimenten vanwege de grootste efficiëntie in het
UV zijn uitgevoerd, is de scheiding van de kleuren van Raman bijdragen behorende bij
verschillende chemische stoffen erg klein. Dit stelt hoge eisen aan het optisch filter. Het
gebruikte filter bestaat uit vier hoogwaardige spiegels, die alleen licht in een heel klein
deel van het spectrum reflecteren. Door de spiegels in het pad van het verstrooide licht
te plaatsen, kan het Raman verstrooide licht worden gemeten. Echter, de informatie
over de precieze kleur gaat weer verloren met zwart-wit detectie zodat alleen totale
dichtheidsverdelingen bepaald kunnen worden en geen partiële dichtheden.
Een vergelijkende meting met deze methode aan de supersone, vrije luchtstroming uit
een straalpijp en de voorgaande twee methoden, detectie van Rayleigh verstrooid licht
en detectie van Raman verstrooid licht door een spectrograaf, leert dat alle resultaten
onderling consistent zijn binnen de experimentele onnauwkeurigheid (hoofdstuk 8).
Experimentele resultaten van de stroming om de kwarts wig in de supersone windtun-
nelstroming waren echter niet in overeenstemming met theoretische voorspellingen.
Waarschijnlijk gaat de idealisering in de theorie niet op voor de huidige windtunnel-
stroming.
Air Photolysis And Recombination Tracking: APART
Snelheden kunnen op verschillende manieren worden gemeten. Eén manier hiervoor
is om aan het begin en aan het eind van een goed gedefinieerd tijdsinterval een op-
name te maken van een aanvankelijk goed gedefinieerd patroon. Door beide opna-
men onderling te vergelijken, kan de lokale verplaatsing worden bepaald, waaruit
de lokale (gemiddelde) snelheid volgt na deling door het tijdsinterval. In de onder-
zochte implementatie van deze aanpak worden met een gefocusseerde laserbundel
stikstof-moleculen en zuurstof-moleculen op de een of andere manier zodanig gema-
nipuleerd (Air Photolysis) dat ze stikstofoxide-moleculen gaan vormen (Recombination).
Deze stikstofoxide-moleculen bevinden zich alleen op de ‘lijn’ van de laserbundel, zo-
dat een goed gekarakteriseerd beginpatroon ontstaat. De gasstroming vervormt en
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verplaatst deze lijn echter tot een complex patroon. Door met een tweede, lintvormige
laserbundel de gasstroming opnieuw te belichten, kan het LIF signaal van dit nieuwe
patroon worden gedetecteerd met een camera (Tracking).
Het grote voordeel van APART is dat er geen kunstmatige deeltjes aan de stroming
toegevoegd hoeven te worden waarvan de verplaatsing bepaald kan worden. Ster-
ker nog: de stikstofoxide-moleculen kunnen op elke willekeurige plaats naar believen
worden gevormd. Hierdoor kunnen zeer complexe stromingssituaties met wervels
worden bestudeerd, bijvoorbeeld in het zog achter een object. Ook beïnvloeden de
stikstofoxide-moleculen de stroming niet, maar maken ze juist per definitie deel uit
van de stroming. Erg illustratief zijn de resultaten in hoofdstuk 9 van metingen aan de
supersone, vrije luchtstroming uit een straalpijp en de stroming in het zog van de wig
in de supersone windtunnelstroming.
Conclusie
Moleculaire lichtverstrooiingstechnieken voldoen aan veel criteria die gesteld wor-
den aan betrouwbare en uitvoerbare stromingsdiagnostiek. Met name afbeeldingen
van Rayleigh verstrooid en Raman verstrooid licht zijn uitermate geschikt voor een
niet-intrusieve bepaling van tweedimensionale, kwantitatieve dichtheidsverdelingen.
Rayleigh verstrooiingwordt geadviseerd voor onvervuildemedia en instationaire stro-
mingen. Raman verstrooiing heeft de voorkeur voor onderzoek aan menging van gas-
sen, vervuilde media en stromingen rond objecten. De signaal-ruis verhouding bij
Raman verstrooiing is nog te laag voor 2D diagnostiek aan instationaire stromingen.
Deze metingen lijken echter wel op korte termijn haalbaar. APART is een veelbeloven-
de techniek om ‘onbezaaide’ snelheidsmetingen te verrichten in een vlak, mogelijk van
twee snelheidscomponenten tegelijk.
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